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Abstract 

In a collaborative effort by SSRL, AET Associates, and Varian Associates, a high-
brightness microwave electron gun using a thermionic cathode has been designed, 
built, tested, and installed for use with the SSRL 150 MeV linear accelerator. This 
thesis discusses the physics behind the design and operation of the gun and associated 
systems, presenting predictions and experimental tests of the gun's performance. 

The microwave gun concept is of increasing interest due to its promise of providing 
higher-current, lower-emittance electron beams than possible from conventional, DC 
gun technology. In a DC guns, accelerating gradients are less than 8 MV/m, while 
those in a microwave gun can exceed 100 MV/m, providing much more rapid initial 
acceleration, thereby reducing the deleterious effects of space-charge. Microwave guns 
produce higher momentum beams than DC guns, thus lessening space-charge effects 
during subsequent beam transport. Typical DC guns produce kinetic energies of 
80-400 KeV. compared to 2-3 MeV for the SSRL microwave gun. 

"State-of-the-art" microwave gun designs employ laser-driven photocathodes, pro
viding excellent performance but with greater complexity and monetary costs. A 
thermionic microwave gun with a magnetic bunching system is compaiable in cost 
and complexity to a conventional system, but provides performance that is orders of 
magnitude better. 

Simulations of the SSRL microwave gun predict a normalized RMS emittance 
at the gun exit of •' 10 r -m,c- j im for a beam consisting of approximately 50'/t 
of the particles emitted from the gun. and having a momentum spread of ±10 %. 
These emittaiices are for up to h y 109e" per bunch. Chromatic aberrations in the 
transport line beiween the gun and linear accelerator (GTL"i increase this to typically 
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The SSRL microwave pun was designed In have a longitudinal phabt*-sp,tce suited 
to magnetic bunch compression. Simulations predict thai peak currents of several 
hundred amperes are achievable. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

The history of accelerator physics is inseparable from the history of the application of 
particle beams. The production of high brightness electron beams is one ol increasing 
interest among accelerator physicists precisely because of incre.?':'^ interest in the 
applications of such beams. These applications provide the motivation for the research 
reported on in this thesis. 

In this introductory chapter. I will indicate the nature of the these applications 
to give the reader some appreciation of the motivation for research into microwave 
election guns. Prior to this. I review fundamental concepts—such as phase-space, 
Liouville's theorem, and emittance—that are necessary to the understanding of high 
brightness. 1 also review issues, relevant to the production of high-brightness pho
ton beams from synchrotron radiation emitted by hj^h-energy electrons, including a 
discission of coherent radiation and free electron lasers. 

Microwave, ot "RF". electron guns':. 1' are s. relatively recent development in the 
production of Inch-brightness beams. Their general characteristics and brief history 
are reviewed in the third section of this chapter. 

1 end thi>. chapter with an overview of the main body of the thesis. 

cJMJ'J n : : \\ i u . v ' . r. >y •: 

1.1 Review of Fundamental Concepts 

In order to understand the meaninc of "high-brightness", it is necessary to in>! un 
dersiami several prior concepts. The first of these is the concept of enm lance The 
emu lance of a beam is related to the phase-space volume occupied by 1 hv bean, cr 
some fraction of it. To properly define the emittance requires a discus*-",on of phase 
space and LiouviLV* theorem. 

1.1.1 Phase-Space and Liouville's Theorem 

P!i?se-space refers to the si. -dimensional space in which the spatial position and 
dynamic<il properties cf any particle are defined. For example, the coordinates of 
phase space may be taken to be the Cartesian coordinates (q1.q2.tj3) and the corres
ponding momenta (P1.p2.p3). In classical mechanics, these six coordinates uniquely 
and completely describe thesute of any particle. (More will be said about \\\p choice 
of coordinates below.) 

Suppose that at some tirr,e. ; =0 say. an arbitrary closed surface S in phase spdee is 
chosen, and that it bounds i. volume V. Allow S to evolve in time as if it were ;ric:i.>reo 
to maginary panicles that lie on S at t=fj. That is, consider S(t) to be defined a- 'he 
surface occupied by those panicles. Liouville's theorem [3] states that the phase-space 
volume. vVt). bounded by S(t) is constant, provided that only conservative fir.-.- au 
on the particles. 

Proof of Liouville's Theorem 

Perhaps the simplest and most intuitively appealing proof of Liouville's th- ..rem is 
thai given by Weiss ;4j. For simplicity .n notation, consider a two-dimensional phase 
space, with cooidinales lq. p). so that V(t) is the area bounded by a closed n ine 

S(t). 
In order to calculate the total time derivative of ' (t), one nc°d only look at the 

motion of the boundary, which again may be thought of as> determined by the motion 
of hyp-itheticai boundary particles that are defined by the choice of S\i = 0l. In df 
represent the outward vector for an infinitesimal segment of the boundary A 11101 ion 

http://q1.q2.tj3
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f! iin> iiuuiidan clcnu'iu h\ i_\q. Api will increase liie area tnniinieil li\ S \>y 

il^M - (l(,,Ap. 11.1 I 

I 1 vi.iini: l»y Ai anil inteftramm over S. one sees thai 

-T- = / iq.pl-<lf. (l.'-'i 
lit J$ 

Wt- of the Divergence Theorem allows one tf convert the surface integral unci HII 

mtecraJ n w i the rcmon of phase-space bounded h\ S: 

T ^ i q - P l d q d p = j (# q q - # p p ) d q d p . (1.31 

For a conservative- system J . Hamilton's equations. 

q = dvU .1.4 J 

P = - a , n . 11..-.1 

are ,!:':•.. -:hle Since the boundary $ moves as if anchored to particles, these equation* 

f«T p a n n e motion specify the motion of the boundary and may meaningfully be used 

::. fii\j;ition 1 1.3). yieldinc 

- - = J (<V.-H - # P d q H I dq dp = 0. 1: .61 

Hence. 1 be phase-space area bounded by Sit 1 is nmstant a* the system evolves. 

I m p l i c a t i o n s nf L ionvi l l e ' s T h e o r e m 

Most su t emen t s of I.iouviile's theorem 1. 6" make use of the particie distribution 

funciion. ^ i q . p . r . . which nves the density of particles in phase space. Since the 

paths of particles, cannot rross 111 phase-space, any panicle inside S at t - 0 will remain 

insx'- n. Tb 11s. if one accepts that the volume bounded by any surface Sit 1 is const am. 

then it foLows thai the integral of * over that volume is also constant, since 1 in-

uitecral cues the number of panicles in the volume and since particle... cannot cros^ 

; Since tiie \olume houided by S t i and the number of particles inside Sit • are both 

ron>tan' the average dem-ny of panicles inside Sn 1 must also be ronsiant. 

c// \i'iri: / JSiiioi'icnoy 4 

To decline a further result, assume that Sit I bounds an infinite ^m-a. volume 

d\" ~ d q d p . MI Dial one can ignore (he variation of ^ over llie volume. J"JJ*-IJ *hf 

statement that the average of ^ over V(ti 1* constant implies, that the value of <1' 

at the center of tlie volume ior for any other point inside it 1 is constant Hiat is. 

if one chooses any point i q . p ) in phase space at t = 0 , then as one t r ave l wiii, a 

particle starting at thai point and moving under the influence of conservative (ones, 

the value of ^ evaluated at the position of the particle is constant. W'rnme t lij«- in 

inatlieiiiaticaJ form, one obtains 

dt d\ dt dq dt Op 

whi'-h is the mathematical result commonly referred to as Liouville's theorem h. (> . 

Liouvi l le ' s T h e o r e m a n d R e a l B e a m s 

In accelerator pliysics. one deals with the properties of ensembles of large numbers of 

panicles, referred to as "beams" or "bunches". The real phase-space distribution of 

a bunch is the sum of many delta-functions: 
N 

• „<q. p . t - ^ * ' < q - q " ' ! ilf-lp - p " ' !U l . 1 !-*< 
IB 1 

where N is the number of panicles, and (q : ' . p ' ' ' are the phase-space coordinates 

of" the )"'• panicle. 

What does Liotivilh-'s theorem tell us about the evolution of such a buiuh ' 

Contrar> 10 * he impression given by some discussions 5 . there is nothing m :h*-

d e m a n o n ti of equation - i.7i that invalidates it for a distribution of this type. In 

m\ discussmti. 1 have taken ['are to refer to "imacinary" panicles in defining bound

ary surface-,, u, order to emphasize that LiouviuVs theorem is not dependent for its 

validity on ha vine an infinite number of panicles 01 a smooth continuous di-iribuuon 

of panicles. Liouville .- theorem Mated 111 lerms- of the constancy ni the volum*- n.M.le 

a tlox*d. evolvini! Mirfaic in phas-e space is ciearh a result that 15 valid regard;---; oi 

what S"H ..: auna i bean, distnlmtion one has This applies just as well to Liouviile-

iheor>'ii. :i~ -.iated 111 eijuaM.n. 1.7> 

(>:e iaveai i.eeds tt. i,e i^ue it. this recani 7 . The derivation of Liouwib - "he 

oren. ini|iii' :il> assume-! :|,a: the Hamiitoniaii was iiiacroscopn in i.ature. rtn : m 
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particular that particle-particle forces could be included in the Hamiltonian in a way 
that did not refer to the individual coordinates of particles. If particle-particle colli
sions are considered, then the real Hamiltt :uan is a function of GN variables, where 
N is the number of particles. In this case, Liouville's theorem is strictly valid only in 
6N dimensional phase-space. In 6 dimensional phase-space, particle-particle collisions 
will increase the phase volume occupied by the beam and opprarto violate Liouville's 
theorem. For practicd purposes, the phase-volume in 6 dimensional phase-space is 
what matters, so this can be an important issue. For sparsely populated beams, the 
issue becomes even more relevant, since then the particle fields cannot be smoothed 
into a macroscopic field. 

Even given this conclusion, a distribution as defined by equation (1.8) is unwieldy 
and contains more information than is needed or useful. In the limit of a very large 
number of particles, $ D can generally ^though not always) be approximated by a 
smooth, continuous function of q and p. The applicability of a smooth distribution 
depends on practical considerations of how well one wants the smooth distribution 
to match the actu-' distribution. Since real bunches are always confined to a limited 
volume in phase-space, a practical way to gauge whether a bunch is well-approximated 
by a smoothed distribution is to ask whether an arbitrary phase-space volume inside 
the bunch that is small compared to the total phase-space volume contains a number 
of particles that is much larger than 1. 

1.1.2 Beam Emittance 

I mentioned above that the emittance is related to the volume occupied by a bunch. 
or some part of it. in phase-space. The intervening discussion of Liouville's theorem 
indicates why the emittance is an important concept for accelerator physics. Ignoring 
dissipative effects such as synchrotron radiation!?!- all of the force:, in an accelerator 
are conservative. Hence. Liouville's theorem is applicable, and potentially provide* 3 
means of describing a bunch in terms of a conserved property that appli ;s to the whole 
bunch, rather than in terms of the coordinates of the individual particles. Indeed, 
the standard analysis of beam evolution in terms of the Twiss parameters-^, 9] makes 
use of the emiitance in order to simplify the computation of bunch properties along 
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an accelerator. 

Commonly-Employed Simplifications 

In (his analysis, certain simplifications are commonly employed. First, instead of deal 
ing with cix-dimensionaJ phase-space.it is common to deal with the2-dimensional pro
jections of the phase-space coordinates into the (qi,Pi), (q2>P;), and (q 3 ,p 3) planes. 
In the absence of coupling between these planes, Liouville's theorem is valid for each 
of the 2-dimensional phase-spaces. 

In accelerator physics, it is common to have a bunch that travels largely in one 
direction, i.e.. as a well-colbmated beam. Hence, instead of a Cartesian coordinate 
system, one employs a curvilinear coordinate system which follows the path of an 
ideal, central particlellO]. At each point along this path, one defines a locally Carte
sian system in such a way that one axis U) bes along the direction of motion of the 
central trajectory, while the other two axes (x and y|, are perpendicular to the central 
trajectory, so that (x. y, z) is a right-handed system. Corresponding to each of these 
spatial coordinates is a momentum, thus completing the six-dimensional phase-space. 

Discussion of the emittance per se is usually confined to the transverse planes, 
(x,p„| and (y.pv). For the longitudinal plane. (z,p,), it is more common to speak of 
the bunch length and momentum spread without defining an emittance. Hence, I will 
confine myself to the transverse planes in what follows. I will also write the equa'ions 
only for the (x.p,) plane, though they are equally valid for the (y.p y) plane. 

Another simplification commonly used pertains to the method used for computing 
the area occupied by the bunch in each phase-plane. A seemingly straight-forward 
definition of the emittance would be: the smallest contiguous phase-space area con
taining a specified fraction, say 90^(, of the particles. V. hile this would give an 
accurate measure of the phase space area occupied by the bunch, it is difficult to use 
in practice, and doe; not lend it self to analytical treatments. (In addition, it may 
not accurately characterize the effective phase-space area occupied by a bunch, due 
to filamentation and non-linear correlations in phase-space.) 

http://phase-space.it
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The RMS Emittances 

For this reason, and for others to be seen presently, the most commonly used means 
of measuring the phase-space area occupied by a bunch is the •"normalized RMS 
emittanee". defined as 

£ n = rm,Cy/<x :);pj|) - \P„X; : , (1.91 

where ^ngle brackets indicate averages of the bracketed quantities over the en
tire bunch. The factor of m,c indicates that the momentum is dimensionless. i.e.. 
P* - *3**)- The reason for the facior of T will be seen presently. Both of these factors 
are absorbed in the units of £ n, which in the present work are TT • m,c • fxm. 

r n is referred to as the normalized emittance to distinguish it from the "geometric 
RMS emiitance''. defined as 

£ = r\/.;x 3 , ;x , a; - <x'x ; . (1.10) 

where x' = p«/p« = 3,/3t is the slope oi a particle's trajectory. The units of £ are 
JT /im or - • mm • mrad. If p t is nearly the same for all particles, then 

£n * (p,,m,cf. (1.11) 

In most applications, the geometric emittance is a more important quantity, since 
the divergence is what is relevant to the optical properties of the bunch or any radia
tion produced by it. (I will return to this issue later in this chapter.) Note, however. 
thar if the bunch is accelerated, so that (p.; is increased, the normalized emittance 
will be unchanged while the geometric emitlance will decrease. Hence, the "phase-
space" formed by (x.x') is really not a phase-s^ace in the strict sense (it is sometimes 
referred to as "trace-space", instead 11 ]). p, is the momentum conjugate to x. while x' 
is a ratio of two momenta. Because of these considerations, the normalized emitlance 
is most relevant to the comparison of different accelerators that produce bunches of 
different longitudinal momenta. 

Some authors^! 13. 11. 14' prefer to define the RMS emittance with an additional 
factor of A. in order to obtain a measure of the phase-space area occupied by a 
larger (though not necessarily well-defined) fraction of the beam. This definition is 
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also put forward because the emit lance so defined is equal to the total phase-space 
area for a uniformly populated ellipse in (x,p„) space (a projection of the "K-V" 
distribution 7, Mi). 1 have used the definition given in equation (1.9) principly because 
it is the definition used in the electron siorage ring community. 

For electron storage ringsj8:, a gaussian phase-space distribution is found to ap
proximate the actual phase-space to a high degree. Such a phase-space distribution 
may be specified as 

m,c / 7r 2m;r(x 2){p;) f x 2 „ <xp«) p! 1\ 
(1.12) 

where the normalization is such that 

/ ~ d x | ~ d P l * ( x , P ] [ ) = : 1. (1.13) 

The interested reader may verify that if this distribution used to compute the right-
hand side of equation (1.9), then the parameter c„ in equation (1.12) is indeed the 
normalized RMS emittance. 

It is now possible to explore the connection between the RMS emittanre and the 
area occupied by the bunch in phase space. To simplify the analysis, let xp„ = 0. so 
that £„ = xm*C\/(x2)(pjj}. (This simple equation for the normalized RMS emitlance 
for an uncoupled phase-space distribution is one of the appeals of this definition of 
the emittance.) The distribution in equation (1.12) becomes 

* < x - P , ) = ' exp(-l{4-4-|). I1.14| 

Consider an ellipse in (x,p,) space denned by 

P, 

where K is a dimensionless constant. The area of this ellipse is 

= K ! , 11.15) 

A(K) = trm.cKV(=!)(pJ), (1.16) 

where I have included the "units" (m,c) of p, . For K=l . the area is equal to the 
normalized RMS emittance. which is the motivation for including the factor of r in 
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the definition of the emittance (equations 11.9) and 11.10)). The fraction of the bunch 
within this ellipse is readih computed: 

F|K) = j \ d l t e x p ( - M = 1 - e x p ( - ^ - j . 11.17) 

For K = l. the ellipse has an area equal to the normalized RMS emu tance. and contains 
39.35% of the particles. The maximum x coordinate of the ellipse is the RMS value 
of x. while the maximum p x coordinate of the ellipse is the RMS value of p». For 
K=2. the ellipse has an area equal to four times the normalized RMS emittance. and 
contains 86.47^t of the particles. 

Virtues and Pitfalls of RMS Emittances 

One virtue of the geometric and normalized RMS emit tan ces is that both are constant 
for propagation through a system with no acceleration and where all transverse forces 
are linear in x (for the normali2ed RMS emittance. this is true only if the longitudinal 
momentum spread is 2ero'll]). For a bunch with no longitudinal momentum spread, 
the normalized RMS emittance is constant for a linear system, even with acceleration. 
Because of this, the degradation of the RMS emittances in a beamline is an indication 
of the severity of non-linear effects an J cross-plane coupling in the beamline- This is 
discussed in more detail in Chapter 5. 

In Chapter 5. 1 also discuss how the geometric RMS emittance can be measured 
experimentally. In the absence of noise and longitudinal momentum spread, mea
surements of RMS beam-sizes can be used to exactly measure the RMS geometric 
eminance. which is yet another of the appeals of the using the RMS definition of the 
emit tance. 

One problem with the RMS emittances is that they do not measure the actual 
phase-space area occupied by a fixed fraction of the bunch for an arbitrary phase-
space distribution, in fact, it is easy to construct phase-space distributions occupying 
zero area while having non-zero RMS emittances. One solution to this problem is to 
use higher-moment descriptions of the beam phase-space, in order to correct the area 
estimate for higher-order correlations, thus producing an emittance thai corresponds 
more closely to the actual phase-space area occupied by the beam! 15]. One can also 
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use such analysis to evaluate and potentially eliminate higher-order phase-space cor
relations (which are caused by nonlinear forces), thus decreasing the RMS emittance. 

In the final analysis, one must realize lhai for non-gaussian beams the RMS emit
tances are simply convenient but potentially crude estimate? of the actual phase-space 
area occupied by a bunch. In fact, there is simply no way to accurately describe a 
complicated phase-space distribution with a single number {like the RMS emittance) 
that will be appropriate to all cases and relevant in all applications. Whenever a 
precise description of the bunch phase-space is required, it is necessary to specify 
the distribution itself, either in some functional form or in terms of a representative 
sample of particles from the distribution. From the standpoint of gun and accelerator 
simulations, the later method is indeed the method used to specify and compute the 
evolution of the bunch. That is, in gun and accelerator simulations, one frequently 
simulates the bunch by a number of "macro-particles" which are representative of the 
actual distribution. Tnis technique is used extensively in the present work. 

If an accurate description of a complicated beam phase-space is to be provided 
by the accelerator physicist to those interested in applications of the beam, then that 
description may need to go beyond the RMS emittances and deal directly with the 
distribution. In many cases, particularly for guns and linear accelerators. RMS and 
other averaged beam properties must be recognized ac approximate characterizations 
of the phase-space, suitable for approximate calculations only. 

1.1.3 B e a m B r i g h t n e s s 

Bunch Length and Peak Current 

The transverse emittances of a bunch, or its transverse phase-space distribution, 
do not fully characterize the bunch and its usefulness for applications. Missing is 
information about the number of particles in the bunch and their distribution in 
longitudinal phase-space. As noted above, the longitudinal phase-space of a bunch 
is most often characterized in terms of the momentum spread and the bunch-length 
Bunch length can be specified either as the literal, spatial length of the bunch in the 
longitudinal dimension, or as the time-length of bunch, i.e., the time it takes for the 
particles in the bunch to pass by a fixed location along the beambne 
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Some authors! 14'- define the bunch length as an RMS value about the centroid. For 

present purposes. I prefer 10 specify the hunch length as the time-interval occupied 

by the centr;i] 90*71 of the particles in the bunch. The reason is that the RMS bunch 

length and the lOO î bunch length are sensitive to straggling particles that comprise 

a small fraction of the bunch and hence are unimportant . As a result, these are 

unreliable and potentially misleading measures of the bunch length 

Havmg defined the bunch length, one can go on to define- ihe aveiage current 

durmc the bunch, referred (o as (he "peak current" 

et 
where <st is the 90</l bunch length and Q is the amount of charge in the interval h. 

More specifically, 6i ~ i ; - t i , where 

j " * ( t )d i = / " " % M ) d t = 0.45. (1.19) 

t m is the "median r t ime, that is. the time at which half the particles in the bunch, 

specified by the temporal distribution ty(\). have passed by seme specified point in 

the beamline. (Note that * ( t ) is normalized to unit area.) While this is not the only 

way one might define the 90% bunch length, it has the advantage of being readily 

computed and robust (in the sense of being insensitive to outlying particles or noisy 

distributions). 

In contrast to the peak current, the "average current" is 

U = ^ (1.20) 
l b 

where Q b is the total charge per bunch and T t is the time between bunches (equal 

to the RF frequency for a RF gun). In general, the average current is much less than 

the peak curren.. since the distance between bunches is much greater than the bunch 

length. 

B r i g h t n e s s 

The normalized brightness is ihe proportional to average current density in phase-

space during the bunch, defined 16" in terms of the peak current and eniMtance as 

n = ( rm,c t* . 11.211 
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where £,,.„ is the normalized RMS eniittance for the q plane The units uf the 

normalized brightness that I will use are A / m n r mradv 

The motivation for this definition 7 is that the volume of an uncoupled ellip>r in 

four-dimensional phase space is V, = T* 2abcd. where a. b. c. and d are the semi-

major axes of the ellipse in each of the dimensions Hence, for a uniformly filled 

ellipsf i i.e.. a K-Y distribution I. \ , = TT "2x t n i,p».m»xym»xP>.»i,... so that the current 

density in phase-space is 

V 4 ^ * m « P * n i « . v m . « P y . n . « 

which corresponds to equation M.21 except for the factor of r fin retrospect- it 

would have been preferable to leave the factor of 7r: out of equation 11.21).) 

To increase the brightness, one needs to increase the peak current, decrease the 

emittance. or bofh. To increase the peak current, a proces< known as "bunchine" or 

"bunch compression" is often employed, which involves increasing the peak current 

by compressing the bunch into a shorter time-length. (This is discussed in Chapter 

4. j Increasing the emittance is often a matter of mitigating emittance-diluting effects, 

such as non-linear fields. More will be sajd about about these issues in Section 1.3. 

Having reviewed these concepts, many of which will be used throughout this work. 

I now proceed with a discussion of applications of high-brightness electron beams. 
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1.2 Applications of High-Brightness Beams 

While the problem of producing high-brightness electron beams is a challenging one 
for the accelerator physicist, these beams are not pursued as ends in themselves. 
Among the applications that require such beams are linear colliders! 17), wake-field 
and other two-beam acceleration schemes|18, 19], and radiation-producing devices, 
such as Free Electron Lasers (FELs)i20, 21]. Of these applications, I will discuss only 
those related to the production of radiation. 

1.2.1 Synchrotron Radiation 

Synchrotron radiation is the radiation emitted when a charged particle (usually an 
electron or positron) is subjected to accelerating forces imposed by external magnetic 
or electric fields. In this section. I will review the properties of synchrotron radia
tion, taking results from some of the many excellent discussions that appear in the 
literature|22, 23, 24. 25] 

Bending-Magnet Radiation 

The simplest way to produce synchrotron radiation is to sent a high-energy electron 
beam through a uniform magnetic field transverse to the direction of travel of the 
beam. In such a circumstance, the beam undergoes acceleration perpendicular to its 
direction of motion, which bends its path into an arc of a circle of some fixed radius. 
p. This is commonly referred to as "bending-magnet radiation", since it is produced 
by the magnets used to "bend" the central trajectory of an electron beam (often into 
a closed path, as in an electron storage ring!8;). This radiation is characterized by 
the "critical frequency". 

3c-i3 

< = 2z{. = —-. (1.231 
•V 

where -> is the electron energy in units of the rest mass. The spectral distribution 
of bending magnet radiation is such that half the radiated power is below the critical 
frequency and half above. In addition, the power spectrum of the radiation observed 
m the bend plane is peaked at „• ^ o.S3*.v. The wavelength corresponding to the 
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critical frequency is 
4tro 

K = ~ - 1124) 
7D 

It is well known that the radiation from a relativislic particle undergoing instan
taneously circular motion is emitted primarily in the forwtrd direction. If one defines 
the horizontal plane to be the plane in which the magnet bends the beam trajec
tory, then the radiation emitted from a bending magnet is spread over a horizontal 
angle essentially equal to the bend angle, assuming that the bend angle is large com
pared to 1/-). In the vertical plane, however, the "opening angle" of the radiation is 
much narrower. For *: = u.y, the RMS vertical opening angle of the radiation power 
distribution is v = 0.57/7. 

The instantaneous total synchrotron radiation power for a single electron is 

3*1* 
P., = 4.611 x i r r 2 0 Watt - meter2 x — ~ . (1.251 /> ' 

Hence, if a beam consisting of bunches of N, electrons with a repetition rate of f. 
passes through a bending magnet with bending radius p that bends through an angle 
0, the average radiation power is 

'P> = P..-rN.f '1.26) 
3c 

J 3 - . ' 
= 1.538 > 10"2'Joule -meter x 6»N.f (1.27 ( 

P 
As an example, the SSRL pre-injector knac 26 delivers a 120 MeYbeam i-. > 235 i. 

which is subsequently deflected by 0.72 rad by a bending magnet with p =; 0 0m. so 
that Xt = 0.6/xni. which is in the visible pan of the spectrum. Typicall> 2 > 109 

electrons are accelerated per pulse, with 10 pulses per second, so that the average 
radiation power is a mere 11 nW. However, as will be seen in Chapter 4. each electron 
bunch has a length of order 1 ps. so that the peak radiation power is of order 1 k\\ 
The "natural" RMS opening angle of the radiation (i.e.. ignoring beam emittance 
effects, which are discussed below i is 2.4 milh-radians 

For a 120 MeV beam with 2 - 10y electrons per bunch in approximate!) 1 ps 
bunches, the peak instantaneous beam power is of order 40 G\V This is seven or 
ders uf magnitude greater than the peak instantaneous radiation puwet produced in 
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the example v'learU, a more rtht irni wax of ri'tiverting elet;rou beam power miu 

radiation power is desirable From equation il _T|. n would appear lliai (he must 

straieht forward ways io do tins are in increase the Held sirencth u.e. . decreasing JM 

and increase 1 ho patti length, I - 0. in the bending magnet (these are not, of course. 

independent quantities i 

Undulators and Wigglers 

The power from a bending magnet is fanned out in the bend plane over an angle equal 

to ihe bending ancle Hence, the radiation power densny per unit solid an^V Iocs not 

increase if one ha* a longer bending magnet with the same bendmc radius (which has 

tlie same fields but a greater bending ancle) However, by using a series of bending 

magnets of equal but opposite bending angles, one rati increase the radiation power 

per unit sobd angle. Such a device is railed a "wiggler" or "undulator" macnei 25 

By reducing the fanning ou t of the radiation caused by t i e deflection of the beam 

path, these devices not onh allow (.up to extraci more power from a beam, but aJso 

to concentrate thai power into a iiarrmvrr solid ancle, thus increasing the brightness 

of the radiation 

The dominant field component m sud: magnet.', is a transverse field described h\ 

H> - B„CUS:-JT2 A*,. 11.2M 

where V is the periodic length of tlie magnet. (As in the last section, i is the 

luiicitiniiiLiti coordinate, while x and y are the horizontal and vertical coordinates. 

respective!) > If B.. is not too large, thr particle t ra jee-on in the y = () plane is 

sinusoidal, i.e.. 

S ~ A 

where 

a 

The maximum slope of xi 2 i is thus 

cuSiJrrz A„ 

eB,.A; 
4 r : m f o 

2;r K 

11 .:*i -

d.:iOi 

(7/ \rn /.• ; i^ mot ; * -//ON u> 

wiit-re I. i> tin- nsuio >jndulaiur Mrniuih parameter Tlie distitntion between wigelers 

and iindulators i*- thai b»r wigglers. K • 1. whereas for undulaiurs K i- less than or 

of order 1, That is,, an undulator is a w i l i e r that causes (>iii\ \er> --liciii motion 

of the beam, so slight thai i in- naluraJ opening angle of the radiation is not greath 

degraded m either plane due in the (annum out effect that occurs in ordman bending 

niacnef s. 

From equation i l . - . j i . one sees thai 1 lie instantaneous radiation power is propoi 

lioual to 1 /i- Since 1 >> •- B , . the Inchest instantaneous power is radiated when the 

electron is at the crests of us sinusoidal trajectory, where the acceleration is greatest 

For K •• 1. \ ' „ l l t x is much creator than the natural opening ancle of the radiation 

at the cresi. which means thai a disiani . on axis observer principle sees radiation 

emitted from near the crest of the o so lUtons (where the electron is travebng with 

x' -•). which enhances the dominance of the radiation emitted at the crest Hence, 

for K v 1. it is plausible that the radiation seen by a distant, on axis observer will 

take the form of a series of pulses, one emitted from each cres: w the e;e< mm •• u<n)-

lat.ons The frequeno spectrum of this radiation is dominated by ih»* iii'-'.iu.tanenijs 

spectrum at the crests, and one can show that the spectrum from a w i g o n \- indeed 

very much like that from a bending magnet with field B 0 . 

If K == 1. however, the same observer will receive radiation irom a s-cir.tu ant 

portion of the electron's oscillation, and one finds the the spectrum of 'hi- radiation 

is related to the frequency of the electron's oscillatory motion. In the a-wriice resi 

frame of the electron, the electron executes transverse oscillation win. in-t^enr \ 

where the factor of - is due to the Lorentz-contraction of the undula 'm period AS 

seen in the moving frame In its rest frame, then, the electron emus dipole radiation 

at this frequency In the laboratory frame, this frequency is Doppler shifted, so thai 

a spectrum of frequencies is produced: 

where f? is the angle in the x z plane relative to the axis of the undulator Fin 

file:///riin
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8 v, !/•), i.e.. near the axis, the wavelength of the radiation is simply 

1 ~ K : /2 
^=K " ' " , (1-34) 

-V 
so that for a high-energy electron (i.e., i 2 3> 1), the wavelength of the radiation 

will be much shorter than the undulator period. For very weak undulators, the 
radiation spectrum is dominated by this "first-harmonic" radiation. For K > 1, the 
electron motion in the rtst frame contains significant frequency components other 
than the fundamental oscillation, which generate additional frequencies in the rest 
frame at even and odd harmonics of the fundamental. The odd harmonics are a 
result of transverse oscillations, while the even harmonics are a result of longitudinal 
oscillations relative to the average rest frame. The odd harmonics of the motion 
produce spectral peaks at frequencies that are, of course, odd multiples of U. The 
odd harmonics are of the greatest interest, since the radiation in this case is confined 
to a narrow forward cone with an RMS divergence of 

1 /H-KV2 /IT AiT 

^"W-SJ-'Vri-VT (1-301 

where N is the number of undulator periods, L is the total undulator length, n is 
the (odd) harmonic number, and A„ = A,/n is the wavelength of the n' h harmonic. 
The subscript "r" is used to emphasize that this angular divergence is an intrinsic 
property of the radiation, separate from the electron beam divergence. 

This result assumes that the radiation irom the undulator may be approximated 
as coming from a source at the longitudinal center of the undulator and that the light 
is observed from a distance that is large compared to the length of the undulator 27 . 
If this assumption is made. t\en for a zero-emittance electron beam (e.g., a single 
electron), the radiation produced in an undulator has an angular divergence given by 
equation (1.351. as well as an apparent source size (due to the length of the undulator i. 
given by 

<r,.k = — X/ATT (1.361 
4ir ' 

Hence, the geometric RMS emittance of the photon beam emitted by a single electron 
passing through an undulator is 
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For an electron beam with a gaussian transverse distribution, characterized by a 
spatial parameter c% and an angular parameter a't, the effective photon beam param 
eters are obtained by adding in quadrature with the single-electron parameters!23. 
27, 2»: : 

"'. = ol-e; 

'? = °?-°'r' 
Thus, the emittance of weak undulator radiation for a non-zero emittance electron 

beam is 
£, = rya}-tr;\!<r?- a*. (1.38) 

From this, one concludes that the ercin&nce of the photon beam is maintained at its 
minimum value if 

a]<a\ (1.39) 

and 
c? « a?. i 1.401 

This implies ihat 
t, < t r . ' I41i 

(Note thai the latter condition is necessary but not sufficient to fulfill equaiioi.s. 
(1.39) and (1.40).) 

This result two important implications. First, if one desires a low-eiuiitanrp ]•>],!> 
ton beam, then the best one can do is to supply an electron beam with eminaiire 
significantly less than the wavelength being produced, and wi n atl cr'r - IT, r\ - 4-L 
(where L is. again, the length of the undulator). Second, as will be seen presently. 
if one maintains the intrinsic photon beam emittance. then '.if other conditions art-
also satisfied) the radiation will be spatially coherent. This i« path to Free Electron 
Lasers. 

1.2.2 C o h e r e n t R a d i a t i o n 

In order lo discuss the possibility that undulator radiation might be coherent, n 
is helpful to review the meaning of coherence!29. 30'. There are two varieties of 
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coherence, spatial coherence and temporal (or longitudinal) coherence 

Spatial Coherence of Transversely Extended Sources 

Spaual coherence refers 10 the constancy of the phase across a wave-front of light, 
in pa.riu-u}&i> spalialiy cohvT^ni light »-jU iorrn imerfpience fringes when used in a 
Young's two-slit experiment. Figure l.l shows an experiment w which an on-axij 
point source is used to illuminate two silts, spaced by -A* a distance T> from the 
source. Suppose further that the light from these slits falls On a screen at a distance 
S from the slits. If the width of the individual slits is small compared to D, t . and A. 
and if A is small compared to D and L. then interference fringes are formed on the 
screen, spaced by 

U the point source is moved transversely (i.e., to an off-axis position), then the center 
of the fringe pattern moves as well, to 

x , = - ? j £ . (1.43I 

where x, is the distance of the source from the axis. 
If one had two equal-strength point sources that individually produced fringe 

patterns offset by J\x, '2 relative to one another, then the combined irradianee would 
be flat—i.e.. no fringes would be seen. (One must, of course, add the electric fields 
and not the irradiances to see this.) This occurs when the two point sources are off 
axis at 

AD 

Hence, even though these two sources might be radiating in phase, the combined 
source does not produce interference fringes and is said to be spatially incoherent. 
As the point sources are moved toward one another, the fringes gradually reappear. 
To obtain a high degree of spatial coherence for two point sources offset by -x, . one 
wants the centers of the two frince patterns to be spaced by. say. less than -ix f 4: 

•Jx.S 1 . AS 
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Figure 1.1: Young's Two-Slit Experiment 
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This can be rewritten as 

where I have used Ot to denote the angle of a ray that starts on axis and passes 
through one of the slits. 

If one now lets x. represent the spatial size of an extended source and 0, the 
characteristic angular divergence of the source, then one concludes that radiation 
with emittance c r = 7rx,0, exhibits spatial coherence at certain wavelengths, namely 
if 

A > 16£r/Tr. (1.47) 

A more rigorous analysis shows j 24] that for a gaussian beam, complete spatially 
coherence (i.e.. no washing-out of fringes) is obtained if 

A > 4f r = ATfTt{r'T. (1.48) 

While I have discussed coherence in the context of Young's experiment, and will 
continue to do so below, this is only for clarity. What the appearance of fringes in 
Young's experiment attests to is the coherence of the radiation from the source at 
a certain distance from the source (namely, the position of the slits) and within a 
certain region (namely, between the slits). 

If one refers back to equation (1.37) for the emittance of single-electron undulator 
radiation, one sees that this condition for spaiial coherence is in fact satisfied, so that 
single-electron radiation from an undulator is spatially coherent. In addition, one sees 
that if the electron-beam emittance is significantly less than A/4, then the radiation 
is spatially coherent even for a beam of many electrons. One conclusion that can be 
drawn from this is that for a zero-length electron bunch that satisfies equation (1.481, 
the on-axis intensity is the coherent superposition of the radiation from each electron, 
so that the flux on-axis will be N7 times the flux for a single electron. 

Spatial Coherence of Longitudinally Extended Sources 

I'nti! now. I have considered the sources to lie in a plane of constant z (i.e.. in a plane 
parallel to the planes of the slits and the screen). However, when an electron bunch 
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acts as a source of synchrot ron radiation, it has a longit udinal extent as well as a trans
verse extent. Imagine then that one has two equal-strength, on-axis point sources, 
one at z-0 and another at z = Az. with Az -c D. Since both sources are on-axis, 
each individually illuminates both slits with the same phase. Hence, spatial coherence 
is maintained. However, depending on A2, the coherent flux passing through the slits 
may be diminished or increased relative to thai for a single source, due to interference 
between the two sources. 

The optical path length difference for light from the two sources to the slits is 
simply Az, to firs', order. Hence, if Az <r A and the sources emit in phase, then 
constructive interference will occur at the slits. Clearly, for N equal-strength, in-
phase sources, confined to a longitudinal interval Az < A, the peak on-axis intensity 
is increased by N 2. Thus, if an electron-bunch is short compared to the wavelength 
and if the transverse coherence condition (equation (148)) is also satisfied, then the 
on-axis flux will be N ! times the single-electron flux, preserving the result obtained 
for a zero-length electron bunch. This provides a dramatic increase in the radiation 
power (in regions of constructive interference), and is therefore a highly desirable 
result. 

Consider also that if the two sources are out of phase by 180" and spaced by A '2. 
(hen they will constructively interfere. Hence, if two electron bunches, each short 
compared to A. are spaced by in - 1 '2)A (where n is an integer) and experiencing 
opposite acceleration, then they will radiate in phase at the slits (or some distant 
on axis point) and hence their intensities will interfere constructively. In this way. a 
train of mutually-coherent sources can be created. 

A typical undulator period. Au, is 2.5 cm. For a ?.20 MeV beam such as tha; 
p.oduced by ihe SSRL pre-injeclor. the first-harmonic wavelength (assuming K < 1) 
is Ai = 0.2/im. A relativistic electron bunch with a bunch-length of 0.2/im would 
have t\ = 0.6 > 10 3ps. While bunch-lengths of order 1 ps are possible (see Chapter 
4). a sub-femtosecond bunch length is not wiihin the realm of current accelerator 
technology- Hence, it would seem that the promise of coherent undulator radiation 
is out of reach. The solution to 1 his problem is called a Free Electron Laser (FELj. 
and I will discuss it in the next section. 
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T e m p o r a l C o h e r e n c e 

First. I wish to complete the discussion of coherence by explaining temporal coheri-nce 

Temporal coherence refers essentially to the monochromaucity of light, and can be 

understood by returning to Young's two-slit experiment with a single on-axis source. 

If one modifies the experiment hy placing refractive material over one of the slits. 

then the optical path length for light gome through that slit is increased, resulting in 

a phase-shi-t at the screen relative to the light going through the other slit. Suppose 

that the light going through the refractive material is delayed by time .At. For a 

perfectly monochromatic source, this phase shift is irrelevant, and merely results in 

a shifting of the fringes- A perfectly monochromatic source is said to be completely 

temporally coherent, or to have A t f o h = x . 

However, for a realistic source, the spread in frequencies means that for too long of 

a delay. At > A t r o h . the interference fringes will no longer appear. Instead, one will 

see the uniform illumination characteristic of incoherent light. To see this, imagine 

thai a source has a spread A ^ of frequencies about *:„. If these frequencies are in phase 

at the source at nine t = 0 . then ai t = z A*.-, the phase spread for light emerging from 

either of the slits will be 2TT. If light from such a source is used in a modified Young"? 

two-slit experiment with a refractive plate giving At ^ r-Au.-, then the interference 

pattern will be washed out because the phase-shift will shift the fringes for the outer 

frequencies by one-half of the fringe spacing Hence. A t f o h = T A-- is the time over 

which the source is said to maintain coherence with itself The coherence lime can 

be improved to the desired degree hy employing a niono-chromator with a sufficiently 

narrow band-pass. 

The spectral broadness of undulator radiation at harmonic n can he estimated by 

taking the Fourier Transform of A sinusoidal field oscillation of Nn periods, where N 

a the number of undularor periods. One finds that the F W H M of the spectral power 

distribution around each harmonic is 

implying coherence times o. 

- i 2c 

11.491 

(1.50) 
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and coherence lengths of 

A U h = c A t r o h = - ~ . II.SI} 

Since typically N >- 1. one sees that undulator radiation is temporally coherent over 

many wavelengths. 

1.2.3 Free Electron Lasers 
E n e r g y T r a n s f e r C o n d i t i o n 

Imagine thai an electron beam is sent through an undulator. and that the fundamental 

radiation wavelength is A,. Further imagine that a laset beam of the same wavelength 

is also made to pass through the undulator. so that it overlaps the electron beam. 

Electrons oscillate at the same frequency as the laser field (otherwise, the electrons 

wouldn't radiate at ihe same frequency). 

The transverse motion of the electrons is determined primarily by the undulator 

fields 21 ' . so that for any electron 

d-> e 
-r ~ r v E t o » ( 2 r z i t I A u )cosU't - kz(l )l 
dt m r c* 

z(t) = 3'{\ - t j . 

where 3*c is the average longitudinal velocity of an electron which enters the uiidulator 

and laser fields at 1 = t t l . v and E are positive quantities, v being the peak transverse 

electron velocity and E the peak transverse field strength of ihe laser beam i Tins 

ignores the transverse motion that individual electrons have in addition to the mutujii 

imposed by the undulator. consistent with the assumption of a small beam eunttaiice -

When the phase of the undulations and of the laser field are such that the cosines 

have the same sign, then energy is transferred from the electron to the laser beam. 

The energy transfer is greater when the transverse electron velocity i< greater. i e . 

when the electron is near the zero crossing of its undulating motion. If the cusme; 

are of opposite sign, then the field does work on the electron and thus energy is. 

extracted from the laser beam. Clearly, to amplify the laser beam, one wants the 

former condition to hold. However, since the electrons do nol travel exactly at the 

speed of light, it would seem that the condition cannot be maintained, and thai the 

electron will alternately gain and loose energy as it falls behind the wave. 
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To see how net energy transfer to the wave is possible, note that there will be 
such transfer if 

A = / cos(27rz,A„|cos(k2 - ,jt(z))dz ;• 0. (1.521 
Jo 

where 1 am now considering t a function of z (the electron position I. and where L is 
the length of the undulator. Rewriting this using equation (1.52) one obtains 

A = f cos(2irz/AJcos[2!ri J , | l f - l))dz (1.531 

To maximize A. one equates the factors multiplying z in the cosines, obtaining 

which is the "phase-slip" cond:lion;20'.. If the phase-slip condition is satisfied, then 
as the electron falls back, its transverse velocity is falling as well, so that when 
n has fallen back to where the laser field has changed sign, its velocity has also 
changed sign. The crests of (he electron motion, where the velocity is zero, coincide 
with zero-crossings of the laser fields. The phase-slip condition, together with the 
electron beam energy and equation (1.34) for the radiation wavelength, must be self-
consistently solved in order to find the conditions on K and 1 necessary to achieve 
energj- transfer to the laser beam for a given Au. Alternatively, one can find the 
"synchronous velocity". \\ = 3*c thai electrons must have in order to give (or receive) 
net energy from the laser fields. 

Micro-Bunching 

Most of the elements necessary for an intuitive understanding of FFLs have been 
reviewed in the previous sections. I showed that under certain conditions, undulator 
radiation could be spatially coherent and that the on-axis flux would scale like N ! . It 
seemed, however, thai 10 realize this would require an unrealistically short electro;, 
bunch. FELs succeed in spite of this because the radiation field interacts with the 
bunch to produce "micro-bunching", i.e.. longitudinal density modulations on the 
scale of the light wavelength/21. 20!. 

For an iniualh longitudinally uniform beam traveling at the synchronous velocity. 
half the particles will loose energy and half will gain energy, Vnless the density of the 

cii:\rri:ii i ISTRUDI cr/u.v • _ ' < , 

beam can be modulated un the scale of A,, there will be no amplification of the laser 
beam However, bin re the electron beam energv is hemp modulated at the wavelength 
uf 1 lie laser beam, MI IS the velocity. This velocity modulation has the same spatial 
frequency as the laser fields, and is thus just what is needed allow coherent power to 
be generated, (see Section 1.2.2. page 21). 

Note thai the derivation of the phase-slip condition ignored the fact lhat as elec 
uon> gain or loose energy, their velocities change. In order to get gain, the beam 
must initially travel somewhat faster ihan the synchronous velocity, so that bunchine 
is uoi symmetric about the null of the User field!20 .) 

Electron Beam Requirements for FELs 

Having given a brief account of the physics at work behind the generation of coherent 
radiation in FELs. 1 now list the general beam-quality requirements for an FEL. 

• The electron beam emittance should be less than the natural emitrancr of thr 
undulator radiation. More precisely, equations (1.39) and (1.4(J> should In-
satisfied. 

• The undulator parameter K. the undulator wavelength, and the initial beam 
moment urn should be chosen to give an initial beam velocity somewhat greater 
than the synchronous velocity, so that micro-bunching occurs in 'he reeion 
where the electron beam looses energy to the laser beam. (See 20 for a .uon 
precise statement.) 

• The bunch length. M. should be as long as practical in order to provide more 
micro-bunches, which results in grpater gain. Similarly, the peak current should 
be high, in order to give as much charge per micro-bunch as possible 

• The initial momentum spread of the bunch should be small enough to be within 
the "buckets" created by the laser field- If the initial momentum spread is 101 
large, the gain is decreased because not all particles have the proper velocM 
relative 10 the synchronous velocity. More specifically 20 , one wants 
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where N is tne number of undulator periods. 
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1.3 R F Guns 

A RF or microwave electron gun [1, 2̂  is an electron source consisting of an electron 
emitter (the "cathode") immersed in ihe radio-frequency fields inside a metal-walled 
cavity. The SSRL RF gun is discussed in detail in Chapter 2. For the present. I will 
make some remarks about RF guns in general and about their history. 

1.8.1 V a r i e t i e s o f R F G u n s 

There are two principle varieties of RF guns in use today|14;: '"thermionic" and 
lphotocathode" RF guns. They are distinguished by the type of cathode used or* 
more precisely, by the way the cathode is made to emit electrons. 

Thermionic RF guns employ cathodes that must be heated in order to obtain 
emission of electrons. In the simplest design, a pillbox cavity J3T might be used with 
a thermionic cathode being part of one end-wall, and with a beam exit-hole in the 
opposite end-wall. When the RF fields in the cavity are in the accelerating phase, 
electrons are accelerated off of the cathode. With proper design, a large fraction of 
these electrons exits the cavity before the fields go into the decelerating phase. Those 
that do not exit the cavity are decelerated and turned around, and may return to 
impact the cathode (a phenomenon referred to as "back-bombardment"). As long as 
RF power is supplied to the gun. this cycle is repeated every RF period, resulting in 
a train of bunches spaced at the RF period. 

Commonly-used cathode materials for thermionic guns are LaB6 and dispenser 
cathodes (a tungsten matrix with work-function-lowering compounds added). Typical 
operating temperatures for LaB6 are 1600*C'32!, while the dispenser cathode for the 
SSRL RF gun is run at 950°C. Typical current densities for both these types of 
cathodes are in the 10-30 A/cnr range, 1 hough LaB6- is capable of up to 200 A<cnr 2' 
and advanced dispenser cathodes of up to 140 A/cms[33". 

Problems with thermionic guns stem from the fact that emission occurs through
out the accelerating phase of the RF. and during every RF period- This results in a 
beam with a large muiiieniuni spread and a large time-spread as well. These issues 
are discu^srd in more detail below and in Chapter 2 

Pliotocathode >or ••laser-driven") RF guns 34 employ a phoioemmnm cathode 
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material that is pulsed by a laser. Commonly-used cathode materials[14) include 
LaB«, Cs3Sb, and CsKiSb. TypkaHy, the laser puise is much shorter than the RF 
period, so that emission occurs only over a short phase interval. Thus, a photocathode 
RF gun can produce a much shorter bunch than a thermionic RF gui working at the 
same RF frequency, since in thermionic guns electron emission occurs continuous'.v 
during the accelerating phase of the RF. 

While it is not my purpose here to discuss the physics of photocathode RF guns in 
detail (see {13, 35, 36. 37]), I wish to indicate the reasons that such guns out-perform 
thermionic systems. 

The high current densities possible from a photoemitter (as much as 600 A/cma[3R]} 
result in significantly higher charge per bunch for photocathode RF guns than for 
thermionic RF guns. Because of the shorter phase-interval during which elections are 
emitted in a photocathode RF gun. RF focusing effects (see Chap'*>t 2) are greatly 
reduced relative lo a thermionic RF gun. resulting in smaller emittan>-es. Since the 
current density is very high, the pulse from a photocathode RF gun need not be great
ly compressed in order have high peak currents; hence, one sees that photocathode 
based systems generate longer bunches than thermionic based systems, since the later 
systems must compress to very short bunches in order to achieve high peak currents. 
As noted in Section 1.2.3, a long, high peak-current bunch is preferred for FEL work. 

Photocathode RF guns also have the advantage of being free of the cathode back-
bombardment problem that can plague thermionic RF guns when long RF pulses or 
higt repetition rates are used!39j. In addition, the use of the laser to trigger emission 
permits a more flexible bunch pattern, at least in principle. For example, if only X 
bunches are desired per RF pulse, then one need only fire the laser N times per pulse. 
The firing can be delayed until the cavity has fully charged, so that the fields are not 
changing between bunches. In a thermionic RF gun, emission occurs continuously, 
even while the cavity is filling, .riving a train of bunches that vary in momentum until 
the beam-cavity system has come to equilibrium. This has implications for FEL use. 
where a small momentum spread is required. 

The superior performance of a phoiocathode RF gun conies at the expense of 
the greater complexity of a photocathode-based system, which requires a complicat
ed and expensive high-power. RF-synchronized laser and. for the highest-perforniini; 
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systems using Cesiated cathodes, a mechanism to withdraw and re-Cesiate the cath
ode at intervals \40j. While a thermionic RF gun with a magnetic bunching system 
is comparable in complexity and cost to a DC-gun-based system with a gap-and-d::*t 
buncher(41], a photocathode RF gun is substantially more complicated and much 
more expensive. Given that the thermionic RF gun system can out-perform a con
ventional DC gun system (excluding sophisticated state-of-the-art DC gun systems, 
employing severa1 sub-harmonic bunchers, such as the SLC injector[4lJ J i y orders of 
magnitude in brightness and peak-current, there is clearly a role for thermionic RF 
guns. Data to substantiate this claim is given in Chapter 4. 

1.3.2 A Brief History of RF Guns 

Kspitza an^ Melekhin|42] report that in 1948 the first microtron was constructed, 
and that it used field-induced emission from the gap of the accelerating cavity to 
generate a beam. In the broadest sense of the term, then, this was the first RF gun. 
In 1959. Melekhin proposed the use of a hot cathode placed off-axis in the microtron 
cavity. The primary difference between microtron guns and modern RF guns is that 
in microtrons. the cavity must not only accelerate the beam off of the cathode, but it 
must also provide acceleration each time the beam returns to the cavity. Hence, 'he 
microtron cavity must have entrance and exit beam holes, which greatly complicates 
the placement of the cathode and the initial trajectories of emitted electrons. Without 
reviewing microtron performance in detail. I will simply state that it does not equal 
that of a modern RF gun. 

R.B.Neal would appear to be the first to use a RF gun other than a microtron 
gun. In a 1953 report 43' on work done at Stanford's Microwave Laboratory. \eal 
discusses experiments done with z hot cathode inserted in the first cell of a 2856-MHz 
linear accelerator section. These experiments were done in order to explore certain 
aspects of electron capture by RF fields, and not foT the purpose of developing a new-
type of gun. 

In 1975. V, Minowa of Japan's Mitsubishi Electric filed for a Japanese patent 
on a RF gun 1'. though it i& unclear when an operational gun was actually built. 
Successful operation and experimental characterization of a multi-cell Mitsubishi RF 
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gun with a LaB B cathude was reported at the 19t<y Linear Accelerator conference in 

Nara. Japan 44., 

The RF gun is usually considered to have been invented by G.VV'esienskow and 

J .M.J .Madry at Stanford's High-Energy Physics Laboratory (HEPL). Their design 

work 2 on a gun employing a pillbox-like cavity and a LaB* catbude was first re

ported in the literature in 1984. and the gun was installed and opt rated in 19S.ri :i!l . 

The HFPL system was the first to combine a RF gun with an alphaiuagnei-basfd 

magnetic buncher,32. 45], resulting in a simple, coin pad system. 

In 19!S5. J.S. Fraser and R.L. Sheffield of Los Alamos proposed use of a laser-pulsed 

cesium antiiuoriide cathode in H multicell RF gun 3 4 . Experimental characterization 

of a prototype one-cell gun with such a cathode was reported in 1987I4U . 

The number of proposed RF gun projects increased rapidly aft?r 19S5. A 1990 

review article by C. Travicr 14 gives th«> number of RF gun projects world-wide as 

'12. Those readers interested in a listing of the parameters of existing and proposed 

RF gun projects are referred to th*1 article end to Chapter 4. 

1.3.3 Factors That Degrade Electron Beam Brightness 

The degradation of plernon-beam omittance, and hence brightness, in election ac

celeration and bu. rhinc i> discussed in many places in the literature 46. 47. l<? . 

Knowledge of these effects is neussary if one is to appreciate the advantages and 

disadvantages of RF guns. For the present. I will lisi and briefly discuss some of the 

effects involved, leaving the detailed discussion for the chapters that follow. Corres

ponding to each of ihesp effects is the brightness increase to be gained by eliminating 

us influence. 

Effects that Degrade E m i t t a n c e 

• Thermal rthctty spread at th( cathode ib almost aJways a negligible effect, being 

overwhelmed by other effects. This is the case for the SSRL RF gun. 

c .\pn-hntar space-chargt /orp(5are a particular problem for high-brightness beamv. 

which by definition have high charge density. These effects are mitigated by 

accelerating as rapidly as possible to relativistic energy, where the beam is 
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'•suffer". Fur .i beam uf constant radial cross-secnou. the radial acceleration 

scale-, like ) '••' 7 . Tint is part of the niouvaiiun for RF guns, as I will discuss 

present > . 

• Ttmt-dff>t-Tid>i,i focusing forcta due to RF fidds are a particular problem for 

thermionic Rr puns, a;, mentioned above. These also have a non-negligible effect 

in plmtocathode RF guns 15 and in DC-based injectors, since time-dependent 

RF fields and long phase-length bunches are present during initial bunching. 

This is the dominant emittance-increasing effect in the SSRL RF gun. 

• .\ott~liT}(ar tr t erst jnrefs TJ RF cavities and from DC magnets are avoidable, 

in general, th jgh not always in practise, by increasing the apertures of the 

magnets or Ri cavities, or by property shaping the metaj surfaces ii. the cavity, 

l r the SSRL t F gun. non-bnear uanverse fields in the gun are responsible for 

significant em tance increase and for broad"iiing of the momentum spectrum. 

Solution of t h - problem by a simple cathode modification is discussed briefly 

in Chapter 4 

• Chromatic ah- -rations from DC magnets are a problem for thermionic RF mint. 

which emit a •• -ry broad momentum spectrum, since particles starting from the 

cathode at different phases are ",iven different energies. In order to increase 

intensity, it is >ften desirable n use particles emitted over a substantial phase-

interval, whic: entails dealing with a larger momentum spread. For the SSRL 

RF gun. usinp l emons e in t t ed over 40° of phase entails accepting a momentum 

spread of a b o u =10%. 

1.3.4 A d v a n t a g e s a n d D i s a d v a n t a g e s of R F G u n s 

Advantages 

Until now. 1 have m discussed why RF guns are being adopted in preference to well 

estabbshed UC gui echnology. However, from the foregoing discussion it will have 

been anticipated thM RF guns are capable of delivering very high-brightness beams. 

The principle advantage of RF guns stems from the rapid acceleration that can 

be achieved with the strong electric fields p e b b l e in an R F cavity. The m^'umum 
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fields posslhle in a DC pun are almut S M\ in J . while the peak surface fields in 

a 2K511 MHz RF can lie as high as 24(1 MV in U TypicaJ output energies for DC 

puns are from O.OK McV to (1.4 Me\' (kinetic energy:, with the upper ranges being 
reached only by the most staleoflheart designs. In ronlrast. the SSRL RF Bun 
delivers a 2-3 McV beam. This higher beam momentum greatly decreases I lit- effect 
of space-charge forces in subsequent bunching and transport. 

Another advantage of theinnonic and pholocailiode RF guns is llial bunching tin 
order lo decrease the bunch length and hence increase peak current) can make use of 
relatively a simple magnetic hunching system (see Chapter 4), rather than the more 
complicated gap-and-drift prchunclier.41 and sub-velocity-of-light RF "huncher" ac
celeration section required in conventional injectors. 

Disadvantages 

The principle disadvantage (or difficulty! for a thermionic RF gun is the time de
pendence of focusing and energy gain in the gun. due to ihe time-varying nature of 
the RF fields. DC guns have no RF focusing in the gun per se, but it is inevitably 
encountered in subsequent bunching and acceleration. Similarly, while a DC gun 
emits a highly mono-energetic beam, that energy must be modulated (in order to 
modulate ihe velocity) for bunching. Hence, the time-dependence of the gun fields 
is not necessarily a net disadvantage relative to DC-based systems, but it does de
crease the achievable brightness, and is one of the principle motivations for use of a 
photocathode. 

\ more significant problem for thermionic RF guns is that of cathode lifetime and 
survivability in the presence of back-bombardment. For sufficiently high repetition 
rates and long RF pulse lengths, back-bombardment can damage the cathode and 
degrade the gun's performance. In addition, back-bombardment can lead to current 
variation during the FU pulse which causes problems for FEL appu'cations|39|. The 
SSRL system is run with a 2 /JS RF pulse and a repetition rate of 10 Hz, so that 
back-bomdardment is not a serious issue. 

Another issue in thermionic RF guns is that of cathode thermal isolation. Since 
thermionic cathodes have operating temperatures typically in excess of 100D" C. the 
caihode support stem cannot be in direct contact with the metal surfaces of the cavity. 

(llAI'll'lt I ISllidlll CTIO.\ .14 

At the same time, it is ueo'ssary t hat the cathode be in electrical contact wuli ihe 
cauty This is usual!) done using an RF choke32.. which can be problematical, 
leading to distonions of the fields in the cavity and unanticipated power losses Fot 
(lie SSIU. RF gun. a simpler concept was employed, as discussed in Chapter 2 

Conclusion 

One cannot conclude from ibis discussion whether RF gun based preinjeclor- will 
in fan provide briglner beams than conventional preinjectors. Such a conclusion 
requires detailed simulations of the '-fleets discussed in this section and the lasi 

In Chapter 4. 1 present comparaiive data for the SSRL preinjector. other RF-gun-
based preinjectors. and DC-gun-based preinjectors. It will be seen that, in terms of 
beam brightness, a thermionic RF gun system with magnetic bunching can outper
form all but the most siale-of-the-arl DC-gun-based injectors, which employ high 
performance DC guns with multiple frequency sub-harmonic bunching. Thermionic 
RJ* gun systems can outperform conventional "low-technology'' injectors by orders 
of magnitude in brightness and peak current. That this can be done using low cost 
magre'ic bunching technology, with a system using a single RF frequency i the gun fre 
quency is the same as the linear accelerator frequency), and with only velocny-of light 
accelerator section, is a significant improvement in the simpbcity and afibidability of 
high brightness injectors. 
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1.4 Overview of Thesis 

Figure 1.2 shows a schematic layout of the SSRL RF gun project, including the gun, 
the gun-to-linrr transport line (GTL), and the beginning of the first of three SLAC-
type.48] 2866 MHz accelerating sections. Electrons start at the gu cathode and 
are accelerated by the fields in the gun cavity, forming a beam that is transported 
through the first part of the GTL to the bunch-compression alpha magnet. After 
emerging from the alpha-magnet, the train of bunches is ''chopped" by the traveling 
wave beam-chopper, which admits 3-5 bunches into the linear accelerator, (A more 
detailed discussion of the GTL will be found in Chapter 5 j The plan of this thesis 
in large part follows the path thai electrons take—that is. it proceeds from the gun. 
through the alpha-magnet, to the linear accelerator. 

In this section. I present a brief overview of the thesis. To do so. I must anticipate 
much that will not become completely clear until latter in the thesis. It is also ap-
propnale at this time to be explicit about my individual contributions to the project, 
having noted the contributions of others in the acknowledgements. 

Chapier 2 is in part a computer-aided explanation of the detailed workings of the 
RF gun It starts with an overview of the concepts behind the gun and the goals of 
the design. The capabilities of various relevcnt simulation programs are discussed, as 
well as my methodology of applying the codes. The codes are used to explore design 
alternatives, to understand the physics at work in the gun. and. finally, to predict 
expected gun performance. 

The simulation results presented in Chapter 2 are my own work (though the 
codes used were in some cases created by others, who are acknowledged at appro
priate points). My contribution included evaluation and generation of gun design 
alternatives and modification of the design to satisfy the project goals. In particular. 
I determined the size and shape of the focusing noses (necessary to obtain good con
trol of the tranverse beam size in the gun over a wide range of currents) as well as 
the necessary on-axis field ratio between the cells (necessary to obtain a longitudinal 
phase-space suited to magnetic compression!. 1 created the code rfgun to provide a 
fast, accurate design tool, and look the leading role in the commissioning of the gun 
and GTL at SSRL. 
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Figure 1.2. Schematic Layout of the Gun-to-Linac Region of the SSRL Preinjectur 
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Design of the gun rannot be separated from the design of the GTL itself, which 
was also my responsibility. This included determination of the GTL optics, the length 
of the transport line, and the requirements for the alpha-magnet. While I will not 
discuss these details here, I did the physics design of all the GTL magnets (quad-
rupoles. steering magnets, and the alpha-magnet) and the beam-chopper (including 
the permanent magnet deflectors). My work included magnetic characterization of 
the magnets using a computer-aided measuring setup that 1 assembled and wrote the 
code for. 

Chapter 3 goes into the properties of the alpha-magnet|45j in great detail. While 
the alpha-magnet was invented in 1963 and has been widely used in bunching and 
other applications, to my knowledge this is the first work in which full second and 
third order transport matrices are given. These matrices, along with highly accurate 
zero and first order results, are calculated by a program that I wrote, using a method 
that I developed and which I explain in the chapter. The method is applicable to 
finding matrices up to third order for any beam transport element las is the code, 
if provided with the appropriate equation of motion). I also report on beam-optics 
experiments that I performed to test some of these calculations. 

Chapter 4 discusses the subject of longitudinal dynamics, in the alpha-magnet-
and-drift buncher and in bnear accelerators. I present a new way of looking at the 
problem of matching the injected bunch longitudinal phase space, using contour maps 
of final phase and momentum as a function of initial phase and momentum. I discuss 
the well-known general principles of magnetic bunch compression, and employ results 
from Chapter 3 in order to show how an alpha magnet can be used for magnetic 
bunching, and under what circumstances. Using these ideas, I employ computer 
methods to find the optimal bunch-compression parameters for the SSRL RF gun. 
This is followed by detailed predictions of the performance of the SSRL pre-injector 
in terms of peak current, emittance. and brightness, as well as comparison with other 
projects. For this. 1 used the tracking code «l«gant;49j, which 1 wrote specifically 
for the SSRL project. 

Chapter 5 concentrates on experimental characterization of the gun and the pre-
injector. It starts with a detailed walk through the GTL and continues with a discus
sion of the GTL optics. The remainder of the chapter gives experimental results and 
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comparable results oi simulated experiments. These experiments include measure
ment of the momentum spectrum, the emiltance. and the bunch length. I performed 
all of the experiments and data analysis, as well as the simulations. 

Computer simulations are employed extensively in the present work, because the 
nature of the problems dictates that numerical methods be used for precise solutions. 
In order to more clearly separate my own contributions from those of others. I have 
adopted the convention of putting the names of computer programs that I have writ-
ten in type-writer type face (e.g., "program") while putting the names of computer 
programs written by others in upper-case letters (e.g., "PROGRAM") (This is not 
always adhered to in figure labels.) In addition. I have mentioned, where appropriate, 
what modifications I have made to programs written by others. 

Some of my programs (albeit those with the least literal physics content) are de
scribed in Appendix A. and others are either described in the text or will be described 
in forth-coming publications'49. 50]. While these programs represent a substantial 
amount of original work, I have decided to concentrate on the physics that the codes 
predict rather than the details of the codes themselves. Appendix A is included in 
part to advance a new philosophy of code integration, in part as an example of the 
implementation of that philosophy, and in part as documentation for that implemen
tation. 



Chapter 2 

Gun Design and Simulations 

As discussed above, one of the RF gu/i'i principle advantages, and indeed the essential 
reason for using an RF gun rather lhan a DC gun, is the rapid acceleration of electrons, 
which greatK lessen* space-charge induced emittance degradation. Unfortunately. 
the very fact that electrons emitted from the RF pun cathode are accelerated from 
thermal .elocities to velocities approaching the speed of light means that analytical 
approaches to the electron dynamics in the gun are unlikely 1o be fruitful. Additional 
complications arise from lhe lime-varying nature of the accelerating fields, and from 
the continuous emission of electrons from the cathode. 

Because of these complications, it is necessary to employ computer programs to 
simulate the detailed operation of the gun and to evaluate alternative designs. In 
this chapter. 1 will discuss many asp'' ts of the physics of the gun as explored with 
various computer code:.. In particular, I will concentrate on steady-state simulations 
of single-bunch evolution in the gun. (Muhiple-buneh simulations will be addressed 
in future publications.) In addition to discussing the physics behind the codes and the 
methodology of the simulations. 1 will discuss the design criteria for the gun and how 
the codes were used lo explore alternative designs. Finally. I will present and discut-s 
colhted results of simulations of the gun as it was bt;;U. Riving a picture of m&i.y 
aspects of gun performance. Experimental results are reported in a later chapter. 

The primary computer codes that I employed in this context were MASK^Sl . 
SVPERFISH V: . and rfgun. SVPERFISH is a well-established code lhat calculates 
the frequencies and the field distributions for TM modes of resonant cavities. In 
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the present wort*, it fuimd application in finding higher-order mode frequencies, in 
"tuning" simulated ravin shapes to the desired frequency, and in computing held 
distributions for use hy rigun. 

rfgun ib a code that 1 wrote specifically for the SSRL RF gun project. It uses 
the longitudinal field profile generated by Sl'PERKISH and an approximation to the 
radial electric field and azimutha! magnetic field to calculate beam evolution in the 
absence of space-charge effects. Like other such codes, rigun integrates the equations 
of motion for discrete '"macro-particles", each of which represents many electrons. Its 
primary advantages are speed and simplicity of use. which make il a valuable design 
tool when coupled with the slower, more cumbersome, but also more accuraie code 
MASK, rfgun also allows the investigation of ihe importance of various non-linear 
field terms by allowing (he user to turn such terms on or off at will. 

MASK is a "pariicle-in-ceU" code that self-conststently integrates Maxwell's e-
quations for the electromagnetic field and the Loreniz equation for simulated macro-
particles, including the effects of space-charge. MASK'S advantage over rfgun is that 
it can simulate space-charge and higher-order cavity modes, at the expense uf greater 
complexity and greatly reduced speed. MASK is also more accurate in predicting 
the effects of non-linear fields near the cathode, which are poorly handled by rfgun s 
off-axis expansion. 
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2.1 Gun Design Overview 

The SSRL RF gun was designed as pari of a larger project, the SSRL :) GeY Injector 
for the storage ring SPEAR'26 . and hence was required first of all to meet the needs 
of that project. The primary need of the Injector project was for a reliable high-
current electron source that could be matched to the subsequent bnear accelerator 
sections in such a way as to produce a beam with less than 0.5^ momentum spread 
at 120 MeY'C. (This is discussed in more detail in Chapter 4.) The basic goal for the 
gun was to be able to provide 109 usable electrons per gun bunch, which, assuming 
operation at 10 pulses per second with the equivalent of two bunches accelerated per 
pulse and a very conservative filling efficiency of 109i, would alJow filling of SPEAR 
to a (quite high) current of 100 mA (5 x 1011 electrons) in under ten minutec i found 
in the course of my design studies that this goal was relatively easy to meet, requiring 
reasonable RF power, cathode current, and bunching. 

2.1.1 Design Characteristics 

Before examining the design criteria in detail, it is helpful to review the general 
characteristics of the gun 53, 54'. In doing so. I will necessarily mention many points 
that I will not discuss in detail until later. 

The SSRL RF gun consists of a thermionic cathode mounted in the first cell of a 1-
i cell side-coupled 2856 Mfh velocity-of-bght standing wave structure, as illustrated 
in Figure 2,1. The gun was designed in collaboration with Varian Associates, and 
the basic cavity design is one used in Varian Medical accelerators. The modifications 
to the cavity were purposely kept to a minimum in order to reduce the magnitude 
of the research and development effort. This is not without its costs in terms of 
beam quality, since (he Varian cavity is not optimized for elimination of non-linear 
RF fields. 

Consisting as it does of three coupled resonant cavities, the gun has three possible 
"structure" modes 55 with frequencies near the fundamental frequency (as distin
guished from higher-order modes of the individual cells, which are infinite in number). 
This subject is discussed in the references, and to be brief 1 will simply state that 
the gun is operated in the ir 2 mode, which means that tnere is a phase-shift of 90° 
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Side Coupled Cavity 
(rotated 90* lor clarity) 
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Figure 2.1: Cross Sectional View of the SSRL RF Gun 
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between the first cell and side-coupling cell, and between the side-coupling cell and 

second cell Hence, the fields in the first and second cells are 180" out of phase. RF 

is fed into the gun through a port in the second cell, via rectangular wave guide, as 

shown in Figure 2.1. and fills the first cell through the coupling cell. 

The design of the Vanan side coupled structure is such that the length of a full 

cell is one-half the free space wavelength of 2856 MHz radio waves: 

T A C 

L = 2 = 2?' ( 2 - n 

where L represents the periodic length of the structure and A = 10.497cm. For an 

accelerator consisting of a long chain of such cells, a relat ivists panicle that arrives 

at the center of one cell at the RF crest is guaranteed to arrive at the center of 

all subsequent ceUs at the RF crest in each cell. Hence, it will achieve maximum 

acceleration from each cell 56". This is why this structure is referred to as a "velocity-

of-light" structure. The RF gun is a very short version of such a structure, with the 

electrons being emitted from a cathode mounted in the end-wall. {The end wall in 

the first cell does not change the fields in the remaining pan of the gun. since the 

end wall is placed at a location of symmetry.) 

The cathode for the RF gun is a Vanan dispenser cathode 33 . with a flat, circular 

emitting surface of 6mm diameter, capable of current densities of up to 140A cnv. It 

is mounted in a modified version of Yanan'5 high-voltage isolation mounting, which 

is used in \ anan's DC guns In order io provide focusing of the electron beam in the 

first cell, we have pui a met ah zed ceramic annulus around ihe cathode. This annulus 

and the cathode must be m RF elccincal contact with i he metal walls of the RF 

cavity in order to avoid distortion of the RF fields. One way to achieve this is using 

an RF choke 32 For the SSRL pun. a simpler concept was developed. 

RF electrical comact between the cathode stem and ihe animlus is achieved bv 

a toroidal tungsten spring around the cathode stem. This spring fits snugly into a 

toruidai cavity in the annulus. Electrical contact between the outer diameter of the 

a n n u l s and the cavity is achieved through a knife-edge on the annulus that bite-

into a soft metal O-nng that rest* in a toroidal channel in the back side the cavitv 

wall The reason tor makinc the annul us- out of centime it io provide a heaibarrn-r 

Jo proven' heat iron. Seine conducted too readily mto the met id walls of the r av in . 
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which would cool the cathode If this "heat leak" were loo great the cathode micin 

not achieve the temperature i • y00"( ' | necessary for emission The tungsten spnnc 

serves a similar purpose, in that it connects the cathode and annulus electrically 

without providing an easy path for heat flow. 

Pyromeiric measurements, shown in Figure 2.2. demonstrate that n is an eas} 

matter to achieve cathode temperatures in excess of 1050°C. which is the approximate 

temperature required to "convert" the cathode i which refers to a chemical change that 

must occur before good emission is obtained i. In operation, the cathode temperature 

is closer to f*50DC. The Figure shows measurements that I took using two different 

pyrometers, corrected for the emissivity of tungsten. I found that the temperature 

variation across the cathode was less than 5"C over the entire cathode surface, and 

less than the measurement resolution of about 2"C out to about 90^ of the cathode 

radius. 

2 .1 .2 G u n O p e r a t i n g CycJe 

In the steady-state, as long as RF is. supplied 10 the gun. the gun operating cycle 

repeats itself every 350 ps (i.e.. at the RF frequencyj. Electrons that start from the 

cathode during the accelerating phase of the RF in the firsi cell are initially moving 

at thermal velocities. The RF fields accelerate these electrons rapidly, as a result of 

which a beam is injected into the second cell I provided the fields are high enough I-

By virtue of the time it takes for the beam to get from the cathode to the second cell. 

ihe panicles arrive in the second cell during the accelerating phase of the fields in 

that cell. Hence, the second cell continues the acceleration of ihe beam that began in 

the first cell. In a mat ter of about 330-360 ps after being emitted from the cathode 

i how long depends on the field i. ihe first electrons of the bunch are ejected from the 

cun. During that same time, electrons that do not make it out of the first cavity are 

back-accelerated into the cathode, causing additional heating of the cathode surface 

In addition, some panicies that do not make n out of the second cell (because • Jif> 

entered too late in ihe accelerating phase of that cell, wiih too lit tie momentum >- will 

be hack-accelerated into the first tell, and contribute to the back-bombardment of i he 

railn;df I will return to iht*>c po;ms n: ihe ne.xi section where 1 will >bow JI seri'-s <>f 
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Figure 2.2: Pyrometnc Measurements of the Gun Cathode Temperature 
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"beam snapshots" (from MASK simulations) at various points in the operating cycle. 
Those particles that exit the gun comprise the "gun current" or "the beam'". 

Because of the RF nature of the accelerating fields, the gun current for each cycle 
has a large spread in momentum, from some maximum down to essentially zero. 
However, we shall see that about half the particles in the beam have at least 805! of 
the peak momentum. Similarly, there is a wide spread in exit times, but about half 
the particles are within 25 ps or so of the particle with the peak momentum. 

2.1.3 Matching to the RF Source 
There are two principle limitations on the gun current. One is the current density 
that is available from the cathode. The other is the amount of RF power that is 
available to accelerate that current. Extraction of current from the gun requires a 
certain minimum electric field level in the cavity, otherwise current emitted from the 
cathode will not be accelerated sufficiently rapidly to make it out of the gun before 
the RF fields reverse sign. In order to maintain the electric fields in the cavity and 
accelerate electrons, one must supply sufficient RF power to compensate the power 
that goes into the beam, as well as the power that must be dissipated in the cavity 
walls to maintain the electric fields. 

Early design studies on the gun indicated that 1-1.5 A of current at an average 
kinetic energy of 2 MeV was feasible. In addition.it was anticipated that 5 MW ofRF 
power could be supplied to the gun. The beam power is simply the product of beam 
energy and current, from which one concludes that 2-3 MW of RF power must be 
suppbed "for the beam" in this case. An additional power loss of about 1 MW occurs 
in the walls of the RF cavity, as a result of creating the electric fields that provide 
acceleration to 2 MeV. This makes a total of 4 MW. which is conservatively below 
what we anticipated would be available. The cavity musi be "matched" to the RF 
source in order to make best use of the available RF powei in the presence of beam. 
The cavity was thus made to be "over-coupled", with a normalized load impedance 
of J = Pb™».;P«m - 1 = 4.11- (This is topic is discussed in the references'57. 58.) 

2.1.4 On-Axis Field Profiles 

http://addition.it
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Figure 2.3: Gun On-Axis Longitudinal and Radial Electric Field Profiles 
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(.'otuputor studies also showed lhat m order to optimize the bunch longitudinal phase-
space for magnetic compression, it would be necessary to delay the arrival of electrons 
in the second cell. The most straight-forward way to do this was by accelerating the 
electrons less rapidly in the first cell. Hence, the field amplitude in the first cell is 
approximately one-third of that in the second cell, as shown in Figure 2.3 (calculated 
with Sl'PERFlSHl. This was accomplished by modifying the coupling slots that 
connect the on-axis cells and the coupling cell44;. 

The on-axis fields in the gun are related to those shown in Figure 2.3 (which is 
for the first RF gun. as built) by the multiplicative factor Ep2cos(*>t), where E p : is 
the peak, on-axis field in the second cell. E p I provides a convenient measure of the 
excitation level of the RF fields, and I shall use it for this purpose throughout my 
discussion. Another important quantity related to the excitation level of the cavity is 
the peak surface field. E p > . This field is of course proportional to F. p !, and since there 
are breakdown limitations on how high E p i may be, there are limits on how high E p ! 

may be. For the RF gun as it was built. SUPERF1SH gives E p , a 2 • E„j. For 2656 
MHz RF in a copper cavity with a surface finish of the quality that is achieved in the 
RF gun. Ep, < 240MV/m is feasible^;. Typically, Varian operates its accelerators 
with E p l < 16oMV/mi44i. We will see below that the optimum operation of the RF 
gun is comfortably below the breakdown limit. 

2.1.5 Design Goals 

Having given an overview of the gun and the concepts involved. I am now in a position 

to list and briefly discuss 'he design goals |53. 54]: 

1. There should be at least 109 "usable" electrons per S-Band bunch, for cathode 
current densities of less than 100A/cni', i.e., at least 109 electrons per bunch 
with momentum greater than 80% of the maximum momentum. This momen
tum window was established because it seemed feasible to transport a =I0?i 
momentum spread from the gun to the linear accelerator without excessive 
losses, and because this momentum range turns out to contain about half the 
current that exits the gun. 

http://SJMn.ATJO.VS
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2. The average momentum in the useful beam should be 2 to 3 MeVc, for surface 
fields below the breakdown limit. The primarv reason for chousing this momen
tum range was to reduce the influence of space charge after ihe gun. Operating 
in this momentum range also results in more efficient extraction of current from 
the gun than does operating at lower momenta. 

3. The longitudinal phase-space should be suitable for magnetic compression. As 
I will discuss in detail in Chapter 4. this implies thai the momentum-vs-time 
characteristic of the gun longitudinal phase-space should be near-linear and 
monotonically decreasing with time. 

4. The focusing structure around the cathode should provide a gently-converging 
beam for a wide range of current densities. Since it was initially not known what 
current densities would be achievable in normal operation, it was desirable thai 
low current beams should noi be over-focused and that high current beams 
should show some convergence. In the absence of focusing noses, the beam 
would fill the exit tube in the first cell or even hit the cell noses (for high 
current density). 

5- The normalized RMS emiitance for the useful beam, defined by equation (1.9). 
should be less than 15TT • m,c • /jm over the entire range of current densities, 
where the averages are taken over the useful electrons in the beam. This cor
responds to a geometric emiitance of less than about 3JT - mm • mrad. and was 
selected based on what seemed feasible from initial studies. 

ti. The average beam power returning to hit the cathode should be manageable, 
i.e.. not greater than the filament power (about 11W) used to heat the cathode, 
and preferably below 5 W. in order to ensure stable operation and long cathode 
lifetime. 
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2.2 Simulation Codes and Methodology 

As 1 indicated in the introduction, the nature of particle motion in the RF gun is such 
that analytical methods are of little use if one wants detailed, accurate predictions. 
(This is less so for photocathode RF guns, where the beam is emitted in ashort pulse, 
triggered by a short laser puise!3", 12, 13j.) Electrons go from thermal velocities at 
the cathode to relativistic velocities in the space of a few centimeters, meaning that 
neither non-relativistic nctr highlv-ielativisiic approximations aie adequate. What is 
more, the rate at which an electron is accelerated depends on the phase at which it is 
emitted from the cathode. Depending on when it is emitted and what the fields are 
in the gun. an electron may exit the gun with 8 - 0.98 or 0 — 0.01, oi it mcy not exit 
the gun at all, returning rather to hit the cathode (again, with a wide range of possible 
velocities). Some electrons even oscillate between the first and second cells one or 
more times before finally exiting the gun or hitting the cathode. When one adds to 
this complexity the additional complexity of space-charge effects, the problem is even 
more clearly out of the realm of analytical solution. Rather than attempt to find 
approximate analytical tools, then, I have employed numerical methods exclusively. 

I will not attempt to explain the detailed workings of the codes 'hat I have used. 
This is treated in the references[51, 53, 50]- While the version of MASK that I use 
is non-standard, the modifications I have made are primarily to tht user interface. 
In addition. I have added a number of capabilities that were necessary for simulation 
of the RF gufl. My version of MASK has the capability to simulate a cathode with 
emission limited at some specified uniform current density. It also allows one to easily 
inject simulation particles from one MASK run into another MASK run. which proved 
necessary because the two cells of the gun had to be simulated separately. 

2.2.1 Tuning and Boundary Conditions 

Before simulating the gun with MASK or rf gun, one must first check the cavity profile 
using SUPERFISH, in order to determine that the computed resonant frequency for 
the fundamental mode is as expected, Because of the off-axis coupling cell, it is not 
possible to run SUPERFISH for the entire gun. since SUPERFISH is for cylindrical!) 
symmetric cavities only. Hence, I have run SUPERF1SH for the first and second cells 
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separately. Simulation of the entire gun cavity could be done with a three-dimensional 
code like MAFIA 59 . but I have not done this. 

If ihe cavny had a uniform r '2-mode. then the longiiudinal field at the junction 
between the cells (i.e.. at 2 = A/4, measuring from the end wall of the first cell) would 
necessarily be zero for the r 2 mode, since the fields in the two cells are 180" out of 
phase. In tins case, ine would use Dirichlet boundary conditions at z = A/4 for both 
cells The houndary condition at z = 3A 4 is less clear, since there is no following 
cell to provide symmem —the boundary condition is a combination of Neumann and 
Dinchlei, Dirichlet boundary conditions would be appropriate at z = 3A;4 only if 
there were following cells to provide the necessary symmetry. What is more, since 
the RF gun has a non-uniform T '2-mode. one cannot conclude that Dirichlet bound
ary conditions are appropriate at the z = A/4 boundary either. Because one cannot 
decide exactly what the boundary conditions should be without first simulating both 
cells iwhich SUPERF1SH cannot doi and the structure following the second cell, the 
problem is in fact only solved by implicitly giving up the approximation of inde
pendent cells. Rather than do this. I elected to use Dirichlet boundary conditions at 
z = A 4 and z = 3A 4. since these are most likely to be closest to the actual boundary 
conditions. 

To see that this is a justifiable approximation, consider that the cutoff frequency 
of the beam tube (which has a radius of R, = 3.8mm) is'31 

U,„,= — . ,2.2, 

or approximately 30 GHz. compared to f = 2.856GHz for the fundamental mode of 
the gun. Hence, the field? in the beam tube should fall off rapidly in moving into the 
beam tube from either cell. The 1 e distance is given by 

which comes out to 1.6mm for the present rase, compared to aboui 7mm for the 
distance from the beginning of any cell nose to the nearest boundary plane. Hence, 
one expects that ihe field? 111 the cells and the resonant frequency of ihe cells will be 
insensitive 10 tlie boundary condition*, and this is indeed what I have found tu be the 
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case. I find that the resonant frequencies of both cells change by less than 400kHz 
in changing from Dirichlet to Neumann boundary conditions in SUPERFISH. The 
on-axis longitudinal fields differ visibly only near the boundaries, and then only by a 
small fraction of the peak field. 

The actual dimensions of the gun cavity are different from the original design. In 
particular, the re-entrant noses (not the focusing noses, but those belonging 10 the 
Vanai. cell design 1 were of different lengths than specified in the design. This was 
a result of cavity tuning during machining. All of the data I present will be for the 
first RF gun as it was actually built (which 1 refer to as ''the gun as built"), unless 
otherwise noted. 

I found that when the cavity shapes for the gun as built were put into St'PER-
F1SH. the frequencies of the cells were different from each other and from measure
ments, with the second cell calculated frequency being about 2838 MHz. This dis
crepancy is most probably a result of imprecise knowledge of the exact actual cavity 
dimensions and the effect of the coupling slots and the coupling cell. Unon modeling 
the second cell in MASK. I found that I obtained very nearly the same frequency as 
in SUPERFISH. I decided to tune the first cell to 2838 MHz also, as this frequency is 
within 0.57c of the goal of 2856 MHz (I will show below that the error introduced by 
this is small). Even after tuning the first cell to within 1 MHz of 2838 in Sl'PERFISH 
(which was done byrslight alterations of the upper radius of the cell nose). I found 
that the frequency given by MASK was 30 MHz low. This is probably attributable to 
the coarseness of the mesh in MASK, implying that the agreement obtained for the 
second cell was fortuitous. I found it necessary to insert an artificial tuning plug into 
the MASK simulation of the first cell (see below). This plug is far from the beam 
and makes no significant change in the on-axis fields. 

Figure 2.4 shows the SUPERFISH-generated field lines for the first and second 
cell. Table 2.1 bsls SUPERFISH-Eenerated parameters for both cells, some of which 
ace self-explanatory, others of which are explained below. 

While SVPERFISH calculates cavity resonant frequencies explicitly. MASK calcu
lates only the time-dependent field evolution. In order to find ihe resonant frequency 
of a cavity simulated in MASK. 1 "hit" the cavity with a relatively broad-band signa! 
and looked at the frequency of the ringing. How this was done is discussed below. Fur 
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Figure 2.4: SUPF.RFISH Field Line Plots for RF Gun Cells 
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Table 2.1: SUPERFISH-generated Cell Parameters 

quantity CeU 1 CeU 2 unit 
leiigt h 2.624 5.248 cm 
Q 11T77 18671 
shunt impedance 2.44 

100 
8.45 
161 

Mf! 
Mfi/m 

K, 0.0831 0.1473 mJ/(MV/m) ! 

r-pi / t-p, 1.79 1.92 
transit time factor 0.766 0.787 
effective length V / E p „ k 1.82 3.45 cm 

now, suffice it to say that the simulated frequencies of the first and second cells were 
2834.5 MHz and 2837.8 MHz. respectively, where I determine the frequency from the 
time between subsequent zero-crossings of the electric field at some fixed point in 
each cell. This is a valid procedure provided there is only one mode that is appre
ciably excited, which I took pains to ensure was the case, as I discuss below. Fourier 
analysis would have required simulating the cells for 1 /isec in order to determine 
the frequencies to within 1 MHz. This would have taken about 20 days of dedicated 
compulation by SSRL's VAX 8810. While these frequencies are the same to within 
0.l7c. the difference is not negbgible and must be compensated for. 

The final cavity profiles used in MASK are shown in Figures 2.5 and 2.6. The 
solid lines show the desired profile (which is the actual profile, except for the tuning 
artifice in the first cell), while dots show the grid points that were filled with "metal" 
in MASK in order to achieve that profile. The choice of boundary conditions in MASK 
is even more compbcated than for SUPERFISH, since the beam-induced fields have 
no definite symmetry and are not constrained to frequencies below cutoff. I chose to 
use Neumann boundary conditions in all of my MASK simulations, because the copy 
of the code that 1 have does not implement Dirichlet boundary conditions. I have 
verified that the influence of the boundaries on the beam is negligible by simulating 
the first cell with a long exit-tube, and comparing the results to a simulation which 
ends 0.43 nun (one longitudinal grid spacing) afttr z = A/4. 

Figure 2.7 shows, on-axjs longitudinal field amplitudes from Sl'PERFISH and 
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Figure 2.5: Profile Vsed in MASK for the First Cell 
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Figure 2.6: Profile Used in MASK for l ie Second Cell 
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MASK, along with the results of a bead-drip (or "bead-pull") measurement |60| taken 
at Xarian. Each profile is normalized so that the maximum value is 1. Note the small 
differences between SUPERKISH and MASK at the cell boundary. These are a result 
of the boundary conditions used in MASK, as jusi meniioned. There are also some 
differences near the electric-field peaks, due to inaccuracy in simulating the cell noses 
and beam-pipe radius in MASK (a result of the coarseness of the grid]. 

2.2.2 Gun Cavity Parameters 

While SVPERFISH gives parameters for the individual cells directly, it does not give 
results for the gun as a ivholc. I will digress briefly to show to obtain such results. 
These will prove useful in analysis of experimental results in Chapter 5. The definition 
of the Q for either cell is|56) 

ulV: 
Qi = T ~ - (2-4) 

where V, is the stored energy and Pi is the po*er dissipated in the cavity walls, for 
the i l h cell, where i is 1 or 2 for the first or second on-axis cell (I ignore the coupling 
cell, since there is no field stored in it in the ir/2 mode, as discussed earlier in this 
chapter). The stored energy may be expressed in terms of the peak, on-axis electric 
field as 

U, = K i E p „ (2.5) 

where the Kt are constants thai can be deduced from SUPERFISH output (see Table 
2.1). Since E pi = E Pa/a, where a ~ 3 is a constant, the total stored energy is 

U = U, + U, = l ' ,(l + j ^ j ) . (2.6) 

This form is convenient, since if K) and Kj are of the same order, as one expects, 
then I 1 is dominated by IV Similarly, the total power lost in the cavity walls is 

P = P, + P 8 = p,( i + l | l 5 l ) (2.7) 

Hence, the predicted Q of the cavity in the jr/2 mode is 

U, 1 + t r i r 
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from which one set's that for Ki and K? of the same order and o.5 > 1, then Q = Q 2 . 

Table 2.2 lists the results of cold-test measurements performed at Varian and along 

with inferred properties fur the pun. based on this analysis. For some of the inferred 

properties. I have used the values of K,. K 3 , and Q i / Q j calculated with ST'PER-

FISH. 1 have also listed ceitaui 'desired" values, along with predictions based un 

5UPERF1SH results, with o = 2.9 (the measured value) used where necessary. 

I have calculated the peak electric field in the second cell as a function of total 

wall power using 

or {using 2.7) 

E - ' = V . K , . ? ' ' ! ^ ) ^ - < 2 1 0 ) 

Tabic 2.2: Measured and Des ired Cavity P a r a m e t e r s for the R F Gun 

quantity desired (predicted' , measured t inferred I unit 
Q for r 2-mode U800S) 1 14000 
frequency at 20c C. atr 

0-moce 
- 2-mode 
r-mode 

2855.8 
2922.975 
2855.835 
2802.960 

MHz 
MHz 
MHz 

Q = E p ; E P ] 2-3 2.9 
3 4 I 4.16 
E p „ . . : vP . - P ; (79.9) ! 170.5) MY m MW: 

2 .2 .3 M e t h o d o l o g y of M A S K S i m u l a t i o n s 

I return now to the discussion of simulations, and in particular MASK simulations. 

My methodology in using MASK was heavily influenced by the need to economize 
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computer time. A single eye'" of the RF gun with beam takes approximately :t0 

hours of CPU on SSRL's VAX 8810. Part of the reason fot Mis is the need to use 

a large number of simulation macro-electrons. The emission algorithm in MASK is 

such that charge is emitted at each step in order to obtain the desired current density. 

Hence, if the macro-electron weighl (the number of electrons that each macro-electron 

represents) is made too large in an attempt to decrease the number of macro-electrons, 

the simulation may end up emitting no macro-electrons at all. because one macro-

electron per time-step may exceed the allowed current density. Thus, having many 

simulation particles is a result in part of having a small time-step. The time-step. At . 

is chosen under the constraint of the Courant stability condition [61 (for integration 

of Maxwell's equations), which requires that 

cV2 

where Ar an 1 Az are the grid spacings in r and z. respectively. In order to accurately 

simulate t h . i ;elds in the vicinity of the cathode, I chose Ar = 0.25mm. which gives 

12 grid points across the cathode and 3 grid points spanning the recess between the 

cathode and f icusing annulus. A2 = 0.43mm was also chosen, based on the need to 

have 64 grid points between the rec-M* around the cathode and the end of the first 

cell ( the power of 2 is required by MA. ' . ) Hence, the time step would need to be 

less than about 0.6 ps. 1 found that a smaller time-step was needed in order to gel 

stability (perhaps a result of the fact that MASK uses single-precision), and chose a 

conservative value of 0.171 ps- which is convenient in that it gives 2048 time-steps 

per 2856 MHz RF period. 

As 1 will discuss below, the longitudinal mesh spacing was belatedly discovered 

to be somewhat larger than needed to accurately fulfill the boundary conditions on 

the slope of E t at the cathode. However, this has no signifies.:;', effect on the results. 

Test runs with smaller radial and longitudinal mesh sizes were found to give virtually 

identical results to those with the mesh si»es listed in the last paragraph. 

1 then chose the ratio of the macro-electron weight to the current density in order 

to ensure ihat several macro-electrons were emitted per time step. The number of 
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macro-electrons cmillt'il per lime stop is 

N. = JJ$IM. €2-1 = 1 

where N m is the number of electrons represented by each macro-electron. In order lo 

obtain good statistics, it is desirable that there be several ihousand macro-electrons 

in the simulated useful beam. For examining the results of filtering small momentum 

spreads from the beam, it is necessary to have even more macro-electrons. Roughly 

speaking. N„ useful-beam macro-electrons requires 2N U macro-electrons total exiting 

the second cell, which requires roughly 4N U macro-electrons emitted from the cathode 

during the accelerating phase in the first cell (the reasons for these factors will be 

discussed below). This analysis would lead one to conclude that , for 2048 time-steps 

per cycle, N t = NU/25G. I chose N, = 15. which gives about 4000 useful-beam macro 

particles and gives good statistics even for analysis of small momentum intervals. In 

retrospect, this is probably higher that it needs to be, but I have used in throughout 

in order io avoid changing simulation parameters which would confuse comparison of 

different MASK runs. 

Because of ihe long running times, I decided to simulaie only the steady-state 

behavior of ihe gun. that is. the behavior after the R F fields and beam current have 

come fo stability. This happens in the last half oi the 2/JS R F pulse used at SSRL. 

Even taking \ , = 1 would not help to decrease the running time sufficiently to aJJuw 

simulation of the enure operating cycle of the gun in a reasonable time. There are a 

number of assumptions upon which the validity of ibis procedure rests. It assumes 

that it is sufficient to simulate only the TT, 2 structure mode, which allowed simulation 

of the cells separately. If. for example, the beam drives significant power into the zero 

or v modes, this approximation would be invalid. Since MASK cannot simulate the 

coupling cell, there was little choice about ibis. 

This meihodology also assumes that each bunch sees the cavity with only the 

fundamental mode excited—i.e.. that the liigher-order-mode fields exciied by previous 

bunches have no significant influence on any particular bunch. This is equivalent to 

saying, that the only significant effect of previous bunches is to remove power from 

the fundamental cell mode. In the sieady suite, thjj- power is assumed to be replaced 

by the RF power source, so that each bunch sees thai same fields: hence, if ilie 
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assumptions are valid, only one cycle needs to be simulated with particles. Similarly, 

this methodology assumes that electrons left in the gun from the previous operating 

cycle have no significant influence on newly emitted particles. These assumptions 

can be checked by simulating the gun for several operating cycles; results of such 

a simulation are present in the next section. Normally, however, I simulate only a 

single operating cycle with beam, in addition to simulating several RF cycles for the 

build-up of the cell fields. 

Since MASK is a time-dependent code, the cavity fields must be built up by means 

of some suitable simulated RF power source. The program allows the simulation of 

both RF ports and antennae. I chose to use an antenna because of the greater sim

plicity. Since I wished to simulate only the steady state behavior of the gun, it made 

no difference how the cavity was driven. (I was not attempting to simulate the evolu

tion of the beam during the charging of the cavity.) In driving an RF current in the 

antenna. MASK creates fields in the vicinity of the antenna that propagate through

out the cavity via Maxwell's equations. The sinusoidal RF current was modulated by 

the envelope shown in Figure 2.8. in order to avoid excitation of higher-order modes 

(the particular shape is composed of two cubic splines, using a standard feature of 

MASK). In this way. the Fourier amplitudes excited in the first three higher-order 

modes were kept below I D ' 3 of the fundamental. In addition, the antenna was placed 

at the intersection of nodes of tbp first two hinhcrorder modes, to reduce the exci

tation of these modes even further (shaping the current envelope is by far the most 

important consideration r. 

In general, it simulation of the gun with MASK consisted of the following steps: 

1. The fields m the first cell were excited to the desired level, or else the fields 

saved on disk from a previous run were read in land optionally scaled) . Once 

the driving current envelope has fallen to zero, the fields can be saved for use 

in subsequent runs, or used immediately in the next stage. 

2 Panicle emission from the cathode, limited to some fixed current density and by 

M>a(c (liarne forces, was then allowed for one RF period, beginning during the 

act eler;iiinj! pha'-e of the fifth RF period since the excitation bepan. During ibis 

period. MASK "pushes" the macro-electrons throuch the fir si cell, in addition 
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Figure 2.S: RF Current Waveform for Exciting Cells in MASK 
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to MitiultaiH'ii'jsix iiurtiratuiK Maxwell's equations As macro-electrons pass 

/ A 1. ill*' fiul of the first cell, their phase-span- coordinates are saved to 

disk. 

3. "I In* li<-I*l*- in ihe second cell wen- excited to the desired level or read in from 

disk. »«• fi)i ihe lust (ell. Of course, those fields sliould he 180° out of phase with 

the firsi ci'll fields, flu fart, they were dnren 178° out of phase, to compensate 

for tin- difference in frequency, as discussed below.) 

•1, Macro-electrons from the simulation of the first cell were injected at z = A/4 in 

(lie second cell. Since both simulations start at lime t ~ 0. each macro-electron 

is injected into the second simulation when the time counter is the same as it 

was when the macro-electron left the first simulation. 

The measured field ratio in the gun is a - 2.9- The MASK simulations reported 

on here used o = 3.0. as a result of a misreading of the data that was not noticed 

until the simulations had aJread) been run. Because the simulations take so long. 

time does not permit me to repeat them. I will show below that this error has onl\ 

a small effect on the results. Given the many other approximations being made 

/e.fi.. independent hunches, ignoring (he three-dimensionaJ nature of the cavity with 

coupling holes having the simulation cell frequency differ from the actual frequency i. 

this is not a serious error. 

2 .2 .4 C a t h o d e S i m u l a t i o n 

Cathode emission was simulated by injecting, a total charge of r rR^J , m m , < iA t during 

each time interval, where R, is the cathode radius. J,m, u ,d the emit led currenl densiiy. 

and Ai the tune interval (i.e.. the tune-step for the integration) The space-charce 

limitation on the current density was assumed to follow' the Gaussian emission law IH 

standard feature of MASK), namely. 

- U r m m , d A i - Q l u r f , < - e t t E 1 . „ t h o d r (2.13) 

where Etfnll„„u must be negative for the emission of electrons (negative J ) , and where 

Q.urf :. U is the existing "surface charge" (i.e., charge just above the cathode surface) 
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due tu previously ennilpd inacro-elei iron:.. In niber words, the riniin-d charge density 
cannot he MI high thai, in combination with previously .'mined charge density, the 
newly emitted charge depresses the field lit the cathode MI imirli that the sign of the 
field is fuch as to push electrons hack into the cathode. In addition I required that 

- J™,t„d < - J i , m „ . (2.Ml 

where Jllml, is the user-specified maximum current density available from the ca'h-
ode. which in actual operation is controlled by controlling cathode temperature. In 
addition 10 adding this feature. I modified MASK to emit a bona fide uniform random 
distribution from the circular cathode surface Ithe standard code uses an approxima
tion to such a distribution). Ea. i macro-electron emitted in the simulations has 
the same charge, in order to make the interpretation of graphs and other data more 
straightforward. This implies that in order to have a uniform emission over the 
surface, fewer macro-electrons should be emitted near r = 0 than near r = R,. The 
reader will see this effect in some of the graphs that follow. 

It is interesting to look at the details of this emission process. SVPERFISH 
calculations give the peak field at the cathode as E p t = 0.258EpJ (assuming o = 2.9). 
Hence, for a typical operating value of E p , .- 75 MY,m. E p r is about 20 MY m. 
As the field at the cathode passes into the accelerating phase for electrons, emission 
begins. Around this time (call it t=0|, the field at the cathode may be approximated 
as E, ^ -E p ,--t . Hence, if the integration time step is At. and if 1 momentarily 
assume Ji,m i, oc. then 

J.™...d(t = nAtlAt = -Q,„,(t = n i t ) - t „E p c . 'nAl (2.15) 

where n is the number of time steps since t=0. Emission can occur as long as 
J,™,,,) < 0. 

One expects that, initially, the surface charge will simply he the sum of ail charge 
emitted since t=0. since the fields have not had time to accelerate that charge away 
frora the cathode. It is possible lo approximate the distance a macro-electron will 
move and confirm this expectation. Ignoring the variation of the field with position, 
the Lorentz equation gives 
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where p - J-. For a macro-electron that starts from the cathode at t -0 . 

eE„~'l ! 

,Mt)=t—£ . (2.1.) 2mrc 

For a noli relativistic particle, the velocity is approximately pc. so that the position 

z ( . ) * ^ ! ! . (MS, 
Gnu 

For £,„ .- 20MY m. 
2(1) =c 1G~V. (2.L9) 

where 2 is in meters and 1 in pico seconds. The cathode radius. Rr = 3mm, provides 
a natural lengih scale, and one sees that il will take about 70 ps for the first macro-
electron to move by R«.. In other words, the effects of space-charge on emission might 
be expected to be quite large, since it takes so long for emitted charge to be moved 
away from the cathode. 

Since the charge is moved away from the cathode so slowly, one can assume that 
the surface charge is just the sum of all previously emitted charge: 

n- l 
Q.urf(t = nAl) = V j ( [ W l l ( d ( i = iAt)At. '2.20, 

mi 

so that 
n- l 

J«mm,d(! = nAt j = - V j ( I T u U ( d ( i = lAt) - < 0E p,*n. (2.21 1 
1=1 

Subtracting this expression from the same expression with n — n - 1, one obtains 

J«n.».d(t = nAt) = -« 0E p eu;. (2.221 

For E p t = 20MV/m, oneobxains J e m m f d = -3l8A/cm 2 . Since the cathode is capable 
of no more than 140 A/cm !. we see that the space charge limitation will never c ime 
into play. I will hereafter use J = !J U m i Ii to refer to the cathode current demity 
assumed in any simulation. 

MASK supports the inclusion of a initial thermal velocity distribution for th 1 

macro-electrons emitted from the cathode. I found that inclusion of this effeci madi? 
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no significant difference in the results. To see why, consider that the RMS thermal 
momentum (Jti ts given by the Maxwell velocity distribution^?, as 

Prm, = \ -• (2-231 
V m,c* 

A cathode temperature of lOOtPC or 1273-K gives p m » =s 10"3. The RMS radial 
momentum will be of the same order. During acceleration, this radiaJ momentum 
be adiabatically damped. Assuming acceleration to a typical value of p t = 5. the 
slope due to the thermal velocity would be of order p™ p, = 0.2mrad. A typical 
angular half-width for an RF gun beam is 20 mrad. and hence one sees thai thermal 
efTecis may safely be ignored. This is confirmed by MASK simulations done with and 
without thermal effects. While adding thermal effects to MASK entails lit lie cost 
in computer resources. I have ignored thermal effects in all the MASK simulations 
repuned on here, since this permits cleaner comparison with rfgun, which did not 
originally support an initial thermal velocity distribution. 

A number of different types of output axe available irom MASK. I have upgraded 
MASK extensively 10 improve the ease with which one can make use of these outputs: 
in particular. I have used my self-describing data format (aoe format I extensively. 
This is discussed in more detail in Appendix A. 

MASK allows one to sample the cavity fields along any line in r or i at intervals m 
time, as well as to sample the fields at a fixed location as a function of time. The initial 
coordinates of macro-electrons emitted from the cathode may be saved, as well as the 
phase-space coordinates- (time, positions, and velocities) of every macro-electron as it 
crosses a number of user-defined planes of constant z coordinate. This Jaier capability 
is the principle means of getting information about beam energy and emittance. and 
for keeping uack of particles that return to hit the cathode. It is also used fur the 
re-injection of macro-electrons from first-cell simulations into second-cell simulations. 
MASK keeps a record of panicles lost by hitting metal boundaries or exiling ihe 
simulation region, so that the total power going into panicles can be calculated. This 
is important for assessing how much power is needed to produce a given beam, since 
not all ihe power that goes into electrons goes into the electrons in the beam. MASK 
can also produce output containing "beam.snapshots", which record the positions of 
all panicle* at a men time during the simulation. Examples of all of these mnpui 
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facilities will be seen in the next section. 

2.2.5 Compensation of Cell Frequency Mismatch 

I mentioned above that the phase-shift between the driving RF currents for the two 
cells must be different from lyO" to compensate for the difference in resonant fre
quencies hetween the first and second cells 63 . The first simulated cell resonate*, at 
2S34..1 MHz. and the second at 2837.8 MHz. Particles from the simulation of cell 1 
are injected into the simulation at cell 2 during the fifth RF cycle since the beginning 
of the RF excitation. Hence, one wants the fields in the cells to be 180" out of phase 
during the fifth RF cycle. The phase in each cell is 

o, = M.-.1 - A#,. (2.24! 

where A<rM ^ 0 and Ao; =i 180°. Setting t - 5T„. with T„ the average RF period of 
the cells, one ohtains the phase difference at the beginning of the fifth RF period 

O: - C'\ = 5T0i*>; - u.'i) * A<*>?. 12.25) 

requiring c 3 - c>i = «•. one obtains the necessary value of Acs 

AcT- = r - 5TJ...J-- *•, ]. (2.261 

I'smg the values of the simulated cell frequencies thai I gave just above gives 
Ac-.. = 3.105. or 177.9'' 3 used this value in of my all MASK simulations of the 
eun as built. I shall use 2&.1G it he average frequency) as the nominal frequency of the 
MASK simulations. In the next section. 1 shall show what the effect of this frequency 
error ii. 

2.2.6 The rfgun Program 

Havmc dealt wuli MASK at some length. I now turn to rfgun. As I have mentioned 

above, rfguii uses the longitudinal field profiles generated by SVPERFISH i or an> 

equivalent prncraiii > to calculate particle motion in the gun. rfgun works in cane-

sian coordinates ix. y. 2 ' blowing the imposition of both transverse and solenoidal 
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external magnetic fields. The cavity fields are assumed lo have a perfect sinusoidal 

variation in tune, at some user-specified frequency. (Since the fields for the whole cell 

are specified at once, there it, no need to worry about the individual eel) frequencies.) 

Macro-electrons are emitted from the cathode at discrete phase-intervals and from dis

crete radial positions on the cathode, with macro-electron charges adjusted to achieve 

approximately uniform current density. The solution for macro-electron motion pro

ceeds from the Lorent2 equation, which is integrated numerically using fourth-order 

Runge-Kut ta i61\ Like MASK, r fgun supplies the useT with phase-space coordinates 

of exiting particles as well as those of particles that return to hit the cathode- Unlike 

MASK, r fgun does not include space-charge, nor does consider the positions of met

al structures tha t macro-electrons might hit (a maximum radius may be specified, 

however, to simulate the collimating effect of the beam tube). 

2.2.7 Off-Axis Field Expansion 

li 15 we)} known'31. ihai the modes for a cavity like on? of lhe R F gun cells can be 

separated into independent transverse-electric (TE) and transverse-magnetic (TMl 

modes. TM modes have B, - 0 and involve only E , . E r . and B„. whereas TE modes 

have E r - 0 and involve only B , . B r . and E^. While the gun cavity can support 

TE modes, the fundamental mode is TM. which has a nonzero accelerating field E T . 

i Note that a cyhmlncalh symmetric beam will induce only TM modes., since il always 

produces E, = 0 and Bc = 0. but never E* ~ 0 or B, x U.) 

Knowing E, along the axis allows one to compute series expansiuns in r fur E 7 . 

E,. and Be. One starts with Maxwell's equations (in MKSA ututsi 

V • Elz.r . t ' ) = 0 f 2.27 i 

V - E lz . r . t I = - 3 , B | z . r . t I (2.2S* 

T - B ' z . r . t i = /M 0 f l ,E tz .T . t l . I2.2*.'i 

Expressing these in cylindrical coordirates ( r . t f .z l and assuming that the electric 

fields vary like smi^-t i -and hence ihat B c ^ cot-i^iU. one obtains 

t V r E r u . r i i - r 6 . E : u . r i = 0. i'2M0< 
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(},ZAZ.TI - tfrE7(z.n - u-'B^lz.r). (2.31 < 

£ r frB*!z.rJl = rfi 0<.„«/E t(z.ri. (2.321 

and 

- o, B 0I z. r ) = M 0t 0u.-E r(z. r |, (2.33 i 

(2.341 

Because of cylindrical symmetry. E r ( z . r ) must be an odd function of r. and hence 

from equation (2.30) one sees thai £ f ( 2 . r ) musi be an even function of r. Equation 

(2.33) implies that B«(z.r) has the same symmetry as E r ( z . r ) . Thus. I can expand 

these functions as 

E t l z . r ) = V E ^ . U t r 2 ' (2.35) 

E r l z . n = ^ Z ^ . i . - i f z i r 2 " 1 (2.36] 
i = 0 

B c i 2 . r i = ^ B , . , , . ^ ! ! 1 ' - 1 . (2.37> 
,=o 

where the tildes are used to emphasize that the coefficients do not necessarily h a v 

the same units as the fields 

Inserting expressions (2.3.ii and (2.36) into the divergence equation. (2.30 1 and 

equatine tcntis with the same power of r. one obtain: 

E o . - o t z ' ^ ! — , ^ E , , . IZ I i -= 0 . 1 . . . . x (2 3^-
2i - 2 

Inserting expressions (2.3.*. i and (2.37 i into i 2.32j. one obtains 

B c-., . ,(*> = £ ^ E , . 3 l U I f2.3^-
2i - 2 

I'sJiig **/juain»n> '2 .3S ' and (2.39) in |2 .3]) one obtains 

f ; 1 - ^ — ^ 1 ^ ; - k ' ) £,.2,12 1 - 2 i r 3 | - ' , E I . : i i z ) = 0. i2.4o. 

wiiijri- - kc. Equating terms of the same power in r yields 

E 7 I . - M Z I = - ' ., [bl - k : ) E, 2 t i zi. '2 41 
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which completes the solution lor the radial expansion coefficients by providing a 

recursion relation ihai pives all the t , . ; / s . from winch all the E r : , , j ' s and B f.;,'s can 

be obtained via equations (_.:t8i mid 12.39) 

II is useful to work out these t'xpressions for the first leu- terms: 

t, u r i :• - - ( \ E , . 0 I Z I . < 2.42 I 

E l 3 l z i - ^ ;,T' - k : c * I ; E , . l , l z ) . I2.4:i. 

E..= iz 1 - - - [<*; - k ; ] E r , p l z ) . (2.441 

B t f . i izi = - ^ r E . o t z i . (2.45) 

2c* 
and 

B,. 3 (z)= _ - r L : ^ . k ' ( E t _ o ( z | . (2.4<i| 
16c- » J 

r f g u n includes terms up to third order in r. with the option to use only the linear 

terms in r. This allows investigation of the importance of higher order terms. Note 

that E . 0 i z ) = E . u . r = D). where values of the latter function are given by SVPER-

FISH. Since it has the units of an electric field. I'll drop the tilde from E,. 0(z( in what 

follows. 

2.2.8 Non-Linear Field Terms 

To see how influential the nonlinear terms might be. note that the i m p o r t a n t «-i the 

nouhnear macnetic fields is related to their magnitude relative to the linear terms. 

which is characterized by ihe function 

T,u l= -5L[a - - ) i - ]E f . „ (z ) . (2.47) 

where R, is tile cathode radiu. which gives an upper limit on the radius of any 

particie that nuke;- it out of the > un las wili be seen in the next section). Note that 

the averace radium of particle* emitted from a uniformly-emitting circular cathode is 

-R, 3 If T;<zi is small compared to E.jjUI. 'Epj. then nonlinear magnetic fields are 
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Figure 2.9: Nonlinear Field Terms in the RF Gun 
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unimportant. T](z) is also related to the importance of the nonlinear longitudinal 

electric fields, though 4T ; <zi is a more accurate measure. 

Similarly, importance of the nonlinear radial electric fields is characterized by the 

function ^ 

T 2 | z i = i - f d f - k ^ j E x . o i z ) . (2.4b) 

If T ; i 2 I is small compared to J^E(.o( zh then nonlinear radial electric fields are un*m-

port ant. 

Figure 2.9 compares Tjiz) and T2(z) to the relevant lower-o-der terms. One sees 

that the non-linear magnetic fields are quite small, and one infers that the non-linear 

longitudinal electric fields are small as well. The non-linear radial electric fields are 

more significant, particularly in the vicinity of the cathode and near the cell noses. Of 

these, the fields near the cell noses are less important , since most particles of interest 

pass the cell noses well off the RF crest. 

Finally. I note that Ti(z] is completely dominated by the c^E^olz) term, while 

T ^ z ) is completely dominated by the d . 3 E l i 0 (z ) term. This is as expected, since the 

fields (and their derivatives) are changing rapidly on the scale of 1 'k = 1.7cm. 1 shall 

return to the issue of non-linear fields, specifically their effect on the beam, in the 

next section. For now, I simply point out that if one wants to reduce the effect of non-

bnearities. one must reduce # E 1 A M i : and 6\3E,.o(z). In particular, it is important to 

avoid nonlinear terms in z near the cathode, where the beam is particularly sensitive 

(because of its relatively large radial size and its low momentum). This was not 

at tempted for the SSRL R F gun design. 

2 .2 .9 B o u n d a r y C o n d i t i o n s for r fgun 

The data shown in Figure 2.9 was assembled from SUPERFISH output for the indi

vidual cells. SUPERFISH gives values of E* along the axis at equi-spaced intervals 

in z. However, these values are calculated with boundary conditions for the individ

ual cells that do not properly reflect the boundary conditions appropriate to the full 

cavity, as discussed above. Hence, the two solutions do not join smoothly at z = A/4. 

One is tempted to smooth the solutions in order to eliminate the discontinuities in the 

fields and its derivatives at this point, but I have found that this can be done only at 
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the expense of smoothing away real, significant derivative information in the rest of 

the cavity. Hence, the data in Figure 2.9 as well as that used in RF gun simulations 

is simply composed from concatenating the solutions for the individual cells, with 

appropriate scaling to get o = 2.9 and a r '2-mode configuration. 

In order to calculate the non-linear field terms, r fgun takes z derivatives of E t.o(zi. 

up to the fourth derivative (so that the third derivative can be interpolated in between 

data points). Each derivative is calculated using the second-order formula 64 

i r - F t z * A z l - F f z - A z ) , 
O.FIZJ = - • — • O Az . 12.491 

2Az 

There is no problem in the interior of the cells, where each point has two neighboring 

points with well-defined field values, but problems do arise at the boundaries. In 

order to be able to calculate the required derivatives at the beginning and end of the 

gun. r f g u n needs data outside these intervals. 

I have provided this data for the beginning of the gun by applying an idea cleaned 

from the above analysis of nonl inear fields. Since z=0 is a metallic surface for r • H,. 

E r t z = 0) = 0 for r < R c , and equation (2.38) implies that 

( * £ - * ( l , ) r - . « R . = ° - , : ' ' 0 , 

Taking the partial of equation (2.41) with respect to 2. one then sees that 

(d't,.i,[2)) „ = 0 . M l . 

Taking d' of (2.41). one then sees that 

and hence that 

( 3 , E . . 2 , U ) ) i = 0 t < R < = 0. 12.531 

Proceeding in this fashion, it is clear that 

(dl^lt^(z)) a = 0 n = 0 , l , . . . 3 c , C: .Wi 

and hence that E t , 3 i {z) is an even function of z. Therefore, one can easily supp-. 

r f g u n with the necessary information by taking E , . 0 ( - 2 ) = E,, 0{z). 
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For the end of the gun (z = 3A/4). the boundary conditions are ambiguous, as 
I discussed above. Since the field amplitude is small here and the beam is at full 
energy by the time it is in this region, what one does in at this boundary is of little 
importance. This being so, it is reasonable to simply extend the beam tube beyond the 
nominal end of the gun in order 10 obtain information necessary for taking derivatives 
up to the end of the gun. The primary benefit of doing this is aesthetic, and I have 

not done the equivalent in MASK, since this would force me to use a coarser mesh in 
the part of the gun thai is really important. 
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2.3 Simulation Results and Predictions 

Having outlined the capabilities of the codes and the methodology of their use, I 
now present results of my simulations of the SSRL RF gun. In addition to giving 
predictions of how the actual gun is expected to perform, I also report on simulations 
done to evaluale design alternatives, to check the assumptions of my methods, to 
compare the predictions of rfgun and MASK, and lo evaluate the importance of 
different effects (e.g., space-charge, non-linear fields) on the beam. Experimental 
results and comparison of these with simulations will be presented in a Chapter 5. 

2.3.1 Effects of the Cell Field Ratio 

I will discuss rfguu results first, and in particular the effect of varying o = Eps/Epj. 
I have done a series of rfguc simulations for a range of o values from 1 to 4. For 
each series. I varied E p ! in 20 MV/m steps from 40 to 120 MV/m (the latter being 
close to the break-down limit in the second cell). 

Longitudinal Phase-Space 

Figure '.2.10 shows longitudinal phase space results " 2.3. and 4. For each 
value of a. a series of curves appears, one for ear). v r f pJ> Each curve represents 
the momentum ip = 3~)} for macro-electrons as a function of the time of exil from 
ihe gun (i.e., the time at which the plane z = 3A/4 is crossed), t = 0 corresponds 
lo the emission of the first particle from the cathode, which occurs just as the field 
enters the accelerating phase in the first cell. For these simulations, I directed rigun 
io emit macro-electrons at 2° phase intervals, the individual macro-electrons being 
represented by the points on the graphs. The macro-electrons where emitted from 
r=0. and hence no radial motion was involved. 

Note that for o - 1, pit I isnon-monotonic over most of the range of E p i , exhibiting 
a distinctly sinusoidal shape for higher values of E p 3 . This sinusoidal shape results 
from the arrival of particles in the second cell ahead of the accelerating crest in 
thai cell. Obviously, if the firs,t particles arrive ahead of the crest, then those ihat 
folluw will arrive nearer «o the crest, and thus gain more momentum (This issue h 
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Figure 2.10: Gun Longitudinal Phase Space for Various Values of Q 
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discussed in Chapter 4. as is the need for a mcnotonic p(t I curve in order to allow 
the use magnetic of bunch compression.) As o is increased. p(t) becomes monotonir 
for increasingly higher values of EP2. and also for increasingly high momentum levels 
For o = 4 . p(t) is monotonic for the full range of E pj -- 60MV/m. but for E p l = 40 
the fields in the first cell are too weak to deliver any significant beam to the second 
eel1 hence, few particles exit the gun. For Q = 3, which is approximately what was 
achieved in the gun as built, p(t) is reasonably monotonic over 60 < E p ; < 100. 

Effective Cathode Area 

Figure 2.11 shows the dependence on o and E p 2 of several beam properties. Each set 
of connected points corresponds to the value of a indicated by the plotting symbol. 
The effective cathode area At)r is a measure of how efficiently charge is extracted from 
the gun. It is defined bv 

where Q is I ho total charge exiting the gun during one RF period (i.e.. the total 
charge "in the beam'"). T 0 is the RF period, and J is the current density. As one 
might expect, the effective cathode area increases as E p ! is increased and as a is 
decreased. This is due to the increase in the field in the first cell that accompanies 
both of these changes, which results in more rapid acceleration of charge from the 
cathode and hence more efficient extraction of beam from the gun. Recall that the 
physical area of the cathode is A, = 0.28cnr. One expects A l f f ••- ;A C. since the RF 
field in the first cell is only in the accelerating phase half the time. A further decrease 
in A,F result; from the fact that not all particles that leave the cathode make it out 
of the first cell. Many that do not exit the first cell before the RF goes into the 
decelerating phase will not exit the first cell at all. their momentum being insufficient 
to overcome the decelerating fields. These particles return to hit the cathode. 

Figure 2.11 also shows the normalized beam power and the average momentum 
in the beam. As expected, both of these increase with increasing E p : and decreasing 
o (i.e.. increasing E pi). 
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Figure 2.12. Dependence of Back-Bombardment Properlies on a and Ep, 
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Back-Bombardment Power 

Figure 2.12 shows corresponding quantities for the particles that return to hit the 

cathode. H,IT l-s the effective back-bonibarder area, defined by 

where Qb»ck is the charge that returns to hit the cathode during one RF period. 
One expects that Afff-r B (R will be constant, and this is found 10 be the case by 
comparison with the last figure (slight discrepancies are due to particles that do not 
exit the gun or hit the cathode within the total time interval of the simulation). 

The Figure also shows the back-bombardment power normalized to the cathode 
current density. Paradoxically, there is a strong dependence on E p 2 , but no clear 
trend with a. 

It is actually unclear what one should expect to see here, since increasing EP2 or 
decreasing a is expected to increase the efficiency of charge extraction (as the graphs 
of Aeff confirm), thus decreasing the number of back-bombarding electrons {as the 
graphs of B f r f confirm). However, increasing E p Z or decreasing a is also expected 
to increase the momentum of any electrons that do return (o hit the cathode. This 
expectation is confirmed by Figure 2.12. What one sees is that for constant E p 3 and 
Q > 2, the increase in the amount of back-bombarding charge is compensated by the 
decrease in the average kinetic energy carried by each particle. As E pj is changed, a 
different effect comes into play, namely the change in the back-bombardment power 
due to highly energetic electrons returning from the second cell. This accounts for the 
difference between increasing E pj and decreasing a. The Figure shows the maximum 
momentum of any back-bombarding electron as a function of a and E P j , confirming 
this analysis. 

2.3.2 Effects of the RF Frequency 

Next. 1 investigate the effect of changing the RF frequency while keeping the field 
profile the same, choosing o = 2.9 for this and all subsequent rfgun studies. Note 
that it is sensible to imagine changing the RF frequency while keeping the on-axis 
fields the same, since this can be done by means of a tuning device far from the axis. 
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Figure 2.1-1: Dependence of Longitudinal Phase-Space on RF Frequency 
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as I did (or the MASK simulations of the firsi cell. Figure 2.14 shows the longitudinal 
phase-space as a function of the RF frequency, while Figure 2.13 shows other beam 
properties as a function of frequency. Higher frequencies are equivalent in some ways 
to having a phast-shift of less than ir/2 between the first and second cells, and hence 
the macro-electrons are seen to arrive nearer to the RF crest in the second cell. 
This is why the longitudinal phase-space exhibits an increasingly sinusoidal shape as 
the frequenc; is increased. For lower frequencies, the macro-electrons arrive farther 
behind the cr»st in the second cell; hence, the total momentum gain is less, and 
the monotonic p(t) curve is retained. Lower frequencies are equivalent to having a 
lower-than-velocity-of-Ught structure. 

For assessing the effect of frequency errors in MASK, it is only the region around 
2856 MHz that is of interest. One sees from the Figure that the phase-space curves 
for =100MHr .jund 2856 MHz are not greatly different from those for 2856 MHz. 
That is. there is no dramatic effect on the slope or curvature. I find that the change in 
the average momentum between 2856 and 2836 MHz is 1.7%, while the change in the 
maximum momentum is l.O'i. The change in the tola) charge is similarly small, being 
2.01^ . Hence, the errors made in using 2S36 as the i'._.]uency in MASK are negligible. 
Uncertainty in the value of a and in the knowledge of the exact field distribution, 
plus the effects of higher-order modes ii duced by the beam, will contribute errors as 
large as those introduced by the frequency errors. 

2.3.3 Effects of Non-Linear Field Terms 
Next. I look into the effects of field non-linearities. In particular, Figure 2.15 shows the 
normalized RMS eniiuance and normalized transverse brightness for various initial 
phase intervals (explained presently), where the normalized franjri'erse brightness is 

defined as 
B; = -2-, (2-5T) 

it' 
and the normalized RMS emitiance is as given in equation (1.9). Note that B'a is 

not the same as the normalized brightness. B„ defined in equation (1.21). B; differs 
in begin normalized to the current density and in having no reference to the bunch 
length. 
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Figure 2.15: rigun Predictions for o = 2.9 and Various Initial Phase Intervals 
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The units for Q. J. and < used for the graphs are pC. A'cnr. tuid rr m,c -urn. 
respectively. Results are shown for calculations that include non-linear RF field terms 
(see equations 12.35) through 12.3")). and for calculations that include only linear 
terms in E r. 8*. and E t . In order lo make a valid comparison between the linear and 
non-linear cases, it is necessary to ensure that one is looking at the emittance of the 
same particles in each case. That is. one wants to compare the emitiance of particles 
ciniM. vcri'i< :;IIIL" nf JMIT j.tl |-! t This has been d<in< in'tu Figun'S. where 
I ploi the results for the linear and nonlinear cases for particles emitted during the 
first Ac degrees of phase (measured from the beginning of the accelerating phase). As 
one would expect, the non-linear fields increase the emittance. Jusi how this occurs, 
and what the significance of the brightness is, will be discussed shortly. 

R F Focusing 

To better understand the effects of non-linear fields and time-dependent focussing 
forces, it is useful to look at a pair of rfgun runs in more detail. In particular. I ran 
rlgun ai E p : = 75MV m with the initial particle distribution given by 

x„ = i-rr . i = 0. . .N, (2.58) 

y u = 0 (2-5!)) 

o„ = j-f-o. j = ( l . . .N s . (2-60) 

where r'r = R, 'X, -- 11 and where c , is the phase of emission from the cathode. 
c = 0 being the beginning of the accelerating phase in the first cell. Taking such 
an initial distribution allow- one lo see with particular clarity what the effects of 
the initial coordinates are on the final coordinates. Figure 2.16 shows the resultant 
transverse phase-space fur linear and non-hnear fields, with N r - 6. Ne. = 1441. and 
eo - 0.125". While at first glance the nun-linear fields would appear to decrease the 
emittanre. this is mil so. For the linear case, macro-electrons leaving the cathode at 
the same phase lie alone a line in x-x' space. Hence, the emittance for such a group 
of macro-electrons is zero, since :x'x ; = x" x ; . For the non-hnear case, macro 
electrons leaving the cathode ai the same phase do not he along a line in x-x' space. 
This increases the einittance by decreasing x'x . This will be seen more clearly in 
other data, below. 
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Tin*. Ficiire also illustrates the effects of "HF foi usiiif*" " " 'he I'liuiiaui-f I'he 

first macro electrons emitted Irnm the <athode are those on the right side uf the 

figure i x I), x' t)| Sul)Sfi]i»"!il particles arc focused different h h> the nine varying 

(and hetue initial phase dependent | F, and M„. fields -\s it result, the !U sweep*-

flic pan ides in a dixUvise sense m the Figure 'I'll).*' iy all I'DIIMMHII with figure 

J \'i where niie seer that the einiitance increases as a larger unlial phase uiterwil 

is considered, arid that, for I lie linear case. i|ie emitlance falls increasine!'. lapidh 

as JK.'1 is decreased, whereas fur (lie mm linear < a • in eiiinwuue seems 10 reach 

a-lower limn as .V.r t- <|e< n-.wtl 1 lie linghtness clearly saturates in the Don linear 

i.i'.-' • i;i«t- it does not do so in the linear case from Figure 'J.lti 11 is also clear 

ttiat curvature of the x x' patli traced hy particles starting at ihe same ra<lms is a 

result of ihe sinusoidal nature of llie RF fields, rather than nou liiicaniies in r 
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Figure 2.]T shows ihe longitudinal phase-space for the nun linear and linear cases. 

The non linear fields produce a broadening of the uiumenium peak and of the time 

distribution as veil, since particles starting at different radii experience different 11c-

re)er;iuiig fields. J» the hnea; ease. all particles starting at the same plta.se receive. 

in first order, ihe same momentum and lake ihe same lime 10 exit the cavity. I infer 

from the sharpness of the momenlum and lime peaks for the linear case that any de

viations in momentum gain or time-offlight that result from longer path-lengths due 

10 iransverse motion are small. The momentum and exit-time distributions predicted 

by MASK are considerably broader than those predicted by r f g u n . even with non-

lineanties included in r fgun . The reasons for this will be seen later in this chapter, 

T r a n s v e r s e P h a s e - S p a c e E v o l u t i o n 

li is instructive to look at the evulution of ihe transverse phase-space as the beam 

travels through the gun. To do this. I have run r f g u n with an initial particle distribu

tion defined by equations (2.59) through (2.60). with N r = 41 . N# = 19, and &d> = 10°. 

Figure 2.IJS shows the resultant transverse phase-space at a series of z positions in 

hrsi cell. The hue? connect particles emitted at the same phase but different cathode 
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radii. (All of the graphs have fewer than N* lines, because particles emitted with 

<? increasingly near to 180° traveling increasing short distances in the first cell, and 

hence do not reach the z-planes of these phase-space plots.) 

Even from the first of these plots one can see both non linear and RF focusing 

effects, the later causing the fanning out of the lines, while both contribute to the 

curvature (I shall show below why this last point is true). As the bunch proceeds, one 

sees thai curvaiure is more severe for the particles emitted at later phases, a result 

primarily of the large phase-spread these panicles end up with. One also sees that the 

RF focusing is not simply fanning out the beam according to initial phase, but is also 

'"mixing" the beam in transverse phase-space. This is simply a result of the sinusoidal 

variation of the focusing forces (i.e., if the variation in time were monotonic, there 

would be no mixing). The number of lines is seen to decrease with successive graphs, 

due to the slowing down and back-accelerating of the later parts of the beam. 

The evolution of the beam in the second cell is shown in Figure 2.19. One sees that 

here is a dramatic increase in the curvature of the lines, i.e., the effect of non-linear 

fields, thai occurs in this cell. While would appear that this change is a result of 

fields in the center of the second cell, this is an incorrect conclusion. What happens 

is that as ihe beam continues to converge, the effect of non-linearities from the first 

cell and the beginning of ihe second cell becomes much more evident. As one sees 

from Figure 2.1'. the nun linear fields in ihe center of the second cell are very small. 

R e l a t i v e I m p o r t a n c e of DifTerenl N o n - L i n e a r Field C o m p o n e n t s 

1 staled earlier 1 liat i he curvature uf the hues is due only partl\ to non-hneanties. and 

partly in the time-variation uf I lie fields. The reason is that the non-linear K, icrms 

cause particles starting at the same phase bul at different radii tu be accelerated at 

differeni rates, and thus to go through the gun at different phases relative to the RF. 

r fgun allows one in selectively "turn off" the non linear E,. E r . and or B„ fields. 11} 

turning off ilie nonlinear E, terms m RF nun. 1 have verified that this is significant 

effect. 

Ficnre 2 2l! showt the ctTei i of nirmiic off eath of E r . E,. and H c in turn. Each 

graph \\Vf Imih the results lor all m.ii linear fields tin the lighter pen j along with the 

results wnh one non-linear field eliminated Nonlinear E T terms have a dominant 
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effect on later particles, while F., is the dominant source of curvature for the par'iclcs 
emitted closer to 0-0 This is plausible, since the velocity spread for the later 
particles (which have lower momenta! will lie latter, since they are less relalivislit. 
The effect of nonlinear B„ terms is seen to be insignificant (the differences caused 
by removing non-linear B, terms cannot be seen on the graph, though there are 
differences). This is aJso plausible, since B« is 00" out of phase with the accelerating 
field (i.e.. E,l. while the particles themselves are largely in phase with the accelerating 
field-, in addition, one sees from Figure 2.9 that the non-linear B«. terms are smaller 
compared to the linear B, terms than are the nonlinear E, terms compared to the 
linear E, terms. 

2.3.4 Effects of Parameter Errors in MASK Runs 

Next. I look at the effect of using a = 3 and f = 2836MH* in MASK. I use rfguji 
to do this evaluation, since it is faster land since I don't have simulation cells 
tuned lor 2830MHz for use in MASK1- In particular. Figure 2.21 shows phase-space 
plots for i = A 4 and r ••= 3A 4 for o = 3.0 and 1 = 2856MHz. and lor a ~ 30 and 
f - Ji.lfiMHz. compared to the results for a --= 2.9 and f = 2856MHz. One sees that 
while there are effects, they are confined to the particles that come later in the 
beam—i.e.. the highest momentum particles seem least effected. The principle effect 
is a rotation in phase space The curvature of the lines is nc>i noticeably changed 

Fiaure 2.22 shows the noimalin tl eimHance and normalized brightness ioi o - 3 
and f = 2Mfi.M,Iz. along with those for a = 2.9 and I = 285fiMHz. The etmttance ts 
somewhat smaller, and the brightness correspundmely larger, for the former than for 
the later. Tlics. one experts that the MASK simulations will underestimate-he emit 
tnnceby perhaps as inucli as 1 V" t though generally lessl in the range E„; •> OO.MY.m. 
with the eriot decreasing as E„ r increases, and decreasing as a smaller initial phase 
interval is taken. This difference is overwhelmingly a result of the difference in a. 
rather than the difference in frequency. This indicates that the difference is due tr, 
the more rapid acceleration for a ^ 3 than for o = 2.9. which reduces the effect of 
nonlinear F., field' by inrroasiiie the jimnienliini of the particles 
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2.3.5 rfgun Predictions versus Momentum Spread 

In The foregoing. I have looked ai properties of subsets of the heam based on initial 
phase Tint- is useful, hut in reality one cannot choose such subsets directly. However, 
since there is a Inch degree of correlation between initial phase •.*'. and final momen
tum, one ran 10 a lame extent filler for initial phase by momentum filtration. In ihe-
above. I have chosen lo work in terms of o directly, because it makes the analysis 
more straight-forward. Because the non-linearities affeci the momentum distribution 
as well as the transverse coordinaies. ihe final momentum interval corresponding to 
a given Ao for the linear case is different from ihe final momentum interval curres 
pondinc to the same So for the non-linear case. Hence, if the above analysis were 
done with momentum filtration, the difference between the linear and non-linear cases 
would have been blurred. 

Because MASK does not provide the initial phase of particles, it is not impossible 
to do the analysis based on initial phase for MASK results. Hence, for the MASK 
results Eiven below. 1 employ momentum filtration. For comparison. 1 do the same 
for the nonlinear rase in rfgun. Figure 2.23 shows the normalized RMS emiitance. 
normabzed transverse brightness, and normalized charge per bunch, for fractional 
momentum intervals defined by 

Yr7P™» - p - P m " ' ( 2 - 6 1 ' 
where p m „ is ihe maximum momentum in the beam and - f is the fractional momen
tum range about p m „ () - f). The central momentum for the interval is p m . I ; ( l - f). 
and is not the same as the average momentum of the particles in the momentum in
terval. For typical gun operating parameters of E p 2 = 75MV/'m and J = lOA/cm'. 
rfgun predicts a normalized RMS emittance of less than about 4 r • m,c/ im and 
useful charge of as much as 100 pC. for momentum spread of less than ±107t. Other 
relevant data for comparison of rfgun results with MASK can be gleaned from the 
data for a = 3 presented in Figures 2.11 and 2.12. 

The brightness is useful in comparing rfgun and MASK results. The merit of this 
quantity is that it is relaied to the density of particles in phase-space, rather than 
simply the area. Ii should thus be less insensitive than the emittance to momentum 
filtration "errors" (i.e.. the inclusion of different subsets of the beam in the same 
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momentum fraction 0 . Of course, the emittance numbers are important as well, and 
having them as a function of the momentum interval is aJso important, since in reality 
one is constrained by the momentum acceptance the be&mline after the gun. and since 
chromatic effects in this be&mbne will worsen with larger momentum intervals. (This 
is discussed in Chapter 5.) 

2.3.6 MASK Beam Snapshots 

rf gun is able to simulate the gun with non-linear fields and with accurate longitudinal 
and transverse dynamics. However, it does not include any of the effects of space-
charge. To look into these effects, I next discuss the results of MASK simulations. 
I have discussed my methodology in using MASK in the previous section. Here. 1 
concentrate on what MASK predicts and on tests of the validity of my methodology. 

Figures 2.24 and 2.25 show a series of beam snap-shots taken at various RF phases 
during the RF gun cycle, where a phase of 0° marks the beginning of the accelerating 
phase in the first cell. These were made for the nominal operating parameters of 
E p I = r5MV,m and J = lOA/cm'. The graphs in Figure 2.24 have a vertical to 
horizontal aspect ratio of 1, while those in Figure 2.25 have an aspect ratio of 3. The 
dots represent individual macro-electrons, while the solid hue is the actual cavitv 
shape '.which differs slightly from the mesh approximation used in the simulation, as 
seen in Figures 2.5 and 2.6). (In some cases, dots appear inside the "metal" of the 
cavity walls or outside the simulation boundary; this is because MASK dumps the 
particle coordinates before checking for panicles that have been losi.l 

The beam in these graphs appears to be hoUow in part because each macro-
electron represents a ring of charge and because each ring represents the same amount 
of charee. so that more macro-electrons are needed at larger radii in order to achieve 
the same current density. The desired current density is a constant. .1. Hence, the 
number of panicles inside a radius R is :rR !J. and the number within an annulus of 
width AR about radius R is 2TRAR.1 . Hence, the number of macro-electrons within 
an interval AR about R increases linearly with R. Another reason for the hollow 
appearance is that non-linear focusing terms that cause an increase in the radial 
held magnitude with increasing r. tend to produce an increasing particle density with 
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increasing r (see Sections 2.3.11 and 2.3.221. 

Notice that the lead particles in the beam have not moved more than about 6mm 

after the first 90° of the cycle, while after another 90° of the cycle, the lead panicles 

are about to eiut the first cell, having traveled more than 25mm. This testifies to 

the rapid increase in velocity that accompanies the particles' trip across the first cell. 

Indeed, for E p I - 75MV/m, the lead particles have /5 =̂  0.8 upon exiling the first cell. 

Note that the beam travels most of the length of the second cell in 180°. even though 

the second cell is twice the length of the first. After 270° of the cycle have passed, 

the RF in the first cell is at the decelerating crest. One sees that there are still many 

particles in the first cell. These particles are in fact being accelerated back into the 

cathode. 

The relatively slow initial motion of the particles also undertones the importance 

of the cathode region in determining beam properties, since particles spend a dispro

portionate amount of time in the region of the cathode. It is this initially slow motion 

in a region with large non-linear fields that , for example, leads to the large effect of 

the nonl inear terms in E t on the momentum spread. As the beam travels through 

the first nnim of the first cell, the front edge of the beam takes on a cupped shape, 

due in ihe nun-uniformity of the longitudinal field across the cathode. 

The Fie lire.- clearly show the effect of the focusing noses in producing a converging 

heani. the beam radius has decreased by a factor of about 2 by the tune the beam exit:-

the first cell. If the focusinc noses were not in place around the cathode, the beam 

wuuld fill the aperture of the beam tube. With the focusing noses, the beam converges 

and passes easily throuch the beam tube, even for very high current densities The 

transverse beam size cont ;nue*- io decrease as the beam travels through the second 

cell, partially due to additional forusine forces encountered in passing, the first cavin 

nose in the second cell. These are visible m Figure 2.25 by virtue of the "kink" ihe> 

produce m tin* radial beam envelope, as seen m the graph for 270". 

2.3.7 Calculating Emittance from Cylindrical Coordinates 

Suite MASK i unlike r-f gun • work> m cylindrical coordinates, the dynamics of mac re 

elt-nron< i- calculated in terms of radial. aztmuthal. and lonsitudinal momenta Since 
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1 do not impose am external magnetic fields (e.g.. a solenoidal field along the axis), the 
azimuthal momenta are identically zero. Hence, the relevant phase-space coordinates 
of any macro-electron are tz,r .p, .p t ). Macro-electrons that pass through the origin 
still have positive r coordinates, but have p r reversed in sign. To see how to obtain 
the emiitance. note that the x and y coordinates are related to r by 

x = rcosfl. and y = rsintf,, (2.62) 

where the subscript £ stands for the spatial coordinates. Similarly, the x and y 
momenta are related to p r by 

p„ = p rcos0p and p y = p rsin0 p, (2.63) 

where the subscript p stands for the momentum. Because there is no beam rotation, 
however, one must take fl. - r?t,. The normalized emittance in the x plane is given by 
equation il.9). which implies 

(„, = 7rm,c\',r !cos :#'(p?cos :C - vp rrcos-0:-. (2.04) 

Averacine over #. one sees that 

<n, - ^VV^.P; - Pr^'2 (2.fi5) 

Clearly. ,,„ -. ,„,. 

2 .3 .8 T e s t s of t h e I n d e p e n d e n t B u n c h A s s u m p t i o n 

1 mentioned above that the MASK simulations are done MIIJI (he implicit assumption 
that each bunch is independent. To test this assumption. 1 simulated the first cell 
for five cycles with beam (in addition to the cycles necessary to excite the cell). It 
was not possible to simulate both cells, since the frequency mismatch between the 
two cells in the simulation would have made the phase between the cells drift, thus 
obscuring the effect. In any case, one expects that the predominant effect will come 
in the first cell, where the energy of the beam is lowest and where more charge is 
present during more of the RF cycle. In order to bring out any effect, 1 deliberately 
chose a very high curreni density of 80A/cm\ though 10-20 A/cm 5 is the range used 
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in actual npi-ratum of the gun m SSR1.. In Figure 2.20. 1 show hisiogranis of exit 
nine (relative to t lie first particle in t lie bunclw and morueril utll fur t lie five bunches, 
offset for clarity, with later hunches being offset by a larger, positive amount No 
dramatic changes are evident, though llie momentum peak is clearly occurring at 
smaller momenta fur laler hunches This is a result of the extraction of energy from 
the cavity hy previous hunches. 

Figure 2.27 shows additional data. Here. 1 am compare the normalized average 
momentum. .;<•>. ( J i ) „ „ . and the normalized emittance for successive bunches, for 
various fractions of the total charge in the first bunch, starting with the most ener
getic particles in each bunch. This is less ambiguous than using momentum-spread 
intervals, since in the present case the average momentum and the momentum dis
tribution are changing. This is roughly equivalent to choosing the same initial phase 
interval (ignoring longitudinal mixing caused by non-linear E, terms.) 

One sees that the effect on the normalized emittance is not dramatic, producing 
a spread of about 0.5 IT - m,c • urn and no clear trend toward an increase for less 
than 60'~< of the charge in the beam There is an trend in the normalized average 
momentum, but the regularity of the trend suggests that it is simply a result of the 
natural change in the momentum distribution as a function of field level in the cell. 1( 
the effect were due to high-order modes, one would expect it to display less regularity 
Without proving this. 1 believe the data presented confirm the reasonableness of 
using MASK in the single-bunch, assumed-steady-state mode, especially for current 
densities significantly less than 80 A/cnr. 

2.3.9 TVansverse Beam Evolution 
In order to better understand the bunch evolution within the gun. 1 have done MASK 
runs with "emittance windows" at various locations inside the gun. These windows 
are user-defined planes of constant z. such that whenever a macro-electron passes one 
of the planes while traveling in a specified direction (i.e., toward positive z or negative 
z), MASK dumps the macro-electron's phase-space coordinates (i.e.. radius, time, and 
radial and longitudinal momentum). Because MASK checks the z coordinate of each 
macro-electron against the z coordinate of each window at every lime step, using 
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loo many windows is expensive in terms of CPl' time. Hence. 1 placed only four 
windows in the first cell and four in llie second. In the first cell, one window was 
in front of the cathode, to keep track of back-bombarding macro-electrons. The 
other three were equispaeed by Az = A/12, being placed at z = A/12. A/6, and A ;4. 
The last of these was used to record macro-electron coordinates for re-injection into 
second-cell simulations. In the second cell, the windows were similarly placed. One 
window was at z = A'4. in order to keep track of macro-electrons that get back-
accelerated into the first cell. The others equispaced by At = A/6, being placed at 
z = A/4 - A/6. A 4 - A/3, and ,U 4. The last window was used 1o record the macro-
electron coordinates at the exit of the gun. 

Figure 2.28 shows the MASK calculated transverse phase-space distribmions in 
the first cell from a stmulation with J = 10.-5A,cm- (i.e.. essentially turning off the 
spacechargel and E K = 75MY;m. Comparison with Figure 2.18 shows that the 
MASK results are qualitatively similar to the rigun results, but quantitativelv dif
ferent. 

2.3.10 Accuracy of MASK Field Calculations 

These differences an- a result of differences in the fields calculated by rfgun and 
MASK. Recall •'-.,: :-£gun uses an off-axis expansion, starting from SVPERFISH-
cahulated valuer of E,u.r = 0. 

Figure '.MS shows derivatives of MASK- and SFPERFlSH-ralculated fields for the 
ni-1: spacing* given earlier in this chapter li.e.. Az = u.«mm and Ar = ri.'Jomnii. 
bVPERFISH predicts somewhat smaller d;i.,\z.t = 0) and ^'E.tz.r = 111 near the 
cathode and m the vicinity of the cell noses. 

Figure -J.30 compares the lonmtudinal fields calculated by MASK to tho.se rain: 
lated hi FRMF.L 6c, . showing that E,iz.r) has a increaM.igly larae apparently buc/ir 
'cm. in z as r increases toward Rc. Thus, the fields calculated by MASK do not 
exactly satisfy <-\i-li i This comparison could not be done between MASK and ST-
FERF1SH. because SVPF.RFISH uses an adaptive, and hence irregular, triangular 
mesh. wl.icli makes n difficult to obtain the off-axis fields. The I'RMEL fields could 
noi be used in rxgun because they ate too noisy it, permit accurate hicher-order 
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numerical differentiation.! If the longitudinal mesh-spacing is decreased in MASK. 
the MASK and I'FtMEL results come into much better agreement, but the predicted 
particle motion is not greatly changed. Hence, another explanation must be sought 
for the differences between MASK" and rfgun predictions. 

2.3.11 Adequacy of Off-Axis Expansion 

The real source of the discrepancies between MASK and rfgun is the inadequacy of 
the off-axis expansion used in rfgun, which for E r is only third order in r. Figure 2.3] 
shows four different calculations of Er(z) at r = 2.87mm. which is close to the cathode 
radius (3mm). An explicit MASK result was obtained by running MASK with a finer 
mesh (Az = 0.215mm and Ar = 0lC4min) and sampling E,(z) at r=2.S"mm directly; 
MASK predicts larger a E, than any of the other calculations. The other three curves 
are various calculations of E((z) at the same radius using off-axis expansions. Two 
third-order calculations are shown, one starting with SUPERFISH-cakulated on-axis 
longitudinal fields. Eto(z!. 'he other starting with the same result from MASK. The 
other expansion is a fifth-order expansion starting with the SUPERFISH-cakulated 
E l P(z mhe MASK data was too noisy to allow a fifth-order expansion, as the noisiness 
of the third-order expansion shows). Clearly, the fifth-order expansion is the closest 
to the explicit MASK result. Hence, the conclusion is that MASK is making more 
accurate predictions of the effect of non-linear fields than rfgun it- makine. 

In order to test lhis diagnosis. 1 used the E,(z. r = 0) profilt* fjom MA^K in rfgun. 
and repeated some of the analysis done above. Figure 2..12 shows ih<*n«'r:i: i.ized RMS 
emitianceand the normalized brightness for the two cases. A significant •:••>iH*h hard
ly dramatic, change in the predicted emittance is obtained when usini; -.in* MASK-
calculated on-axis field profile. For larger initiaj-phase intervals, the predicted emit
tance is smaller, while for smaller initial-phase intervals, it is larger. The brightness 
follows the opposite pattern, as expected. 

Figure 2.33 shows a comparison of MASK results for J — 0 with rfgun result-
s obtained using the MASK-caJculated E,(».r «= 0). One sees that MASK predicts 
larger eminences than rfgun. though not dramatically larger. The reason for this 
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E r / E P I a t r = 2 . 8 " 7 , 

Figure 2.31: Comparison of E,(z) for r=2.87mm, as Calculated by MASK and Using 
Off-Axis Expansions of Various Orders 
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Figure 2.32: Comparison of rig™ Emiuar.ce Predictions for Various Initial Phase-
Intervals, for MASK- and SUPERFISH-Cakulated Fields 
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Figure 2.33: Comparison of rfgun results for MASK-Calculated Fields with MASK 
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Calculations for J — 0 
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discrepancy is that , even using the MASK-calculated on-axis field profile, r fgun can

not duplicate the fields used in MASK, since the expansion used in r fgun is not of 

sufficiently high order. 

Next. I show in Figure 2.34 a comparison of the momentum and time distribu 

lions for MASK and r fgun with E p 2 = 75MV/ru and J — 0 in MASK, where {he 

MASK-calculated fields are again used in r fgun . As one would expect, r l g u n pre

dicts narrower spectra because of the larger non-linear fields in MASK. I have also 

found that MASK consistently predicts about 3l/c greater maximum momentum than 

is predicted by r f g u n for the same value of E p 2 (with a = 3 and f = 2836MHz in 

r fgun in order to match MASK). (Because of this discrepancy. I ran r fgun with 

E P 3 = 77.1MV m in order lo match the peak momentum to thai of r f g u n for com

parison of the time and momentum spectra in Figure 2.34.) One possible explanation 

for this is that the phasing of the first and second cell is imperfect. Because of the 

frequency mismatch between the two cells discussed in the previous section), the 

cells drift out of frequency by about 0.5° during one RF period. This would seem to 

be too small to have the observed effect, however. 

Another confirmation of the effect of the larger non-linear fields in MASK is 

obtained by running MASK with a smaller cathode. While 1 will noi lake the space 

to show these results. 1 nave found that running MASK with R f — R*.'2 produces 

a noticeably smaller momentum and time spread in the final beam. Quantitative 

results can be fuuiui m Chapter 4 

2 . 3 . 1 2 S p a c e - C h a r g e E f f e c t s 

T r a n s v e r s e P h n s e - S p a c e 

I turn now iu the effects oi" space c h a w as predicted by MASK. Figure 2.35 shows 

the evolution u{ the uansvvrM- phase-space in the first cell for E p ; - 75MV/m and 

.1 -- "-0A c u r . I'h'-se arc n> I T compared to those shown in Figure 2.2S for J — 0. 

The clii-n of the space (barer forces for this high current density are clearly evident. 

Fron. these iwo fi cures, n is apparent that the space-charcc forces tend to counter the 

ca \ny tieloS- Mure the sinp*rs are Mcnificantly more positive for J = *C'A cm ! . Tin? is 

as- expected. Mine the "-pace charm* force*- are radially defocu^inc One effect of thi> 
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Figure 2.35: MASK-Calculated Transverse Phase-Space Evolution in ihe Firsl Cell, 
tor J = 80A /cm2 
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defocusing is a significantly larger beam size ai ilip exit of the first cell, as well as a 
larger spread in slope*;. 

It would appear from the Figure that the space-charge forces nut only counter tlie 
linear focusing forces. I>ut also compensate for nonlinear fields as well. For tins to 
be tlie case, one would reijiure that at some point the radial distribution of charge he 
non-uniform an J that the charge density increase with radius. To see why, consider 
that for a longitudinally uniform, cylindrically symmetric beam the radial electric 
field is given by Oauss's htw!31]: 

E,.,„„Jr) = — f p(r)rdr (2.60) 

where pUI is the charge density per unit cross-sectional area For a uniform radial 
distribution. /*(r) = p., out to to some radius R b (the edge of the beam), after which 
it falls to zero. Hence, for this case. 

E,.b,.mli) = ^ . i -_ R,, (2.C7) 

which is simply an additional linear field term. 
Next, consider what happens if pir) = pj\ - Tjr") for r 1 R,,. where n is an integer: 

E . u ^ . m =

 SIl (] - 2 T , _ L _ ) r -• Rh (2.68| 
'it,. ^ n - 1 ' 

A* I discussed in the previous section. £,.bc,m inust 1)'.' an odd function of r. and 
hence n must l>e even. In order for the space-ihar^e forces lo increase ai a greater 
than linear rate with radius, r; must clearly be positive, which implies thai ihe- beam 
must be somewhat more hollow ihan a radially uniform beam. 

Fipure 2 30 sho«'s histograms of the intensity vs radius for z = A/12 for the cases 
J •- (I and -I - 80A,cnr\ Each bin in tiie histograms represents an annulus. with 
the heipjit of the histogram being propurtional 10 the charge in that annulus. For a 
uniform distribution, one would expect a linear function oft. since for this distribution 
the height of ihe bin that biarts at r = n^r is 

tff)rdf = 7rp,Ai7<2t\ - II. (2.(191 

For .1 — (J. one sees that H„ increases faster than linearly. This, is due to ihe non
linear increase in focusing, fields with radius, and might have been aniicipaied from 
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Fipure 2.28. For J - HO. the distribution is clearly much more uniform. The non
linear cavity fields and space-charge forces in this case lend to balance each other, 
since the non-uniform distribution that the non-linear cavity fields try to create is 
just the kind of distribution lî at is necessary to counter these self-same non-bneai 
cavity fields. One expects the radial beam distribution to have just enough radial 
non-uniformity to compensate the non-linear cavity fields. 

It is not at all apparent from these Figures what the net effect on the emit tan ce 
is. The beam is larger over-all for the case with high space-charge, but the correla
tion would also seem to be higher. I will show below that the emittance is in fact 
substantially larger for the high space-charge case. 

Longitudinal Phase-Space 

1 next look at the effects of space-charge on the longitudinal phase-space. Figure 
2.3? shows the effect of space-charge on the longitudinal phase-space at the gun exit. 
The longitudinal space-charge forces are seen to broaden the momentum and time 
distributions, much as the non-linear forces do. This is to be expected, since particles 
at the head of the beam are accelerated by the particles that follow, while trailing 
particles are decelerated. This broadens the momentum spectrum hecause it amplifies 
the existing distribution, namely that leading particles have more momentum than 
trailing particles It broadens the time distribution simply because momentum is 
monotonically related lo lime-of*flight in the gun. Further broadening occur* because 
the time-varying nature of the cavity fields results in additional acceleration of those 
particles that are pushed ahead, and less acceleration of those that are pushed back. 

In order to get a more detailed look at the phase-space distributions for the two 
cases. I have compressed the longitudinal phase-space using a ideal alpha-magnet 
and drift space system, as described in Chapter 3. The results are shown in Figure 
2.36. Several effects arc apparent in this Figure. First, the highest -momentum part 
of the beam is more energetic for the high space-charge c due to acceleration 
by the fields of trailing particles that occurs in the gun; as a result, the "top'' of 
the beam falls further behind the centroid during compression, because the delay 
in the alpha-magnet increases with increasing momentum. Second, the time-spread 
for a given small momentum slice is significantly broadened; this is a result of the 
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longitudinal space-charge forces being a non-linear function of radius, which produces 
longitudinal mixing. Third, there is a clear oscillation in the pit I curve, especially 
evident near the top of the beam, this is apparently a plasma oscillation, resulting 
from the longitudinal space-charge forces. Finally, one sees that the space-charge 
forces broaden the beam significantly relative to the broadening by nonlinear fields 
(without which the phase-space distribution for J — 0 would be a lint i 

2.3.13 MASK Predictions of Gun Performance 

Figures --39 through 2.41 show results for the emittance. brightness, and charge as 
calculated by MASK, as a function of current density and peak on-axis electric field, 
for various final momentum fractions. The smaller range of Fp? in these results tas 
compared 10 those for rfgunl is a result of my concentrating computer resource? on 
the range that is of most interest for actual running at SSRL. One sees that the 
normalized charge per bunch decreases as current density increases, a result of the 
longitudinal forces in the beam, which may be thought of as decreasing the current 
density In forcing the electrons apart. As one miehi expect, this effect lessens as the 
cavity fields are increased, since this decreases the strength o{ the panicle-induced 
fields relative to rhc cavity fields and results in faster acceleration, thus decreasing 
the effect of the particle-induced fields further. 

The trends m emittauce and brightness hold some surprises In particular, the 
em:'tance does not always increase when the current density is increased' for small 
momentum intervals, the opposite occurs. There are two effects that may explain this 
First, as was seen above, the particle-induced fields tend to counter the non linear 
cavitv fields, which u-ould in turn lend to limit emittance growth due to those nun 
linear fields. Second, spacc-charce related chances m the longitudinal phase-space 
result in there heme a larget phase-interval represented in a given final momentum 
fraction for small current densin than for a larce current densitv As was seen above, 
einiitaiice depends Mroncly un the initial plu^e-mterval one considers. Heme, it 
should not be surprising that when one lakes a very small final momentum fraction, 
this effect becomes apparent, since for small final momentum fractions the initial 
phase-interval is smaller, whereas ihe ciTi'Cl.- of JcuiyJIudJlial space I'harec are "real 
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<>HH-f the rfiarRP distribution is so stronch peaked/ 
Note thai the brightness shewn here, as, throughout this sei-tnm. is normalized 

to the rurreni density. Hence. Figure 2.41 does, not show the urtuaj brightness de 
creasing with increasing current density. Figure 2.42 shows the transverse brightJI^SS. 
B, = B*J. without normalization to the current density One set's that the transverse 
bnehtness increases rapidly with current density at first, then saturates as spate 
charge effects on the ermttance overcome the increasing charge per bunch. 

Finaih. to provide a more complete picture. Figures 2.43 through 2.45 show trans
verse phase-space distributions for E p J = "5MV in and JiP.'P ~ 10* ,̂ for a range of 
current densities. As noted previously, the distributions for higher cunein density 
stunv less curvature due to the balancing of nonlinear cavity fields hv space charge. 
Printed on the graphs are the RMS beam-sizes and beam-divergences. One sees that 
the beam is predicted to be quite smal) at the gun exit, but that the RMS divergence 
is rather larpe. 

Additional performance data will be presented in Chapter 4. where I include the 
cfFevt- of the gun-uvunac transport line, and in particular the effects of the alpha-
maenrt In addition. Chapter 4 gives comparative data for other RF gun and DC 
g u n j-yMeiiis 
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Figure 2.42: MASK Results for Transverse Brightness 
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Fjpure 2..I5: MASK Results for Transverse Phase-Space Distribution, for E p ; = 
MV m and AP P = 10ri —Part 3 

Chapter 3 

The Alpha-Magnet 

As will be discussed fully in Chapter 4. the beam directly out of the gun is not suitable 
for injection into a S-band linear accelerator section. Doing so would produce an 
accelerated beam with a large energy spread because of the large phase-spread the 
particles coming into the accelerator section would have in the absence of compression. 
Magnetic bunch compression is one solution to this problem, and the one which is 
most suitable for use with the RF gun. Indeed, the possibility of using magnetic 
compression, as opposed to RF bunching, is one of the attractive features of the RF 
gun. 

The theory of magnetic compression will be discussed fully in the next chapter, 
along with the motivation for using an alpha-magnet. In this chapter. I will describe 
the alpha-magnet and derive iis main properties. First. I will discuss the magnetic 
design of the SSRL alpha-magnet, which is an asymmetric quadrupole. and contrast 
this design with an alternative design, namely a Panofsky quadrupole. Second. I will 
present the equation of motion in an alpha magnet, and show how a scaJed form of the 
differential equation can be used to deduce some of the magnet's properties, without 
integration. I will prove that the transport matrices for any alpha magnet can be 
expressed in terms of transport matrices for this scaled equation of motion. I will show 
how these latter transport matrices can be derived from fits to the results of numericaJ 
integration of the scaled equation of motion for an appropriately selected ensemble 
of particle:-. I will present the results uf a calculation of alpha-magnet transport 
mat nee;, to third order, along with discussion of the accuracy uf the results. Having 
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calculated matrices for a perfect alpha-magnet. 1 then discuss, how to extend the 

treatment to imperfect alpha magnets, specifically those with mullipole and beam 

hult- induced field error*. Finally. I present the results of experimental measurements 

of the SSKL alpha-magnet, including magnetic measurements and measurements of 

some first order matrix elements. 
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3,1 Magnetic Characteristics and Design of the 
Alpha-Magnet 

The alpha-magnet and its properties were first described by Ence •].", It is essenuaJh 

half of a quadrupole magnet, with a symmetry plane at qi = 0. i.e.. with a vertical 

mirror plane along (he longitudinal axis. Tins mirror plane provides the s y m m e m 

necessary to oblain quadrupole-Uke fields in the interior of the magnet. Figure 3.1. 

a simplified cross-sectional view of the alpha-magnet designed for the SSRL project. 

illustrates these points and anticipates the discussion to follow. Rather than inject 

the beam along the quadrupole axis las might be done if the magnet where io be 

used as a combined-function dipole and quadrupoie). the beam is injected through 

the "front-plate", i.e.. through the iron piece that functions a* an approximation IO 

an ideal magnetic mirror-plane. 

3.1-1 Asymmetric Quadrupole Design 

"U> understand this m more detail, it is ronvement to use the approximation that 

the permeabihn ol iron is infinite. In this case. Maxwell"? equations at a material 

boundary mandate th.ii the macnenc fipJd H just outside the iron be perpendicular 

io the iron surface. 'For a full discussion of several of the points that follow, see 

.1 P.Jackson. 3! .» It follows that the iron surface? are equipotemials of the magnetic 

^cala* potential 4 ' \ j . which i- related to the magnetic fie id In 

B = H - - V * M . .3.1) 

where 1 employ Gaussian unit ' , and use the fan that B = H in air. 

An infinite:) -lone q u a d r u p l e inaenet is defined as one thai has a magnetic field 

mven by 

B •- E i q : q 3 - q 3 q : '. l3 21 

when* c is i lit* qiiadrnpi'ic cradi'-n:. «nd when* q. . q : . andqt.. form a richi -handed coor

dinate system ' The reason for tin- unusual choice of coordinates—iq ; , q?. q 3 i instead 

of the imiaj • >:. \ . z -*—is for consi-teiu \ wii h subsequent sections of this chapter i The 
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reader ran verify ihal this Held sal.sties Maxwell's equations, and also thai it can be 
derived from the inaRnelir piHcnlial 

*Q -" -gqm.1. (3.3) 

Knowing the magnetic potential necessary to produce quadrupolar magnetic fields 
allows one to specify the location of eqwpotentia) surfaces that will produce such a 
field. Thai is. if one arranges magnetic surfaces and suitable driving currents so as to 
obtain equipoientials of a quadrupolar field on the magnetic surfaces, then the region 
inside the boundary formed by the magnetic surfaces will contain a quadrupolar field 
distribution. While it is by no means essential to do so. this is typically accomplished 
by a four-fold symmetric arrangement of iron, where alternate poles of the magnet 
have the same potential except for a change in sign. Since the magnet poles are 
equipotenlials. they must be hyperbolic in shape. (This brief exposition does not 
show the full power of the equipotentiaJ method in treating multi-pole fields, for 
which the reader should consult other sources.j6]) 

From the definition o.r the quadruple field, it follows that the lines q, = D and 
q3 = n are equipotentials witi: * = 0. Hence, if a magnetic surface is placed alone the 
line q, = (i extending into q, v 0 then the field in the region q, > 0 is unchanged, 
since the locations and shapes of the eqmpoten'.ials are unchanged. This is what is 
done for the asymmetric quadrupole alpha-magnet design used for the SSRL project. 
The reader is referred again to Figure 3.1. which exhibits the truncated hyperbolic 
poles and the mirror-plate along q, - 0. This design is called "asymmetric" because 
the hyperbola extends further horizontally than vertically, in order to obtain a large 
horizontal good field region. The deviation from the hyperbolic equipolential surface 
that is implied by truncation of the hyperbola is made up for by '"shiming" the pole 
with additional magnetic material near the upper end of the hyperbola. This is a 
trail-and-error process that was carried out using the magnet code POISSON|66'. 

The resultant calculated gradient in the q3 = 0 plane is shown in Figure 3.2. along 
with measurements performed on the magnet before the beam entrance/exit ho/e was 
cut in the mirror piate. Note that the way the data is normalized means that one 
should compare the shapes of the curves rather than the absolute agreement. I used 
a linearized Hall probe for these measurements (as well as those presented below), 
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to ensure that spurious non-linearities did not appear ui the data. The discrepancies 
are believed to be due in part lo construction errors in the magnet, which resulted in 
deviations of the pole profile from the design. Some of the discrepancies are also due 
to rour.d-off errors and convergence problems in POISSON'. which cause the gradient 
near q t ~ 0 to become non-uniform. In any case, the non-uniformities of the gradient 
for the magnet without a team port are dwarfed by those introduced when the beam 
porr i< car into tr>e front pfare. I will return to this topic iater in this chapter. Figute 
3.3 sliows the measured cxciJfltior. curve. aJong with & line showing extrapolating 
the low-current region of the curve to high currents, which illustrates the effect of 
saturation. Selected magnet parameters are listed in Table 3.1. 

Table 3.1: SSRL Alpha-Magnet Design Parameters. 

number ot turn! " j 80 ] 
maximum current 260 A 
maximum gradient j 405 G cm [ 
inscribed pole radius 10 cm 
good-field region (extent in qi) 20 cm 

j gradient uniformity without beam port .h% 
depth (e.vccnt in q;) 40 cm 

-'ance per roil 'Q 45°C 40 mfi 

3.1.2 Panofsky Quadrupole Design 

Another magnet design that might be employed instead of theasymmetrH qn ' "i-Oe 
used here is a half Panofsky quadrupole [07] depicted in Figure 3.4. Vnlike stanu.i. 
quadrupole designs where the quadrupole field is obtained through the approximately 
hyperbolic shape of the poles, the Panofsky quadrupoie relies on uniform sheets of 
current to produce a quadrupole field. From 3.4 it can be seen (hat J = 0 at the pole 
surfaces, from which it follows that the fields in the magnet gap are noi determined 
solely by the shape of the poles- in contrast (o the situation for a standard quad
rupole design. The most straight-forward way to calculate the fields in a Panofsk\ 
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quadrupole is to use the integral form of Ampere's law: 

JH A\= —1. (3.4) 

In mure practical units- this can be written asjfn: 

| H d i = 0.47rl. (3.5) 

where H i> in Gauss. 1 is in cm. and I is in Ampere-turns. Taking the integration 

loop as shown in 3.4 and assuming infinite permeability and that H v is a function of 

x only i which must be approximately t rue for a magnet that is wide compared to its 

gap-heigid I. one obtains 

h 

where h is the full gap of the magnet, J is the current density in the current sheets, 

and t is the thickness of the current sheets. The linear dependence of Hj on q t 

demonstrates that this is indeed a quadrupole. In order to obtain Hi . one employs 

V i r l s H . from which il follows that 

Sir 
H = ^ - J t ( q , q 3 - q 3 q , ) . (3.7) 

By comparison with equation (3.:>). it is seen that the magnet in Figure 3.4 is. ir. fact, 

a quadrupole. with Eradient 

g = - r — J t . I3.SI 
n 

where .1 i> in A cn r . g î  in G'Cm and t and h are in cm. 

3 . 1 . 3 C o m p a r i s o n o f t h e T w o D e s i g n s 

A major difference between the Panofsky and asymmetric quadrupole designs for the 

ajpha macr.ei is the amount of power consumed to produce a given gradient in a 

specified region. It is this difference that lead to the adoption of the asymmetric 

desitir, for the SSRL project 

T\' investigate this. I will assume that wlial is desired is an alpha magnet with 

depth I> 'as perceived in figures 3.1 and 3.4 l. useful pap h„. and good field region ('.. 
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using coils made from a metal with resistivity p and metal packing-fraction f. Then 

for the Panofsky quadrupole design, the power consumed is 

P P 0 = 10fJJGgh.p J ^ L . (3.9) 

where J is the current density in the conductors, and where 1 have made the optimistic 

assumption that the good-field region is the same as the half-width of the coil window. 

The thickness of the current sheet'; is 

where 

J > f j ! ( 3 - n ) 

must hold in order 10 obtain a meaningful solution. Taking J as a free parameter of 

the design, the minimum power consumption is obtained when .1 takes the value 

JpQ.- P. * 5 ^ . (3.12) 
fr 

for which the power is 
5 0 g = G h u p | D - G i 

PpQ.nun = ; " . ( 3 - U | 

For an asymmetric quadrupole design, the power consumed is 

5 . 
tAQ -K,C:gh„/>JiD - K : C ) . (3.14) 

where K. and K- are constant* that give, respectively, the ratios of the maximum x 

extent of ihe pole and the polc-rootwidlli to the good-field region. For the SSRL 

alpha-magnet, we have Kj -- 1.3 and Kj =i 1. Note thai the power consumption of 

the asymmetric quadrupole can be decreased indefinitely by decreasing J (which is 

not the same as the current densiiy in ihe Panofsky quadiupoiei. at the expense of 

larger coils; obviously, this is Limited by practical considerations such as the cost of 

materials, water pressure drop. etc. 

If one takes the ratio of P A Q lo rpQ, n„n' one obtains 

I'AU _ * K | f i l > - K : G U ^ 1 | 3 ,-, 
I'i'Q.m.,1 101U - G! g " 3g 
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wrier" I ignore factors of order unity m making the approximation. The maximum 
gradient desired 'n the SSKL application was 350 G.omv Heme, the Panofsky quad 
rupole would have used more power unless the current density for the asymmetric 
quadrupole were above about 1000 A<cnr. In fact, the coils in the magnet could br 
made large enough to achieve J v 175A cm\ from which one can conclude that a 
comparable Panofsfcy quadrupofe would consume about six limes as much power as 
the design used-
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3.2 Particle Motion in the Alpha-Magnet 

3,2.] Scaled Equation of Mot ion 

Particle motion in the alpha-magnet is besi described with the aid of a diagram such 
as Figure 3.5. which shows the central particle trajectory and the coordinate system. 
In UTIIIS of these coordinates, the magnetic field for q! i- 0 is 

B = g(q3qi -^q,q 3). (3.16) 

where the constant gis the alpha-magnet gradient. The equation of motion is obtained 
from the Lorvmz force 

F ^ _ e E - - v > B. (3.17) 
c 

with E -- 0. iind is 
d"iv e 
— '- v y B. (3.18) 
at mfc 

Since ihe magnetic field does no work. *> is consiani and can be taken outside the 
derivative. Since the magnitude of the velocity is also constant, one tan rewrite 
(he derivatives as derivatives with respect to path-length, s = Jet. instead of time. 
Combining 'hese. one obtains 

r t ' n « An 
(3.19) 

(3.20) 

I now define a constant o. by 

m r cJ- ) 

<l:q 
ds' m, 

dq 
ds •B. 

ur, in more practical units 

4 . M ( i 7 j . „ r W ' 5 i ^ . (3.21) 
Pi 

The equation of motion becunu's 

d : q _ ,dq B(qi 
ds' ds g 

: d q 

= ~aT* 
3 /dqi dq3 dq, dq2 

(3.221 

(q 3 ,0 .q , | (3.23| 

d | .<b (3.2., 
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I i Imsr U\ I'IIIIM'IIIIIIII m make c (). i.e.. I define ilie en axis to obtain I), 0 
inside ilic nmcnei Tins also etisiiic that n ? II. so thai o is real and positive To 
iililiun an o like trajectory like thai exhibited in Fieurr U.S. it is then n e c t a r y in 
have iniiiiil velocities such (hat 

dq ; dq. 
— • (I ami - i - • 0. U.I'M 
ds ds 

1 wish to rewrite this equation of motion once more, in such a way as to scale out 
;ill explicit dependence on g and J> To do this. ] define sealed coordinates Q = qo 
and scaled paih-letiEtli S •-= so rsinc, this, I obtain 

d : Q dQ O o 
— = --£ • Bf — t— (3.26) 
ds- ak O R 

dQ 
= ~ ~ • rQj.O.Q,) (3.27) 

dS W l dS W 3 dS dS ^'j 

Note that 

(t)'-(t)'-(f) J 
= 1, 

a result which will be useful latter, and which in fact does not depend on the ..ralim; 
(it is true of ^ as well). 

3 . 2 . 2 I d e a l T r a j e c t o r y 

From this result, one can deduce that an alpha-magnet can act like an achromatic 
iiiapiietic mirror, that is. that a zero emittance beam injected at a spmhi ancle. n„. 
to the normal into a perfect alpha-magnet will emerge at the point of injection, ai 
the same ancle to the normal and undisposed in momentum. 

To see tins, first note that the scaled form of the equalion of motion does nut 
display any dependence on momentum. Hence, the trajectories of particles with 
various momenta injected into the magnet at the same angle are simply magnifications 
or demaenifications of one another. Since the scaled equation likewise does not exhibit 
any dependence on gradient, the same can be said of particles injected into alpha 
magnets with differing gradienis. Because the scaling involves all coordinates, n 
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leaves angles unchanged. Heme, if a closed, alike trajectory does eidst. it has the 
same shape and the same incident and final angles for all values of o (i.e., for particles 
of all momenta in alpha magnets of all gradients). 

Note that the scaling aJone is not sufficient to ensure that the magnet can be 
operated as an achromat. It is also necessary lhal a trajectory exists which exits at 
the injection point, since otherwise the scaling would change the exit location relative 
to the injection point. This would, of course, imply non-zero dispersion upon exiting 
the magnet. 

Next, set Q 3 = 0 and note that for trajectories started at Qi = 0 with ^ L = 0 
(implying - ^ = 1) there is some initial value. Qi, of Qi that results in a trajectory 
that crosses Qi = Qi = 0. To see that this must be so, imagine starting trajectories 
from Q 3 = 0 at various initial values of Q,. A trajectory started at infinitesimal]}' 
small Qi > 0 will cross Q, = 0 at infinity, since it "sees" very little magnetic field, 
and hence is bent toward Qi = 0 only very gradually. As the starting Qi is increased, 
the trajectory crosses Qi = 0 at less and less positive values of Qj, until eventually, 
for initial Q, = Q,. the trajectory crosses Q s = 0 at Qj = 0. 

I will denote this trajectory by tJ(S] = lfJ,(S),?J,(S),0l. and let S = 0 at the start 
of the trajectory, which is formally defined only for S '• 0. By construction. Q(Si is 
a solution to the equations of motion. Consider a new trajectory Q(S) defined for 
S < 0 as 15, i -S ) . -5?( — 55.0) I'pon inserting this trajectory into the equation of 
motion i with Q 3 = ^ - 01. one obtains for the left-hand side of equation (3.201. for 
component 1. 

d 5Q,(S) d ! <5,(-S) 
- d S T " = ~«5— ("01 

1 ' (3.31) 

(3.32) 
-si 

(3.33) 

Similarly, for component 2. one obtains 
djChtS' /d J<3,(S m d S : - i - ^ r - i (3.3-11 
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For the right.hand-side of equation (3.28). one obtains for components I and 2. re
spectively: 

_ ( ^ , - ? J j ( - S ) ) ) ? 5 , l - S ) = ( - ^ 5 , ( 5 ) ) ^ ^ , 3 . 3 5 ) 

( ^ , ( - S . ) Q , ( - S ) = _ p S K ) u i ( S , ) ^ (3-36) 

(3.37) 

Combining thes? last results, one sees thai except for the change of variable S to 
-S. the resultant equations are just those thai would be obtained by inserting (3 into 
the equation of motion. Hence. Q is a solution to the equation of motion, since Q is. 
Further, the trajectory Q„(S), defined by joining Q to Q at S=0. is also a solution. 
The subscript o is used from here on to represent properties of the solution Q„(S), 
which is the "o-shaped" trajectory. There should be no confusion with the scaling 
parameter a. defined by equation (3.201. since the later is not used as a subscript. 

A trajectory has thus been demonstrated toexist which starts at Q, = Q» = Owith 
such values of ^ and ^ so as reach Q, = Q, and Qs = 0 with ^ = 0. and which 
continues in a mirror symmetric fashion, crossing Q, = Q, = 0 with the negative of 
the slope with which it started. The absolute value of this slope is denoted by tan(tf t t). 

Corresponding to Q 0 (S) is an alpha-shaped trajectory for any gradient and particle 
momentum. These trajeciones enter and exit at the angle 6„, since slopes are not 
changed by the coordinate scaling. 

$.2.a N u m e r i c a l Solut ion of the Equations 

It is possible to solve for Q„(Sl in terms of ellipnc integrals'32 . However, this is 
unproductive, since in the end one obtains a result that can only be used by consulting 
numerical tables or doing numerical integration It is better to go directly to numerical 
integration, especially since the scaled form of the equation allows one to apply the 
results of a single numerical integration to an infinite number of combinations of /37 
and c. 

In order :o find the ancle f7a and the maximum value of Qi (or llie trajeclory 
Qo(S). I used numerical integration starting at Q, = Qj = 0 and searched for the 
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value of f?„ that resulted in J ( ^ s - 0 when the trajectory crosses the Qj = 0 axis 
again. Tu gauge the accuracy of llie mimeri aJ integration, note thai at that 

- r r - 1, < 5 > ID- ' 6 (3.38) 

*-£-) < 5 , 10 - ' s . (3.30) 

wherp the average are taken over the entire integration, which shows that the inte
gration is accurate io 1! decimal places The Bulirsch-Stocr integration method was 
employed |<jl, Briefly. Bulirsch-Stoer uses the modified midpoint method with poly
nomial ex rapolaiion of the solution to zero step-size, along with adaptive step.size 
control. 

In this fashion. I obtained 

9. = 0.71052198004575 (3.40) 

= 40.709910707900° (3.41) 

S„ --= 4.64209946506084 (3.42) 

Q. - 1.8178I71150970S (3.43) 

f*n is the injection angle tor achromatic mirror operation, i.e.. the injection ancle that 
re-alts in the trajectory Q„ |S | . S„ is the path length of Q„lS) through the entire 
maenet Q ; is the mn.vinitini value of Qj reached hy Q a tS*. These quantities are 

ilhist rated m Future ii.ti 

3.'i.4 Dispersion and Achromatic Path-Length 

While ihese results are not sufficient to fully characterize the optics of the alpha-
macnet .sec llie next TrtitMi for this), they do allow one tu deduce some of the 
macnet's iiios! important I'p'nal properties, namely the dispersion at the vertical 

midplane and i lie dependence nl pathlenpth on momentuin For this. 1 revert to 
unbilled coordin..les. and write 

S 
Sntnl - — (3.441 

a 

•I:'»i " — 13.4-Vi 
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czy 

Q, 

Figure 3,o: Ideal Trajectory in the Alpha-Magnet 
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In more practical units, and usinc tin' nunirricid values nf S„ ami Q\ Riven above 

s.. I i-tu 1 1W1 I"I.'I."., — 1 1 _ _ (3 4G) 

q,l<ml 75 0M3, — - - (3.47) 
\ Rl(.. cm I 

Assuming that the gradient R IS fixed, and lctnn|i a,, be ihe value of o for the central 
particle, of momentum p.. i.i^ 1... the previous equations imply that 

I3,4,u) 

(3.49) 

s | » ) -- Sil l 
a,. 

q , , 'o l - qii 

o 
o n 

Expanding in t - •P Po ) p . one obta ins 

2l = /JL 
o \ I>„ 

(3.50) 

s 1 - -f - i f - i - ^ . (3.51) 
2 8 16 

I'sine this expansKin the dispersive terms of the transport matrix (see the next sec-

tioni from the entrance of the magnet to the "vertical midplane" (where the ideal 
trajectory crosses q: -. 0 with Hi - qi I are seen to be 

Hi)! 
i n 

1 1 *if •'= 

U l S V = 

i 
— q . i n . . ) 

1 / f ' - ' l l ) 
2! 1 c'c:" / 

1 
;r<ii(«„l 

(3.52) 

(3.531 

13.541 

(3.551 

|3.5(ii 

(3.57) 

Simiiarh . the pa th- length t e rms for t ranspor t through t he ent i re magnet a re 

rsf 
i 

- - s t a j (3.58) 
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'Mt ' - - S i l l . . ) | 3 ; ' 9 t 

"566(1 = 77 S I Q «I | J 6 0 > 
lo 

These will prove useful in checkniR the results of detailed transport matrix calcula

tions. They are ajso of interest because the dispersion at the vertical midplane and 

the momentum dependence of the path-length are two of the alpha magnet's most 

useful features. The dispersion at the vertical midplane allows for momentum selec

tion via a sht or scraper placed at the vertical midpUne. The momentum-dependence 

of the path length is. of course, necessary for bunch compression, as indicated in the 

introduction to this chapter. 
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3.3 Alpha-Magnet Transport Matrix Scaling 

In th^ section I derive result-- thai proude the basis for a calculation of alpha-magnei 
transport matrices to third order Tran*-pr»rt matrices express particle motion between 
two points in a beanihne as a series expansion about the trajectory of a hypothetical 
particle that travels- along what is considered to be the ideal trajectory for the beam-
line Typically this ideal trajecton passes through the center of focusing, elements, 
down the eerier of the beam pipe, and so forth. In the case of the alpha-magnet. the 
ideal trajectory enters and exits at the allele 9a. with qa = ^ - 0. 

3.3.1 Curvilinear Coordinates and Matrix Notation 

The coordinates- u-ed for the transport matrix expansion 10 specify offsets in six-
dimension ai phase-space of a particle from the ideal trajectory. The coordinate system 
is curvilinear, i.e.. it follows the ideal trajectory. This subject is treated completely in 
publication* on particle beam dynamics, listed in the references, Here. I will simply 
state that the position of any particle relative to the fiducial particle can be specified 
in terms oi two traj.>\er«;e coordinates, x and y. their derivatives with respect to path 
lengih < •-, for 'he central tra.icnon. 

.mil! iit-̂ t am 
•nior. A.> I 

(3. t i l t 

' Traveled, and the momentum deviation c. introduced 
usualh d"iic I fiirm a Mx-dimensional vector from these 

x \ 

13.('.•:> 

Hi:- ••'-' tor ciw" iino:maiioii iibmn a panic)*' its it rrouses a reference plane some-
viier*- ii. t !L« beaii,!;tii- The reference plane is constructed s" tliat the fiducial particle 
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passes through it perpendicularly I emphasize that the path-length s is not the dis
tance of a particle behind the fiducial particle: I depart from convention here in 
keeping track of the total paih-lenpth. for reasons that will be apparent later. This 
carries nu penalty for a hoatuhne composed of static elements, since the expansions 
in s - s,( are then of no importance. 

Transformation of this vector by beamline elements is expressed as a series expan
sion: 

x, — c , - ^r , ,Xj - ^t.jkXjXfc - V ujuXjXkXj. (3.63) 

where c. r. t. and u are the transport matrices for some element, and summation 
indices run from 1 to f> unless otherwise indicated. (The reason for the lower-case 
letters will be seen presently.) The restricted sums axe used to obtain expressions 
that contain only one instance of any term XjX̂  or Xix̂ Xj This is consistent with 
K.BrownTO . but differs from the definition used by TRANSPORT 68 and some 
other computer programs, where the matrices are defined in terms of-symmeiric stuns 
over all indices. The unsymnietnc form also has advantages in a computer proeram. 
namely reduction of storage used and reduction of the number of arithmetic operations 
needed to transform panicle coordinates. I employ the unsymmelnr form exclusively 
in this work. 

The element c is unconventional, and is used to keep track of centioid offsets- It 
finds application in three ways. First, when used in a tracking program, associating a 
centroid offset matrix with an element allows one to implement beam misalignment* 
and steering in a straight-forward fashion. In addition, ume-of-flighi calculations are 
facilitated by the path-length centroid element, which is useful in a .simulation ihai 
has time-dependent elements -1H , Second, it is a necessary corrolary of my use of total 
path length instead of differencial path-length in the vector x. Third, in the particular 
case of the alpha-magnet, the rentroid matrix can be used to calculate higher-order 
dispersive path-length terms, as will be seen below. For the alpha-magnet and all 
other elements thai do not produce orbit distortions, only the c 6 element is non-zero. 
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3.3.2 Relationships Between Curvilinear and Fixed Coor
dinates 

At this point, the reader miRht expect the equation of motion to 6e jewrinen in terms 
of the curvilinear coordinates. This is unnecessary for my purposes All that 1 will 
need in order calculate the matrices (c. r. t. u | is to express the relationship hetween 
the curvilinear coordinates x and the coordinates ol the equation of motion, q, at the 
entrance, vertical midplane. and exit of the ajpha-magnet. since it is between these 
reference planes that I wish to know the transport matrices. 

At the entrance of the alpha magnet ii.e.. when the particle crosses the reference 
plane shot• ii in Tigure .17). the correspondence between x and q is given by 

X 1 / signiqi ^ q: - q; > 

taniatani - q( ql) - r?„ ) 

S3 

Si 

cp • 

l i a v c \pei 

(3 .64 • 

13 or, i 

q a i : MO i rl„ - a tan i v' I 3 (i(S i 

q : = ^ • i ^ : co^ ' f3,, • a ia io x 

'• :•:.: n'e< q. and q .i; - civcn i.} 

x s u . * , 

: i t . : 

TJ.i rc;i,,'... :•.„ 

.<ie an.: : :u: ;ali-. 

'•'I '\.h' i h c rc l 'Ti ' in / ' ; .in- ':. Kimire .'{ 7 Is lMr!;;ilh 
rt,;.iia maitneT (ten, r \' A.iui.: ^een, tha i in re . j .mi : 
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Fic-af K plane and coordinates at the entrance 
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the reference plane, from which transport through the alpha-magnet nominally starts 
in the transport m a i m formalism, some particles have already traversed part of the 
alpha magnet's magnetic fieid. Other.1, i those for which x • 0 in figure 3.71, will 
ii'*' ;..:: be inside the alpha-magnet It would seem that the length of a drift space. 
tor example, prior to the alpha mactiet would need to be modified according to the 
coordinates of the particle, and this is effectively what is done. The prior element 
in the transport line (presumably a drift space) is considered to deliver all of the 
particlps u) the reference plane, with no account taken of the alpha-magnet fields. 
The computation of the alpha magnet matrices (see the subsequent sections of this 
chapter! takes this into account, so that particles that are debvered inside (outside) 
the alpha magnet are drifted backward (forward) to the field boundary of the alpha-
magnet before numerical integration As will be seen presently, similar considerations 
apply at the exit of the alpha-magnet, and an identical procedure is followed for this 
case 

One could also consider constructing an edge-matrix for the alpha-magnei. similar 
to what is done for bending magnets, but since the entrance and exit angles for the 
alpha-magnet do not vary between applications (as they do for bending magnets), 
this is neither necessary nor useful. 

At the vertical midplane of the magnet (i.e.. when the particle crosses q : - 0 
inside the magnet, sec Figure .1 Si. a different relationship holds: 

( " ) / 
x' 

v' 

T h e slopes q', and n;< are pvcu by 

1; = - \ ' • " l i ) : » i i i i a i a r i i . v ' l ) (3.711 

and 

Q: - \ I i q j i - c o s l a t a n l x ' l l . 13.721 
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Figure 3.6: Reference plane and coordinates at the vertical midplane 
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while the coordinates (|, and q> art' tinen l>> 

<h = qi - : 

and 

13.731 

(3.741 q, = 0. 

Finally, at the exit of the maciiet (i.e.. when the particle crosses the reference 
plane shown in Fipure 3.91. one obtains: 

/ . \ 

The slopes q\ and qj are given b> 

signiq, l v q ; - q; 
lame,, - atanlq',. q )̂ 

qj 

Is 
s 

I (p-P„ | . 'P 

(3.751 

q'l - - \ 1 - iqil'sint^o - atan(x')) (3.76) 

sitd 

1: = ~\ ' - (^)'Vos(#„ - atan(x'i), 

while the coordinates q, and q : are given by 

q ; = x sin va 

aiul 

I.1.7M 

(3.7!)) 

3.3.3 Coordinate Scaling 

Let the gradient in the alpha-magnet and the momentum oi the fiducial particle be 
specified, so that the scaling parameter a takes a definite value. o„. Then it is possible 
to define a new vector X that has the same relationship to Q that x Ms to q. X is 
obtajned from x b.v the transformation 

X = A(o„|. (3.8 
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Figure 3.9: Reference plane and coordinates at the exit 
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where A i d , , ' is a diagonal matr ix , irveu by 

A m , , i (3.811 

( .... 0 0 0 0 0 \ 

If I 0 0 0 0 

0 0 Q„ 0 0 0 

(i 0 0 1 0 0 

0 (I 0 0 o„ 0 

V 0 0 0 0 0 1 

T h e t ransformation from x u> X t ransforms the fiducial par t ic le , which traveled 

a par t icular A like t ra jectory Q„(S<:<„| a „ . into the particle that follows t he universal 

t ra jec tory Q „ i ^ l . To see this more clearly, note that the expression for X at th, 

vertical mid plane is 

Q . - Q i 

- a t a n l Q ' , Q',) 

Q3 

Qi 
s 

',P - Pol P 

where Q ' ^ i ^ 1 Since ancles are unchanged by the scaling. I am free to express the 

>iul^^ in terms of either the Q'\ or the q['s. even though this •"transformation" is not 

m 1 he matr ix A r 

/ X \ 1 

X' 
Y 
V 
s" 

, t \ 

{3.821 

3.3.4 Scaled Equation of M o t i o n with Di spers ive Terms 

The reader may have noied an apparent inconsistency here : this vector , which is 

111 healed coordinates., refers to the m o m e n t u m error , but t h e scaling was explicitly 

cons t ruc ted so a*, to remove all reference to m o m e n t u m . T h e appa ren t inconsistency 

sterna from the fart t h a i , a^ developed in t he last sect ion, t he scaled equat ion of 

motion t r ea t s every part ic le leach character ized by some par t i cu la r scaling constant 

o • as the fiducial part icle (at least as far as m o m e n t u m is conce rned ) . W h a t is needed 

10 incorpora te m o m e n t u m errors into t he scaled equat ion of mot ion is t o realize that 

one scales the equat ion with o„ . the a value for t he cent ra l m o m e n t u m , and not with 
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the particular o of every particle under consideration The resultant scaled equation, 
with dispersive effects included exactly, is 

1 O n 
Q' - — — Q' > B f - f - (3.S3) 

1 - t o g 

As foreshadowed at the end of the list section, it is not entirely necessary to include 
dispersive effects in this fashion. One can obtain all dispersive terms in the matrices 
by taking derivatives with respect to <* after reverting to unsealed coordinates, though 
this requires some care if it is to be done correctly. This will be discussed in more 
detail below One reason for inserting dispersive effects at this point is to retain the 
six-dimensional transport matrix formalism. Another reason, as indicated at the end 
of the last section and as will become more apparent below, is that putting dispersive 
effects into the formalism provides a check on the calculation of the matrix. 

3.3.5 Scaling of the Transport Matrices 

One can define transformation matrices for the vector X. witli the reahi-aiiun thai 
these transformation matrices apply to the scaled form of the equation of motion 

X, — C - y j R u X j - ^ T U K X J X K - i ; CUKLXJXKN-, >*M,, 

If I now substitute into this relation the definition of X, equation i3.Mn. 1 obtain 

31 At m x„ — C, - y j R u A J j X j - £ yjTuKAjjXj.AKkX,,- •:! Ml) 
[" Jj J^K ;k 

3 1 3Z l 'uKi.AjjX,AKi,XkALiX|. (3>TI 
J ; K > L jld 

Multiplying from the left by A-] 1 and summing over I yields 

x, — ^ Aj 'C, - £ Ajj'RuAjjXj - £ £ A,7 ,T ljKAj )xJAkkXk-
I Uj J>k Ijk 

£ yjA^'UuKLAijXjAKkXkAux,. (3.881 
J>k_>L IikJ 
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Using the fact that A is a diagonal matrix, this becomes 

x, — A,;'C, - £ A , ; 1 R „ A J J x J - H A , ; , T , i k A 1 , x , A | d l x k i- V A,;1V>iiiAjjxJAkkX1,Auxi. 
j > k J > k L-1 

(3.89) 

Comparison with the definition of the matrices (c. r. t. ti), equation (3.63), for the 

norma! coordinates gives 

c, = A,;' |o„)C, (3.90) 

r u = A,; ,(a<,)R,,A i i<aJ (3.91) 

lu» = A - ' f O o J T ^ A ^ a J A u l o J (3.92) 

uou = A i ; 1 (a 0 ) l -

l i U A i i (a„ |Aki(0„)A 1 i (a„) . (3.93) 

wh.re there are no sums in these relations, in spite of the many repeated indices. I 

have reasserted the dependence of A on n„ to emphasize it, since the importance of 

this result stems from this dependence. Specifically, if the matrices (C. R, T, Ui for 

the scaled equation of motion can be found, then this last result allows one to find 

the matrices ic. r. t. ul for an alpha magnet run at some gradient g and for some 

central momentum p P - [3^\0 such that 

*K (3.94) 

A more eas.il} used form of this result can be obtained by noting that 

A,. = - L - = oO, - 0 , . 13.95) 
A„ 

where 0, | 0 I is 1 (0) if the index i is an odd (evenI integer. 

Tlif expression for the matrices becomes 

(3.901 

( 0 . a „ - 6 , l (3.971 

'•* = T n ^ T A " ' 0 ' " " - e i j K O k a „ - C \ ) I3.9S1 

• 0,0,. - 6.H O k o „ - OkiiOm,. - 0,1. i 3.(19 I 
O,o„ - O 

0, 0, 

o, 0, 

0, 0, 
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From this one can see that c, elements may be independent of Q„ or else inversely 

proportional to it. r„ may be proportional to o ; ' , a ° , or a[. t,;k may be proportional 

to o j ' , a ° , a j , , or o; . u ^ may be proportional to a~' .a°.a'0,al. or a\. 

3.3.6 Alternative Treatment of Dispersive Terms 

I indicated above that it is not necessary to include dispersive effects in the matrix 

formalism for the scaled equation. The reason is that in reverting to x . one may use 

o (which is a function of f, as seen from equation (3.51)) rather than a„, to obtain 

the non-dispersive matrix elements as a function of f, This allows one to calculate 

the dispersive matrix elements from non-dispersive matrix elements, provided one 

compensates for the fact that the scaling changes the coordinate system at the vertical 

midplane as well as the momentum of the particle under consideration. That is, 

different values of a correspond to different values of qi, which enters the definition 

of 1he coordinates at the vertical midplane via equation (3.70) so that one cannot 

simply take derivatives of the non-dispersive matrix elements. 

Let c,ic5). fj(^), t&.({\. and u l j k l(r") be the matrices obtained by scaling with a, 

where e is defined with respect to a„ by equation (3.51). All chromatic terms r,6, tisk< 

ti.ew. and u,66i are zero, since the chromatic dependence is now taken care of by the 

functional form of c .^) . i,j(f). t , i k (^), and u.jul^). The expression for transformation 

of a vector x into a vector X is now 

X, = C,<' - V f . j l ^ X j * V '«k(^)XjX k- £ U,jkl(c')x]XtXi. (3.100) 
4 ? j <_'J_'k « £ j ^ k > l 

If the matrices are for the transformation from the entrance to the exit, then there 

is no modification of the coordinate system with scaling, and no qualifications of this 

expression are needed. If the matrices are for the transformation from the entrance to 

the vertical midplane. then the coordinate system with respect to which x, is defined 

is a function of t also, and this must be taken into account in interpreting the results, 

as will be done below. If the matrices are for the transformation from the vertical 

midplane to the exit, then the coordinate system with respect to which x, is defined 

is a function of f: this case will not be pursued here. 

Assuming, then, that the initial coordinates are not dependent (through their 
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coordinatf system or cithcrwisci m, ,'. ilien upon expanding i„[f), t 1 J k ( f ) . and u , i u i r i 
in < one obtains 

. / ' A I , l<r-'i. ; 1 £ 3 / £ > 3 c , \ 

wnere i \vor„ in ui:r>' nnie: am, win-re ,\ :i)R\ romaili ettens, of coordinate svsien. 

c l .a i ic- will' , I. • TJI IFI • •;i•.a;:..I..- lnnii 1 he enirauc' ' In the exit, the x, arc una:' 

t e . i n ii-. root,:.nan .'.Mem iliamie. h,r transformation, lu t l ie vertical nndplane. i; 

'• ° ; ' : . ' ' *na- i- ati'-r:er l.\ iin.i:i:i:;nt»' -vsien. scaiiin: thruuel, ^caiii.i; o:' iiL. H e m r . 

. s:.a. miMii'Tiari,' .'jimrc (nominate system dependencies ami equate x will, the 

I MI- !'unrui:ia,ct i:. ' :.• proper :c:.•:<•!:(•' l.-anie I siiail llifii rc-urn to treat ihe ISM 

n" \ In- '.raii'i 'i ': ' '•' n." i i ' i ' i u ' mxip^ue sepa:;i'i •'.•. 

UK.I .C ccn,;i';-: .. i'/ ,;;---ai.'. t i,e: mo iai. uj'-i.: ;!> Ilie ii,romaiK tiiatnx 

"""'* rl^>"'"'l 3 1 ( M 

•'<•. =• [ — ! . • • > * • } I3.ld.i l 

"i i . = - | -jp'.-n ' | Cl.lOCi 

'••'"•. ( ^ ' • • " • " " j 13.107, 

1' treat the cas- ,,: .-., („r transpori it, Hit' vertiiai nndplane. I rewrite equation 

'.! 101' (or i - 1 a; 

x • ' l : " 'i: - n . ' - l _ r , i , ix. - N_ !.. , . ,flx.x, - 3 _ u., k , t i lx.xkX|. 
' ' ' ' • . ' * fi 'J > „ I 
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The anuaJ coordinate of interest is not iC but rather x ; :• djlu,.] q ™ d P B n ' , .--

q ' " l d p U t l ' is, of course, a function of o. Adding qi(a„ i - q i io i to boili sides >»f equati 1 " 

i3.!u8t. I obtain 

x- - q i lo t l ) - qiUi I - C;U i-• V^ ri.l/'t};. - ^ t ; i k u l ix x k - ^ i:.„ • ^ ix.x,... 

C! 10«-

which, when expanded m <'. yield; additional terim im* listed in "qu;ru>ns > .'i id. 

through (o . i07 | . u-itfiout niudifyinu tfi'-y ihat art iM.- 1 Tltes-' aci..::. •.>;,*. I I U ; I : ; 

e lemenu are none other than those resulting from tin- expansion <•.-, ••.;. |(ii uj.iri. 

liave already been exhibited in the last sen ion. â  equations (U..r.3j u.nnieii i .'l ••'• 

So far. these results would seem to appn only to the matrices i r . : ' . in am " o 

to -C. R, T. I ' l . However, if one take:- a,. - I. one sees ihai i 1 ( e rnainrri. «i * 

in are mniKTicail} equal to (( ' , R. T. l*i. iron; wtiicn it follows thai itif nunn'iim 

relationships between tne ciiroinatic and non-ciirumatic elements an' uie ^A^^e iui 

R. T. I" i as for the •: . ;. ;. m. Anotne; way of realuinc that tin; i: M-. JV \ ( l VlU-. 

ttiHi (,. r 1 ( l. i.fif.. CIIIL u,6rte ah iiavt the same scaimc wui, o„. as di :, i,- • aurl i.,, 

and also \,,r and u,,,,K Tin.-, can 'he seen from equations ' .1 ^tn tiLrouni. '•- '''•* • 

An example ma} make all 1 hi> clearer Consider liie elcnien; ; M : uiiicli i> tive 

t iK 'o. . - - ( ^ r : : . « ' l CI IK ' 

•:;.<., - % T ^ 7 ' ) O . i l l i 
^ 0t 

( 3 . M 2 ) 

and 

it also follows thai 

T , f i ! = ' J H ^ : 13.1131 

T,f,: = r i ; . ? U - l l i l 
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h.r rapid i link- cm i alt Mini >••! matrices, en lici inclusion in a computer prccctain. 
il ix convenient lei work "in the' ccciiM-queiiccs u( these relations fur the matrices IC. 
R. 'I. I'l I have dune thiv and I lie results arc 

Us. -<•,. (3-lllil 

!•«„ -" -<". 13.1171 
t- " 

r m - l c , , i3.iisi 

10 

T,w - .|)(ulO,f)j - O,0j). (3.119) 
) ' , « - jKulHO.Oj - OiOji. (3.1201 

6 

and 

V.6JK - ^Tcj,.. U.UJOK - C),OjOK • 0 , I O J 6 K - 6 J O K ) - 2 6 , O J O K ] , (3.121) 

where 0, lOii is 1 if 1 is odd i even I and zero otherwise, and where 6 ,• J > K. () 
emphasize apam thai these results are invalid for transport from the vertical midplane 
to the exit, which is a case 1 have not treated here.) 
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3.4 Transport Matrices from Numerical Integra
tion 

The sealed transport mat rices iC. R. T, V) for the alpha-magnet can be found from 
numerical integration of the scaled equation of motion (equation (3.83)) and fitting. 
The technique ! have used is not confined in its application to the alpha-magnet, 
thoupli it is mosi appropriate for (dements for which there exists an equivalent of 
the scaled equation uf motion for the alpha magnet. Essentially, an ensemble of K 
initial vectors, labeled X 1 ' 1. i = 1.2,... N is mapped into an ensemble of final vectors. 
labeled Y 1 ' 1. by numerical integration starting and endinit at the appropriate reference 
planes. These vectors are then required to satisfy 

^V = ("t * U R I J X J " - 3^ TUKX^'X,! 1 •>• 51 (JUKLXJ X^'XL • 
J J > K J > K ^ L 

E V U K L N Xi"X^X (

L "X , , i l + 0((X" ') S ) , (3.122) 
J>K>L>M 

which it. essentially the definition of Ihe transport matrices, wherp I've included a 
fourth-order matrix V. I emphasize that the Y 1 ' 1 arf not calculated from tins ma
trix expression, but are rather being approximated by it, having been calculated by 
numerical integration of the equation of motion with initial condition X"1. I am in
cluding the fourth-order terms explicitly in order to show how to prevent fourth-order 
influences from corrupting the computation of (C, R, T, U). The fifth-order terms 
will be assumed to be negligible. 

3.4.1 One-Variable Terms 

In principle, one could fit this by finding the {C, R, T, U) that minimised the sum 
of the squared deviations of the right-hand-side from the left-hand-side. In practice, 
this is computationally difficult and also extremely inefficient. To see a more efficient 
procedure, imagine that one was only interested in calculating C\. Clearly, one would 
only need to track the fiduciaJ particle. 

At first sight, one might think that one could then go on to find Ru by finding 
Y for each vector of an ensemble, X ( J ) , of initial vectors, each of which had only a 
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uott ?crn J l h component 

X , J ' = a.,fj. (3.123) 

wi: t. J :. l . . ti. aj a constant, and ej tin- unit vector fur the J l h component of X. hi 

{.Ki. the VJ J value*, thus obtained would include the influence of . « only Rij. but 

<:!>(• of all non zere TJ_,J. I ' J J J J . and VJJJJJ matrix dements : 

S ' - C", - KIJHJ - Tjjja} - VujjaJ - V U J J J a } - O(aJ) . (3.1241 

Obviously one "an extract C I . R U . T U J . and I'UJJ by fitting a fourth-order poly

nomial to ihi> form (assuming that terms of fifth-order and higher can be ignored). 

A one takes a sufficient number of values of aj for each J. A minimum of five initial 

vectors are needed for each value of J. Since I consider only static systems. J-b (i.e.-

path-length dependent) terms arc all zero, so a minimum of twenty-five vectors needs 

to he integrated. At I will discuss below. I use N vectors per component J. with N 

odd and N .' -V 

X , J d - ( j - ~ - ) ^ e j . j = ] . . .& . (3.125) 

The reason for this particular choice of X ' J j \ which is symmetric about and includes 

the onciii. wiU become apparent below, aj is chosen sufficiently small so as to avoid 

jarce comnbimons it» V from terms higher than fifth order, while obtaining reasonable 

;nfiuence from third order terms, so that fitting will yield sufficiently precise values 

for the thnd-orde: coefficients Thii> step gives all elements Cj. R u . T U J . V I J J J . and. 

a.- .» useful bonus. \ "UJJJ - It remains to find T U h - T i K J . VJJKK =• VIKJK = V J K W -

ajii: X ijKi.. f î J K and K • L. 

2 . -4 .2 T w o - V a r i a b l e T e r m s 

To find TjjK ftnd I ' j h h - I integrate the equations of motion for a new ensemble of 

initial vector* for each i J .K I pair with J > K. described by 

XiJ-i-K-ki^ ( j _ - - ^ ) a j e j - ( - l ) k a K e K . (3-126) 

whe re ; _ l . . N. k - 1 or 2. N is an odd integer, and &} and an are constants . 

I nou construe: a residual final vector. A Y , J J ' K - k l for each X , J - i - K , k l by subtracting 

or! ihe cuntribuiioiis of the known HI at fit elements. 
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- i I i - ' I " W - J^, 'l *MM AM - i I M M - * M -• I I M M M A M ~ V 1MMMAM J 
M 

= T U K X J X V - 1 ' I J J K { X J ) 2 X K - I ' U K K X J ( X K ) 2 

* V U J J K ( X J 1 XK - ^ ' U J K K ' X J X K I 2 - V U K K K X J \ X K 1 

- O t X ' ) , (3.127) 

where for brevity X = X l J-J K k l in this equation. Using equation (3.126) and dropping 

terms of fifth order and higher, this becomes 

AV1 J -" K - 1 " = T , J K ( j ' ^ - i - l a J ( - l l k a K - U U j K ( ( J - ^ - ! - l a J ) 2 ( - l ) k a K -

I ' I JKKU j — l i u a j ; - \ ' O K K K ( J 5— l a j ( - U k 4 ~ 

V | J J K K ( ( J - H j — l a j ) V K - V U J j K ( ( j - — ^ — i a j ] 3 ( - l l k a k 

(3.1281 

] define the sum and difference of the residuals for k = l and k=2 as 

^yiJo.K.S ^ ^ Y ' J J K - 2 1 — ^ Y I J J - K I 1 1 i3 12MI 

and 
i Y (Ju.( .- .Di B A Y , Jo -K . ! , _ A Y , J j . K . l < ,3 , 3 U , 

("sing equation (3.1281. these evaluate to 

A V J o . K . s . = 2 V , J K K ( J - ^ ^ l a j a i : - 2 V U J K K ( ( j - - — k j l ' a j . 13.1.11 < 

and 

i Y , j j . K . D t = 2 T U K l J - ; - ^ - ) a ) a K - 2 U o J K ( ( j ^ - ) a j ) ! a K -

2 V U K K K ( J - ~ ) a j a 3

K + 2 V U J J K ( ( J - ^ i a J ) 3 a K ( 3 . 1 3 2 t 

From equation (3.131). one can find I 'UKK and VUJKK from the linear and quadrat, 

i- ' .Tins, respectively, of a fit that is quadratic in (j - ^ l a j . Similarly, equation 

(3.132) indicates that o-e can find T u ! l -aJ-VuKKK and I ' W K f r o n l , h f ^nm and 
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quadrant terms of a tit that is cubic in (j - ^ f M a j . By doing the analysis for two 

different values of a K . one can separate TJJK from T U K ' a^YuKKK- For a general 

dement , then, at the very least one need,1- twenty integrations (i.e., N = 5 . two values 

of a k - j=1.2l for every pair | .I, I \ ) , for J .* K. or 20 - 15 - 300 integrations. (The 

twenty is the number of integrations per pair, the fifteen is the number of ( J , K) pairs 

sucl. that (> _• -1 • K 1' 1.) Since the elements with .1 = 5 or K=5 are known before

hand V be zero for a static element, this is, reduced to a minimum of 20 * 10 = 200 

integration* for the alpha-magnet. 

3 .J .3 T h r e e - V a r i a b l e T e r m s 

Having completed this step, only the elements 1 ! UKL with J > K and K :• L remain 

to be fornd. To ohtain these, new initial vectors are chosen for each triplet (J. K. L) 

wnh J • K - L: 

X , J k L " = ( - l ) ' ( a j e j - d K e K - a L e L ) , (3.133) 

where i î  I or 2. and a j . an, and ai, are constants. 

Again. I compute residual final vectors 1 \ Y , J - K L - 1 1 by subtracting off the contri 

bunons of all R. T. and t ' matrix e'ements calculated so far: 

A V ; J . K . L . _ yo.Kx... _ C ] _ v { R I N X N - T,KKXI - r I S K K x 3

v - v 1 K K S , v X j } 
N 

- ^ J { T I S M X N X M - ' I ' I N M M X N I X M ) ' - V I N N M I X N I ' X M I J 

^ r i N M p X N x M X p - x^ \ " 1 N N M W ( x t s \ N ] ) -
N • M . I ' N • M 

~ j _ \ \ I N M P P X N X M X P - \ I N M M J ' X N X ^ X P -r \ I N N M F X N X M X P } 
* >M -P 

- O i X 5 ) . (3.13-]! 

v. !,*•;• r tiri-vi'> X = X ' J k l-' m lias equation. 1'sini equation 13 1331 and dropping 

i r :u . ' uf f:M. older and biehir. this becomes 

AS", •- ruhLaj*h»Ll - I I '-

i^ 'ujhhaja;, - \ u j u . i i ) a j _ - ViKMx»i ,H'~ 

'VukULajHK"; • l - Y U h K i . a j a j ^ ' V U J I .»j»h»Ll Cl.l.V.i 
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I now furni the diffidence of the residual* for i - 2 and i = l , obtaining 

A Y ! 0 1 = YJ" - YJ" = 2 H U K 1 . a J l K a L . 13.136) 

Thus, one can obtain the t 'uki . with J . • K and K :• L by integrating a two additional 

vectors lor each triplel J • K L. requiring 40 additional integrations for a genera) 

element. For a static clement. 1'UKL = 0 for .1 = 5, K = .'>. or h=h, which reduces the 

number of additional integrations to 20. 

3 .4 .4 I n i t i a l - V e c t o r E n s e m b l e 

The reader may have noticed that the ensembles specified by equations (3.125), 

(3.126). and (3.133) overlap. Because of this, it is possible to use the ensemble 

of vectors defined by 

x U o . " . u , = ( ^ f l - j ) a j e j - ( * £ - ! ! . - k ) a K e „ - ( * i f i - I )* . . , . . (3.137) 

with Nj odd. 6 > .1 > K • 1 > 1. and j . k, and \ taking integer values between 

-(JV - \)(2 and (N - \),"l (where N = Nj , N K , or N L , for j , k, and 1, respective

ly) except that j — k = 1 — 0 (the null vector) appears only once for all triplets (J , K, 

L). The maximum amplitude of the . l l t l vector component is 

Nj - 1 
Mj - - ^ — a . . (3.138) 

Since for a static element. X5 is irrelevant, one can choose Ns = 1 and a 5 = 0- It 

is also convenient to chouse Nj - N for all J * 5. Given both of these choices, the 

number of vectors in the ensemble 111 

10(N 3 - 1 1 - 10(N 3 - 1 ) - 1, 

where I count (en {.). K. L) tripleis with i-'ither J , K, nor L equal to 5. contributing 

N 3 - 1 verior.s each, exclusive of the nati vecior: ten (.). K. L} triplets with one of J. 

K. 01 I. equal to .r>. contributing N ! - 1 v.Ttors each, exclusive of the null vector; plus 

one null vector. 

For N - b this ensemble contains about 6 times as many vectors as the minimum 

needed, but using ii has the advantage of simplicity of coding and also of provid

ing additional data m improve the accuracy of some of the elements by averaging. 
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Doubtless a more computationally efficienl ensemble could be coded than 1 have used 
in my codes. 

Having assembled this ensemble, one integrates each initial vector to obtain the 
corresponding final vector. One then selects out the necessary sub-ensembles corres
ponding to equation (3.125), (3.126), or (3.133)) for each stage of the analysis. 

3.4.5 Accuracy Considerations and Limits 

1 have taken pains in tht .ibove analysis to eliminate the influence of fourth-order 
terms in order to increase the accuracy of the third-order matrix. In addition, suitable 
choice of the constants aj can ensure that the effects of fourth and higher-order terms 
are negligible. "Suitable" must be determined empirically, or by reference to the 
magnitude of the matrix elements once they are roughly known. A starting point is 
to assume that the dominant fourth-order matrix elements have magnitudes similar to 
those of dominant matrix elements of third-order, from which one would conclude that 
that Mj = 10"3 would be suitable to obtain 0.1% accuracy of the third-order results, 
even without the corrections for the V matrix that are included in the equations. 
Further, fifth order terms would be expected have an influence of one part in a 
million relative to the third-order. If similar results are obtained for a wide range 
of values of Mj. then one can conclude that the influence of higher-order terms is 
indeed negligible. In addition, if the contributions of the first, second, and third-
order matrices to the final coordinates Y are seen to be different by several orders of 
magnitude between successive orders, then one can reasonably conclude that higher-
order effects are several orders of magnitude below the third-order effects. 

Invariably the above procedure will yield some small, non-zero matrix elements 
which may or may no; be genuine, due to the accumulation of inaccuracies in the 
integration, subtraction of higher-order terms, and fitting. If one knows that the 
accuracy of any integration is of order 10" p. where p is an integer, then one can con
clude that a computed matrix element is spurious if it fails to satisfy the appropriate 
criterion (depending on ihe order of the matrix element I from the following list: 

RjjMj • 10-* (3.140) 

TUKMJMK •• 10- p (3.141) 
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UIJKLMJMKML > 10 _ p . (3-J J.M 

One can also use these same relations to estimate the resolution with which genuine 
non-zero matrix elements could be calculated. 

10"p 

A R » •' " M 7 (3.143) 
10~p 

A T u K > r, M (3.144) 
10~p 

il'uKL > . . . , . . • (3.145) 
MJMKML 

One expects thai thit resolution will not be achieved, since it does not consider the 
inaccuracies in fitting and subtraction to obtain residuals. Nevertheless, these criteria 
do provide a solid lower bound on the precision of the matrix elements. In the case 
of the alpha-magnet. I have shown above that the accuracy of integrations is 10"". 
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3.5 Transport Matrices for the Alpha Magnet 

I have wntieii a computer program, salphajnatrix. that implements the ideas of ibe 
prruous two sections Matrices up in third order have been computed for transport 
from tin- ciiiranct' of the idphamagnet to the exn. from the entrance to the vertical 
inidplaiic ami from (he verticaJ midplane u> the exit. 

3.5.1 Program Tests and Choice of Initial Amplitudes 

For purposes of tesiini* the rodine and the method of ubiaiiiine, the matrix, the 
procram lias the option of generating ( \ R. T. and I' matrices with all components 
cjven by random numbers hetween -1 and 1. and then tracking vectors through these 
matrices instead of iniegratmc the equations of motion for ihe alpha magnet, li then 
attempts to recover the random matrices by analyzing the inixial and final vectors 
only, just as would be done for initial and final vectors obtained by integration. This 
tests the ability of the program to separate various orders, but does not test its abiliiy 
to suppress the effects of orders higher than third. Table 3.2 summarizes the results 
of this teft. As will be seen, the errors are below those thai are encountered in filling 
ma1 rice*- for the alpha-magnet, as would be expected. The errors from this procedure 
can be considered to place the ultimate limit on the accuracy with which matrices 
Or the alpha magnet can he calcuiared. 

Table 3.2: Accuracy of Recovery of a Randomly Generated Matrix 

I matrix i maximum error of fit for j average deviation of hi 
am matrix element for all matrix elements 

( ' • 1.3b l O ' 1 ' 7.59 • 1 0 " ' f 

R 8.(-7- 1 0 ' " 2.71 10 - i - r 

T j 1.13 • 10- ' " 2.48 1 0 - " 
l - | 1.47 10 1.77 1 0 - ' 

An initial round of computations for the alpha-magnet were done with N = 5 and 
with all Mj values equal, for a series of different values from 10' 2 to 10"\ After the 
matrix was obtained, the average of the absolute values of the residuals of the final 
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vectors (or ail initial vectors were computed to assess (lie degree to which the fits 
contained sufficiently high-order terms to match the actual final vectors. Residuals 
were computed by successively adding linear, second-order, and third-order terms to 
assess the effect of each order. The average absolute residuals for n' h order are simply 

K',"' = 77 !L V ; " - C, - ^ R u X y ' - l n > n i L T u h X y x i ; ' - (3.H61 
M . ( J J>K 

in -2?) V r U K L X l " x i " X ^ | . (3.147) 

where the index i runs over all M initial vectors in the ensemble specified by equation 
|3.137>. and In • in?) represents a function that returns 1 if n > ro and 0 otherwise. 
Table 3.3 summarizes some of the results. (Tvj,"' is identically zero, since the momen
tum is not changed by the magnet, and hence is not listed.) It is no coincidence that 
for any particular I and n. 1l\"' varies with Mj according to MJ*'. since for valid fits 
(i.e.. those that don't err by compromising lower order coefficients in order to match 
higher-order contributions) TC1,1" is simply the average contribution of the in - l) 1 

order terms. 

Table 3.3: Residuals from Matrix Fits 

n 1 Mj " - 1 IS." *i" K'r | K 
1 
1 
1 

IO- 1 

10" 3 

io-" 

l . M - 1 0 " 3 

1.84 • 10" s 

1.84- 1 0 - 7 

1.S9 • lO" 3 

1.89- 10" 5 

1.90 • 10~T 

4.51 • 1 0 - ' 
4.49 • 10" 6 

4 . 4 9 - l O ' 6 

3.79- 1 0 - ' | 7.63 • 10 ' 
3.53- lO" 6 7.76- 10" 7 

3.51 • 10" s | 7.76- 1 0 - ' 

2 
2 

io- ! 

io- 3 

10-" 

3.44 • 10-° 
3.44 • 10-* 
3.44 • lO" 1 ' 

2.39- 1 0 " 5 

2.39 lO" 8 

2 . 3 9 - 1 0 - " 

4.59 10"° 
4.61 • l O ' 6 

4.61 1 0 - " 

1.43 • 10" 1 

1.43 10 - 7 

1.42-10- ' ° 

6.38- 10"" 
6.34- 10 •» 
6.34- 1 0 - " 

3 
3 
3 

1 0 " ! 

ID" 3 

io-" 

9.40 • 10- ' 
8.98 1 0 - " 
1.14 • 1 0 - " 

8.78- 10"' 
8.43 l O " 1 1 

1.01 l O " " 

2.08 • 1 0 ' " 
2.08 l O " 1 0 

2.07 • l O " " 

2.37 • 10-° 
2 . 3 S 1 0 - 1 0 

2.36 1 0 - " 

7.19- 10 ' 
7.21 • JO" ' 1 

7.40- 1 0 " " 

Table 3.3 shows that for Mj = 10"4, the third-order residuals are of order 10"", 
which is the accuracy limit of the inf >ns. Hence, fourth-order contributions are 
"in the noise", and third ' r contributions are three orders of magnitude above il. 1 
find that < • such small Mj values, the chromatic terms do not follow equations (3.102) 
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throueh -3 107) as well as for Mj - 10 a . For this reason. I choose the matrices 

computed with Mj - 10'•' as the most accurate Analysis of tlie chromatic terms 

indicates that the T matrix elements are accurate to about ](T r ' . indicating that p in 

equations i 3.143 I through (3.1-15) is 12 (rather than 14 as would be thought from the 

accuracy of the integration). I use this value of p in order tu "filler" small T u K and 

I 'uhi values for significance, as per equations (3.1401 through 13.142). That is. TJJK 

values smaller than 10"* and I 'UKL values smaller than 10" 3 are taken to he zero. 

3.5.2 Final Results 

Having verified the program's matrix-fitting algorithm and found the limits of its 

accuracy 1 computed the matrices for the alpha magnet using N = 7. I used an 

accuracy limit of Z> * 1 0 " I 3 to filter out spurious nonze ro matrix elements. This limit 

is a compromise between one that is somewhat too large for the T matrix elements. 

and somewhat too small for the I matrix elemems. Hence, some small, dubious V 

matrix elements will appear in the results that follow 

C h e c k s of t h e R e s u l t s 

-\ number uf check.-* have been made on these matrices. The determinants of the 

fir-' order matrices for entrance to-exit. entrance-tu-vertical midpiane. and vertical 

mttipian**-toml have beer, found to be 1 to within 2 > JO" 1*. (This accuracy is not 

fulh reflected in the results given below, since I have not quoted a sufficient number 

o! simnficam hgures. Also, the reader should beware of checking this claim with a 

hand taku iau t r . since man) use only 10 or 11 digits.) 

The relationships between the non-chromatic and chromatic terms were used to 

evaluate the accuracy uf the method, as discussed above; the reader is invited to 

use equations I 3.102 i through (3.1071 and (3.53) through (3.60) to verify for himself 

that the results do indeed satisfy the expected numerical ratios. As a sample, for the 

matrix from the entrance to the vertical midpiane. I find that 
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1 , 
2 10" K (3.150) 

1G 
i - 2 - 1 0 " 9 (3.151) 

- - - 6 - 1 0 " 6 . (3.152) 

The reader will see below that the computed entrance-to-vertical midpiane and 

vertical midplane-tn-exjt R matrices satisfy the expected relationship for two elements 

that are the reverse of each other;6 , namely 

R = ( R M R " ) , (3.153) 
I R», Ru / 

where H is the matrix for system that is reversed in order relative lo the system for 

which H is the matrix. 

The mainces for the first and second parts of the alpha-magnet were concatenated 

(using a third-order matrix concatenation program written by the author i and com

pared to the matrices computed for the full magnet . No significant discrepancies were 

found for the R matrix. The only discrepancies found in the T matrix were fractional 

variations of 10 l in the two smallest elements: all other T matrix element* either 

showed no discrepancy, or discrepancies only in the last decimal place. For most l' 

matrix elements, the discrepancy was less than .1 %, while for a few uf the smallest 

V matrix elements, the error was between 1 and 10 %. 

In order to ensure thai there were no transcription errors made, s a l p h a m a t r i x 

provided output in LVTj/X format, which was included in this document vith only 

minor editing to properly column ate the data . 

E n t r a n c e - t o - E x i t T r a n s p o r t 

For transport from the entrance to the exit, tables 3.4 and 3-5 list non-zero T and V 

matrix elements, respectively. The following are the centroid and R matrix elements 

(unlisted elements are zero): 

C s = 4.642099465061 (3.154) 

R & 6 = 2.321049733 (3.155) 

R i : 

R 12 
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/ R n R.r \ ' 
\ R21 Rl: / \ 

- 1.0000(10000 
0.000000000 

-0.7371140937 
-0.0599430.2928 

-2.321049733 
-1.000000000 

7.618204274 \ 
-0.7371140937 / 

(3.156) 

(3.157) 

Table 3 4. Non-zero T Matrix Elements from Entrance to Exit 

T , : i = - 9 9 8 5 5 8 2 1 0 " ' T „ a = - 6 0471)97 1 0 " ' T i « = - 6 4 1 5 7 4 6 

T , „ = 3 7 8 : 9 1 1 1 0 ' T , e : = - 1 1 6 0 5 2 5 T 1 3 3 = - 2 . 9 9 6 7 4 3 1 0 " ' 

T „ 3 « - 7 3 7 0 0 6 3 T , „ = 3 8 0 S 5 4 5 1 0 ' T s s , = - 5 . 1 5 7 7 7 0 1 0 " 1 

T M : I » 2 6 4 3 6 4 T s „ = 6 8 9 2 2 7 3 T a t , = 3 . 8 0 9 1 0 ! 

T . J I = - 1 7 5 0 1 3 5 T , „ ^ 5 1 5 7 7 7 0 1 0 " ' T „ : = 9 . 3 6 4 0 7 9 

T . « s = ! 9 9 W 6 1 H I " ' T j ! , = 5 6 0 2 6 2 4 1 0 " ' T 5 3 3 = 1 1 0 4 6 3 2 1 0 - ' 

T s „ a - 2 28 .1314 1 ( 1 " ' T s , < - - 1 40.1871 T S O T = - 5 . 8 0 2 C 2 4 1 0 " ' 

Tablr 3.5; Non-zero U Matrix Elements from Entrance to Exit 

prn; = 9 6 3 4 HI ' I 1 3 3 1 = - 2 5 7 9 1 0 - 1 V 1 3 3 : = - 6 . 5 7 ? 

11-.«, - 5 301 l ' , , a : -- 8 2 6 3 1 0 ' I ' m , = 3 . 8 2 9 1 0 ' 

' V , . . , - 9 4 3 5 1 0 ' 1 i o n = - 4 9 9 3 1 0 " ' l ' i » 3 3 = 5 . 0 2 3 1 0 - ' 

1 lft*« 1 8 9 1 1 0 ' 1 , 0 6 : = 2 911! I d " ' l ' » 3 ! = - 8 7 7 9 

l ' l « 3 i .-. 5 157 1 0 " ' 1 : , 3 : = 9 3 1 0 1 0 ' I ' m i = 6 . 3 4 1 

I - : , , : - 4 5 5 7 H>' ' Irl.13 - 2 9 9 7 1 0 - ' I ' : » « = 3 6 8 5 

] r„„ - - 1 4 6 2 1 3 3 ? : = - 4 9 7 9 1 0 " ' I '3333 = 1 0 4 7 

i j . u = 4 4 3 1 1 0 - ' I ' s i n = 1 0 3 3 1 0 " ' l ' 3 « : = 1 I t " I f 

t ' j i a : = - 2 7 0 5 10 ] 

1 3 4 3 ? = - 2 3 1 0 1 3 . 1 3 = 2 - 5 S 0 1 0 ' 
1 . i„ i 1 1-75 1 0 ! 

1 3031 - 2 5 7 9 IC1-1 l ' a « « = 3 - 4 4 6 

: ' » « » . = - 9 5 2 3 1 0 " ' l ' « 3 : : = 1 2 8 5 1 0 ' 1 , 3 3 3 = - 4 3 2 3 1 0 - ' 

| i ' , , , , = 1 4 6 3 I ' m : = 2 9 4 6 l ' « 3 : = - 1 6 3 6 1 0 - " 

1 f . « i - 1 4 4 1 1 , 4 , 3 = 8 6 8 8 1 0 ' l ' „ „ - - 3 . 1 5 6 1 0 1 

; '«.••.: = 8 7 5 1 1 0 " ' l , o „ = - 2 5 7 5 I U ' ! 

I ' . S M = - 2 2 4 8 1 0 " ! 

1''..... - 4 9 9 3 HI" ' 1 S3.V. • = 
1 5 4 6 H I " 3 

V I M : = 2 . 4 6 9 1 0 " 1 

! n.,.. -. 1 8 7 3 1 0 " : 

1 5 1 3 : - - 4 1 2 6 1 0 - ' I ' m , = 9 . 2 4 2 ' . . " ' 

1 < m ; 2 1 4 5 1 0 ' I i f i : : = 2 9 0 1 1 0 - ' I ' j e j j = - 5 . 5 2 - 1 J O " 3 

1 Srill = - 7 0 1 9 1 0 - ' 1 SUM 2 9 0 1 1II - ' 
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Entrance-to-Midplane Transport 

For transport (rotn the entrance to the vertical midplane. tables 3.6 and 3.7 list non
zero T and V matrix elements, respectively. The following are the rentroid and R 
matrix elements (unlisted elements are zero): 

C 5 = 2.321049732530 

R5, = -2.179660432 

RSJ = -2.529550131 

R ) 6 = -9.089085575 • 10"' 

R50 = 1.160524866 

R«6 = 1.000000000 

Rn Ri: 'i / 0.000000000 0.4169954844 
-2.398107503 -2.783063390 

(3.158) 

/ Rn R,: \ = ( 
\ RJI RJJ ) \ 

I RJJ R34 \ _ J 0.07531765053 2 
\ R« R« 1 [ -0.3979387890 1 

2.182639820 
45181272 

13.159) 

(3.160) 

(3.161) 

(3.162) 

(3.163) 

(3.164) 

(3.165) 

Table 3.6: Non-zero T Matrix Elements from Entrance to Vertical Midplane 

T , , , , 1 5 S 1 8 2 0 T , „ = 3 6 7 1 4 S 3 T , : : = 2 3 5 7 6 5 1 

T , 3 . i = ! 1 7 0 5 1 3 H i - ' T , ( 3 = - 4 7 2 4 7 1 4 1 0 " ' T „ , = - 2 . 9 3 2 1 6 9 1 0 ' ' 

T , M - 2 0 8 4 9 7 7 1 0 " ' T , M = 2 . 2 7 2 2 7 1 1 0 " ' T J J I = 2 . 6 1 3 5 3 0 

T : K = 1 . 8 3 5 7 4 2 T : 3 3 = - 3 7 3 9 0 5 6 1 0 - ' T : , j = 9 . 4 3 7 9 5 9 1 0 ' ' 

T i „ = 7 2 8 6 3 6 6 - 1 0 " ' T : „ = 1 1 9 9 0 5 4 T 3 3 , = 5 . 2 4 9 7 0 3 1 0 " ' 

T 3 3 : - 3 . 2 4 0 5 8 2 T 3 „ = - 2 . 3 6 7 0 9 1 T 5 „ = - 1 . 9 3 3 8 4 0 

^ 3 0 1 = 1 0 9 1 3 2 0 T , j , = - 9 . 9 3 6 0 8 3 1 0 - 1 T , 3 : = 2 . 1 6 8 9 6 3 

T,„ = - 2 5 3 6 9 8 9 T , „ = - 2 . 0 1 5 5 9 0 T , 8 3 = 1 . 9 8 9 6 9 4 - 10 ' 

T « i = 1 6 7 5 4 6 0 T 5 : : = 1 . 3 7 8 3 9 0 T 1 3 3 = - 3 4 7 3 3 9 0 I t ) " 1 

1 M3 ~ 4 . 2 3 5 4 5 6 1 0 " ' T s „ = 1 6 1 4 5 4 0 T s e : = - 1 2 6 4 7 7 5 

T 5 o o = - 2 9 0 ) 3 1 2 1 0 -
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Table 3 7: Non-zero U Matrix Elements from Entrance to Vertical Midplane 

1111 = -3 .084 1 II2I = -S .581 I ' l l : : = -2 .478 
1331 = 4 933 10" ' t- ' iss: = 3.610 1 0 " ! 

l ' . « . = -1 .791 
u s : - - 2 841 t ' l 4 4 1 = - 5 547 1 0 - ' l T M « J = -1 .004 
Ifill = -7 .909 10" ' 1*1613 = 1.179 ^ I O S S - -1 .585 1 0 - ' 
1044 = - 1 466 1 0 " ' 1'iao: = - 5 . 2 1 3 1 0 - ' l'ie<» = - 1 . 1 3 6 1 0 - ' 
1111 = -6 .200 I'2211 = - 2 . 1 5 9 10 1 V,Z2i = - 2 . 7 0 0 10' 

:::: = - 9 493 t":33i = 2.284 1 0 " ' V133: = 1 145 
3431 = - 1 025 1 0 " 3 

I" 1431 = 1.686 t '143: = 1 572 
1441 - - 4 851 t ' l 4 4 3 = - 4 688 l";e:i = -1 .307 
1633 = 3 73S< 1 0 " ' V j 8 4 3 = - 4 719 1 0 " ' t ri6fll = - 8 . 9 9 3 1 0 - ' 
3311 = 6.554 1(1"' 1*3311 = - 3 . 3 1 3 V33:: = - 4 769 
3333 = 3 965 1 0 - ' 1*3411 = 1.448 '-'alii = 1.908 
3 4 j : = 3 934 1 0 - ' V34S3 = -1 .195 V 3 « s = - 8 190 1 0 - ' 
3444 = 1 457 I 3(131 = - 2 . 6 2 5 1 0 - ' t ' 3 M : = -9 .669 1 0 - ' 
3664 = - 2 728 10" ' 1*4311 = - 3 . 4 6 3 1 0 " ' (•43:1 = -4 .190 
4 3 : : = - 4 777 **-*4333 = 2.704 1 0 - ' V4411 = 1.604 
4431 = 2.668 1*443: ~ 1.015 ^4433 =2 - 9 . 8 9 0 1 0 - ' 
4443 = 1350 1 0 " ' l 4444 = 5.265 10" ' 1*4631 = 9.936 l O " ' 
4637 = - 1 0*4 1 464 1 = 1 268 V4663 = -1 .492 1 0 - ' 
M i l = - 1 264 I ' s i l l = - 4 402 I'SMI = - 7 153 

= - 2 112 "• S331 = - 1 0 4 5 10" ' V s 3 3 : = 1 548 1 0 " ' 
S4J1 - 1 514 "* 3431 = 3.512 1 'S4„ = - 2 804 
M4? - -1 689 *" se : : = 6 892 1 0 " ' V 1633 = 1 737 11!- ' 
S644 ^ J- 0T3 10" ' ** 566: - 3 162 1 0 - ' *-366f = 1 151 1 1 ' - ' 

Midplane to Exit Transport 

Fer transport from the vertical midplane to the exit, tables 3.6 and 3.9 list non-zero 
T und I' matrix elements, respectively. The folluwmg are the centrcitd and R matrix 
element* (unlisted elements are zerol. 

( \ = 2.321049732530 13.166 l 

R1(, = -2.529550131 (3.1671 

B ; , = -2.179660432 I3.16S) 

R5... - -0.9089085575 13.1 ft!* 1 
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R.56 = 1.160524866 

i t « = 1.000000000 

-2.763063390 0.4169954844 
398107503 0.0000000000 

( Rit R.J \ I -'!• 
\ Rj, RJ : / V -2 

/ R33 R34 \ I 1745181272 
\ R 4 3 R44 / " \ -0.397938789 

2.182639820 
890 0.07531765053 

(3.170) 

(3.171] 

(3.172) 

(3.173) 

Table 3.6: Non-zero T Matrix Elements from Vertical Midplane to Exit 

T i „ = 7.654960 10" ' I , „ = 1.089830 T I H = 7.654960 1 0 " 1 

T , . , 3 - 1.491566 T,43 = 4-B85853 T144 = 3.609336 

T ,e i = 1.391532 T , 6 ! = 1.199054 T l m = 1.264775 

T i n - 3.133763 T , i3 = 6.596119 1 0 " ' T , s s = 1.417467 

T;43 = 4.999269 Ti ,4 = 3.804368 Tjei = 6.895662 

T J 6 6 = 4223593 T331 = 2.227000 T 3 J : = -1 .057913 

T341 = 1.950208 T 3 « = -9 .870661 1 0 - ' T J M = 2.024140 

Tat,, - 2.863861 T,3i = 5 477911 T 4 S : = -4 .143302 1 0 " ' 

T , 4 , = 6.310239 T , , , = 2.189102 10~ ' T,«3 = 5.177889 

T,64 - 5 735-131. Ts . i -• 1 668521 T b , i = -5.000000 1 0 " ' 

1 T i M = - 1 736188 10" T h 43 = -4 .342785 1 0 ' ' T s , 4 = 4.109782 1 0 " 1 

1 T 5 M = 3.033067 T I M = - 9 069086 10" T i „ = 1.088259 
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Tab] 3 V Non-zero U Matrix Elements from Vertical Midplane to Exit 

I ' l , , l = - 1 36l' I ' w i i = - 5 . 2 4 9 hi : I . : : : = -4 .872 111' ' 
1 V,„, - : 309 I ' m ; •" -3.19(1 1 , 4 3 , = 4 658 
' l ' „ j : v - T 41(6 V,„: = 2 017 I ' , , , : - - 4 261 

v, . , , - -4 089 I ' l . S I = - 9 537 in" ' l ' i « i : = 3 828 10" ' 
: f>w, = 5 964 1 0 ' * 1 1633 = 1 353 1 ' I M I = 6 949 1 0 " 4 

' " [643 - -i : . n I "i<m = 3.63(1 1 16(11 = - 4 4 1 3 
l i e n : 

• I ' . . . , - - ) 36! 
111"1 

1 1666 -

I'm: = 
-1 .969 
2 331 

V i m 
V , w : 

= -1 .336 
= -2 .750 

III1 

1 ' : « = 1 181 1 :437 = - 5 . "45 V i „ , = - 2 352 
I ; , . - . ••: r.io I ' M i l = - 3 957 111' ^ i t : : = - 3 419 H i " 3 

i I : « ? ; - - 1 237 I ' l M I = -3 .495 1 0 " ' ' ' : 6 3 3 = 7.009 111 - ' 
; l ' s . . i - 4 345 H i " 3 

I : 6 * j = -1 .426 1 1644 = -2 .138 
, Vjee: = - 4 114 H i 1 

V 166(1 = -1 .528 10' V„:, = 3 497 
• I ' M : : - 3 620 V a « . = - 3 . 3 3 6 1 0 ' ' I 3333 = - 1 . 1 6 7 

I ' , . , , = 4 993 Vi.v. = - 4 032 V . , K : = -2 .847 10" ' 
1 3 .33 = -4 .874 V.H43 = - 6 236 

l . H 4 < -- : > J l '363l = 5 245 ^ 3 6 3 : = -3 .290 
I ' J M : - 9 078 I'sfl.: - - 4 158 1'lBf.S = 1.371 
1 3 6 6 . - 3 40" l ' . 31 , = - 9 066 » ' 4 a : : = - 3 . J 9 4 
1 ' . ; > • : = - ! 567 1*333 = -2.9V1 t *4 ,M = - 1 '.56 10' 

r..=, = - 2 893 V . « ! = -1 .724 1*443. = —5.345 >„-« 
V . . . , , = - 1 323 10' I 4443 = -1 .849 10' "• 4*44 = -8 .388 
I 463: -r - 2 196 10' I ' .os : = -3 .155 *• 4fi41 = - 2 . 9 6 2 10' 
l ' w « = - 2 630 1*643 - - 5 . 7 6 9 1 0 - < 

I 4563 = - 1 . 3 8 6 10' 
l' 1'4661 = -1 (.33 lu 1 

I'll 11 = - 9 . 1 7 8 1 0 " ' l'nu = - 1 . 3 0 7 

! v,„, - -<J 17P 1 0 " 1 

I ' . l ! ! = 4 545 1 0 " ' "-'1331 = - 2 . 2 3 2 
j V 1 3 3 ; - : 105 i o - ' 1:S431 = - 6 . 1 6 2 V 3! = 1.565 1 0 " ' 
! > " s « i = -4 .254 I 1 4 4 ! = 4 173 1 0 " ' ' i l l = - 3 . 3 3 7 
! 1 161: - - 2 375 r » n = -8 .343 i o - ' VlflS3 = - 1 . 9 4 1 
I 1 1643 = - 5,601 I 1644 = - 3 . 8 4 6 Vieei = - 4 . 5 5 0 
' r 1 I 6 p : = - 8 523 1 0 " ' l ' i f ln6 = - 1 . 9 2 3 
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3.6 Effects of Field Errors 

All uf the above analysis of the alpha-magnet assumes that the functionaJ form of 
ihe magnetic field is that of a perfect quadrupole. In reality, no magnet is ideal. 
A review of the derivation of the scaled equaiion of motion shows that non-linear 
terms in the magnetic field will, strictly speaking, invalidate the scaling. In other 
words, the magnet will not be strictly achromatic, as a perfect alpha-magnet would 
be. One result of this is thai the nominal ideal trajectory (i.e.. the trajectory injected 
at incidence angle 0o) will no longer exit the magnet at the same location that it 
entered at. 

Magnetic field errors Are a fact of life in accelerator phvsics. The favored approach 
to dealing with them is to evaluate the effect of specific types of errors (e.g., higher-
Older muhipoles) with an eye toward what level of error one's application can tolerate. 
In accordance with this. I have studied the effect of certain types of field errors, such 
as sextupole terms, to find what effect they have on the performance of the alpha-
magnet. (Similar, less complete work on this problem is reported in '32!.) It has 
been found from computer studies thai for a variety of errors, the residual dispersion 
after the alpha magnet can be reduced to acceptable levels by modifying the injection 
angle. #,. in such a way as to cause the ideal trajectory to once again exit at the 
entrance point. If the magnet retains reflection symmetry about the plane q; = 0, 
it is always possible to find such a value of (?,, which I will call 8m, or the '"mirror 
angle". The reader can convince himself of this by reviewing the argument by which 
I proved that the perfect alpha-magnet has such an injection angle, namely 8a. 

Thi- neld in the imperfect alpha-magnet can be expressed as 

B(q) = g(q 3 ,0 , q i ) + AB(q) 

= i ( ( Q 3 ^ ^ Q i ) + A B ( B ) £ ] 1 (3.174) 

where 'MJ(q) is the departure of the field from a true, uniform quadrupole field and, 
as before. Q — qo. 

Comparison with equation (3.83) shows that the scaled equation of motion with 

file:///lpha
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field errors is 

Q" = - ~ Q ' • B ' - l - (3 175) 1 - e 
1 

1 -t 
~Q' - <(Q 3.0.Q,V- A B ( ^ ) - | 13.170; 

3.6.1 Multipole Errors 

Willi this equation in hand, it is possible to evaluate the effect of various field errors. 
Note that since a appears only as k multiplicative factor for the field error, it î  
still possible to find results with some universality. In particular, if AB is a pure 
mulnpole error, then the effect of the field error in the equation of motion will have 
a well-defined scaling with a and the multipoie coefficient. 

Multipole fields can be classified as upright or rotated.^', depending on whether 
the magnetic fields are changed in sign upon reflection of the magnet through the 
q ; = 0 plane or not. respectively. Upright multipoles have field lines that cross the 
c]3 - 0 plane with normal incidence. For rotated imiliipoles. field hnei do not cross 
the q 3 - 0 plane. Clearly the alpha-magnet has upright symmetry, and if one confines 
oneself to errors that do not alter this symmetry, then one can express errors in the 
alpha-magnet in terms of the uprighi imihipoles. For example, any deviation of the 
poles from a hyperbola will produce only upright multipole errors, as will displacement 
of the mirror plane, since neither of these errors changes the fact that the field lines 
cros> q;; - 0 with normal incidence. 

The field due to a pure upright multipole is $,: 

AB„ = A„ V ' l - i r - ' q ' " , q 3 """' ,q, (3.177) 
—, I n - 2 m i ' i 2 m - l ) ' w ' l 

-A„ V i - i r - 1 — - — 6,1, 
^7-, (it •• 2m - llM'Jm - 2)!M 

where n "j 1 is an integer, the "order" of the multipole. u = 1 is a dipole. n = 2 a 
quadrupole. and so forth. 

For insertion into equation 13.176). this must be rewritten in terms of scaled 
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cuurdiiiaH's, as 

,»-,__9r2" ai-
e 

AB„ -- M„ V - ( _ i r - ' J l l _ ^ Q, , 3 ] 7 S ) 

—, ( n - 2 m ) ! ( 2 m - 1)! ' ' 
;'» ll.'JJ 0 . - J " » i 0 i , 

-M„ v (_ir-> Q i Q : > I n - 2 m * l)!(2m - 2)1"°' 

where 1 have defined the dimensionless normalized multipole strength 

M„ = - ~ . (3.179) 
go"" 2 

Even withom integration one can conclude that for the same fractional multipole 
error. ^ . the perturbation is stronger for smaller a, i.e., for alpha-magnets operated 
so as to obtain larger values of cji. This is as expected, since the multipole field grows 
as q? As expected, in the bmit of very large a. i.e., very small qi. multipole errors 
have no effect. 

It is of course possible to compute the matrices for equation (3.176i with AB as 
given by (3.179) as was done for the equation of motion without field errors. The 
matrices thus obtained are to be considered functions of M„. with Mn ultimately 
a function of a. Hence, if the matrices are found for some particular value of Mn 

for some particular n. then if the matrices are scaied to some particular value of Q 
according to equation (3.93), the result is appropriate to a multipole strength of 

A„ = M„go."~2. (3.180) 

] have written a computer program, sorrors . which computes third-order scaled 
alpha-magnet matrices in the presence of various types of field errors, including mul
tipole errors. Figures 3.10 through 3.12 show the effect of sextupole errors on the 
mirror-angle (Pm). Qi. and the non-zero elements of the matrix R. Note the particu
larly strong effect in the vertical plane. 

3.6.2 Entrance-Hole-Induced Errors 

I performed magnetic measurements on the SSRL alpha-magnet to assess the devi
ation of the field from an ideal quadrupolar field. Figure 3.13 shows the measured 
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Figure 3.10: Effects of Sextupole Errors—Part 1 
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Figure 3.11: Effects of Sextupole Errors—Part 2 
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Figure 3 12: Effects of Sextupole Errors—Part 3 
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gradient vs qi for q 2 = 0. while figure 3.14 shows the measured gradient vs qj for 

qi = 10mm. The deviation of the field from a perfect quadrupole was dominated by 
perturbations from the beam aperture or "hole" cut in the magnetic mirror-plate of 
the alpha magnet. This can be appreciated by comparing Figure 3.13 with Figure 3.2. 
v.hich shows the gradient before the hole was cut. This hole is. of course, necessary 
in otder to get the beam into and out of the magnet. 1 have found that the field error 
in the q 3 = 0 plane is well approximated by 

_}B3 = g (K-Ee-"" ' )F (q 2 ) , (3.181) 

where K and E are positive constants, rl is a decay constant for the field error, and 

F is the function 

I I iq j : < W i 

0 W s < .q2 

\V, and \\'i are constants characterizing the width of the field perturbation in q ; 

Wi is roughly equal to the width of the hole in the raidplane 
Fits to the data in the Figures give 

K = O.OMcm E = 0.39cm d = O.T2cm 
VY, ^ 2 Ocm \\'i = 3.6cm. 

Using Maxwell's curl equation, one can find an approximation to the full error 

field: 

- A B = E a - q . - ^ e - F< — 1 - -o^-^Fi^f) - q 3U - j - * *?( — > v I nd o od Q r-a a > 
h (3.184) 
(The iio:.sibilitv of ilipole fields in the q? and q, directions can be eliminated by 

mnmctry p.nd by assuming that there are no rotated multipole fields present, respec
tively. I The constants K. E. and d occur in equation (3.184) only when multipl'ed 
by u. Similarly, the constants \V, and \V. occur only in the combinations W,o and 
\\'-a. as seen from the definition of F. Any gi.en magnet has fixed values for K. 
E. d. \ \ ' i . and \V». while o will vary was the gradient of the magnet and the beam 
momentum are varied. 
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Figure 3.13: Hole-Induced Gradien! Errors vs qi 
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Figure 3.H: Hole-Induced Gradient Errors vs <jj 
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To show how n i* possible to find malme. 1- for the liole-mdua'd error 111 n pivrii 
alpha inapnel as a function of o it is convenient to define dimensionless error field 
parameters 

K = oK E = u F d ™ ad 
(3.18-51 

tt'i = flW'i \V 2 = o \V 3 . 

and a function corresponding to F 

I i Q 5 • v . 

1 0 W; < Q; 

The hole-induced error field (equation (3.184)) is expressible as 

°AB = E { - Q , S V ^ F ( Q ^ -Q.Sie-^hQ,) ^ Q.( I - 4le-*F(Qs)} , 
g I d d E J 

(3.1S7) 
which is formally independent of a . as desired for insertion into equation (3.17(i|. 

s o r r o r s takes E. K. d. W, . and \V ? as input, and computes the matrices as a 

function of a variable M. where E = M . E, K = M • K. etc. Cletrly, by choosing the 

scaled matrices for M = a and scaling them according to equation (3.931 with Q 0 = a . 

one obtains the matrices for the magne; with errors for a given value of a . 

While one chooses the value of M is equal the Q value of interest, the reader 

should not make the misiaice of concluding that s e r r o r s is varying a . or calculating 

matrices at a given value of o . s e r r o r s is scaling the spatial extent and magnitude 

of the error field in seated coordinates, and calculating the matrices for the scaled 

equation of motion in the presence of these error fields. By choosing M = a, one 

obtains matrices that correspond to a certain trajectory size relative to the fixed 

spatial extent of the error fields. Another way to use these s e r r o r s results is to view 

M as a quantity related to the si2e of the beam-hole, in which case M ?s a . 

Figures 3.15 through 3.17 show the effects of hole-induced errors on Qi , S„, 6m. 

and strongly affected R-matrix elements, as calculated by s o r r o r s . Typical values of 

o for the SSRL magnet and RF gun are between 0.12cm and 0.18cm. Note the larjc 

effect on the vertical plane, similar to that seen for sextupole errors. Experiments 

that the vertical plane R matrix deviates significantly from that for an ideal sli 
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magnet. .1 subject to which I will return m the next section. Running expenen:e 

shows ihat injection angle corrections of 10-20 mrad are needed, with the sign such 

as to make 8 smaller. It is unclear, however, what part of this is due to field errors 

and what part is required liy alignment errors. The real value of these calculations is 

to evaluate the magnitude of the effects of such errors, to see whether the injection 

anEle correction required for realistic error levels is feasible or not. 
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Figure 3.15: Effects of Hole-Induced Gradient Errors—Part 1 
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Figure 3.16: Effects of Hole-Induced Gradient Errors—Part 2 
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3.7 Alpha-Magnet Beam-Optics Experiments 
A commonly-made measurement on beam-transport systems is that of determining 
the transverse centroid offset of the beam downstream from a steering magnet as a 
function of the angular kick imparted by that steering magnet. The linear term of 
a fit to the offset vs kick angle gives the ru (or j M for a vertically steering magnet) 
matrix element for transport from the steering magnet to the place where the centroid 
position is measured. 

The Gun-to-Linac transport line (see Chapter 5) has horizontal and vertical s-
teering just before the alpha-magnet, and a phosphorescent screen downstream of the 
alpha-inagnet (the "chopper screen", since it is part of the chopper tank). There is 
also a phosphorescent screen inside the alpha-magnet (the "alpha-magnet screen") 
that intercepts the beam when the alpha-magnet is turned off. These phosphorescent 
screens are viewed via closed-circuit TV. In addition, a Lecroy 9450 digital oscillo
scope is available to digitize the TV scan, permitting accurate measurement of both 
horizontal and vertical beam positions. All that is required is fo calibrate the TV 
sweep using features on the screens for which the positions aie known [e.g., the edges 
of the screen I. 

I will let Li denote the distance from the center of this steering magnet, known as 
GTLXORR-2. to the "crossing-point" of the alpha-magnet (qi = qs = Qs = 01- Also, 
L 3 and Lj denote, respectively the distance from the crossing-point to the alpha-
magnet screen, and from the crossing-point to the screen after the alpha-magnet 
Lj is found to be 117 mm. and L3 to be 459 mm. where 1 use values from updated 
engineering drawings, checked by my own measurements with a ruler. The distance 
from the crossing-point to the screen in the alpha-magnet 200 :r 10mm, with the large 
uncertainty being due to the way the screen is held inside the alpha-magnet on long, 
easily-bent copper tubes. 

3.7.1 Characterization of the Steering Magnet 

1 performed magnetic measurements on GTL-CORR2 wuli a ouadrupole and an 
alpb* niagne'-smiulating iron plate in the proper positions relatn-p 10 CiTL_CORR2. 
The maenenr field as a fu/vniot) of hnKHudinz) position z is shown in figure 3.IS. 
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1 1 1 1 1 1 r 

Figure 3.18: Magnetic Measurements for GTL.C0RR2 
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and indicates that the equivalent angular kick for a zero-length steering magnet is 
18mm ahead of. the geometric center of the magnet (which coincides with the peak 
of the magnetic field vs zi Hence. GTL-OORR2 can be simulated by a zero-length 
steering magnet that is Li -* 18mm from the alpha-magnet crossing point. I will thus 
let Li — Li — 18mm. and treat GTL.CORR2 as a zero-length deflector. 

Because GTL.OORR2 is in close proximity to both the alpha-magnet and the 
immediately preceding quadrupole. it is advisable to check that the calibration of an
gular deflection vs driving current (obtained from magnetic measurements) is correct. 
This was done using the alpha-magnet screen, since the transport to this screen from 
GTL.CORR2 is described by a simple drift-space matrix: 

1 L , * l , 1 0 \ 
0 1 0 0 
0 0 1 Li -r L 

V 0 0 0 1 

(3.188) 

In this section. I will use r1'1 to represent the r-matrix from GTL_CORR2 to point i, 
where i is 1. 2. or 3 for the crossing-point, alpha-magnet screen, or chopper screen, 
respectively. I leave off the dispersive and path length elements to shorten the nota
tion. 

This check was carried out using the magnetic measurements to set GTL.CORR2 
to a series of nominal horizontal (or vertical) deflection angles, <?„<,„.,. and measuring 
the resulting horizontal (or vertical) displacement, x„ at the chopper screen. A linear 
fit to x, vs 8 „ o m j gives the nominal value of r',"""1, uncorrected for errors in the 
deflection angle. Since it is that r','1 = r^' = 0.337 ± O.OlOmm/mrad (this is just 
L] - L)) the actual angular deflection is readily calculated, giving 

a _ * r ( .y"(mml (3.189) 
0.337 = O.OlOmm/mrad 

Linear least-squares fits to the data from these experiments gave r,™'" = 0.305± 
0.006min/mrad and r^"™1 = 0.322± COlSmm/mrad, from which I conclude that 

»,.«. = »,.»»»0.91 ± .03, (3.190) 
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and 

# J . w ,^* y . M i n fl .!»f.r -05. (3.191) 

3.7.2 Comparison of Experimental Results and Theory 

Having corrected the calibration of CITL.CORR2.1 then did a series of measurement 
of rj; ! and r3^' for various alpha-macnct gradients for constant beam momemum. For 
these experiments, the low-energy scraper inside the alpha-magnet was set to allow 
only about - 5 ^ momentum spread through, to lessen any possible ambiguity about 
what the momentum of the particles seen on the chopper screen was, Spectrum 
measurements allow the determination of the median momentum of the particles let 
through, and this quantity was used as the effective momentum of the beam cemroid. 
Table 3.10 summarizes the results. 

In order to compare these results to theory, it is necessary to use serrors-
raJruJj^'d 5faJed matrices for the appropriate value; of the error parameter M (i.e.. 
M = a. for hole-induced errorsi, to scale these matrices to the values of a listed in 
the table, and to finally concatenate these matrices with drift space matrices: 

r = dlL 3)A _ l(o)R(M)A(o»d(Li). (3.192) 

where dlLl represents the matrix for a drift space of length L. Table 3.11 gives the 
results of this procedure, listing the in and r 3 4 values corresponding to each of the 
cases in Table 3.10. Also listed foi comparison are the values for a perfect alpha-
magnet. These results are displayed in figures 3.19 and 3.20. 

As seen from Figure 3.20. the r 3 4 's are very sensitive to errors, hence the agree
ment seen here may be fortuitous. In ihe same vein, some disagreement is hardly 
unexpected. 

With the exception of the anomalous point at o = 0.166. all of the measured 
r i ; ' s are 5-10^ smaller than the theoretical values for the alpha-magnei with errors. 
The first explanation of th« discrepances in the horizontal plane one might entertain 
is that the momentum (or. equivalent ly, the alpha-magnet gradient calibration) is 
in error by 5-10c". This, however, would not explain the discrepancies observed. 
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First, the correction of the calibration of GTL_('ORR2 would eliminate any effects of 
momentum errors on deflection angle. Hence, any momentum errors would come into 
play only through the alpha-magnet. However, as seen from the slope of r 1 2 vs a for 
the theoretical data m Figure 3.19. a very lame momentum error would be required to 
explain the observed discrepancy. For the point with ft = .121. for example, one would 
need to postulate a momentum error of about a factor of two, which I do not consider 
remotely possible. A remaining possibility is that the calibration of GTL.CORR2 is 
in error, due to inaccurate knowledge of the position of the a/pha-magnet screen. A 
5-101^ error in thU calibration would require a 15-30mm error in the po&ition of the 
screen. This is not inconceivable, given the lack of precision in the screen assembly 

Table 3.10: Alpha Magnet r ] 2 and r3, Measurements 

gradient 
(G/cro> 

- P -- j a 
MeV'r J 1/cm 

i S i 

mm 'mrad 
r 34 

mm mrad 
255.1 = 1.3 3.00 ~ 0.04 j 0.160 = 0.001 -0.743 = 0.014 I 0.U06 = 11.00* 
202.9 = 1.0 2.71 = 0.04 1 0.150 = 0 001 -0.672 = 0.012 . 0.070 = 0.002 
\72.b - 0.9 2.83 = 0 14 1 0.135 = 0.001 -0.716 = 0.012 : 0.120 - 0.004 
149.1 =0.7 2.81 -0.04 1 0.126 = 0.001 -0.730 = 0.016 i 0.14!" = 0.004 
12B.it - 0.6 2.90 = 0.04 j 0.118 = 0.001 -0.739 = 0.018 i 0.1S0 r O.IIO:. 

Table 3.11; Calculated Alpha-Magnet m and i-3« 

alpha-mapnet with errors perfect alpha-magnet i 
a 

1 'cm 
13! 

mm /mrad 
131 

r 34 
mm/mrad 

131 
r l S 

mm/mrad mm mrad 
0.160 -0.736 0.171 -0.739 -0.021 
0.150 -0.745 0.197 -0.749 0.014 
0.135 -0.763 0.244 -0.766 0.076 
0.126 1 -0 775 0.279 -0.778 0.120 
0.118 , -0.788 0.315 •0.790 0.164 

file:///72.b
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Figure 3.19: Measured and Theoretical Alpha-Magi 
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Figure 3.20: Measured and Theoretical Alpha-.Mag.nei r 3, 's 
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Chapter 4 

Longitudinal Dynamics 

In Chapter 2. I described the longitudinal phase-space distribution of the RF gun 

beam, and indicated that this phase-space ill-suns the beam to direct injection into 

a S-Band linear accelerator section (here-after referred to simply as "(lie linac"). In 

this chapter. 1 will show why this is so. and how the gun longitudinal phase-space may 

be transformed into something that is amenable to further acceleration. At issue is 

the need for a small fractional energy spread, which is required for efficient transport 

thnmch a subsequent beamhne. use as the drive for FELs. ai d other applications. I 

shall also show how the rather long (25 ps or soi bunch at the end of the pun can —at 

least in the absence of excessive errors and space-charge effects—be compressed to 

a very short 1 2 ps bunch, thus promising the potential of vory high peak currents. 

sometlung that is desirable in FEL applications, amung others. 

Discussion of thp transformation of the gun longitudinal phase-space cannoi take 

place without an understanding of :he loiigitudinaJ dynamics of electrons in magnetic 

systems and linear accelerators. 1 will first discuss longitudinal dynamics in linear 

accelerators, and in particular how one can predict the longitudinal phase-space at 

the end of a finite-length accelerator when starting with a beam that is not fully 

relativistic. This discussion will show why the RF gun beam is unsuited to direct 

injection into the huac. 

I will then discuss how magnetic beamline elements can be used to alter a beam's 

longitudinal phase-space. Using results from Chapter 3 . I will demonstrate that an 

alpha• magnet has advantages in such an application. 1 will preseni the results of 
205 
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optimized alpha magnet-based bunch compression, with inclusion of detailed longi

tudinal dynamics calculations, and show how lhis achieves significantly better results 

compared lo the first-order method of simply injecting ih* shortest possible hunch 

into the Imac. 

Finally. I will present results that include consideration of aberrations in the gun 

to l inac transport line, and use ihese results to compare the SSRL preinjector to other 

projects. 
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4.1 Longitudinal Dynamics in Linear Accelera
tors 

There is extensive literature on longitudinal dynamics in linear accelerators 56. o.cj. 

41 . 69' . Rathpr than atiempting to duplicate that work heie. I shall simply make 

use of some of the results. In particular. I shall use the comn.only-made assumption 

41. 55 that the longitudinal electric field of a traveling-wave linear accelerator may 

be approximated by the first space-harmonic 

E,(z.t i = E . coslkz - u?il. 0 < z 'i L. [4.1) 

where k is the propagation constant. *.• (2a-1 is ihe RF frequency. L is the length 

of the structure twinch starts at z - 0 1 , and E is a constant. For a velocity-oMight 

structure such as ihe SI-AC const ant-gradient structure used for the SSRL Uiiac, 

u.' = kc. c being the speed of light. While the actual field contains components with 

propagation constants kt, = k - ~~. where n is an integer and p is 'he periodic length 

of the structure 56 • these components have phase-velocities u.- k n less than the speed 

of licht. and hence a relativistic particle will not remain in phas-- with any but the first 

spare harmonic. Because of this, the higher space-harmonics impart no net energy 

to a relanvjtnc beam. Traveling wave accelerators are specifically designed to have 

HI]all amplitude- w the non-synchronous space-harmonics, since these carry away RF 

power without contributing to acceleration Mi . 

The equations of motion for an electron in the presence of this field are found 
from the Lorenti force. For (I ^ z < L. 

dp eE 
-7- ~- coslkz-«.-<t - t 0 ) T o„) t4.'Ji 
dt m,c 
dz pc 
dt s p* - I 

where p = Ji n ihe momentum and o„ is the initial RF phase for the fiducial particle. 

which enters the accelerator at i =* i u . 1 will assume that - e E > 0. so that the fiducial 

par tu ie is accelerated for ctl = 0 If c\ • 0. (lien the fiducial particle is "behind the 

cresi". meaning ihat if it is sufficiently non-relativistic. it m?y fall further behind: if 

it fails back far enough (or if c 0 • v 2) the particle will be decelerated. Similarly, 
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if (.*•„ It. the fiducial pari,He is ' ahead of the crest", meaning i hat if it is> not fully 

reliiiivisuc. it may fiill back to be nearer the maximum accelerating phase. 

4.1.1 Approximate Treatment for Highly-Relativistic Par
ticles 

In general, these equations are un solvable by analytic means, bong coupled and non

linear. However, for p : x* 1. the electrons are fully relativistic. and z = c(t - t ,) , 

where t, is the time at which the particle enters the accelerator. In this case, the 

acceleration experienced by any particle is constant: 
d P «'E , . * 
T = cosf-u-'U, - t 0 I - C\J. (4.4) 

dt m,c 

The solution, {OT \, •'_ \ 1. t, - L, c. 

cE 
pit) = p( t , | - (t - i,) cos(-u>(t, - O - P J - (4.5) 

m r c 
may be used to determine the final momentum after an accelerating section of length 

L: 
eEL 

p, = p —-cos) -u/(t , - 1 n | - 0O). (4.6) 
m ,c 2 

where p, = pit ,) and p ( = p i t f ) . 

Since the -useful" electrons out of the RF gun typically havep > 4. giving J _* 0.97. 

this result is of more than academic interesi. Though it is far from exact, it is a useful 

approximation, and ajds the understanding of the detailed results. 

The quantity c, = --.•(*, - \„) - c»„ is the initial phase for some particular particle, 

even if the particle is iiou-relativistic. However, for a particle tha ' i* iniiiall} fully 

Telativistic. the i. ltial phase is also the RF phase throughout the accelerator section. 

Hence, if ii is desired to accelerate a bunch of relativistic particles with small final 

momentum spread, it is necessary to inject these particles into the accelerator over a 

sufficiently small time-interval. Suppose that the bunch initially has no momentum 

spread, and that <t>a - 0 to obtain maximum acceleration of the fiduciai particle: 

Assume further that the fiducial particle is at the center of the bunch, which has 

length to. Then the spread in final momenta will be 
*p = ( p r - p » ) ( l -cosU-01,,2)), (4,7) 
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whore p. • p, ^ ~ is the final momentum of the fiducial particle. For -.^i ••• 1. 

tlm imp-lies a fractional momentum spread of 

tL =

 P f ~ P l ^ ' (4 si 
P( Pf fr 

where to = ^-dt is the phase spread of the incoming beam. If the beam is accelerated 

to very luch momentum relative tu p, . then this become-'' 

c'p 6c<-
— = . U.tJi 
Pf P 

and one sees thai the f aal fractional momentum spread is, to first order, quadratic 

m the initial phase spr-'ad if one injects the fiducial (and rem rail particle at the 

crest. Hence, in order to obtain a small final momentum spread, one must inject a 

sufficiently shon bunch into the accelerator: 

c e i l . $ ( — ) 14,10) 

For the S5RL Injector, a fractional momemum spread of less than 0.5l"< was 

needed, tu accommodate the acceptance of the fynchrotron 26 . Hence, from this 

analysis one would conclude that an initial total phase-spread of less than about 12° 

is required. i /one ignores the initial momentum spread in the RF gun beam. I shall 

show below that , however, that one cannot ignore the initial momentum spread, if 

one realh desires such low final momentum spread. Note that injection with the 

central particle off the crest will only increase the final momentum spread for a beam 

with no initial momentum spread, while for a beam that has some initial, time-

correiaied momentum spread, injection off the crest can be used to compensate the 

initial momentum spread, as will be seen beiow. 

4.1.2 .Numerical Solution and t h e Con tou r Approach 

Computer methods can easily solve equations (4.2) and (4.3) to high precision, so 

it i> not necessary to attempt to find a solution that is valid for non-relathist ic 

electrons. For the current project m particular, the input longitudinal phase-space 
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distribution is itself not amenable to analytical t reatment , bin is rather obtained from 

numerical simulations. Hence. 1 will move on to discuss computer-aided treatment of 

thi> problem. 

For some of my computer studies. I employed another pair of equations 4 1 ' . which 

are useful if longitudinal motion is one's only interest. Rather than start u-ith the 

Loreniz equation, one starts with 31 

dm*c*"- „ 
— = - e v - E . 14.11) 

dt 

and assumes the velocity to he parallel to electric field. One form of the resultant 

equations is (reference 11 gives these equations and a detailed discussion of them) 

d-v 
— = f c u s p s ' - T) (4.12) 
d*. 
dr 1 
— = - . M U J 
d; 3 

where C = T- ^ - T- ;~ ~ ~ ~~r• and * = —. The RF phase for any particle at 7 = 0 is 

particle is o - - 2 r - . which is consistent with the convention I usee above In terms 

of normalized e ienrn -field {'. the change in " in a section of length I. for an initially 

relarivibtic particie is 

There is no particular advantage to these equations over a similarh-scaled form 

of equations \4.2i ami t4.3i for numerical work—1 state th<m because I happened 

to use tliem in some of my computations. Specifically. 1 huve written a computer 

program i l i n a c _ c g . where "CG" stands for "constant-gradient") that integrates <• 

quations (4.12) and (4.13) for a set of particles distributed on i grid over some reinoi; 

of initial 10. pl space The program computes the final niome: turn and phase for each 

particle, and displays the results in contour-plot form. From these, one can deduce 

the resultant momentum spread and phase spread for any particular injected bunch 

simply by finding which contours are intersected when 1 he ''hase-space distribution 

for the injected bunch is overlayed on ihe contour graphs- N'Jte that a different plot 

must be generated for each value of E. For the SLAC-type coustant-gradieni sections 

file:///4.2i
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used for the SSRL pre-injectorj70 . the nominal energy pain per section is given hy.ti 

A-> = 20.4V'P(MW), (4.15) 

where P is the RF power to the section. Combining this with the previous equation, 
using L = 3.048m and A = 0.105m. 1 obtain 

£ = 0.703V'P(MW). (4.16) 

While nominal RF power per section for the SSRL Pre-injector Linac is 30 M\V, 
the RF power to the first section is limited operationally to 20 to 25 M\Y. Since the 
energy gain scales only as the square-root of the momentum, the differences among 
these are relatively minor. For this reason, and for brevity, I present only the results 
for 20 M\V RF power, and display these in Figures 4.1 and 4.2. 

The horizontal axis for these graphs is the phase, <*>,, at which the panicle is in
jected, while the vertical axis is the initial momentum, jv As before. <.**, •• 0 indicates 
injection ahead of the RF crest. The contours show lines in Uvp,) space of con
stant final momentum, pf. or final phase. o ( . The momentum contours are spaced 
by Apr = 4.2 and the phase contours by So{ = 10°. The labels for the contours are 
positioned so thai the contour closest to the lower left corner of the first letter in the 
label is the one to which the label applies. 

A bunch with an initial longitudinal phase-space distribution that matches a con
stant final momentum contour will be acceleraied to zero momentum spread, and 
similarly for a bunch that matches a constant final phase contour Regions when-
many lines occur in a small area indicate rapidly changing final parameters as a func
tion of initial parameters- Regions where the contour lines are widely spaced indicate 
slowly changing final parameters as a function of initial parameters. 

Examination of Figure 4 1 shows that, as expected from the above analysis, the 
final-momentum contours are most widely spaced for c, near zero. The region of 
widest contour spacing moves to positive o, as the initial momentum decreases he-
cause, for a bunch of non-relativistic electrons, injection at slightly positive C\ results 
in the bunch center falling back toward o, = 0 as the electrons gam energy. If such 
a bunch were injected at o, = 0. it would fall back to o, • 0 before reaching rHa-
tivisiic velocities, and as a result the bunch momentum would be decreased while ns 
momentum spread would increase. 
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( n n # c ) 

Figure 4.1: Constant Final Momentum Contours 
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Figure 4.2: Constant Final Phase Contours 
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For a bunch centered at some phase -55" ^ 0, •• 0, the smallest final momen
tum spread will be achieved when the higher-momentum particles come in behind 
the lower-momentum particles. Similarly, for a sufficiently high-momentum bunch 
centered on some phase 0 ^ <t>, ^ 30°, the smallest final nurnentum spread will be 
achieved when the higher-momentum particles come in ahead of the lower-momentum 
panicles. In both cases, one can understand this by imagining that a sinusoid ally -
varying momentum change is simply being added to the initial momenta, as illustrated 
in Figure (4.3). 

Fo r the second of these regions, as the bunch center is moved to smaller mo
mentum and'oi larger <t>n one sees another effect come into play. The slope of the 
constant final-moment urn contours changes so that higher-momentum particles must 
be injected behind lower-momentum particles. In this regime, velocity variation is 
important. It is necessary to inject the higher-momentum particles so that they will 
catch up to the lower-momentum particles as the bunch travels down the accelerator. 
This bunching can contribute to small momentum spread, since once bunched the 
particles wj]J travel the remainder of the accelerator section at the same phase (pro
vided they arc all relativistic by the tune they are bunched), thus experiencing the 
same energy gain in the remainder of the section. (In the jargon of the field, one says 
that members of such a group of particles all have the same "asymptotic phase") 

The same velociiy effect also occurs in the first of the regions mentioned in the 
paragraph before last, it simply does not cau^e a change in the slope of the contours, 
since the slope is required to be the same from both considerations of sinusoidal field 
variation and velocity variation in the bunch. 

For o -- 90". the slope of the constant final momentum contours changes again. 
In this region, higher momentum particles must be injected first so that they are 
decelerated more than lower-momentum particles. 

Centered around o, - -90° is a "chaotic'" region, where the final momentum and 
phase of an injected particle depends strongly on the initial momentum and phase. 
Particles injected into this region are first decelerated, then accelerated again as they 
fall back relative to the traveling wave. Some of the particles injected here are back-
accelerated, exiting the accelerator section at z = 0. while others finally exit at z - L 
only after many cycles of acceleration and deceleration. As expected, the width of this 
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Figure 4.3: Explanation of Slopes of Constant Final-Momentum Contours 
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region decreases at the initial momentum increases., since particles of higher initial 

momentum loose less velocin when decelerated by the same field;., and eventually 

become captured at an accelerating phase 

Figure 4.2 gives additional in sup hi i»u* *he longifudinaJ dynamics. One sees thai 

the coniour (ft = 0 lies in the region c\ '± 0, approaching o, = 0 as p, increases. This 

is because in order for a slow-moving particle to end up at <?f = 0. it must be in

jected ahead of the cresi so thai the velocity-of-lighi RF wave catches up to it as 

it becomes relativistic. This effect a, less important when the particle is initially 

hichly-relativislic. which is why the contour approaches o, = 0 as p, increases. 

This Figure shows tha t , by and large, in order to obtain a short bunch, one must 

first hav( a relatively short bunch. The slight slope to the constant Of contours around 

o, = 0 indicates thai it is best to inject the lower momentum particles ahead of the 

higher-momentum particles in OP bunch, so thai the former will fall back to the same 

phase as the later before the entire bunch becomes relativistic. 

In order to get both a short bunch and a small final momentum spread, it is 

necessary thai one inject the bunch along a constant <ft contour in a region where 

the constant p f contours are widely spaced. Ideally, one would find two contours, one 

for constant c f and one for constant p r , that coincide over the required interval of p,. 

and inject one's bunch with the required phase-space distribution. 0, vs p,. 

Typical operating conditions for the RF gun produce a peak momentum of p = 5. 

with momenta down to p - 4 accepted fRiving approximately rlO^J momentum 

spread about p - 4.5 for the "panicles of interest"). As was demonstrated in Chap

ter 2. the higher momentum particles exit the gun first, with the particles of interest 

occupying roughly 25 ps. or roughly 25" of 5-Band phase. From the above discus

sion, ii is clear that this longitudinal phase-space distribution must be altered so that 

the higher-momentum particles enter the litiac after the lower-momenlum particles. 

(The region ot '•• 90 is ruled out because the particles are decelerated before being 

accelerated, which is undesirable as it would lead to increased space-charge effects.) 

This can be accomphshed by means of magnetic compression, as will be shown in the 

next section of this chapter. For present purposes. I shall assume tha t the magnetic 

compression syslem can supply the desired momentum-time correlation, and attempt 

to locate the optimum phase for injection in order to gel the smallest final momentum 
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spread and bunch length. 
I used linac.cg to compute the constant final-mumenium and final-phase con

tours for the region -50° i_ o, < !*0" and 3 i p, £ C. with AC-, = 1° and Ap, - 0.1. 
For reasons discussed below, the region -10 < t>, < 20 is of particular inieresi. This 
region is shown in Figures 4.4 and 4.5. 

From the previous set of Figures, one sees that for c\ ^ -20°. the contours of 
constant p/ and those of constant c>t are most nearly parallel. This indicates that 
if the initial phase-space distribution could be shaped lo match the contours in this 
region, then this might be the best place to inject The problem with injection in this 
region is that since the contours of constant p r are equispaced in Apr. the fractional 
momentum spread between the contours in this region is larger than for those just 
ahead of the crest. In addition, these contours are much more closely.spaced in 0L 

than those nearer the crest. Hence, injection in this region is unlikely to yield good 
results in practice, since it is unlikely that the initial bunch phase-space could be 
tailored to the contours sufficiently well to obtain low final momentum spread. 

From the Figures. I conclude that injecting closer to the crest, but still behind it 
by a few degrees looks promising, as does injection ahead of the crest by perhaps 15-20 
degrees. The latter region suffers more from crossing of the contours of constant or and 
constant p/. Clearly, some compromise will have to be made between minimum final 
phase-spread and minimum final momentum spread. How one makes this compromise 
depends on one's application. For example, if additional accelerator sections follow, 
then it is probably best to inject into the first section so as to minimize the phase-
spread at exit, so that all particles have, as much as possible, the same phase in all 
subsequent accelerator sections. This will ensure that the absolute momentum spread 
does not grow, in additional lo giving the shortest bunch. As the bunch goes through 
subsequent sections, the fractional momentum spread will be further decreased. 

The SSRL preinjector has a total of three accelerator sections. Hence. I will 
attempt to optimize injection into the first section primarily in order lo obtain a 
short bunch. Having narrowed down the range of initial phase lo be considered, it is 
next necessary to include details of the initial bunch phase-space distribution. This 
requires discussion of magnetic compression, which 1 go into immediately in the next 
section, returning to the combined problem in the section afler next. 
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Figure 4.4: Expanded View of Constant Final Momentum Contours 
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Figure 4.5: Expanded View of Constant Final Phase Contours 
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4.2 Magnetic Bunch Compression 

In the previous section I have shown that, roughly speaking, what one wants is to 
deliver to the linac the shortest possible bunch. More precisely, one wants a bunch 
with a longitudinal phase-space distribution al the beginning of the Linac that will 
be compressed further during initial acceleration. This depends upon being able 
to reverse the time-order of electrons within each RF gun bunch, so thai the lowest 
momentum panicles enter thebnac first and subsequently fall back to (he same phase 
as the highest momentum particles- Hence, a magnetic bunching system will have to 
be ,ible to accomplish some degree of time-order reversal of particles in the bunch, 
over a sufficiently large momentum interval. However, this is typically only slightly 
more difficult thai producing a very short bunch al the entrance of the Linac. and so 
it is convenient to think in terms of how to produce a very short bunch. This allows 
a separation of the problem of magnetic bunching from the details of longitudinal 
dynamics in the linac. and hence prevents the issues from being obscured by too 
much detail at the outset. Once the mechanism of magnetic bunching has become 
clear, it is then possible to go back and consider the effects of longitudinal dynamics 
in the first part of the linac. 

4.2.1 First Order Solution for Bunch Compression 

Consider, then, ihat it is desired to produce a very short bunch at the entrance of 
the linac. It is known that the bunches from the gun have a particular momentum 
vs. exit-time characteristic, namely, that higher-momentum electrons exit the gun 
ahead of lower-momentum electrons. Il is convenient to use the momentum deviation, 
r" = (p - p„)/p 0- in terms of which, for a sufficiently small momentum interval about 
the central momentum p 0 = (5*))c, 

where t„„ refers to the time of a particle's exit from the gun and 
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(Examination of the longitudinal phase-space distributions shown in previous chap
ters shows that, for the ±109? moment urn spread that will be used, this linear ap
proximation is not exact. However, it is again not my purpose now to deal with this 
detail, but rather to explain the principle.) What is desired in order to have a very 
short bunch at the end ol the bunching system is that 

iun«i(') = t,»,(#) -t- Attics} = constant. (4.19) 

where the subscript "arrival" refers to arrival at the end of the bunching system (i.e., 
the entrance to the linac) and where I use Ataijhi to indicate that the time-of-flight is 
an interval rather than the time of some event. Combining these and using the linear 
approximation of equation (4.17). I obtain 

1m™i(£) = t. + J — j i J l + Atai^rtl*) = constant, (4.20) 

(4.21) 

and hence 

{ di ) . ~ { as ) o " { ds } , - u -
From this last equation and equation (4.18), one can see that 

must be obtained at the end of the bunching system. In words, since higher mo-
menlum particles come out ahead of lower momentum particles, they must be put 
through a system in which the time of flight is longer for high-momentum particles 
in order for all particles to arrive at the end at the same time-

Tor particles that are not fully relativistic. time-of-flight depends upon both ve
locity and the lengih of the path taken 

s(e") 
A t f c g b t * ^ (4.23) 

PC 
where s{6) represents the length of the path taken by a particle with momentum 

deviation / . Since J ~ p.- ̂ {p- - 1 /. it follows, to first order m c". that 

i~j.-i3--T* , 4 - 2 4 ' 
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Expanding s(S) io first order as well, on*1 obtains 

(^ ) . = 7<*-i> + £(S).-
The first term of this expression shows that for highly relativistic particles, for 

which Ba ~ 1, the effect of velocity variation on time-of-ftight disappears, as would be 
expected. For non-relativistic particles, this term is negative, indicating that velocity-
effects will fight the bunching process. This is again expected, since the higher velocity 
of higher-moruentum particles will help them to "pull ahead" even further. Get ly, if 
bunching is to occur, it will come from the variation of path-length with momentum. 

4.2.2 Achieving Momentum-Dependent Path Length 

Until now, I have said nothing about how one achieves a momentum-depenr'.ent path-
length, although the name of this section is an indication. If particles of different 
momenta are to have different path-lengths in going through a transport line, they 
must of course first be made to take different paths through that system, in addition, 
these different paths must have different lengths. For example, merely sending parti
cles of different momentum through a drift space at different transverse positions will 
not produce the desired effect. To see what is needed, consider first *he expression 
for the path length in a transport line without bending magnets, where the central 
particle travels a straight-line path: 

sif) = / " y l -x '^So^ ldSo , (4.26) 

where the integration is with respect to the path length for the central particle. To 
first order there is no variation of path-length with momentum in such a beamhne. 

Now allow the central particle to traverse a section of a wedge bending magnet 
that bends it through an angle A#„. as illustrated in Figure 4.6. The path length 
for the central particle is given by -is„ = p 0,i#„, where p. is the bending radius for 
the central particle. For an arbitrary pt.rticle. the path length is given by ̂ s = p\6. 
where 

/> = />„(]-«), (4.27) 
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Figure 4.6: Particle Motion in a Wedge Bending Magnet 
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and when # is the angle i lie panicle is bent through in reaching the reference plane, 
as illustrated in Figure 4.0. 

Particles other than the central particle will in general enter the bending magnet 
with different momenta, positions, and slopes relative lo the central particle. Let x, 
and x[ be the initial position and slope of a particular particle, respectively Some 
trigonometry reveals that the angle through which an arbitrary particle is bent is 

At = A#„ - atan(x,') - asin I p l" ~ X isin(Afl.) - sin (A*, -t- atanfxj);J. (4.28) 

So far. no approximations have been made beyond assuming an ideal, hard-edge 
magnetic field. In order to get a first-ordei expression for the differential path-length 
in an infinitesimal section of a bending magnet. I expand to first-order in A0„, Xi, 
and x'. obtaining 

As = *>A0 = &»„(*>,, - x,). (4.29) 

The initial coord nate X; is at this point arbitrary. 1 am interested. V.iwever, only 
in momentum-der indent effects, ami hence I will assume that the position of any 
particle at the entrance is a function only of its momentum, through the dispersion 
function D. definec by 

x,(*)= M + 0(c"2). (4.30) 

Hence, the differential path-length is 

As - As„(l + —6), (4.31) 

from which I conclude that 

i=r«ds„, ( 4. 3 2 ) 

do Jo p0 

(I use the total derivative because x, and x' are assumed to depend on 6, i.e., this 
quantity is not necessarily the matrix element t^ (it is equal to r i 6 only when the 
integration start: rom a point where D=0). ) 

Referring bat to equations (4.22) and (4.251, one sees that positive ^ is required 
for bunch compr ision. This is obtained when D and p have the same sign, which 
is always the cas 1 for dispersion generated within the magnet itself (otherwise ^ 
could be negative for a lone bending magnet, which is absurc' 1 defin. the sign of 0 
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with respect to a right-handed coordinate system tx, y. z). with 2 along the direction 
of motion and y a/a rig the upward vertical, so that for positive dispersion a larger 
momentum deviation implies a larger x coordinate. Hence, positive dispersion is 
generated by a bend to the right. The sign of p, as well as the sign of 8. for a bending 
magnet is then required to be the same as the sign of the dispersion it generates. 
This ensures that As0 is positive and thai a lone bending magnet produces positive 
{j*. This is consistent with the conventions used by the beamhne program MAD[71 
and the tracking program elegant 49\ 

4.2.3 Options fop Implementing Magnetic Compression 

From this discussion it is clear that a single bending magnet could be used to provide 
bunch compression. However, there is inevitably dispersion at the end of a system 
with a single bending magnet, which is undesirable as it increases beam-size, effec
tively increasing the beam omit mice- The next obvious step is to use two bending 
magnets of the same sign, with a focussing quadrupole between them to match the 
dispersion to zero at the end of the second bend (see StefTeni67j for examples of such 
systems). Such a system has a number of advantages, a principle one being that 
chromatic aberrations can be corrected through the addition of sexfupoJes between 
the bending magnets. However, thee is the disadvantage that, since the bending 
angles of the magnets are fixed by the requirement of steering the central momentum 
down ihe center of the beamline. the bending radius p is fixed for each magnet, and 
hence D and jjj are also fixed. Such a system is thus unsuitable for situations requir
ing variable compression, such, as is needed for the RF gun, where ^ J * varies with 
p 0 (i.e., as a function of the RF field level in the gun). Since the RF gun was still 
uii" development when the bunch compression system was being designed, it was 
no! known before-hand what the operating momentum would be, and hence a system 
with variable compression was desirable. 

For this reason it was decided to use a different type of magnetic-bunch compres-
sion scheme, namely one mploying an alpha-magnet. The properties of this magnet 
are covered in detail in a Chapter 3. For present purposes. I will simply state that it 
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is tim-order achromatic Inn has momentum-dependent path-length described by 

l d * J „ 2 

s M ) = K jMlZll. ( 4 . u , 
\ 6 

where s is in meters., g is the gradient in G/rm, K„ -- 1.91655. and. as above, 
p,. - i:J~)„, From this, it is seen thai for ihe alpha-magnet 

K*./—. (4.341 
V g 

Like bending magnet-based schemes, an alpha-magnpi provides, momentum-dependent 
path length because of bending and the resultanl dispersion However since the alpha* 
magnet is a gradient magnet, the bending radius varies with position along the central 
trajectory. The alpha-magnet has the advantage thai the gradient, and hence ^*, 
can be varied without changing the central irajeciory outside of ihe alpha-magnet. 
While there are other systems with this property(72], the alpha-magnet is probably 
the simplest. It also has the advantage of relatively small aberrations, but has the 
disadvantage that there is no simple way to incorporate sextupoles for rorremon of 
chromatic aberrations in external quadrupoles that might be required as pari of the 
beamline. 

Evaluating (4,33) for t = 0, and inserting the result along with equation (4.34) 
into (4.25). and thence into (4.22), I obtain the requirement for bunching 

l(K^-U(,)(^-±) + ^ = - ^ . ««.», 
whore I have used 

l(«] = U l t - « . | f ) (4-361 

to incorporate the effects of any drift spaces between the gun and alpha-magnet and 
between the alpha-magnet and linac. It will prove useful to group the alpha-magnet 
terms together, as in 

Ldrifi 

Solving for the gradient, I obtain 

g p.Kl (ft - & ) ' 

(4.37) 

(4.381 
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This equation reveals a number ,f aspects of bunch-compression with an alpha-
magnel. Since ^J" < 0 and ft, - ± < 0, the denominator will be zero only if L.M, = 0 
and the initial bunch has zero length, i.e., only if bunching is not needed. One also 
sees that the longer the drift spaces, the lower the alpha-magnet gradient must be, 
in order to compensate for the debunching. 

The term (ft, 5^)' in the numerator combines the effects of debunching in 
the alpha-magnet due to differential velocity with that of bunching in ihe alpha-
magnet due to differential path-length. Note that the solution (4.38) is not valid for 
ft, < l/v'2. since then all terms on the left-hand side of (4.37) are negative. Hence, 
for ft, <. l / \ /2 . the alpha magnet cannot bunch, as the effects of velocity variation will 
always overcome the effects of path-length variation. (This is false only if ^ j " > 0, 
a situation that does not apply for the RF gun.) 

Taking the limit of equation (4.38) as ft, — 1, one obtains 

fc"(5?r (4-39) 

which indicates that for constant bunch length and constant fractional momentum 
spread (implying constant ^g"-), the gradient must increase with increasing central 
momentum. If, however, the absolute momentum spread is kept constant (as hap
pens with acceleration of relativistic particles near the crest of the RF field), then 
-^" scales as p„, which indicates that the gradient must scale inversely with momen
tum. A smaller gradient implies a larger alpha magnet, since the size of the central 
trajectory scales as 1 / ^ (see Chapter 3). Hence, bunching before acceleration is ad
vantageous in that it decreases the size of the alpha-magnet, at the cost of requiring a 
higher gradient. Similarly, as ft, - l / \ /2 from ft, > l / \ /2 , the gradient must become 
vamshingly small, implying a increasingly large alpha-magnet. 
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4.3 Optimized Bunch Compression for the RF 
Gun 

In the previous two sections. I discussed the principles that must be employed in 
choosing the injection phase and the alpha-magnet gradient for production of short 
bunches with low final momentum spread. I attempted to separate the two aspects, 
for simplicity in the discussion. In this section, I demonstrate how to obtain optimum 
performance with simultaneous consideration of acceleration and magnetic bunching, 
along with inclusion of the detailed initial phase-space. Not surprisingly, this opti
mization is best done numerically. 

I have written a program, alpha_opt. that accepts initial longitudinal phase-space 
information in terms of (<P,,P\) pairs for macro-particles (e.g., from MASK or rfgun) 
and attempts to find the optimum alpha-magnet gradient for a specifie' -.celerator 
phase and energy gain. It optimizes for either the minimum mean absolute phase 
deviation or the minimum total phase-length of the final bunch, though I have used 
the latter criterion exclusively in this work. Equation (4.33) is used without approx
imation in (4.36) to give the momentum-dependent path-length. Equation (4.1) is 
used for the traveling wave field. To simulate particle motion in the accelerator, I 
employ equations (4.2) and (4.3) (scaled for more efficien' compulation), which I in
tegrate using the so-called "leap-frog" method[61), which is second-order accurate in 
the time-step. Typically. I find that taking time-steps smaller than 30 ps makes no 
change in the results (i.e.. no change of more than ±0.001ps in the bunch length). 

4.3.1 Use of alpha-opt to Optimize Bunch Compression 

The combined distance. Ldrm, from the gun to the alpha-magnet and from the alpha, 
magnet to the center of the first linac cell (where the traveling wave begins) was 
chosen based on simulations of the gun longitudinal phase-space, the anticipated 
strength and good-field-region of the alpha-magnet, and the need for a sufficiently 
long drift-space to accommodate the quadrupoles and chopper. Because the gun was 
still under development at the lime the alpha-magnet and GTL were being specified. 
I chose Ldrjfi so that compression would be feasible over a wide range of gun operating 
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momenta, rather than finding an optimum for any particular beam momentum. If 
Ldj-.r, were chosen to be too short, then an excessively strong alpha-magnet would be 
needed in order to reduce the compression, while if L^t, were chosen to be too long, an 
unreasonably large good-field region would be needed to provide more compression. 
Ldr.ti = 1.5m was initially chosen based on preliminary simulations with rfgun and 
alpha.opt. along with knowledge of the (then preliminary) magnetic design of the 
alpha-magnet. Later. Ldnft was increased to 1.7m in order to provide more space for 
other GTL components. 

More specifically, there is a 0.6m drift space from the gun to the alpha-magnet 
crossing point, and a 1.1m drift from the alpha-magnet to the linac. See Chapter 5 
for more discussion of the layout of the GTL. 

I performed a series of alph«_opt runs starting with the MASK-generated lon
gitudinal phase-space distribution for the RF gun operated at E p ! = 75MV/'m and 
J = 10A/cm:- The linac simulation parameters were such that an initially relativis
t s particle injected at the crest would gain 45 MeY (which corresponds to 20.7 
M\V RF power). 1 took the highest-momentum particle as the fiducial particle, and 
chose to attempt to compress the beam for a variety of momentum spreads, name
ly rlO^i. = 5 V and =2.591. That is, I applied a perfect momentum-filter to the 
MASK-generated beam, accepting only particles such that p c(l - f) .̂ p < pc( 1 - f). 
with p t s p m > 1 II - f). where =! is the fractional momentum spread accepted. In 
this way. the selected momentum range always contains the highest momentum par
ades. (This same capability exists on the actual beamline. where a scraper inside 
the alpha-magnet can be moved into the beam from the low-momentum side.) 

For each value of f. I first found the alpha-magnet gradient which produced the 
shortest bunch at the entrance to the linac. I then used this gradient and sent the 
bunch down the linar with the highest-momentum particle injected at the cresi. fully 
expecting that the result would be a less than optimally compressed bunch. The 
simulations confirmed this expectation, as the data listed in Table 4.1 shows. [In this 
and all subsequent Tables and Figures. At and AP are the full spread of the values, 
e.g.. At = i m ( , - tm l I 1.1 In addition, one sees that the absolute momem spread has 
increased. The phase-space distributions at the linac entrance and exit are represented 
graphically in Figure 4.7. Note thai these graphs are of firor and momentum, rather 
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than phase and momentum, and that particles to the left are ahead of particles to 
the right. As expected, the initially higher-moment urn particles pull ahead of the 
initially lower-momentum particles, resulting in a longer final bunch. 

Table 4 1: Optimization for a Short Bunch at the Linac Entrance 

Ap;p Q 
(pCl 

8» 
(G/cml 

At, 
(PS) 

Api 
(m,c) 

At, 
(ps) 

Apt 
(m,c) 

-10 110.9 335.40 1.050 0.978 3.030 1.808 
- 5 80.3 338.32 0.724 0.513 1.285 0.816 

=2.5 50.4 321.22 0.493 0.263 0.750 0.436 

The conclusion to be gained from this result is that it is not sufficient to design 
a compression system that will generate a short bunch at the entrance to the linac. 
It is necessary to take into account the longitudinal dynamics in the unac in order to 
ascertain whether one can indeed produce a very short bunch at the end of the linac. 
In the present case, one expens that what is needed is to increase the compression i by 
using smaller gradients in the alpha-magnet) so that the lower-momentum particles 
enter the accelerator ahead of the higher-momentum particles This expectation is 
confirmed by alpha.opt. 

I directed alpha.opt to optimize the alpha-magnet for the shortest bunch at the 
end of the linac The same linac parameters were used as before. The optimum 
alpha-magnet gradients are smaller ihan previously found- Table 4.2 lists the results 
for this optimization- The phase-space distributions at the linac entrance and exit are 
represented graphically in Figure 4.8. Onp sees that for this optimization the increase 
in the absolute momentum spread is significantly smaller than for the previous opt) 
mizatkm. The explanation is that the final bunch length is achieved a relatively short 
distance into the accelerator section (because the particles arc alread) relativisuc). 
and hence in tlie previous optimization the bunch had a large phase-spread dunnc 
most of the acceleration, resulting in an increase in momentum spread. 
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Figure 4.7: Result for Compression Optimized for a Short Bunch at Linac Entrance 
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Figure 4.8: Results foi Compression Optimized for a Short Bunch at Linac Exit 
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Tab), e 4.2. Optimizations for a Short Bunch at the Linac Ex 

Ap p 8. 
iC rml 

[37-
IPS) 

Ap, 
lm.c) 

At , 
ipsi 

, A P < | 
= 10 314.92 2.546 0.97? 1.139 i i i -
±6 31H.30 1.556 0.513 0.719 0.527 

- 5 .104.24 0.810 0.263 0.496 0.297 

4 .3 .2 O p t i m i z a t i o n of t h e I n j e c t i o n P h a s e 

For Ap p = n 10'"(. 1 have done an additional series of simulations, designed to inves
tigate the efTea of the initial phase of the fiducial particle. In particular. 1 repeated 
the optimization for a series of values of the initiaJ phase of fiducial particle, The 
results are listed in Table 4.3 and displayed graphically in Figure 4.9. Notice that 
the smallest final momentum spread and the highest average final momentum are 
achieved by injecting the bunch 10 - 15° ahead of the crest, so that it falls back 
to the crest before becoming fully relativif*ic. The smallest final bunch length is 
achieved for <?0 = 20°. As might have been expected from the contour method of the 
previous section, the optimizations for highest total momentum gain, smallest final 
momentum spread, and smallest final bunch length are to some extent incompatible, 
though not grossly so. While some advantage in terms of final bunch length is ob
tained by accelerating well off the crest, the advantage is small and is obtained at 
the expense of considerably higher final momentum spread. That this should be so is 
confirmed by the contour-plots of the first section, where one sees that the contours 
of constant final phase become more widely spaced as <P\ increases from zero up to 
around 90°. The explanation is, perhaps, that injecting further from the crest allows 
a longer time for the particles to bunch before they are fully relativistic. Presumably, 
if this explanation is correct, one would find the optimum injection phase for the 
shortest bunch becoming smaller as one decreased the rate of acceleration. 

The reader may notice that the numbers for <!><, = 0 in Table 4.3 are different from 
those m Table 4.2. The reason for this is that for the optimizations presented in Table 
4.3. I used a sample of the MASK-generated longitudinal phase-space distribution 
containing only 20% of the macro-particles in order to economize computer resources. 
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whereat in the previous two Tables I used all the macro-particles i 3461 macro-partlclet 
for -10 1 ^ initial momentum spread). Each set of data is self-consistent in the size of 
the sample used 

Table 4.3: Op t imiza t ions for Ap/p = nlOTi for Various Injection Phases 

A*" 
1 degree s ' 

go 
IG cml 

At, 
(ps) 

At , 
(psl 

( P c j Ap, ' 
(m,c l 1 !m,c] 1 

•25 j 313.36 2.641 1.230 76.858 1 1.489 i 
-20 j 31406 2.580 1.193 81.339 | 1.416 , 
-15 ; 3H.60 2.536 1.162 85.082 1 1.34(3 
-10 314.90 2.511 1.137 86.104 | 1.25" 
-5 315.11 2.494 1.116 90.403 i 1 : - . 
0 315.22 2.485 1.096 91.994 : ! 110 
5 315.07 2.497 1.079 92.899 l.( '"i 
10 314.80 2.520 1.063 93.127 (1 t-.-i 
15 314.40 2.553 1.046 92.701 0.916 
20 313.81 2.603 1.029 91.649 0.973 
25 313.01 2.670 1.011 90.000 1.067 ' 
30 312.00 2.757 0.991 87.800 1.201 i 
35 310.68 2.871 0.971 85.085 1.320 
40 306.92 3.026 0.945 81.909 1.431 ' 
45 306.67 3.326 0.916 78.333 1.537 

4.3.3 Optimizations for Various Current Densities 

To obtain predictions of the maximum peak currents that might be obtained with t he 
SSRL system. I have done a series of optimizations for (Ap/p) , = ± 1 0 ^ . ^ 5 % and 
±2.59c using MASK-generated initial longitudinal distributions for E ps = 75MV.m 
and 0 < J < 80 A/cm 2 . Since the initial longitudinal distribution is affected by space-
charge in the gun. it is necessary to do the optimization for each current level. I chose 
0Q = 15° as a compromise between minimum bunch length, maximum momentum 
gain, and minimum momentum spread. As before, I assumed 45 MeV as the linac 
energy gain. The results are summarized in Table 4.4 and in Figures 4.10 through 
4.12. (Note that the data points in the figures are connected as an aid to the eye. 
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and i\o( 10 indicate any assumed variation in the quantities between data points.I 

Table 4,4: Optimizations for Various Cathode Current Densities 

J 
( A / c n r ) (G/cm) 

A t , 
(ps) 

A t , . m . d 

(PS) 
IP/) 

(m,c) 
A p , 

(m,cl 
Ap, . m „ i 
(ra,c) 

Q 
(PC) 

;i) 
A 

(Ap.-p), = =10% 
0.2 313.20 i 1.070 0.292 9 2 7 3 T 0.906 0.263 | 2.3 2.1 
10 314.36 '1 .097 0.278 92.700 0.922 0.262 110.9 101.1 
20 315.20 1.121 0.287 92.661 0,951 0.267 217.6 194.3 
40 318.61 1.193 0.277 92.630 0.979 0.265 416.6 349.2 
80 321.28 1.272 0.315 92.573 1.027 0.275 762.b 600.7 

lApip), = =5% 
0.2 313.40 0.879 0.183 92.896 0.556 0.130 1.7 1.9 
10 318.51 0.685 0.142 92.879 0,537 0.128 80.3 117.2 
20 318.30 0.802 0.157 92.842 1 0.577 0.138 153.6 194.0 
40 329.60 0.567 0.100 92.850 1 0.540 0.128 _, 289.3 510.2 
80 339.68 0.494 0.090 92.850 | 0.531 j 0.126 501.6 1015.4 

(&P;P) , = =2.5y< 
0.2 293.80 0.531 0.100 92.949 0.280 0.066 1.1 2.1 
10 303.48 0.475 0.084 92.943 0.276 0.066 50.4 1061 
20 309.94 0.432 0.086 92,934 0.278 0.069 94.6 219.0 
40 325.18 0.457 0.086 92.953 0.262 0.065 162.8 356.2 
80 335.18 0.409 0.087 92.960 0.281 0.062 260.T 637.4 

4.3.4 Effects of Transport Aberrations 
These predictions of high peak currents neglect space-charge forces in the gun-to-linac 
transport line and in the linac itself. They also neglect the effects of non-chromatic 
t5jk and U5JU terms ("aberrations") in the alpha-magnet, and of field errors in the 
alpha-magnet (see Chapter 3). Other effects that are not included in the analysis are 
wake-fields in the accelerator section. In Chapter 3. 1 discuss the effect of field errors. 
and show that the effect of field errors on r 5 j matrix elements is small, from which I 
conclude that the ability of the alpha-magnet to compress the bunch is unaffected by 
field errors. 

Tu evaluate the effect!- of space-charge, both in the GTL and m rhe accelerator 
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Figure 4.10: Results of Optimized Compression for Various Cathode Current Densi
ties, for I A P 'PI, = 110 % 
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Figure 4.11: Result? of Optimized Compression for Various Cathode Current Densi
ties, for iAP Pj, = - 5 ^ 
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section, ii would be necessary to employ a program such as PARMELA thai is capable 
of simulating beam-transport with space-charge. Unfortunately, PARMELA does not 
include alpha-magnets, nor does time permit me to modify the program to remedy 
this deficiency (more would be required than simply inserting the transport matrix). 
In addition, the space-charge algorithm used by PARMELA is not well-suited to use 
for thermionic RF guns, where there is a large velocity spread in the beam. Finally, I 
have not found that PARMELA performs accurately in calculating simple test cases, 
such as the spread of a uniform cylindrical beam. Hence, evaluation of the effects of 
space-charge in the GTL must await the development of a suitable program, and will 
not be pursued here. 

However, the program eleganti49| is capable of accurately simulating the GTL, 
ignoring space-charge, elegant includes chromatic aberrations (see Chapter 5) in the 
quadrupoles and alpha-magnet as well as other aberrations in the alpha-magnet (see 
Chapter 3). I will discuss the GTL optics and such issues as chromatic aberrations 
in Chapter 5. For the present, I simply present the results of elegant simulations of 
the GTL and the first linac section, which use the same initial phase-space data as 
was used in the previous calculations. That is. the elegant simulations took initial 
phase-space data generated by MASK for E p 2 = 75MV/m, for a range of current 
densities, and for initial momentum spreads of ±5% and =10%. The results are 
shown in Figures 4.13 and 4.14, which are to be compared to Figures 4.10 and 4.11. 
respectively. 

In addition to showing the peak current at the end of the linac section. I have 
shown the peak current at the gun exit, and the cathode current (i.e.. TrR-J), to 
illustrate the increase in peak current due to the bunching processes in the gun and 
GTL/linac. I have not shown the momentum spread, in Older to use the space for 
other quantities, and because it is essentially the same as the previous results. 

One sees that the peak currents predicted by elegant are considerably less than 
those obtained previously. The reason is that path-length aberrations in the GTL 
increase the broadness of the momentum versus time curves, making compression 
to very short bunches more difficult. In addition, the transmission through the first 
section is only 707c (particles are lost on the approximately 18 mm diameter apertures 
between linac cells), which reduces the amount of charge reaching the end of the 
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fi-y fi-y 

Figure 4.13: .l .gant/MASK Results after Firs, Accelerator Section, for 
Cathode Current Densities and E p , = 75MV/m, for (4P/P) , = ±10 % Various 
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Figure 4.14: elegant/MASK Results after First Accelerator Section, for Various 
Cathode Current Densities and E p J = 75MV/m, for (AP/P)j = ±5 % 
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Figure 4.15: Longitudinal Phase-Space at Various Points in the GTL 
(elegant'MASK results for E p ; = 75MY/m. J = lOA/cnr. and (AP/P), = -10T,). 
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linac. Figure 4.15 shows the evolution of thp longitudinal phase-space i.i the GTL, 
for J = lOA/cm2 and AP/P = -10%. As one would expect, the bunch length at the 
alpha-magnet entrance is greater than that at the gun exit, due to the higher velocity 
of the lead particles in the bunch. 

The broadening of the longitudinal phase space is due to path-length-arTecti.-.g 
aberrations in the quadrupoles and drift spaces between the gun and alpha-magnet. 
To see that this is reasonable, note that for a drift space of length L„, the path length 
traveled by a particle with non-zero slope is 

At the gun exit, x^ , = y ^ a; io m r a d , a n d ,he straight-line distance from the gun 
exit to the alpha-magnet entrance is 60 cm. The path-length increase for x' = x^ , 
a n d J-' = ! » , is 60Mm. which corresponds to a time delay of 0.2 ps. Since there are 
particles in the beam with x' and y' the several times the RMS value, the broadening 
seen is larger than this estimate. As a result of such aberrations, the phase-space at 
the linac entrance differs considerably from the results show in Figure 4.8, because 
the latter results did not include any consideration of transverse motion. 

Figures 4.13 and 4.13 also show the normalized RMS emittance and brightness at 
the end of the first linac section, as well as results at the gun exit, for comparison 
with those at the end of the hnac. Recall that the emittance is defined as 

s„.x = in ,c v / (x ' l (p j ) - (p„x)J (4.41) 

and the brightness as 

B„ = i l a ^ - ( f f m , c ) 3 . (4.42) 

The emittance shown in the Figures is the geometric mean of the emittances for the 
x and y planes. i"„ = \/'n,*£n.y • 

The emittance at the end of the linac section is larger than that at the gun exit, 
but not as large as the emittance at the entrance to the linac. The emittance is 
"filtered'" in the linac because particles with large transverse amplitudes are lost on 
the linac disc apertures. Put another way. the emittance numbers do not refer to 
the same particles, since 30^ are lost. One sees that the emittance depends only 
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weakly on the current density; this is due to the overwhelming effect of chromatic 
aberrations. The emittance at the entrance to the linac is about twice that at the 
end of the section. These points are discussed further in Chapter 5. 

In addition to showing the simulation results for the emittance. I have shown the 
thermal limit on the emittance for a cathode of R,. = 3mm, using1,16| 

f M = fn, = - y ^ / ^ , (4-43) 

where T is the cathode temperature, which is 1200°K for the SSRL gun. One sees 
quite clearly that the thermal limit is far from being approached: the emittance is 
dominated by RF focusing, non-linear fields in the gun, and chromatic aberrations in 
the GTL. 

Figure 4.14 also shows two data points obtained by simulating the gun with a 
smaller emitting area on the cathode. (These appear as crossed circles in the graphs.) 
In particular, an emitter radius of 1.5 mm was used, with the physical cathode size 
kepi at 3mm radius. In effect, the region from r = 1.5mm to r = 3mm was taken 
to be a "dead region" on the cathode. In this situation, particles are emitted much 
closer to the axis in the gun. so that noxvlinear fields in the gun have less of an 
effect, resulting in a smaller emittance. In addition, the smaller emittance leads to 
smaller effects from path-length-affecting aberrations in the GTL, so that shorter 
bunch-lengths are achieved. While the amount of charge drops due to the decrease 
in emitting area, this is balanced to some extent by the shorter bunch-lengih. so that 
the peak current at J = 80A/cnr is increased. Because of the strong effeci on the 
emittance, the brightness is dramatically increased. These results make a strong case 
for operating the gun with such a cathode, especially since the cathode is currently 
operated well below its maximum current density, meaning that a reduced emitting 
area could be used with no loss of total charge. 

4 .3 .5 C o m p a r i s o n w i t h O t h e r I n j e c t o r s 

The data of Figures 4.13 and 4.14 permit comparison of the predicted performance of 
the SSRL preinjecior (i.e.. the RF gun. GTL. and linac) with other RF-linac-based 
preinjectors. In order to do this. I have reviewed recent literature giving parameters 
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of existing and planned injectors. There is always the chance of confusion in any 
such compilation, especially since many authors do not state their definition of the 
emittance or bunch length. Where doubt exists, I have assumed that the quoted 
emittance is the 4-<r or "edge-emit tance'1 and that the bunch length refers to 90-95^ 
of the beam, since these appear to be the most commonly used definitions. 

One extremely useful resource in this regard was C. Travier's review article on RF 
gunsjH], which gives extensive performance data for RF guns and state-of-the-art 
DC gun systems (i.e., those with high-performance guns and multiple subharmonic 
bunchers). I have also taken data from T. I. Smith's review[46], which lists several 
systems planned for or already in use as FEL drivers; these are not necessarily state-
of-the-art si stems. (Where Travier and Smith differ on the same system. I have 
used Travifr's data, which is more recent.) I also show data points for several other 
systems that are intended for FEL use{73,74, 75] as well as SLAC's SLC[76] (including 
damping rings) and the original SLAC injector[48]. 

Note that I will compare injectors, rather than guns. From an applications-
oriented viewpoint, this is the most appropriate comparison to make among systems 
using various types of guns, since it includes all of the effects that come into play when 
one actually makes use of the beam from a gun. It also avoids issues such as whether 
a multi-cell thermionic RF gun should be compared to a DC gun with prebunchers. 
given that the multi-cell RF gun is in some sense a combined gun and prebuncher. 

The data for DC-gun-based and microtron-based systems are in Table 4.5. while 
those for RF guns are in Table 4.6- Two data points are listed for the SSRL sys
tem. Both are for E p 3 = 75MV/m and f=0.05, but one assun.es J = 40A/cm2 with 
R< = 3mm. while the other assumes J = 80A/cm ! with R, = 1.5mm. (These are both 
consistent with less than 4 M\V incident RF power, which is the anticipated upper 
limit that will be supplied to the gun after some recent, but untested, hardware up
grades.) Figure 4.16 shows some of this data in graphical form, with addition points 
supplied for the SSRL system, as explained on the graph. 

One sees that the SSRL system is predicted to perform quite well in terms of 
peak current and brightness, achieving levels comparable to those achieve by much 
more sophisticated and complicated systems. One also sees, however, that the high 
brightness and high peak current are achieved by generating very short pulses, which 

http://assun.es
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are not appropriate to FEL work at wavelengths that are not very long compared to 
the electron bunch length (see Chapter 1 for a d:scussion). 

Table 4.5: Performance of DC-Gun and Microtron- Based Injectors 

Project 
TT • mtc -urn 

Ipctk 
A 

Q 
nC 

6\ 
ps 

B„ 
A/mnr /mr 

SLC (1986) 75' 30 2400 8 3.3 5.3 
SLC 2 14' 75 580 10,4 18 0.21 
SLC 1114* 43 430 7.7 19 0.47 
BoeingjM 13 350 4.9 14 4.2 
LANLIH' 60 300 9.0 30 0.17 
ALS:i4i 40 200 4.0 20 0.25 

CLIOlH' 7.5 100 1.5 15 3.46 
Trieste FEL:74 50 15 0.15 10 0.012 

l"K FEL 46, 13 10 0.12 
Frascattr75 1.4 6 6.1 

SCA,'TRW 46 1.3 4 4.73 
OriR.SLAC48. 5.7 0.3 0.01? 
NIST-KRL 73, 5 0.3 14 15 0.024 
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Figure 4.16: Brightness and Peak Current for Various Injectors 
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Taulc 4.6: Performance of RF-Gun-Based Injectors 

Project 
n • m rc • fim 

l P , .k 
A 

Q 
nC 

it 
ps A /mnr /mr 

type 

ANL.14 340 10 • 103 100 8 0.17 laser 
CERN:14 37.5 450 9 30 0.64 laser 

LANL: 
AFEL',14! 2.5 1 350 5 16 I 112 laser 
HIBAFjH. 9.0 270 4 15 6.7 laser 

PHASE 1114' 10.0 200 1 1 70 4.0 laser 
SSRL: 
3mm.40A,cni: 1 9.5 196 0.2 1.0 | 4.4 therm, j 

1.5mm.S0Ai-m; 1 4.8 144 0.2 0.7 | 17.2 therm. \ 

BN"L|14 12.0 125 1 1.7 laser 
CEA.14J 22.5 100 10 100 0.4 laser 

DFELL114: 1.0 70 0.17 2.5 140 laser 
DFELL114' 4.6 20-40 .05-.1 2-3 1.9-3.8 therm. 
IHEPI14I 4.3 10-20 .080-1 4-5 1.1-2.2 therm. 

Chapter 5 

Gun Experimental 
Characterization 

In the previous chapters. I have made detailed predictions of how the gun is expected 
to perform. In this cl-apter, I report on the experimental tests 1 have made of those 
predictions. Charactemani/jj of the gun can be broken down into several categories. 
There are steady-state properties and there is the evolution of the system into the 
steady-state. 

System evolution deals with the response of the beam-cavity system to the RF 
pulse, ird includes such topics as the evolution of beam current, reflected power, and 
beam momentum. This topic is beyond the scope of the present work, and will be 
addressed in future publications. Theoretical and aumerical treatment of steady-state 
properties appeared in Chapter 2. 

For the steady-state, there is a natural subdivision into transverse and longitudinal 
beam properties. Of course, by transverse beam properties I mean primarily the 
emittance, but also the transverse phase-space dwtriiuft'on, of which the emittance is 
only one parameter. The emittance measurements I have done relied on the variation 
of a quadrupole upstream of a phosphorescent screen. From the variation of beam-
size with quadrupole strength one can, as I will show, deduce the emittance (under 
certain assumptions). While this cannot, even ideally, provide complete knowlege of 
an arbitrary transverse phase-space distribution, it does provide all of the second-
order moments. Also, if the measured beam size as a function of quadrupole strength 

250 
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is compared to a simulation of the same experiment, using an initial beam distribution 
calculated by MASK, and if the two are found to be similar, then one may reasonably 
conclude that not only are the measured and calculated emittances in agreement, 
but also thai the measured and calculated phase-space distributions may well be in 
agreement. 

Longitudinal beam properties include the momentum spread and the dependence 
of momentum on cavity field levels, in addition to the bunch length. Momentum 
spectra proved one of ihe best diagnostics available on the SSRL system, with mea
surements being possible over th? full range of gun operating conditions, In spite of 
this, there is ambiguity in the measurements in that direct knowledge of the cavity 
fields and cathode current density was not available. 

Bunch length measurements were performed using the third preinjector linac sec 
tion, phased at the null so as to impart a time-dependent momentum spread to the 
beam. By analysing the momentu-n spread with a bending magnet as a function of 
the fields in the linac section, the bunch length can be determined. 

The term "steady-state" refers n a hypothetical condition reached by the gun 
after a sufficient time has elapsed sirce the beginning of the driving RF pulse. As I 
discussed in chapter 3. this conduion is expected io be reached only during the later 
part of the (rather short) 2fis RF pulse delivered to the gun at SSRL, particularly 
when beam-loading is small (as happens for low-current running). This injects some 
ambiguity into any experiment that purport to be a measurement of a steady-state 
property. Additional complications arise from the fact that the RF pulse delivered to 
the gun had a "flat-top" with an upward slope amounting to (typically) 10̂ c of the 
average power level of the flat-lop. 

Being a combination of a research project and a construction project serving a 
"higher goal" the RF gun project did not include the most sophisticated diagnostics 
possible. Certainly, in order to characterize the gun sufficiently to verify many of the 
detailed predictions I have made in previous chapters, more complete experiments 
are needed than I have been able to do. However, the experiments that have been 
done demonstrate that the gun performs largely as expected. As my discussion of the 
experiment proceeds. I will indicate what the short-comings of the measurements 
are thought to be. and how these i ight be overcome in future work. 
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While the experiments I will report t-n represent my own efforts, they could never 
have been done without the efforts and support of many people, whom 1 am pleased 
to recognize in the acknowledgements. 
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5.1 Experimental Configuration 

In this section. I will give an overview of the primary, experimental configuration thai 
I used at SSRL[54]. While some experiments were done at V'arian or with different 
configurations at SSRL, the data 1 shall cover were taken with the configuration J 
shall describe here. 

8 .1 .1 G u n - t o - L i n a c C o m p o n e n t s 

Figure 5.1 shoves a schematic layout of the "Gun-to-Linac" region (or "GTL") of the 
SSRL Preinjector. This system is similar to that used for the HEPL RF g>in]32j, in 
that both systems employ an RF gun with an alpha-magnet for bunch compression 
(see Chapters 3 and 4), along with quadrupoles to control the transverse beam size. 

In addition to providing bunch compression, necessary in order to obtain low mo
mentum spread at the end of the linac, the alpha-magnet also allows momentum fil
tration. Ai discussed in Chapter 3, the beam inside the alpha-magnet is dispersed ac
cording to momentum. A scraper (referred to as "the scraper" or "the alpha-scraper") 
inside the alpha-magnet can be moved into the beam from the low-momentum side, 
thus allowing the operator to let through only those particles with momenta greater 
than a certain value (this is discussed fully in a following section). I will discuss how 
the alpha-scraper is used for measurement of the momentum spectrum in Section 5.3. 

The scraper is only one of the variables under the control of the operator. The 
alpha-magnet gradient and the gradients in the quadrupoles are all independently 
controllable, allowing great flexibility in the optics. The RF power delivered to the 
gun. the phase and frequency of that power, and the cathode filament power are the 
gun-specific "knobs" ai the operator's disposal. 

Steering magnets are also included in the transport line. These are useful for 
magnetic optics tests and to compensate for alignment errors, magnetic field errors, 
and stray magnetic fields. Each steering magnet provides both horizontal and vertical 
steering, using a picture-frame design with four coils. Steering magnets are placed just 
after the gun. hefore and after the alpha-magnet, and between the last quadrupole 
and the chopper. 

Figure 5.1 also shows the traveling-wave beam-chopper 77j. which is used to select 
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Figure 5-1: Gun-W-Linac Hegion of the SSR1 Preinjecioi 
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three tu five bunches for injection into the linac oul of the train of several thousand 
bunches that is emitted by the pun dunnp »ach RF pulse. 1 will not discuss the 
chopper further liere. 

5.1.2 Gun-tci-Linac Instrumentation 

Several types of diagnostic instrumentation are available in the GTLI78. 79;. For
ward and reflected RF power signals are available from a directional coupler in the 
rectangular waveguide leading to the gun. The coupler is not as close to the gun 
as one might Uke: originally, the coupler was quite near the gun. but the ceramic 
window covering the coupbng hole broke, forcing us to find a new position for the 
coupler. The coupler used for these experiments is about 1 m from the gun body, 
with a wave-guide "H-bend" and a high power RF window between the gun and the 
coupler. These signals are converted into voltages by calibrated diodes, so that one 
obtains a signal that is related to the power envelope of the RF signal in question. 
Because of the H-bend between the coupler and the waveguide, reflected power sig
nals will include the effect of any mismatch between the H-bend and the rectangular 
waveguide leading up to it. instead of simply being a product of the match between 
the gun cavity and the waveguide. Cold-test measurements (performed by othersl 
indicate, however, that the match of the H-bend to the waveguide is very good. 

Beam-current measurements can be obtained from either of two toroids. one before 
the alpha magnet ("GTl'l and one foUowing it l"GT2"), as well as from a "Faraday, 
spoon" mounted inside ihe alpha magnet. In addition to being the current monitors 
that are used in day-to-day operation of the CTL. the toroids find application in 
the measurement of momentum spectra. As I will discuss in more detail below, by 
measuring beam transmission from GT1 to GT2 as a function of scraper position, 
one can obtain the momentum spectrum and the beam power. 

The uiro.ds are essentially transformers, with the beam current acting as one 
winding of the transformer. The name "toroid" derives from the use of a ferrite torus 
as the core of the transformer. The torus is mounted symmetrically around the path 
of the beam, so that the beam goes down the axis of the torus. At the posiiion of the 
torus, there ,s a ceramic break installed, since otherwise the image currents induced 
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in the metallic vacuum pipe would cancel the beam current. The other winding of 
the transformer consists of wire coiled around the ferrite. A shield ir also installed 
around the torus, providing a path for image currents that goes around the outside 
of the ferrite. Because this image current is equal in magnitude and opposite in sign 
to the beam current, the effect is equivalent to having the beam current make a loop 
around the ferrite. Hence, the ''turns ratio" of the transformer is 1 :: n, where n is 
the number of turns of wire wrapped on the ferrite. 

The Faraday-spoon is essentially a copper target that is held inside the alpha-
magnet in such a position that is is struck by the beam whenever the alpha-magnet 
is turned off. The target is supported by copper tubes (which double as conduits for 
cooling water), which are themselves eventually supported by an electrically isolated 
vacuum feed-through. Hence, the electrons that are absorbed by the Faraday-spoon 
do not return immediately to ground, but can rather be made to return to ground 
through an external resistor. The voltage across this resistor is proportional to the 
current absorbed by the Faraday-spoon, from Ohm's law. The surface of the Faraday 
spoon where the electrons impact the copper was not shaped into a cup. since for 
electrons of 2—3 MeV, back-scattering should be negligible. 

Mounted on the front surface of the Faraday-spoon is a phosphorescent screen, 
which emits visible light when struck by electrons. This screen, referred to as the 
"alpha-magnet screen", is viewed by closed-circuit TV through an optical window in 
the alpha-magnet vacuum chamber. This screen is heat-sunk to the Faraday-spoon, 
with ihe front surface of the Faraday-spoon being very slightly convex in order to 
ensure good thermal contact between the screen and the copper. 

Another phosphor screen is installed down-stream of the alpha-magnet, in front 
of the chopper. This screen, referred to as the "chopper screen", is retractable and. 
unlike the alpha-magnet screen, is not water-cooled. Hence, while the alpha-magnet 
screen can take full beam current (more than 900 mA) without apparent harm, the 
chopper screen is easily damaged by too much beam current, and in addition will 
cause an unacceptable increase in GTL and gun vacuum pressures if inserted with 
more than about 50 mA current exiting the alpha-magnet. Because it fallows the 
alpha-magnet, the chopper screen provides the only way to measure the emittance of 
the beam without the inaccuracy that would occur if the full momentum spread were 
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used. These considerations (among otIters, such as phosphor saturation) combine 10 
militate against measurements of beam-emittancc at high currents. 

Rather than rely on bench-top calibrations of the toroids. 1 chose to calibrate the 
toroid signals (i.e.. in amperes of beam current per volt of output signal) relative to 
the Faraday spoon. In particular, this was done by first optimizing beam transmis
sion to the Faraday spoon. By viewing the beam spot on the alpha-magnet screen, it 
could be verified that no beam-scraping was occurring, which implies that the current 
measured by the Faraday cup is the same as that passing through GT1. Simultane
ous measurements of the peak Faraday cup signal versus the peak GT1 signal were 
then taken as the current from the gun was varied, thus providing a calibration of 
GT1. (Note that since the beam current increases during the RF pulse, the peak 
for each signal occurs near the end of the pulse.) For a fixed-length and fixed-shape 
beam pulse, this procedure includes the effect of the L/R time-constant of tb° toroid 
response (estimated to be 10 ws[80j). since the toroid is a linear device. For a shorter 
beam pulse than that used for the calibration, use of the same calibration would re
sult in an over-estimate of the beam current. I will return briefly to this issue in the 
Section 5.3. where the measurement of spectral distributions is discussed. 

5.1.3 Beamline Control and Data Acquisition 

External to the concrete vault that houses the GTL is a computer-aided measurement 
and control system, based partly on an IBM PC compatible and partly on a DEC 
MicroVax II. The PC, in concert with a LeCroy 9450 digital oscilloscope (accessed via 
GPIB] and a MetraByteDAS-20 Data Acquisition Board, collects and stores data and 
controls the alpha-scraper through a stepper-motor driver. On-line, real-time analysis 
of data is available through software that I wrote specifically for the experiments, and 
through a subset of the mpl Scientific Toolkit (described in Appendix 1). In particular, 
any waveform acquired from the oscilloscope may be plotted or subjected to various 
types of analyses and transformations (such as fitting, Fourier analysis, integration, 
differentiation, and noise subtraction) on the PC. Scope parameters may be stored 
on the PC and later restored to the scope under user or program control. Data taken 
for momentum spectra may be immediately analyzed and plotted on the PC. 
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The I.eC'roy H450 oscilloscope can be synchronized with the sweep of the close 
circuit TV cameras that are used to view the phosphorescent screens. Hence, it is 
possible to use the combination of the scope and PC as a "frame grabber", allowing 
storage of screen images for later analysis. As I will describe in more detail below, 
these frames were transferred to SSRL's VAX 8700 for image analysis to determine 
beam sizes. 

The MctraByte Data Acquisition Board is used for sampling relatively slow signals 
and for controUing the position of the alpha-scraper. The board has eight differential 
A/D converter inputs, with a maximum sampling rate of 100 kHz (distributed over 
however many channels are sampled), as well as digital I/O and 2 D/A convenors. 
I have developed software to provide versatile measurement capabilities using this 
board. For example, an eight-channel "chart recorder" (chart) is available, as is a 
100-kHz digital oscilloscope program (•eop«),and several programs (dchart, ramp) 
for automated and semi-automated magnetic measurements (or analogous measure
ments) using a stepper-motor or computer-controlled power supply. I used the later 
programs for all the magnetic measurements on the GTL. The chart-recorder program 
is used to monitor the gun filament current and voltage, as well as vacuum pump cur
rents; this is particularly useful during cathode processing. For RF processing, a 
program (bursts) is available that counts vacuum bursts, to help the expeni lenter 
assess progress; as bursts are seen to decrease (or increase) in frequency, the experi
menter can increase (or decrease) the RF power. 

While the PC was used for all data acquisition and some control functions, primary 
control of GTL components was through the Injector Control System (1CS). Only 
the alpha-scraper was controlled from the PC. No link was available between the PC 
and the ICS, and hence some experiments were only semi-automated. For example, 
emittance all measurements required grabbing screen images as a quadrupole was 
varied. The experimenter was required to act as the "link" between the PC and the 
ICS, telling the PC when to grab a frame, and the ICS when to change the quadrupole 
strength, Also, data transfer from the PC to SSRL's main computer, a VAX 8700. 
was accomplished by copying the data from the PC to diskettes, from which they 
could be transferred from another PC to the VAX 8700 over a terminal Une. This 
is not a trivial matter, since the TV frame files are quite large, so that the transfer 
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might take several hours for the data from a single shift of experiments. Since the 
floating-point representations on the PC and the VAX 8700 are different, the frame 
files were converted from the binary format used by the LeCroy 9450 to a packed 
ASCII format before being transferred. 

5.1.4 The Preinjector Linear Accelerator 

The SSRL Preinjector utilizes three SLAC-built 30 MW. XK5 S-Band kly:trons. each 
driven by a separate modulator, with all the modulators sharing a single high-voltage 
power supply. Each klystron supplies RF power to one of the linear accelerator sec
tions, with the second klystron (i.e.. the klystron for the second accelerator section! 
also supplying RF to the gun via a T-dB coupler. (Since the experiments, the coupler 
has been replaced with a 5-dB coupler, to supply more power to the gun.) Down
stream of the 7-dB coupler is a high-power attenuator, followed by a high-power 
phase-shifter and then the gun. The RF drive for the second klystron is derived 
from an oscillator which drives a 1 kW RF amplifier. The RF drive for the other 
two klystrons is derived from couplers inserted in the waveguide from the second 
klystron. This configuration has the advantage that only one RF amplifier is needed. 
Also, since the power for the gun is taken from the power going to the second linac 
section, the first section has the full power of the first klystron, giving rapid initial 
acceleration in the first section. 

The disadvantage of this configuration is thai all RF phases are referenced to 
the second section, when a more congenial configuration would have all RF phases 
referenced to the gun. In order to phase up the linac, on must first phase the first 
section relative to the gun. in order to get beam into the second section: this is done 
by adjusting the low-power phase-shifter for the RF drive to the first klystron in 
order to maximize the signal on a toroid between sections 1 and 2. One then phases 
the gun to the second section using the high-power phase-shifter, while adjusting the 
phase of the first section to keep it in phase with the gun. Finally, one phases the 
third section to accelerate the beam exiting the second section. Any change in the 
phase of the bunches coming from the gun, such as will occur whenever the beam 
momentum changes due to beam-loading or whenever the alpha-magnet gradient is 
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changed, requires rephasing all three sections. This creates difficulties for certain 
experiments, as I w-ill discuss later in this chapter. 
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5.2 Gun-to-Linac Optics 

[n this section, I discuss the GTL optics. While this topic is not really an experimental 
one. it is relevant to the experiments, and so 1 have chosen to treat it in this chapter. 
I will present some experimental data, namely magnetic and optics measurements on 
the GTL quadrupole. 

5.2.1 Modeling of the Quadrupoles 
The optical properties of the alpha-magnet are discussed in Chapter 3. The remaining 
optical elements are the five quadrupoles. While I will not go into the details of 
magnetic measurements on these quadrupoles. Figure 5.2 shows the gradient as a 
function of z. the longitudinal position. Also shown in the Figure is a trapezoidal 
approximation to this distribution. This trapezoid was obtained by first setting the 
endpointsof the trapezoid to lie at the same z as the 10% points of the actual gradient. 
The fiat-top of the trapezoid was required lo be of the same height as the actual flat
top, with the length of the fiat,top adjusted to make the area under the trapezoid 
the same as the area under the actual distribution. That is, 

/glz)d» = gj,.p-g.lfcm». 15.1) 

where 2 ] ( n n R , - l, o p is the distance between the two z locations where g = g„< 10. 
For the GTL quadrupoles. l ( r l„B, = 3.28cm and l, o p = 4.43cm. There is no compelling 
reason for choosing lf„„B, as I did (i.e., based on the points at which g = g p 101: il 
simply seemed a "reasonable" choice. Later in this section, \irum, will be adjusted 
based on beam-optics experiments. 

The equation of motion (see ;6. 10| for background material) in the entrance 
fringe-field of the trapezoidal model is 

., 1;0 xz 
ifrmBf 1 - C 

where primes represent derivatives with respect to z, 

k.,( m" !) = 0.02!)Sro S "" ' G ' " ' 1 . (S..11 
pciGe\ 1 
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Figure 5.2: GTL Qtirtdrupole Gradient vs Longitudinal Position 
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and where c = tP - p 0) p.. is the fractional inomentum deviation. Equation 0.2 
is valjd tor either posilive or negative k0, i.e.. iin either a focusing or defocusmg 
quadrupole. respectively. It can be solved by a series of the form 

x = V a „ j " . (5.41 

Inserting this into the differential equation yields 

a3„ = ^-~h)"fl^—r—n < 5 - 5 1 

1 - I „*, 3m(3m -r 1) 
a3„-i = i i l - r r l ' I I r - r TT ( 5 6 ) 

1 - <* r^*1 3ml3m - 1) 
a 3 n . ; * 0, (5.7) 

where n = 1.2 x- Evaluation of the series and its derivative at 2=0 reveals that 
ao = xiO) and ai = x'fO). which completes the solution. The solution for x'(z) is 
obtained by simply taking the derivative of x(z). 

The first-order matrix-elements ( r n . ru.Tjj.rjj) are found by taking derivatives of 
x(zt and x'izl with respect to x\0) or x'(C|. with f = 0. The non-zero second-order 
matrix elements i t . : 6 . t : i 6 | are found by taking derivatives with respect to f and then 
with respect to either xiOi or x'(0). FOT the exit fringe fields, one obtains the matrix 
by finding ihe reverse .-..itnx 6 of the matrix for the entrance fringe fields. The 
chromatic terms clearly swap in the same way as the firsi-order matrix terms from 
which they derive. (1 use the unconventional lower-case letter l V for the transport 
matrix for consistency with Chapter 3.j 

1 have incorporated these results into the tracking integrating code elegant ,49 . 
which 1 wrote specifically for the SSRL RF gun project. For matching purposes. I 
have used the program MAD'71 , modified toinclude alpha-magnet b. The quadrupole 
fringe-fields in MAD were simulated by breaking up each of the fringe regions into 
four constant-gradient sections- This was found to give good agreement with trials 
done with up to r>0 constant-gradient sections (which were also used to confirm (he 
exact solution given abovei. Later in this section. I will show results of experimental 
tests of this quadrupole model. 
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5.2.2 Optical Matching 

Matching of the optics in the GTL proceeded from several assumptions and undeT 
several constraints: 

Z. The output phase-space of the gun varies with beam current and fields in the 
gun. Hence, for matching, I used an initial betatron ellipse that enclosed all of 
the useful beam (as defined in Chapter 2) for the full range of operating condi
tions. This ellipse has parameters $ = 0.074m, a = 0, and e - 2~7rmm - mrad. 

2. Various beam-pipe and other chamber apertures must be accommodated: 

(a) The beam-pipe radius is 18mm throughout most of the GTL. except where 
otherwise noted in this list. 

(b) For 11 cm before and after the alpha-magtiet. the beam-pipe radius is 
11mm. 

(c) Inside the alpha-magnet, the aperture is highly irregular (due to the shape 
of the magnet poles I but large enough to safely ignore. 

id) The horizontal aperture in the chopper is -z 10mm and the vertical aperture 
is r 4mm. 

(e) There is a 30mm-long, 4mrn-diameter differential pumping aperture im
mediately after the gun, and a slightly.constricting aperture near toroid 
GTl, which acis as shield for the ceramic (The later was added well after 
the matching studies, and as it does not alter them, I have ignored it.I 

3. A gently convergent beam in both planes is desirable at the entrance to the hnac, 
in order to match to the linac transverse acceptance (i.e.. to avoid scraping beam 
on the apertures inside the linac). In addition, the vertical beam size should 
be less than 2mm at the final chopper slits (just before the linac t in order to 
obtain proper chopping!"?1, and the horizontal beam size at the linac entrance 
should be less than 9mm 

4. The alpha-magnet gradient is dictated solely by the needs of bunch compression 
(see Chapter 4), and hence the rest of the optical elements must be adjusted to 
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accommodate the alpha-magnet. The alpha-magnet matrix can be expressed as 
a function of the size of the alpha-shaped loop made by the central particle, q, 
(whirl) is inversely proportional to the parameter n used in Chapter 3. and which 
is also called x m „ in some of the literature^. 321). Similarly, the compression 
is related to this parameter, so that in order to accommodate a wide range of 
alpha-magnet settings. I did the matching for a number of values of q, between 
9cm and lScm. Some results of this matching are shown below. 

5. It was desired that the momentum resolution of the alpha-magnet momentum 
filter be a few- percent. The momentum resolution is roughly 6; 

v73 «„.= (5.8) 

where the dispersion at the midpoint in the alpha-magnet is D = q,/2. and is 
typically 4-8 cm. depending on how the alpha-magnet is set for pulse compres
sion and what the central momentum is. Hence. j? at the midpoint is required 
to be less than 0.006 m for 1% resolution. Typically. I achieved better than 
2% nominal resolution. Baring excessive second-order effects, the actual resolu
tion should be better than the nominal resolution, since the initial phase-space 
is smaller than what 1 used for the matching. Second-order simulations with 
elegant confirm this expectation, as 1 shall show in the next section. 

Table 5.1: Quadrupole Strengths for GTL Optics Solutions for Various V„|. 
ues of q 

( *' 1 
(cm) 1 

Jc„ for Ql 
l l /m ! ) 

K for 02 
( I ' m 1 ) 

i„ for Q3 
(l/m>) 

K for Q4 
( l / m s ) 

kc lot 05 
(1/nr) 

S.00 1 244.04 -H2.95 150.50 107.71 -84.24 | 2.0 
10.00 | 234.39 -142.05 150.08 105.61 -83.54 1.9 
11.00 I 229.30 -141.17 148.96 104.01 -83.04 1.9 
12.00 ! 224.88 -140.36 147.76 102.54 -82.55 1.8 

-139.60 146.37 101.25 -82.12 1.8 
14.00 ! 210.71 -138.74 145.92 99.43 -81.31 1.7 

225.68 -138.36 142.71 99.44 -81.58 1.7 
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Figure 5.3: GTL Optics Solut.on for q, = 11cm 
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Using the results of Chapter 3. J have added alpha-magnets to MAD. Figure 5.3 
shows a "typical" optics solution for the GTL, in this case for qj = 11cm. The alpha-
magnet appears as a zero-length element at z = 0.6m. The quadrupole strengths for 
this solution and several similar ones for different values of cji are listed in Table 5.1. 
These optics solutions are designed for the case when one wants to accelerate the 
beam in the linac. When one is interested only in doing experiments in the GTL. 
some of the constraints are changed or eliminated, resulting in qualitatively different 
solutions. I will discuss such optics solutions as needs dictate. 

5.2.3 Higher-Order Effects 
These optics solutions assume that a first-order treatment of the beam-optics problem 
is adequate- This is known not to be the case for the GTL, because of the large 
momentum spread of the gun beam. One of the design goals, as discussed in Chapter 
2. was to be able to make use of = 10% momentum spread out of the gun, in order to 
increase the useful beam current. Because the focal length of a quadrupole of a given 
gradient is inversely proportional to the momentum, a ± lD ĉ variation in momentum 
implies a =10^ variation in quadrupole focal length. Hence, a lattice that is matched 
for the "on-momentum" particles in the beam may well be seriously mis-matched for 
the off-momentum particles in the beam. The best way to investigate the seriousness 
of this problem is to do second-order tracking, which I have done using elegant. 

In particular. Figure 5.4 shows the results of first- and second- order tracking with 
elegant. The initial panicle distribution was obtained from a MASK simulation (with 
EP3 = 75MV/m and J = 10A/cm\ with the particle momenta being pre-filtered to 
ensure that the beam-sizes refer to the desired =10% momentum spread all along the 
beamline. (Had this not been done, the beam-sizes would have dropped dramatically 
after the alpha-magnet, due to the filtering action of the scraper.) The optics is 
the same as that used to make Figure 5.3: note, however, that the beam-sizes will 
not agree, since the initial conditions assumed for Figure 5.3 are general acceptance 
parameters which do not match the initial conditions for any particular beam from 
the gun. 
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Figure 5.4: Beam-sizes for GTL Optics Solution for q, = 11cm, from First- and 
Second-Order Tracking with elegant, for MJLSK-generated Initial Particle Distribu
tion. AP'P = ia%. 
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Because the focusing is different for different momenta, the transverse beam emit
tance must change as the beam goes through the GTL. To see this, consider a beam 
with initial phase-space described by x' = ax and some spread of momentum devia
tions, 6 = (p - p„)/pc,, where I assume that (xt) = 0. The RMS emittance for such 
a distribution is zero, as can be verified using the definition of the emittance: 

i = *y (x 2 ) (x ' 2 ) - (x ' x ) ! (5.9) 

[f this beam goes through a thin-lens quadrupole with focal length U for the central 
momentum, then the coordinates after the quadrupole are 

(5.10) 

(5.11) 

where I have expanded the focal length to first order in 6. The emittance for this new 
distribution is 

i = x'™fm'. (5.12) 

For a beam with $ uniformly distributed on [-£o,0~o], r̂m. — Kl-JZ. Thus, fot 
example, if x,™, = 10mm and 60 =* 0.1. then for f„ = 0.5 m. one sees that I ^ 12r-
mm • mrad. This indicates that emittance blow-up due to chromatic aberrations 
should be significant in the GTL. as the simulations confirm. In particular. Figure 
5.5 shows the emittance for the x and y planes as a function of position in the GTL. 
for the same lattice and beam conditions used in the previous Figure. Note that the 
changes in the emit lance are much more apparent than the changes in the beam sizes. 
There are several reasons for this. First, the chromatic aberrations in the quadrupoles 
change the emittance by changing the angular coordinates, so that a large change in 
the emittance at the exit of a quadrupole does not entail a large change in the beam-
size. Only after the beam has traveled some distance down the beam-line will the 
beam-size change significantly. Second, the beam-size scales like the square-root of 
the emittance. so that fractional changes in the beam-size are expected to be generally 
less than fractional changes in the emit tan ce. 

It is difficult to characterize the emittance degradation in general, since it depends 
on the initial phase-space, the lattice, and the momentum spread under consideration. 

- • - ¥ ) 
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Figure 5.5: Emittance Degradation for GTL Optics Solution for Qi = 11cm, from 
First- and Second-Order Tracking with elegant, for MASK-generated Initial Particle 
Distribution. AP/P = 10?;. 
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However, the results shown m Figure 5.5 are typical of the effects on MASKgenerated 
initjil particle distributions for the lattices listed in Table 5.1. when x 10% momen
tum spread is taken from the initial distribution. In general- these lattices blow up 
the x-plane emit tan ce to about twice what the y-plane emittance is blown up to. 
Later i. Ms chapter. I will show comparable data to that in Figure 5.5 for the lat
tice used in the emittance measurements, where in contrast the relative degradation 
of t'ie two planes is reversed. Because of such difficulties. 1 will simply give a rough 
characterization of the emit tance af f he end of the GTL by stating that the geometric 
mean of the x- and y-plane emittances. t m = ^t777. is 5-6 r • mm • mi, This result is 
indepedeni of the current density used in the MASK simulation, because chromatic 
effects afier the gun overwhelm space-charged induced emittance growth in the gun. 

I have not investigated the possibility of finding a lattice that has a minimal effect 
on the emittance while still satisfying the constraints hsted above. The optics is 10 
a large extent dictated by the need for ^mall horizontal beam-sizes at the vertical 
midplane in the alpha-magnet (for momentum filtration), and by the long drift -space 
between Qo and the bnac (required for the chopper). Creating a small horizontal 
beam-waist inside the alpha-magnet requires a large beam-size at Q3. which requires 
strong Ql and Q2. Similarly to create beam-waists at the linac entrance requires 
large beam-sizes at Q4 and Q5. which in turn requires strong focusing prior to Q4 
and Qo As equation (5.12 (illustrates, the emiltance-degrading effect of a quadrupole 
increases with increasing beam size and quadruple strength. 

5.2.4 Experimental Tests of the Quadrupole Model 

Finally for this section. I discuss the results of experiments designed to test the 
modeling of the GTL quadrupoles This is important, since the quadrupoles are 
used for emittance measurement;,, as reported in a later section of this chapter, f he 
present expert" <-nt involved GTL quadrupoles Q4 and Qo, as well as the steering 
magnet iGTL_00RR3. which provides independent horizontal and vertical steering) 
between the alpha-magner and Q-f. The current in the steering magnef was i-aried in 
order to vary the angular "kick" it imparted to the beam. This kick in turn causes 
the beam position at the chopper screen to vary. By measuring the movement of the 
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beam spot as a function of the kick, one can probe the optics of the elements between 
the steering magnet and the screen. In particular, by making vertical deflections one 
can del ermine the r 3 4 matrix element for beam transport from the steering magnet's 
principle plane to the screeni6, lOj. I confine myself to the vertical plane, since the 
horizontal and vertical planes are equivalent in this case (the quadrupoles have bipolar 
power supplies), and since there were problems with the steering magnet power supply 
for the horizontal plane when I took the data. 

The measurements made use of the LeCroy 9-150 oscilloscope's ability to trigger off 
of and digitize TV signals, so that the position of the center of the beam spot could be 
determined accurately using the cursors on the scope. This yields positions in terms 
of sweep time, which can be converted to Ay relative to the position for zero kick-
angle by making use of a calibration of the sweep obtained by noting the positions 
in the sweep of two identifiable features on the screen, the distances between which 
are knowr.. For the present work (both fot the r3i measurements and the emittance 
measurements reported later), the sweep was calibrated by directing the beam to the 
edge of the ..creen. thereby producing a sharp feature that was readily identified on the 
oscilloscope. Since the calibration changed from experiment to experiment (usually 
because the camera was "adjusted" or bumped). I will not record the calibrations 
here. 

With quadrupoles Q4 and Q5 turned off (and degaussed), the transport matrix 
from GT1.CORR3 is simply that for a drift space, and hence r 3 4 - U • zj.- where z is 
the longitudinal coordinate and the subscripts stand for Screen and Kick, respectively. 
Ideally, one would like to know z ( and z, accurately, and use the measurement with Q4 
and Q5 off to calibrate the kick vs current. This is what was done for the experiments 
reported on in the last section of Chapter 3, where I discuss how to calculate the offset 
of z k from the geometric center of the steering magnet (the offset occurs because of 
the long fringe fields). Unfortunately, mechanical difficulties prevented GTL.CORR3 
from being placed at the expected location, and it instead had to be placed much 
closer to Q4 and to toroid GT2 (which has a ferrite core) than was expected. Hence 
the magnetic measurements made for this steering magnet prior to installation are 
not valid, and I simply assumed that the principle plane is 1.8 ± 1cm ahead of the 
mechanical center the steering magnet (the offset for GTI..0ORR2 was found to 
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be 1.8cm). With this assumption. I calibrated the steering kick vs current from 
data taken with Q4 and Q5 off by requiring that r 3, = z, - i k = 0.27-1 r 0.010m and 
assuming the kick to be linear in the current la reasonable assumption for these 
low-field steering magnets). 

Several factors need to be taken into account in assessing flic results with the 
quadrupoles on. The beam from the fun has a very large momentum spread (see 
Chapter 2. and the next section of this chapter), and hence I set the alpha-scraper 
to filler out a fairly small momentum spread (about r3 r.<). consistent with getting 
a sufficiently intense beam spot. The magnet settings (i.e.. the nominal k„ values of 
the quadrupoi, • • r-rcnrpd to -..„>" „omin-' ••'•,tt„-i-" nun.-•••-.„ thai was not 

the same as the actual beam momentum. Correction for this small effect is made 
by multiplyiriE the nominal quadrupole strengths by 0.97 = 0.01 to get the actual 
k„ values. This also introduces the uncertainty in the beam momentum into the 
quadrupole strength. 

Figures 5.6 and 5.7 show the results two sets of measurements. The first set 
(Figure 5.6) was made with quadrupole Q5 turned off and degaussed: the strength of 
quadrupole Q4 was varied, and data was taken to allow r 3 , to be deduced by fitting a 
line to (6. Ay,. Similarly, the data in Figure 5.7 was taken with quadrupole Q4 turned 
off and degaussed, with the strength of Qo being varied. Also shown in the Figures 
are the results of matrix calculations (done with elegant) made using the trapezoidal 
quadrupole model discussed above. Each figure shows the simulation result for the 
quadrupole model with the nominal parameters given above (i.e., l,„„,t = 3.28cm and 
1,.P = 4.43cm as well as a simulation result obtained with l f r i„„ changed to 3.00 cm. 

This latter result is an approximate best fit (in the least-squares sense) to Ihe data, 
'"king l ,„ n l t as the parameter to be fit. This best-fit model has approximately i% 
less imegrated strength than the model with nominal parameters. Jt is a coni.vomise 
between best fits for the individual data sets, and hence isn't a best fit for either data 
set by itself. While it is possible to fit the two data sets separately, I decided to find 
a single fit that matched both reasonably, to make subsequent work less complicated. 

The point at k„ = 81 m"' for Q4 was considered spurious and was ignored in the 
fitting; it would appear that the quadrupole was set incorrectly when this data point 
was taken. It may appear that this point could be the result of saturation. However, 
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Figure 5.6: r 3 < vs Strength of Quadripole Q4, vrith Q5 off. 
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Figure 5.7: r 3 < vs Strength of Quadruple Q5. with Q4 off. 
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saturation was taken into account in the calibration of k„ versus driving current, and 
is in any case a negligible consideration for these quadrupoles at the currents used. 

There are a number of possible explanations for the discrepencies between the 
model and the experimental results. The measurements were made on a magnetically 
isolated quadrupole. whereas the quadrupoles are installed with other magnetic ma
terials in close proximity. Both Q4 and Q5 have a magnet-steel picture-frame steering 
magnet less than 30 mm away. The magnets are supported by raih that are made 
of magnetic steel. Finally. Q4 and Qo are close enough that the fringe field of one 
quadrupole extends h.to the other quadrupole. Also, the nominal fringe-field model 
was itself guess, and should not be expected to agree exactly with the experimental 
data. The fact that 1 have fit the data using l ( n w as a parameter does not. of course, 
mean that the length of the fringe fields is actually responsible for the discrepancy, 
though it is the most likely choice. Whatever the source of the quadrupole strength 
error, the data are consistent with l ( r l o,« = 3.00cm, and I shall use this value in the 
all of the analysis in this chapter. 
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5.3 Momentum Spectra 

5.3.1 Principle of Spectrum Measurements 

As I mentioned in the previous section, measurement of momentum spectra made 
use of current -measuring toroids GTl and GT2 and the alpha-scraper. If the alpha-
magnet gradient is g (in G/cm), then the size of the alpha-shaped trajectory executed 
by an on-axis particle with momentum p = 01 is (see Chapter 3) 

q,(cm) = 75.05./-, (5.13) 

where qi is measured from the inner surface of thi- alpha-magnet front plate. (I 
will ignore the effects of less than perfect momentum resolution introduced by the 
non 7f-m beam omittance for now.) Thus, if the outer edge of the alpha-scraper is at 
<h = QI.OUI.T- then momenta above 

"—= "(t5f)' , S 1 4 ) 

will be allowed through the alpha-magnet. The inner edge of the alpha-scraper is 
at <li = q!.,iu..i * <li.ov.nr - In where 1, = 7.3cm is the length of the absorbing copper 
block that does that actual scraping of the beam. (These relations are only approxi
mately true, since the scraper swings in an arc rather than moving linearly in q,. as 
I shall discuss presently.) As the scrapet is moved toward larger qi. low momentum 
particles can in principle begin to pass through the alpha magnet by virtue of having 
fli ' qi.,.uui- Particles with momenta below 

P'""" = B(lJlf)' (5"IS1 

will be able to pass through. Hence, the sctapet acts as a notch momentum fillet, 
eliminating momenta between p,„,„ and p..!,,. The current thuugh GT2 (which 
is ideally proportional to signal measured on GT2) as a function of the "scraper 
position". q4 = q i . o l u e r . is thus given by 

Sj(q.) = / Ppfp jdp- / />P(p)dp (5.161 
J 0 Jp« q.i 
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where p m „ is the maximum momentum that can be transmitted through the alpha-
magnet and p p(p)dpis proportional to the number of particles in the range |p,p - dp 
Pm.i is determined by the position of the outer wall of the vacuum chamber, and is 
typically well beyond the upper momentum in the beam. /)p(p) is, of course, "the 
spectrum" and is what is to be determined. For convenience, 1 choose to normalize 
pp(p) in such a way that 

/ " " • p p ( P ) = l . (5 IT) 
JPm>* 

where the integral is over the range of momenta that exit the alpha-magnet. Hence. 
S;i-(l) is the tran. ..Hticd current with the scraper at q,, normalized to the total 
transmitted current (i.e., with the scraper moved out of the beam). 

5.3.2 Practical Considerations and Simplifications 

Because of the limited momentum-acceptance of the beam-line leading to the alpha-
magnet, and because of the length of the alpha-scraper, it is a very good approxima
tion to ignore the first term in equation (5.16). A typical gradient for a momentum 
spectrum measurement is 100-200 G/cm, with the maximum momentum in the beam 
being 2 3 MeV/c, or 4-6 m,c. The worst-case is when the gradient is small and 
the peak momentum is large, since this produces the largest values of q, relative to 
the fixed size of the scraper. Hence, when p„ = 6 and g = 100 G/cm. one sees thai 
p, =; 1.9. That is. when the scraper is in such a position so ;is to eliminate the highest -
momentum particles in the beam, then low-momentum papules of momenta up to 
1.9 are U1M> let through The&e particles, however, never reach the alpha magnet, 
being eliminated by the combined effect of the strong qtiadrupoles and beam-pipe 
apertures between the gun and alpha-magnet. This is confirmed by simulations and 
can be tested experimentally by noting whether transmission increases as the scraper 
is moved past the point ai which the maximum beam momentum is beinp, intercepted-
In any given measurement, one can verify that there are no low-momentum particles, 
getting past the scraper on the low-momentum side by verifying thai the transmitted 
current does not increase until on moves well beyond the point where the maximum 
momentum in the beam is intercepted. 

Similarly, by choosing the gradient properly, one can place pm«* well beyond the 

http://li.ov.nr
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maximum momentum in the beam. Hence, through judicious choice of the expert 
menial parameters, one can employ a simplified form of equation 5.16, namely 

S,(q.) = I" *>p(p)dp (5.18] 
•>p.....(<w 

In order 10 obtain p p |p). one simply takes the di—•mjve of Sj(q,) wilh respect to 
Poum ; 

M P ) = — ^ - ^ — . (5-191 

Thus, one can find the momentum spectrum, p„(p|. from readings of the current on 
GT2 as a function of scraper position, i.e., by taking Sifq.) as a function q,. 

There are several additional points that require discussion here: 

1. The current into the alpha-magnet, as measured by the signal on the first toroid, 
Si. is supposed to be held constant during such a measurement. Often there are 
sbghi drifts in Si, due to slight drifts in RF power or filament power. Hence, ii 
is best to normalize Sj(q,) to Si, with both signals being read simultaneously 
afier each motion of the scraper. 

2. Because the gun current varies during the RF pulse, it is necessary to read both 
toroid signals at the same point in the pulse. Just what point that is depends on 
what one is interested in. Typically, I was interested in the momentum spectrum 
for the steady.state, and hence 1 read thetoroids laic in the pulse, but before the 
RF pulse had started lo fall off. (This assumes that it is reasonable to neglect 
the inductive nature of the loroid response—see below.) Figure 5.8 shows two 
typical pulses for the current toroids, along with the corresponding RF pulses. 

3. There is some pulseio-pulse jitter in the toroid signals, as well as some baseline 
drift if the liiiac is not synchronized to the 60-Hz line. Hence, i averaged the 
loroid signals ovei (typically) len pulses, and triggered the oscilloscope in such 
a way that the baseline could be read from the first part of the waveform (i.e.. 
I pretnggered the scope ahead of the modulator pulse). 

J. The loroid pulses in Figure 5.S look quite clean, because! have subtracted stored 
RF1 (radio-frequency interference) pulses. Had I noi done this, ihe pulses would 
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Figure 5.8: Typical Toroid and RF Pulses 
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show oscillations due to stray signals present in the experimental environment 
(mostly due to the firing; of the thyratrons in the modulators). While the LeCroy 
9450 permits subtraction of signals, it cannot simultaneously average a signal 
and dc subtraction. Hence, the subtraction was performed on the PC. using 
previously sampled toroid "noise" signals taken with the RF drive turned off. 

I have incorporated all of these considerations into the program spoct3. which I 
have used for all of the spectrum measurements presented in this work. The program 
first reads an input file that specifies how much to move the scraper between readings, 
as well as giving other parameiers of the measurement. It requests the user to turn 
off the RF power, after which it reads Si and S 2 to get RFI samples, which are 
subtracted from the toroid signals as the program takes the d^ta. After turning the 
RF back on and waiting an appropriate interval for the gun emission to restabilize 
(typically less than 30 seconds, depending on the current), the user lets the program 
continue. It moves the scraper and reads Si and S2 after each movement, averaging 
over as many pulses as the user requested in his input file, then subtracting noise. 
The signals read from the scope are equi-spaced samplings of whatever appears on 
the oscilloscope screen. The program averages over several (how many is specified by 
the user) samples at the very beginning of the waveforms to obtain the baseline, and 
over several samples at the very end of the waveform to obtain the desired current. 
Hence, the user must set up the scope so that the portion of the pulse he is interested 
in obtaining the spectrum for comes at the end of the waveform. 

Some complexity is introduced into the measurements by the fact that the width 
of the beam pulse varies with scraper position, since the momentum spectrum changes 
as the fields build up in the gun. As mentioned in Section 5.1, the toroids have an L/R 
time-constant of 10 ^s. The response to a square-wave current pulse is a decaying 
exponential with this time-constant. For a pulse of length r «: L/R, the response 
falls off to 1 - rR/L by the end of the pulse. The FWHM of the beam ^ulse on the 
Faraday spoon is at most 1.5 ^s. Hence, the calibration of the toroids against the 
Faraday spoon, made for a full-length beam pulse, would be at most 15% in error 
for a very short pulse (i.e., r — 0. provided r is large compared to 2 ns, which is the 
response time of the ferritej80'). 

This issue was not appreciated at the time the experiments were done, and I must 
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content myself with estimating the likely effect on the measurements that have been 
taken. The measurements could have been taken using a Faraday cup at the alpha-
magnet exit, to avoid the toroid response issue altogether. However, this would have 
interfered with commissioning ehorts. and was not possible. In the future, it would 
be advantageous install an insertable Faraday cup after the alpha-magnet 

The toroid pulses were read near the end of the flat top (see Figure 5.8). Assuming 
a square current pulse, the signal on GT2 at the end of the pulse is {compare with 
equation (5.18) 

S J ( P . ) = ( l - ^ W " p P ( p ) d p , (5.20) 

where T = L/R and where r(p,) is the pulse width when particles of momentum 
greater than p, are let through the alpha-magnet. (I have expressed Sj as a function 
of p, rather than q, in order to simplify the analysis.) Taking the derivative with 
respect to p%. one obtains 

^ - = -p p (p . ) (̂ 1 - - ^ - j - _ _ _ _ _ _ ( 5 . 2 n 

In my analysis. I have equated | | j with -p p (p , ) . To first order in T. the fractional 
error made in doing this is 

Ap,(p.) _, T ( P . ) S,(p.) 1 8 T ( P . ) 
p p(p.) "" T "p, , (p.)T 3p, ' 

where Ap p > 0 corresponds to ovei-estimation of p„. Since r(p.) and Silp,) pp(p>) 
are decre? -ig functions of p., the error in the spectral density decreases as p, increases 
toward the maximum momentum in the beam. In fact, both r(p.) and S i(p.)/rh" p(p 1) 
go to zero as p, approaches the maximum beam momentum, p m M . Since the peak of 
the spectral distribution (see subsection 5.3.5) is near p m M , the error in the measure
ment of ftp will become increasingly small as p, approaches the peak. This indicates 
that the relative error in the spectral densities measured near the momentum peak 
is significantly less than the 15% variation in the calibration, so that it is likely that 
measurements of the widths of momentum peaks are reasonably accurate. 

As for the beam power measurmentc, note that the width of the current pulse 
varies from 1.5 ps to essentially jero as the scraper is moved into the beam. Hence. 
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the error in beam power measurements is less than 15 %. and probably more like hall 
of that. 

As I mentioned above, the scraper does not move only in the qi direction, but 
rather swings in an arc from a pivot point on a lever arm L, = 46cm long. The 
length of the chord between the two extremal positions of the scraper is 8.3 ± 0.14cm. 
Hence, the angular range is 10°, so that the motion in q, is linear with the angle 
to within less than 0.5%. The angular motion is accomplished through a stepper-
motor mechanically connected to the scraper-arm in such a way that the motor pivots 
through the same angle as the scraper. Hence, as the motor pulls itself toward (or 
pushes itself away from) the pivot block into which its threaded shaft runs, it changes 
the scraper-arm angle linearly (to within 0.5%) with the distance it pulls or pushes 
itself. Hence, the motion of the scraper is linearly related to the motion of the motor, 
which is in turn linearly related to the number of steps taken. 

5.3.3 Scraper Calibration and Sources of Error 

Two limit switches serve to limit the range of the motion, and additionally provide 
calibration of the range of motion, which is such that the outer edge of the scraper 
goes from qi = 8.55cm to 16.9cm (these values are believed good to within = 0.1 cm). 
Since the stepper motor takes 11180 = 20 steps in going continuously (i.e.. without 
pause) from one limit to the other, the position of the outer edge is seen to be 

Q.(N.) = qi(0)^N,C, (5.23) 

where N, is the number of steps taken from the inner limit switch (where the scraper is 
closest to the alpha-magnet front plate), q,(0) = 8.55 i O.lcra.and C, = (7.42 = 0.13) 
xlO-" cm step. Since the stepper is accurate to within 100 steps even for a long 
sequence of short bursts of steps such as are needed for a spectrum measurement, the 
uncertainty in qi(N.) is primarily due to uncertainty in the knowledge of q,(0) and 
C, In general, the uncertainty in q! is given bv 
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If the gradient is g, then the momentum being filtered at N, steps is 

Propagating uncertainties through this equation gives 

P \ \ g / ^ ( q i D - C . N . r ' 

The uncertainty in the gradient. ut. is a result of uncertainty in the alpha-magnet 
current, and is at most - 1 % . This is as large as it is because the power supply 
does not have a precision shunt, and I had lo rely on the front-panel metei. which 
has a resolution of 1 A. Since the excitation curve for the magnet was taken using 
the same meter, there is no concern about the absolute accuracy of the meter. The 
alpha-magnet is seldom used at gradients below 100 G/cm, which means the current 
is always greater than 50 A. Gradients of 150-250 G/cm are more typical. 

The maximum fractional uncertainty in the momentum will occur either at K, = 0 
or N, = (N,) m „ , depending on whether the fractional uncertainty in qm or C, is larger, 
respectively. Since it is the fractional uncertainty in qio that is larger, one sees that t he 
maximum value of <rp/p is 1.6%. Rather than propagate errors through the analysis 
of every spectrum. I will simply take this value as the uncertainty in any momentum 
measurement. This uncertainty is not the same as the momentum resolution of the 
momentum filter, which is determined solely by the mono-energetic beam size and 
the dispersion, as discussed in the last section. 

A check of the accuracy of the momentum measurements can be made by taking 
spectra at several alpha-magnet gradients for the same beam conditions One expects 
that if the calibration of the alpha-magnet gradient (vs driving current) and the 
scraper are correct, then these spectra should be very nearly the same. In fact, the 
calibrations were checked and then corrected by doing such an experiment. The weak 
link in the spectrum measurements is the calibration of the alpha-scraper position. 
As I discussed above, the scraper is on the end of a long arm. which is moved by 
means of a stepper motor attached to a much shorter arm. Hence, small motions 
of the short arm produce much larger motions of the scraper, with an amplification 

(5.25) 

(5.26) 
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factor of about 4.6. Any accidental movement of the limit switches or bending of 
the copper cooling tubes that act as the scraper arm would affect qio. leaving C. 
unchanged (to a good approximation). 

Data taken at several alpha-magnet gradients show very clearly that there is a 
change in the scraper calibration compared to that done in before installation of 
the alpha-magnet vacuum chamber. Spectra were taken at fixed beam conditions 
(i.e., at fixed beam current and RF power) for a series of gradients between 170 and 
340 G/cm. The peaks of these spectra were found by analysing the data as discussed 
above. Figure 5.9 shows the inferred momenta of the spectral peak for the q w = 8.1cm 
(the "nominal" value from the preinstaliation calibration) and for q ) 0 = 8.55cm (the 
corrected value). The data reduced with the corrected value of qio are clearly much 
more consistent than those reduced with the nominal value. I found that I could not 
bring the inferred momenta of the spectral peaks into agreement by varying C , nor 
could ] do si< by using a hypothetical gradient wiscaiibntion factor (i.e., g - f g , 
with f a constant). 

The data points for the highest gradient are apparently spurious, perhaps because 
the small trajectories produced by such a strong gradient never go outside the region 
that is strongly influenced by the hole-induced gradient errors (see Chapter 3). Since 
the spatial region over which the hole-induced errors strongly effect the field is con
stant as the gradient varies, one would expect that such errors would have the most 
effect for the strongest gradients. 

Note that, in addition to correcting the spread in the inferred momentum peaks, 
changing q ] 0 from its nominal value increases the inferred momentum of the peaks by 
about 8%. This shift is consistent with other observations, namely, that if the nominal 
calibration was used to determine the momentum, then the qtiadrupoles appeared to 
be about 12% weaker than would have been expected based on simulations; using the 
corrected calibration of the scraper reduces this discrepancy to about 4%. 

As for the source of the calibration error, there is a strong suspicion that the 
copper coobng tubes that support the scraper were bent during connection to the 
water supply system; this may be the source of the offset. The offset might also be a 
result of rough handling during transport and installation: the scraper arm oscillates 
quite readily, and hence may have been bent as a result of a resonant oscillation 

J 4 . U U A * » M ^ I " . M ^ ( ' -
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Figure 5.9: Inferred Positions of Spectral Peak for Nominal and Corrected Scraper 
Calibration 
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excited during transport. 

5 .3.4 M e a s u r e m e n t of B e a m P o w e r 

In addition to the momentum distribution of the beam, the data collected by spect.3 
can be used to find the beam power transmitted through the alpha-magnet. This is 
useful in estimating th.' cavity electric field level, as I will discuss later in this section. 

Let I,„ be the total current exiting the alpha-magnet, so that the number of 
electrons in the interval |p.p + dp] passing out of the alpha-magnet during time At 
(where At is large compared to the RF period I is 

dN(p,At)= ——p p (pldp. (5.27) 

The kinetic energy of a single electron is given by m,c 3 b - 1), and so the total 
kinetic energy of the particles exiting the alpha-magnet during At is 

AV = / " " " m . c ' l v ' P ' - l - i | d N ' P - A " d p . ( S . 2 S ) 

Jo dp 
Hence, the transmitted beam power is 

Pb A l m,c- /•>•».. — 
= 37- = 1 - - 7 - / 0 ( \ P - i - i > M P ) d P . ( 5 3 ) 

5 .3 .5 E x p e r i m e n t a l R e s u l t s 

I performed two series of spectrum measurements designed to test the validity of 
simulations of the gun and GTL. For the first series. I took data while varying the 
RF power for constant cathode filament power, at low gun current (IGTI < 100mA 1. 
For each RF power level. 1 recorded forward ;ind reflected power waveforms and GT1 
and CT2 waveforms. In addition, the program spect3 was run in order to collect data 
necessary for determining the spectral distribution and transmitted beam power. For 
the second series, the RF power was held constant while varying the cathode filament 
power, and hence the gun current. 
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Simulation Tests of the Lattice 

All relevant magnetic elements (i.e.. quadrupoles Ql through Q3 and the alpha-
magnet ) were kept at the same settings throughout both sets of measurements. While 
better spectra would have been obtained for the lower-momentum beams had the 
lattice momentum (i.e., the central momentum the lattice is designed to transport) 
been varied to match the beam momentum, this would have greatly increased the 
time needed for the experiment. It would have been necessary to measure the beam 
momentum for each RF power level or cathode filament power level, then turn off 
the RF to allow standardization of the magnets, ramp them to the proper central 
momentum, turn the RF back on and wait for the gun to equilibriate, and only 
then take the final scans. This would roughly have tripled the time required for 
each measurement, and since experimental time was short. I elected instead to use a 
lattice with a fairly weak alpha-magnet (170 G/cm) and relatively gentle quadrupole 
settings, and therefore relatively large momentum acceptance. 

Simulations with elegant verify that this lattice provides reasonably accurate mo
mentum spectra, and. in particular, accurate determination of the position of the 
spectral peak, for a wide range of beam momenta, for a fixed latti.. .nonientum. el
egant includes alpha-magnets with moveable inner and outer scrapers in the vertical 
midplane. which idealizes the experimental situation. For the simulations. 1 placed the 
outer scraper at q! = 20 cm, which is the position of the outer vacuum chamber wall, 
and directed the program to vary the inner scraper from q, = 8.55 cm to q, = 17.05 
cm, in 1 mm steps (the experiments used 1mm steps also). The simulations ended 
at the position of toroid GT2. and included all beam apertures. The output from 
elegant was then post-processed by another program |a lphajpect ) that is nearly 
identical to the program (spect_proc) used to process experimental data collected 
with spect3 (the only significant difference is the data format the programs accept I. 
In this way, I am able to make valid comparisons of simulation and experiment. 

Figure 5.10 shows the results of two sets of elegant simulations, performed using 
initial particle distributions generated by rfgun for E p ! between 50 MV/m and 90 
MV/m. (Note that, as always, the areas under the spectral distributions are normal
ized W unity.) The first set included transverse dynamics to second order, while for 
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Figure 5.10: elegant-Simulated Spectrum Measurements for Various EP2, Using rf gun-
Generated Initial Particle Distributions 
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the second set I directed elegant to set all transverse coordinates to zero (i.e., e — 0) 
before tracking. In both cases, the alpha-magnet was simulated to third order, with 
the expansion being done about the median momentum of the initial particle distri
bution. It is not a foregone conclusion that the results for the two cases should be 
the same. First, for ; ? 0, the momentum resolution of the system must be expected 
to degrade as the momentum of the highest-momentum particles being intercepted 
by the scraper becomes significantly less than the central momentum of the beamline 
(for which the matching for good momentum resolution was done). Second, the sim
ulations with f — 0 will not include the effects of apertures in the beamline, which 
will cause particle losses before and after the alpha-magnet. 

One sees from the Figure that for the higher values of E p S , the spectral distribu
tions for the two sets of simulations are quite similar, while for the lower values of 
Epj there are significant differences. For the ( — 0 simulations, the spectra include 
more low-momentum particles, indicating that in the simulations including transverse 
dynamics, low-momentum particles are being lost between the gun and alpha-magnet 
(or even after the alpha-magnet but before GT2). This is because the low-momentum 
particles are over-focused by the quadrupoles (which are optimized for higher momen
ta), and hence get scraped off on beamline apertures. Similar results are obtained 
when this comparison is done with MASK-generated initial particle distributions. 

The conclusion is that for a valid comparison of experimentally-measured spectral 
distributions and predictions, the predictions must take the form of a simulation of 
the actual measurement. That is. one cannot simply compare the measured spectral 
distribution to the predicted spectral distribution at the gun exit. However, from 
Figure 5.10 also shows that the positions of the spectral peaks are quite close for the 
two cases, with a definite difference appearing only for Ep2 = 50MV/m. Hence, an 
experimentally-determined momentum peak at p > 3m«c can be assumed to be at 
the very close to the position of the spectral distribution of the beam from the gun; 
this conclusion will help to simplify some of the analysis that follows. 

Comparison of Measured and Simulated Spectra 

Figure 5.11 shows representative spectral distributions from the first series of mea
surements. The forward RF power was varied between 2.6 MW and 1.3 MW. Though 
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ihe cathode filament power was kept fixed, the beam current varied between 100 mA 
and 50 mA (respectively) as a natural result of the different cavity fields that prevail 
at different RF power levels. One sees that these are similar to the simulated spectra 
shown in Figure 5.10, but noticeably broader. 

Better agreement between experiment and simulation is obtained when MASK-
generated initial particle distributions are used, as seen from Figure 5.12. The MASK 
runs used for these simulations were done with very small current densities, so that 
no space-charge effects are present. Note that the horizontal scale is the same as that 
used in Figure 5.11. (I did not attempt to match the positions of the peaks between 
the simu'ltions and the experiments, since this would have required additional MASK 
runs with little gained.) 

In order to further investigate the issue of the broadness of the momentum peak-
s, I used the results of the elsgant/rfgun simulations just described (for ( ^ 0), 
along with additional simulations for MASK-generated initial particle distributions. 
I computed the fuU-width-at-half-mai'imum (FWHM) for the spectral peak from ev
ery simulation. The results are displayed in Figure 5.13, wl.ere the FWHM is plotted 
against the position of the spectral peak. The results of the same analysis for the 
experimental data is shown as well. 

It is clear from this Figure that rfgun seriously underestimates the broadness 
of the spectrum. This was discussed in Chapter 2, as well, were I pointed out the 
differences in the spectral distributions predicted by rfgun and MASK. The fact 
that the MASK results correspond more closely to experiment lends support to the 
conclusion I drew in Chapter 2. namely, that the off-axis expansion used by rfgun 
is of too low an order to accurately model the important non-linear fields near the 
cathode. Note that the differences persist even for MASK runs done with J = 0 (i.e., 
without space-charge), implying that the difference is not a result of the fact that 
rf gun does not include space-charge effects. 

Figure 5.13 also indicates that, according to the simulations done with MASK-
generated distributions, it should be possible to detect current-related (i.e.. space-
charge induced) broadening of the spectral peak. Indeed, there seems to be some 
difference between the experimental points for variable RF power (done at < 100mA) 
and variable filament power (where in excess of 300 mA was used in some cases), 
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P , 

Figure 5.12; al.gant-Simulated Spectral Distribution Measurements for MASK-
Generated J — 0 Initial Particle Distributions 
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Figure 5-13; FWHM oi the Momentum Peak from Experiments and from Simulated 
Experiments with elegant, rfgun. and MASK 
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in that the slope of Pf.Kn. versus ,jp„k is greater in magnitude for the latter set of 
data than for the former. The comparison of the two series of experimental points 
is unclear however, in that (unlike the MASK runs! t.ie current density (i.e., the 
filament power) was varied in one set. 

A clearer measurement of the effect of current density on the broadness of the 
spectrum could have been done by taking two data sets versus RF power at tu'o 
different filament power levels. If one runs at sufficiently low currents, then the only 
difference between two such data sets would have been the cathode current density 
(running at lower currents is required in order to prevent back-bombardment from 
heating the cathode and thus making the current density vary with RF power). This 
experiment was. however, not carried out. 

Of course, the current density could be inferred for each of the experimental 
measurements based on the momentum, the current seen at GTl, and simulations of 
beam-losses in between the gun and GTl. However, this is likely to be very uncertain, 
for reasons to be seen presently. Still, it is interesting to see how the current density 
can he estimated. 

Inferring the Current Density 

Figures 5.14 and 5.15 show additional data from the two series of measurements. 
While this data is not directly useful for comparison with simulations, it is useful 
in that it gives an indication of the quality of the measurements, in terms of the 
reproducibility and smoothness of the dependence of the various quantities on the 
varied quantity. (1 chose Ij as the independent variable for the second series because 
ii is more physically meaningful than the cathode filament power.) 

Returning now to the issue of inferring the current density, recall that in Chapter 
-. 1 used the effective cathode area. 

A,„ = i E ! p i . ,5.30) 

to indicate the efficiency with which charge is extracted from the gun. Similarly. I 
now define an effective cathode area for transmission to GTl: 

*GT, = —•- (5.31) 
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Figure 5.14: Selected Experimentally-Measured Parameters as a Function of Incident 
RF Power, for Constant Cathode Filament Power 
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Figure 5.15: Selected Experimentally-Measured Parameters as a Function of GT1 
Current, for Constant Incident RF Power 
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UiTi is a function of the fields in the gun (which determine the beam momentum) and 
the GTL optics (including the effects of apertures). For a fixed optical configuration, 
one can parametrize IGTI as a function of p p„i„ the position of the spectral peak. 
(IGTI is also a function of J through the effects of space-charge on the emittance 
and the momentum spectrum, and hence on the transport, but I shall ignore this for 
s-impbcity.) Equivalency, one may invert the relationship and calculate J from 

J = ' C T l ( P " - t V (5.32) 
«cri(Ppt«i) 

The experiments provide measurements of IGTI versus ppe»k, as shown in the Fig
ures 5.14 and 5.15. AGTI(PPC»1I) may be obtained from elegant simulations, and 
1 have done this using MASK-generated initial particle distributions calculated for 
J = 10A/cm ; (again, I'll ignore any dependence of the transport on J, which is ac
ceptable since, as will be seen, J varies over a small range). The result is shown in 
Figure 5.16, along with the analogous result for transport to GT2. (I note in pass
ing that these results do not indicate the best achievable transmission for the GTL, 
since the lattice was not matched to each momentum, as discussed above. It is not 
uncommon to obtain 90% transmission between GT1 an'' *-ith a properly tuned 
lattice.) 

Figure 5.17 shows the inferred current density for cental data shown 
in Figures 5.14 and 5.15. One sees that the current den. .,.'<?' are apparently quite 
modest compared to 140 A/cm 2, which is the upper limit for the cathode. As 1 
will discuss presently, there is reason to believe that these results may underestimate 
the current density by perhaps a factor of two. Some indication that there may be a 
problem here is the fact that the current density clearly varies for the case of constant 
filament power, even though the current is low enough to make back-bombardment 
negligible. (I estimate that there is about 0.5 W of average back-bombardment power 
for 800 mA to GT1 and 2.6 MW RF, while the heater power is in the range of 9-11 
W. Hence, for less than 100 mA. I expect the back-bombardment power to be less 
than 1% of the filament power.) 
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Figure 5.16: Effective Cathode Areas for Transmission of Current to GT1 and GT2. 
as a Function of the Momentum Peak, from .l .gant/MASK Simulations. 
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Inferring the Gun Field Level 

In Chapter 2. I gave predictions of how the beam momentum is expected to depend 
on the fields in the cavity, which 1 parametrized in terms of the peak on-axis field 
amplitude. E p 3 . In order to check these predictions against experiment, it is necessary 
to measure or deduce the Epi levels during the experiments. Since there are no field 
probes in the gun cavity, I have had to rely on the relationship between E„2 and the 
power dissipated in the cavity wails 

E p ! = K r v

/ PT. (5.33) 

where the nominal value of K( (obtained from a combination of cold-test measure
ments and simulation results, as discussed in Chapter 2), is 70.5 MV/m/vMW. 

To see how to make use of this, note that conservation of energy dictates that 

^ = r , - P r - P w - P p , (5.341 
at 

where U, is the energy stored in the cavity fields. P* is the RF power dissipated in 
the cavity walls. Pf is the incident RF power. P r is the reflected RF power, and P p is 
the power into particles. P p includes power into any particles, whether they exit the 
gun or impa t the cathode or the cavity walls. At equilibrium, the cavity fields are 
constant, and hence so is IY Therefore 

P w = P f - P r - p p . (o.3c»l 

Experimentally. P f and P r are obtained from calibrated RF detector diodes, which 
produce a voltage signal that can be related to the applied RF power. 

P p must be obtained by a more circuitous route, since there is no way to measure 
the power that goes into panicles hitting the cathode, the cavity walls, or apertures 
between the gun and the alpha-magnet. What can be measured, as discussed above. 
is the beam power transmitted through the alpha-magnet. To relate this to P p . 
I have used simulations to model the particle losses in the gun and between the 
gun and alpha-magnet. For the latter simulations. I used rfgun-generated particle 
distributions as input to elegant, which tracked the particles through the GTL lattice 
using the beam-optics used in the actual experiment (with the quadrupole model 
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adjusted as per the previous senior, t. 1 did such simulations for E p ! between ;,0 and 

90 MY m. (Essentially the same results arc obtained using MASK-generated initial 

particle distributions for .1=11) A cu r . ) These simulations allowed me to deduce the 

ratio of initial beam power (i.e.. tin- power in the particles that exit the gun I to 

transmitted beam power as a function of E M . or. equivalency and more usefully, as 

a function of p„,.„. Figure 5.1s shows the results of these calculations, which I will 

represent formally as 

P,i (5.30) 
Fo(Ppr«l 

wfere P , b is the initial beam power. p„ jj i l , e beam power transmitied through the 
alpha inacnet. and F„ is the fraction of the initial beam power that exits the alpha 
magnet 

Next. I used r f g u n lo simulate hack-bombardment as a function of E p 2 . allowing 
me 10 deduce the ratio of back-bombardment power to initial beam power as a function 
of the speciral peak: 

Pb.ei, = P|bFb«k(Pp,«i,) (5..IT | 

These results are shown in Figure 5.18. Simulations with MASK and r f g u n indicate 

that n i> a cood approximation to equate the beam power lost in the gun with the 

beam power lost by particles hitting the boundary at z = 0 (i.e.. the plane of the 

cathode-, and I will employ this approximation, so that 

Pf = P,b - P„„ri.. (5.3S, 

P-
P>- " F ~ T " ( ' - Fb.<k(P v«»l). \ 3 ! i . 

1 ol Ppr*k 

The quantities P,. P r . P„ . and p p r M can all be measured, and thus it is now-

possible to calculate the cavity wall power fur the experiments, usinc, 

P" = p' ~ ?'" r — . " t — ' ) • (5-4(" 
where 

• « l ' pp . .k ) 

1-F^^Z] U i U 
F m . . . lPi ,„ 
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is the fraction of the power going into particles thai is actually measured (i.e.. at the 

exit of the alpha-magnet). Equaiion (5.40) can then be used in equation (5.33) to 

find the peak, oil-axis electric field for each RF power level used in the experiment. 

Figure iU'J shows the results of this analysis for the two sets of data. From the 

data at constant filament power, one might conclude that there was a calibration 

error in the RF power measurements or that K, was in error. However, the data for 

variable filament power, where beam-loading is significant (and is indeed the cause of 

the variation of p p „ , ) . show that the error is most likely to be in the calculation of 

F m „ s . Figure S.20 shows the resu'.. - - ing the analysis with F „ , „ - F„„„/1 .47 

and K, = 6f;MY/m. a combination thai ..-as found to bring both sets of data into 

reasonable agreement with simulation results. I found that I could not obtain a 

similar level of agreement for both data sets by modifying only K, or by modifying 

only F„„„ by a multipbcative constant. Hence, it would appear that the beam losses 

are considerably greater than predicted, and that the Q of the cavity (which is related 

to Kf) is lower than predicted. 

Poss ib le E x p l a n a t i o n s of D i s c r e p e n c i e s 

Several explanations of the liigher-than-expecied beam power losses are possible: 

1. If the emittance is larger than predicted, then more particles would be lost on 

the apertures between the gun and alpha-magnet. In particular, there is a 2mm 

radius aperture constriction at the exit of the gun. designed to isolate the gun 

vacuum from the GTL vacuum. This is observed to be a significant source of 

radiationlSl. . suggesting tha t , o - t t ra ry to expectations, significant beam power 

is lost here. Simulations predict that only about W% of the t eam power should 

be intercepted by this aperture. 

1. Space-charge effects in the gun or GTL rnigh' alter the momentum spectrum 

sufficiently to falsify the beam-power-loss predictions. I do not believe this is 

the explanation, as the effect of space-charge on the position of the momentum 

peak is slight. 
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3. Dark-current electrons or secondary electrons created by electrons hitting the 
cavity wails could be absorbing RF pover. without contributing to the beam'S2!, 
There is evidence that secondaries (or dark-current electrons) are present in 
significant quantities, in that shape of the initial part of the reBected power pulse 
is seen to be very unstable when there is no beam. This suggests that electrons 
are heing emitted sporadically in sufficient quantities to load the cavity, though 
no observable beam reaches GT1. This sporadic emission appears to stabilize 
(i.e.. become continuous) when the cathode is heated by the filament, suggesting 
that the addition of a primary beam brings about continuous emission of these 
useless electrons. 

4. The estimation of Kf does not include losses in the side-coupling cavity, though 
clearly there must be some in actual operation if net power is to flow from the 
second on-axis cell to the first. This issue remains to be investigated. 

5. Misrabbfation of the reflected power diode could cause over-estimation of (he 
amount of "left-over1' power, and hence over-estimation of the amount of power 
that must have gone into the beam. I have made several tests of the calibrations 
of the forward and reflect power diodes: 

(a) The combined diodes, loads, attenuators, and cabbng for the two IU" sig
nals are identical to within 5^ . 

ib) Simultaneously sampled forward and reflected power waveforms a*, a func
tion of theRF drive show that the dependence of the reflected power on the 
forward power is fairly linear, except at low power, where the secondary 
problem just mentioned has a serious effect on the reflected power and also 
where the forward RF power waveform began to change shape (a property 
of the particular klystron being used). Figure 5.21 shows the pulse-average 
forward power and various parameters at the reflected power pulse (pulse 
average, power level at the second peak, power level at equilibrium), as 
a function of the average forward power. Also shown is the peak forward 
power as a function of the pulse-average forward power, which provides a 
tesi of the accuracy of the experiment and the effect of distortion of the 
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Figure 5.21: RF Calibration Test Results (See Text for Explanations) 
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Figure 5.22- Normalized Forward hnd Reflected RF Power Waveforms for High and 
Low Forward Power 
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forward power pulse. For perfectly linearized detectors (and ignoring (he 
other effects just mentioned), the data points should be scattered about the 
fit lines. The average reflected power appears quite linear in the average 
forward power, as does the peak forward power. The equilibrium reflected 
power appears to deviate at higher power levels, and to show some non-
statistical wobble about the best-fit line: this is not surprising, since the 
shape of the reflected power pulse changes considerably over the range of 
forward power used. Normalized forward and reflected power waveforms 
for the highest and lowest power waveforms are shown in Figure 5.22. 
One sees that the "emitted" power (at the second peat in the reflected 
power pulse) seems to deviate from linearity seriously in the lower ranges. 
This could explain the some of the discrepancies seen above, in that the 
value of P r used in equation (5.35) is quite small when the gun is heavily 
beam loaded, as was the case in the second of the two series of measure
ments. I have not attempted to correct for this effect, as recalibration of 
the forward and reflected power detection circuitry, starting with the direc
tional couplers in the waveguide, would have required partial disassembly 
of ihe waveguide leading to the gun. Il is clear that this is not the only 
problem, since it would not explain the discrepancies for the first series of 
measurements. 
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5.4 Emittance 

The e n m u n c e . like the luint'li hmt'ih. i< one of the most import;uM parameter-- of 

the cun beam, for it helps to determine the brightness of the beam ;uul hence i;s 

suitahibty for application •-. sticl; as FLLs. requiring: htuh brightness. In 1 his section. 

I diM-us* the measurements I did of ilie ermttanie of the HF Rim beam, and compare 

those wuh expectations ba--<-<i on simulat ion Itie;il!y. one would like 10 measure ihc 

emntance as a function of beam n m e n t and momentum over the entire .*nce of cun 

operation. I 'nfornjnaifh. ibi> did no! prove possible, and ernittance data is only 

available tor a raiher limited ranftr- (»f uuii operating conditions The reasons for this 

will become clear a> I proceed It is necessary firsi to discuss the principle of the 

measurements. 

A number of methods are used for measuring enutiaiice; a review of some of lhe 

commonly.used method- appears in one of the references 11 The method I employed 

made use of e.xî  unc hardware, and involved ilie variation "fa quadrupole upsirean; of 

a be;n: profile m e a ^ r i n c device, jr. this case ;j phosphorescent screen By measurim; 

the l»-am-<-ize at T lie screen as a fund ion of the quadrupole strength, one can deriure 

the KM V izeomemc eminance. defined by equations \b.-\2\ and 15.-13) below. (Note 

that uheii 1 use the \u>rd "enuttance" in this section. 1 mean the RMS yawn trie 

enimance. utiles'- otherwise slated. 1 

5.4A P r i n c i p l e o f t h e E m i t t a n c e M e a s u r e m e n t s 

The -heor> of 1 lie method as it is usually developed (see. for example. ^3 .<'> a 

niutio-eiirrc/Mit- beam described by i|,e so-called ^-matr ix M . which fot t U . pirn,'-

• Often, the beam is awiniicd to be gaussian. and hence completely characterized by 

the ^-matr ix, hut this assumption is unnecessary, as discussed in subsection 5.4.G.) 

The HMS Geometric emiitaticc in lerms of the - -ma t r ix is simply 

* = \ d e i E = \ E , , - : : - Z^. i-V-Uf 
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where I have used the fact thai - i : - Z?-,-

An arbitrary ^-matr ix. E 0 . is transformed by a heamlme with a transport matrix 

r iiccordine 10-

E , = r E „ r T . (544) 

where E i is the - -mat r ix ai the end of the beamline and where r T is the transpose 

of r. The spatiaJ beam Sigma at the end of the beambne --t .g. . at a phosphorescent 

screen—is given by 

a = y ( E i h i . (5.45) 

Clearly, rr is a function of the original ^-matr ix . Eo- and the matrix r . thai is. of the 

initial beam phase-?pace and the properties of the beam-transport system between 

points 0 and I. 

In the experiment, one vanes a beamline element—e.g., the strength of a quadru

pole-—thus obtaining a series of n matrices r,. Corresponding to each of these matrices 

is a spatiaJ sigma. ct. at the end of the beamline. By explicitly writing OUT equauoiis 

1 h \\ \ ami iS.4oK one ran express the results of the whole series as 

^ 
al 

\ K 

/ " .1 i \ 
r i . n - • r i . n ' I ' M : r u > 

;.n 2 • r 2 .n • r 3 . i : r . 1 5 

\ i ; . l ! - • r n . H r n . l3 r».12 / 

f " " ) 
» V „ 

{I« / 

M - T :- S. i.r>-4:i 

From this, one obtains a solution for the elements of the ^-matr ix : 

S = ( T T T ) _ 1 T T M (5.4(0 

from which the emit tance is obtained by (see equation (5.43)) 

< = V ' S i S a - S l (5-49) 

Note that this procedure gives not only theemi t t ance . but also the beam-correlations. 

file:///b.-/2/
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5 .4 .2 I n c l u s i o n of E x p e r i m e n t a l E r r o r s 

For experimentai data, the o. are known within dome uncertain^ Xa,. In thib cafe. 
one can use a weighted leasi-squares fh SS. fi] inMead of the equal-weights fn given 
b\ equation [5.4S). obtaining 

S - l T 1 t ; - ; T r ' T ' C ' M . (5.50i 

where C is the covanance matrix of the experimentally measured quantities, defined 

by 

C„ = tl}Xv,X(j}. i 5.511 

with (\, being the Krone* ker deha-function. and where I use X to indicate the 
uncertainties to avoid confusing multiple uses of the letter <r. The uncertainties in 
ihe elements of S (i.e.. in the ^-matrix derived from ihe fit) are found by computinc 
the covanance matrix of the fit parameters: 

K = U T C U . (5.52i 

where U is defined as 
V = r r T C ' 1 T r 1 T T c ; <o.o31 

The uncertainties m the elements of S are related to the diagonal elements of K. by 

AS, = \ K„ (5.54) 

The uncertainty in the eimttance is then given by propagation of errors through 
equation t 5.49), which, when expressed in terms of the ^-matrix yields 

±< = ( | M " K » - ( i i , ) , K » - t i r ) ' K " - l 5- 5 5 ) 

^-"-»!.• oZilZllv i - " - " r 

Note that I have used the off-diagonal terms of the covariance matrix in an attempt 
to ub- un better accuracy As I will discuss belciw. this sort of error analysis gives 
dubious results and I have used a Monte-Carlo method 61 instead for my final results. 
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5 .4 .3 T h i n L e n s T r e a t m e n t 

It is instructive tii write equation 15.48) out for the case of a thin Sens quadrupole 
followed l>y u drift space of lenpth L. In this case, the transport matrix is given by 

I I • < 5 ' 5 6 1 

0 1 / \ -K 1 / 
where 1 .K is the focal length of the quadrupole. The beam-size at the end of the 

drift space as a function of the quadrupole focaJ-length is (from one line of equation 
(5.40)1 

ff: = i l - « L ) : S M 1 - 2 L ( l - K L I S M J - L ' J : , . : , . 15.57) 

As pointed out by Ross. ft. at.,'86}. this can be written in a more transparent form 
as 

c- = cll\n - K„)' '—. (5.58.1 
al 

where a0 is the beam-size at the entrance to the quadrupole and where 
v t -. v" 

« . = - M V L , - ' •" lR.S«t 

is the value of H that gives the minimum spot-size at the screen. 
Since c 0 is presumably unknown, one must find both the second derivative and 

the minimum of u2 as a function of « in order to find the emittanee. If one rewrite.* 
equation (5.581 as 

o-: = D :(* - Kmf - a ; , . (5.6Qt 

where ____ 
1 / d2 

X 
then the omittance is given by 

D = - ( ! H 
<r m D 

< = — • < 5 - 6 2 1 

One can appreciate from this equation that in order to determine the eniittance i-
is important to probe the minimum of the beam-size versus K, in order to get am. 
and that it is also important to vary K over a sufficiently wide range to get a reliable 
value for D. For noiseless data, the emittance can be reliably extracted even withot; 
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probing ilif minimum This shouldn't he surprising, since fur ideal data one only 

needs three data points for am three different values, of qtiadrupole strength in order 

10 completely constrain the fit For real (i v.. tunsy) data, however. U is impurtanl to 

both probe the minimum beam size and the "wings" where the beam size becomes 

quite large 

5.4 .1 E m i t t a n c e M e a s u r e m e n t L a t t i c e and P r o c e d u r e 

The design of measurement systems to minimize the error in the emutaiice deter 

miiihiion is discussed m the literature 8t>. 11. 87 . In order to minimize the effect 

of tlte f-niie resolution of the imaging sysiem. one wants a large distance between 

the qnadrupole being varied and a small beam-size at the quadrupole M» For a 

fixed emittance. tins yields a larger value of n m relative to the fixed resolution of 

ihi- imaging system However, since the placemen! of the quadrupoles and phosphor 

screen was dictated by the requirements of the GTL as an operational—as opposed 

to experimental—system, these considerations are largely academic for the present 

work 

The emittance measurements for the RF Gun made use of quadrupoles QA and 

0 ' and the chopper screen. The alpha mat*net scraper was used lo determine the 

tnoim'TiMim ••pectruin of the beam and to (titer the momentum of the beam allowed 

to reach the M-reen In this wa>. measurement*, could be made as a function of 

inomemum -pread. for comparison with the simulation results of Chapter J 

The optics up to ihe alpha magnet war- designed so as to prodme a reasonably 

small beam spot on the chopper-screen, even with Q-i and Qb off. Q ] . Ql\ and Q.̂  were 

set TA $*.$ m •. -!»0.-l m ' . a n d f>3 1 nV". respectively These are considerably weaker 

quadrupole strengths than those for the running lattices listed in the earlier section 

of this chapter. The alpha-magnet strength was set so as to produce q ; - 1-I -Filcm. 

For the horizontal e imttanre measuremenis. Q-l was varied while keeping <̂ :> olT 

Following this. Q-J was degaussed and set to i nominalh i K| ~- HOm \ and Q'~> was 

varied, ldealh. the daia from the variation of Q-i would have been used to obtain : , 

while that trout the variation of Q.7> would have been used to obtain :\ . I 'nfor tunaieh. 

saturation problems invalidated the Q.r) data, as will he seen below. 
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Figure 5.23: Signal Analysis for a Video Scan 
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For caili quadrupole setting, the LeCroy 9450 oscilloscope was used to digitize a 

full screen sweep fioin ihe camera-i.e. . a full two-dimensional intensity map of the 

beam—and the resultant waveform was transferred to the PC and stored there. Be

cause of tin' large numhpr of data points (--50K) in each waveform, on-line processing; 

of the data was neither possible nor would it have been efficient Rather, data was col-

lected and stored for later analysis on SSRL's VAX 8610. Figure 5.23 shows a section 

of a raw video scan taken in the course of one of the emit tance measurements. The 

envelope of this signal is essentially the vertical beam profile, while the "sub-scan^' 1 

(separated by regions where the signal falls to < 0.05 V) are horizontal slices through 

the beam at successive vertical positions. This data has a clear baseline variation 

thai largely repeats through successive horizontal scans. 

5.4 .5 A n a l y s i s o f D i g i t i z e d B e a m - S p o t I m a g e s 

To analyse the large amount of data that came from even a single emittance measure

ment, ii was desirable to have a computer program that would process the raw video 

scans and reconstruct the two-dimensional beam-profile. 1 have employed several 

stages in the processing of such scans, as illustrated in Figure 5.23. and as imple

mented m the program hvscan: 

1 Organization--The beginning and end of each horizontal sub-scan was located. 

and tlif data organized into a two-dimensional intensity map (or "pixel map") . 

2. Baseline subtraction—The first horizontal sub-scan of every complete scan was 

used as the baseline for ail subsequent horizontal sub-scans. (Even with no beam 

impinging on the screen, the signal from the camera was seen to vary over each 

horizontal sweep, rather 'ban becoming the flat signal that one would expect 

in an ideal circumstance. ' This involves assuming that this sub-scan is free 

of m i beam-related signal, which is invariably true for the data I have taken. 

Smre the height of the baselines for the sub-scans were seen to be vary slowly 

from sub-scan to sub-scan, the haseline scan was scaled by a smoothly-varyinc 

function of the scan number before subtraction. 
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In hindsight, a better procedure would probably have been to store a complete 

screen scan taken with no beam, and to subtract it in its entirety from all the 

other complete scans. This would have ebminated concerns about the variation 

of the baseline from sub-scan to sub-scan, assuming that the baseline scans were 

taken often enough to track variations in the camera performance with time. 

3. Pedestal suppression—Basehne subtraction is sufficient to lake out the varia

tion of the baseline across each horizontal sub-scan, and to bring the resultant 

baseline within a few mV of zero (compared to several hundred mV for a typ

ical beam-related signall. It was found, however, that sometimes there would 

be a clear ppdestal, or voltage offset, remaining after the baseline subtraction. 

Hence, after baseline subtraction, hvscan can be directed to find the pedestal 

of each sub-scan. It then smooths these pedestals as a function of scan number 

(in order to prevent noise from causing abrupt variations), before subtracting 

the pedestals. In most cases, pedestal adjustment is unnecessary (the effect of 

pedestal adjustment cannot even be seen in the Figure), amounting to a few 

mV compared to a signal of several hundred mV. 

4. Masking—the data was masked by a window of user-specified dimensions, to 

eliminate known non-beam-related features appearing on the images (e.g.. re

flections from the screen holder!. For most of the scans. 10T< of the data from 

around the edges of eacii scan was masked out. More drastic masking was also 

necessary for some scans in order to eliminate obviously spurious signals, such 

nueht be caused by RF1. Contour graphs of the intensity distributions where 

used to verify that the signals being masked out were indeed spurious (i,-?.. 

obviously aot pan of the beam). 

*>. Noise suppression - A sequence of noise-suppression stages was employed: 

tai After subtraction of the baseline and pedestal, any pixel values below zero 

were assumed to be noise, and were set to zero. 

ibi Any non-zero pixel surrounded with zero pixels above and below, or n> 
the left and right, was assumed to be noise, and set to zero. This proved 
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imahmble \u vljiuiiiiiinu' ?!>iiinm> |»riik> due u> KFI. tlmimh n ma> ha\e 

slightly truncaled the rdees of Mime beam imaees 

(ci The peak pixel was found, which aiier the previous slants is almost LMI.'II 

anieed to be located m I lie imane of! he beam i i.e.. to be unrelated in muse 

or has'ehnesi. Tlic prouram (lien zeroed all pixels thai were tun conned ed 

to ihi*- pixel b> a path gor-c through other non-zero pixels. 

ti, Analvsis---vanous auahses are available on the resultant pixel map: 

ii' Fractional widths. KMS widths. intensities, and centroids can be coinput 

ed for ain vertnai or horizontal ^̂ .̂, •̂ through the pixel map The venous 

width measures are described below 

b ' Tlie veriuai and horizontal slices gome through the peak of the pixel map 

can be written u> disk 

' c The pixel map can be co l l a t ed vertically into a single horizontal .scan, 

winch can be v n i i n i )i> oj.sk and anah^ed lor width, imemsuy. ;im) cem 

tnmi 

d The pixel m.ir i ar. be (ollap^ed horizontal!} into a smcle vertical scan, 

which can be written to disk and analyzed for width- intensity, and cen-

. • P u ^ n o - n , output or, the baseline ami pedestal subtraction is available 

,;' • liata for maknm COIIIOUT plots can be prepared. 

\n alternative to the somewhat iiituition-based noise-suppression led.n n v v 

here w...u;d be to use dimtai filtering rnfyriunately. digital filtering is inapplicable 

bet a»>e i lie number oi sample.- per sub-scan is too small, meaning that the must 

fm|tieiicie- art' not sufficient!} above the Signal frequencies to allow suppression of 

noi^e without obvious corruption of the signal. The danger of the noise suppression 

technique used here n. that n may eliminate vabd information around the edges of the 

beam umme However, there is no indication that this is a problem in the data 1 have 

;tuh!>M*tl. examination of the resultant beam profiles show no indication of significant 

trumatHui of the actual beam imape 
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f).*i.fi M e a s u r e s o f t h e B e a m S i z e 

Tlte use of "collapsed" vertical ami horizontal scans proved particularly valuable 

111 improving the smoothness of the variation of the beam width with quadrupole 

s trenmh. The use of slices through the beam peak is somewhat problematical in 

(hat the location of the peak is in some cases poorly defined and also susceptible to 

noise Two measures of beam-width are computed by hvscan : the ^34.13*?! half-

width (hereafter the " i 3 4 ^ half-width") about the median and the weighted KMS 

deviation from the median. 

The : L 3 4 ' " beam-width, which I call «.. is identical to <r for a gaussian beam, hut 

is well-behaved and easy to compute for a non gaussian beam. It is also much less 

noise -sensitive than the weighted RMS deviation, and hence, initially at least, looked 

promising as a "robust" beam size measure, u* for a scan V(t ) . whether a collapsed 

scan or a slice, was determined by first normalizing the area under the scar., such 

that 

I Y(i)d< = 1, t.VfiSi 
Jo 

where t - u is the start of the scan and t = T the end. The median. T m was ihen 

found, defined bv 
/ V(t)dt = - . (.Vti-li 
Ja -

The : f fractional width. ATff 1 - T u - Ti, is coinpufed using 

/ ' Vit idt = f (5.(K>) 

arid 
/ " V(t)dt .= f. C>fil-I 

where f-0.3413. The in terra! from t = Ti lo I = T m contains 3 4 ^ of the intensity. 

as Joes x\w interval from 1 - T m to t = T u . If V(t) where a gaussian function of t. 

then u.' - AT - would be equal to the sigma of the gaussian. 

The RMS-deviaiion. represented by r . is also equal to a for a gaussian beam, but 

not is necessarily equal to the best-fit cr thai one might obtain by fitting a gaussian 

to an arbitrary distribution, r for any scan Y(t) is given by 

vX v ( l ) ( t - T „ ) ' . (6.67) 

http://oj.sk
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where, as itbove. V(t I is normalized to unit area. 
The reader ma> wonder why 1 did not fit gaussian*. directly to the data. The 

rea.MJit is (hat the beam profiles arc frequently so mm-paussian thai this procedure 
would make little sense. Example;- of beam profiles will he shown below. 

Simulations of this method of measuring the emittance show that both u/ and r 
provide reasonable beam-sue measures for use in place of a in equation (5.481, even 
for ver> non-gaussian beams. Indeed, use of 7 allows exact recovery of the RMS emii-
lance even for non-gaussian beams. This should perhaps not be surprising, since the 
theory upon which the method is based deals explicitly with the transformation of the 
second moments of ihe panicle distribution and since the RMS emittance depends 
only on the second moments of the particle distribution. The development of the 
I-matrix formalism in no way assumes that the beam being described has a gaussian 
phase-space distribution;^. The use of u/, on the other hand, leads to errors for 
non-gaussian beams, as might have been anticipated, a-' is. however, attractive for 
experimental work in that it is less Susceptible to errors introduced by noisy "wings". 
Simulations with the lattice used for the experimental measurements shows that use 
of «.- tends to over-estimate the emittance. Since elegant calculates r and «.-. it is 
possible to make direct comparisons of actual measurements and simulated measure
ments using the two beam-size measures, and I shall report on such comparisons 
below. 

5.4.7 Imaging and Phospho/ Resolution 

The resolution of the imaging system[88] used to acquire the screen images will effect 
how accurate).* the emiitance can be measured, primarily by affecting the abiliiy 
to determine the minimum beam-size. (See the discussion above related to equa
tion |5.6'2).) The resolution depends on a number of factors: the resolution of the 
.screen material /i.e.. how large a emitting area would be activated by a zero-emittance 
electron beam*, the resolution of the camera tube (i.e.. how many pixels), the mag
nification, and the contributions of diffraction in the camera lens. 

As a step toward determining the resolution. I used a back-lit slit of variable gap 
1 actually the gap of a set of precision calipers), and measured the FWHM of the 
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Figure 5.24: Resolution Test for Horizontal Imaging 
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digitized video signal as a function of the slit spacing. The results for the horizontal 
scan are shown in Figure 5.24, from which one sees that the resolution (the FIVHM 
XX measurement for a hypothetical zero-width slit) is by extrapolation about O.lu 
jis. This corresponds to a half-width resolution of 0.076 /is. 

The corresponding experiment for the vertical scan is dubious, since the TV signal 
is broken into a sequence of horizontal scans, with each frame containing 240 such 
scans. The spacing between these scans is 64 .us, so that the resolution is clearly 
worse than this; the smallest vertical full width that can be measured is 64 /is. which 
1 will take to be the vertical resolution. The corresponding half-width resolution is 
32 m. 

For the beam measurements, as just discussed. 1 have used the parameters «.• and 
r to characterize the measured beam size, h is necessary that the resolution mea
surements be cast in an equivalent form, for comparison with «.• and r measurements 
for the beam. 

The imaging resolutions above were given as half-width at half-max IHWIIMI 
values. At the resolution limit, ihe video trace has a triangular shape, corresponding 
to the "lighting" of one pixel with the adjacent pixels being off: 

i • , f ° ' "N T 

\A( ' .1 = I T . (5.6S) 
I V - t i T 

where the area it normalized to 1. The HWHM is. of course, simply T 2. while ^ 
is defined hy 

0.3413 - [~* V A l t ldt . tS.fiy) 
from which ^ * 0.87-HWHM, The RMS t value for V^i ) is simply 

r J 

r± = I Vdl rd t . (5.701 
from which I obtain r$ ^ 0.82.HWHM. These are close enough tu allow simplifies 

tion of the analysis by taking ^ = r a =s 0.S5-HWHM. 
Vsing the resolutions given above, 

"-V.m.g.ng = _x.,m«eing = 0.S5 • 0.075/iS = .064fJS «'5.7 1 " 

and 

'̂v.iti»RinB = ~>.m«.ng = <-l-S5 • 0.032ms = .027ms. i5.72i 
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For the magnification used in the experiment'', these tune resolutions in lerms of 
correspond to spatial imaging resolutions of 58 iini horizontally and f<5 urn vertically. 
The fad that these nearly agree is purely coincidental, but I shall lake advantage of 
the coincidence and use 57 urn as the value for both planes. 

In the simplest analysis, these resolutions add in quadrature to the actual beam 
width and the phosphor screen contributions, to produce 

and similarly for r in this and all subsequent equations. Rewriting this, one sres that 

- W - \ ^ L . - <„„, (5.76) 

Thus, the actual beam width can be deduced from ihe measurements, with the 
uncertainty being 

from which one sees that this procedure is highly uncertain unless u^,.* -^ "-Vl.oi • 
i.e.. unless the use of equation l 5.75) is a small correction. If this is the case, one sees 
that A- \ , e w n =r A-. m t B J . Estimation of A*' m „, is discusst-d below. 

The screen material used for the measurements I will analyse here (see below), 
is rather grainy and is reported to have a resolution of 50-100 /<ml$9 . (My own 
examination of the material with a microscope reveals pitting on the scale of 100 200 
/*ni. If this is taken to define the "pixel" size, then the half-width resolution would be 
50- 100 urn. which is consistent with the published figure. 1 Adding this in quadrature 
with the imaging resolut jn gives u.-;„t>1 - 75-115/au. In order to simplify the analysis. 
it is convenient to use the average 195/im) of these two limits in what follows. 

The minimum measured horizontal beam sizes are about 400 nm. whereas the 
minimum measured vertical beam sizes are about 220 /ini. The use of equation (5.751 
is thus acceptable for the horizontal and vertical planes. 
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5.4.8 Choice of Screen Materia] and Experimental Limita
tions 

An additional source of uncertainty in the emiuancc measurements stems from the 
saturni. in and linearity of response of the screen material. Two different screen 
materials were installed for the chop per-screen. The first was Gd303S : Tb, which 
is the material chosen by SLAC for the SLC[90;. This material proved insufficiently 
robust for the beam intensities used in daily operation of the gun, As a result, the 
screen was damaged, making emittance measurements with it difficult (one had to 
try to steer (he beam to an undamaged part o(" the screen, and keep it there while 
varying Q4 and Q5j. 

More recently, a more robust screen was installed, made of "SLAC chromate" 
(AljOatCri. material 4 in [90}). This material is grainy compared to GdiOjS ; Tb. 
but has good light output and (judging from the Limited data presented in (90 and 
the statements made in [89") linear response (i.e.. the amount of light is proportional 
to the number of electrons). Nu experiments where done to specifically check the 
linearity (an oversight!. 

In an anempi to ensure that neither the phosphor nor the camera was saturating. 
I focused the electron beam 10 a very small spot and noied lhe signal level from the 
camera. ] then decreased the- beam iniensity. noting when 1 had reached a beam 
intensity where the intensity of the video signal was indeed changing as the beam 
iniensity decreased. I then maintained the beam intensity at a sufficiently low level to 
stay below about half of this signal level. As will be seen below, this precaution proved 
insufficient, and there is clear evidence of saturation in some of the measurements. 

Another limitation on the emittance measurements was due to the thick substrate 
of the chromate screen, which resulted in unacceptable heating of the screen and 
out-gassing at beam currents (into the screen/ greater than 100 m.A. In a test, (he-
vacuum increase for 300 mA was sufficient to cause an alarming increase in the GTI. 
vacuum pressure, and an unacceptable increase in the gun vacuum pressure. As a 
result, no measurements could be made of the effect of beam current on eminence. 
The experiments reported on below were done for about 270 mA out of the gun. wnh 
the current out of the alpha-mamiet further limited by the scraper. In retrospect. 
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data could have been taken for a larger range of gun currents for a sufficiency a small 
momentum spread At the time. I was more interested in the emittance for large 
fractions of the beam, such as were intended to be used in actual operation. 

5.4.9 Overview of the Experiments 

Having used hvscan to process the scans for any set of measurements, the resultant 
beam widths as a function of quadrupole strength were then available for calculation 
of the emittance. I wrote the program «mitmoas to do this analysis, with elegant 
being used to calculate the matrices as a function of quadrupole strength. In addition, 
emitmeas and elegant can be used to do simulated emittance measurements, with 
various types of initial beam phase-space distributions (e.g., gaussian, uniform, or 
rfgun- or MASK-generated). 

The experiments I shall report on here are by far the most complete set of results 
1 have to date and give simultaneous horizontal and vertical emittance data as a 
function of momentum spread allowed through the alpha-magnet. Constant beam and 
RF conditions were maintained for the entire series, with EP3 == 75MV/m (estimated 
from the momentum peak of the beami and J =; 5A/cm : (estimated from E p 3 . the 
current ;u GTl. and simulations of beam-losses in the transport line). The beam 
current into the alpha-magnet was 230 mA. The momentum peak was 5.026 * 0.048 
m,.c i thi:- value is the average over the all spectrum measurements taken, one for each 
set of omittance scans). 

As in previous chapters. I shall characterize the momentum spread in terms of (he 
parameter f. defined as 

Pm^PmMJ-fj. (5.77) 

where p m i r i is the minimum momentum allowed to pass through the alpha-magnet 
bv ihe scraper, and p m B , is the maximum momentum in the beam, f is essential rie 
fractional half •momentum spread of the beam for which the emittance is measun J. 
A total of eitht emiitance measurements were performed, four involving variatior of 
Q'l and four luvolviim variation of Qo. f was varied from about 0.08 to 0.03. 

I'nf'jruniatcly. the data invoivnie variation o{ Q5 were seriously affected by cain-
cr;i i^aturatum. ;ii- fiuure 5.2-"' shows. The intensities plotted here are the signals 
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integrated over the pixel maps, and should be constant for a system with no sain 
ration, smrc the beam current exiling the alpha-magnet was held constant. (Note 
that the intensity does noi decrease monotonically with f. since the camera aperture 
was opened as f was decreased in order to get a better signal-to-noise ratio,) The 
dips in intensity in Figure 5.25 coincide with the minimum spot-sizes in the vertical 
plane, and clearly imply the presence of some saturation effect. While I will not take 
space to show the data, graphs of the horizontal and vertical beam-sizes versus the 
strength of Qo give no indication that saturation is taking place, presumably because 
the saturation is a smooth phenomenon. Because of the dramatic saturation problem 
apparent for this data. 1 will not make further use of it 

Figure 5.26 shows intensity data for the measurements involving variation of Q4. 
The minimum horizontal beam-sizes occur around 70m" 1. while the minimum ver
tical beam-sizes occur around 20m~ :. In some cases, there is apparently systematic 
variation of the intensity, though the effect is mild compared to the previous Figure. 
Since the detailed nature of the saturation is not understood. I will simply use the 
data for Q4 "as is''. 

Since there is a great deal of data involved in these measurements. I will confine 
myself to presenting only a sample. In particular. Figure 5.2? shows a series of x-y 
contour graphs of beam-intensity. Similarly, Figures 5.28 and S.'.st show collapsed 
x and y beam intensity distributions corresponding the the contour graphs. One 
sees from these Figures that the intensity distributions are not well described by a 
gaussian. which is why I did not fit gaussians to the data in order to deduce the 
beam-size, as discussed above. One can also see bow the increasing strength o! the 
horizontally-focusing quadrupole first focuses then over-focuses the beam horizontally, 
and how the beam is defocused vertically. Note also that the beam is not symmetric 
in x: this assymetry is genuine, and was clearly visible in the TV* images during the 
experiments. It is a result of second-order x-y coupling by the alpl...-magnet, and is 
qualitatively reproduced in simulations. 

The axes in these graphs were converted lo distances from time intervals using 
Aximm) = i0.91 r 0.02).}T,(|is) and iy(mm) = (2.05 ± 0.03)ATy(ms). The cali
brations were obtained from noting the positions on the TV scans of known features 
on the screen. Note that the errors in the cabbrations of spatial size in terms of 
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Figure 5.2": 10%-Contour Graphs of for Several Q4 Settings, from Experiments with 
f=0.08 . 
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I n t e n s i t y ( A r b . U n r t») I n t o n B l t y CArb. U n i t s ) 

Figure 5.28: Collapsed Horizontal Beam-Intensity Profiles for Sevei ' Q4 Settn 
from Experiments with f=0.08. 
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l n t « n e > l t y ( A r b . U n l t o ) I n t o n o l t y C A r t > - U n f t » ) 

Figure 5.29. Collapsed Vertical Beam-Intensity Profiles for Several Q4 Settings, from 
Experiments wnh f=0.0S 
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time interval imply errors in the measured brain sizes and hence errors in the emit 
trtnee derived frtun these However one cannot equate the fractional error in tlie 
calibrations with the Isupposedh I jinrrnafK distributed fractional uncertainty of (he 
measured beam sizes, since ttte calibration error is systematic and implies no fluctu
ation of the measured beam sizes about the fit 

Th, effect of calibration errors on the omittance can be estimated using the thiti-
lens solution given in equation 15.02). ^nm <7m is equal to the fractional uncertainty 
in the calibration. Similarly. -M) D is equal to the fractional uncertainty in the 
calibration, since D ! ^ rr ! Hence, the fractional uncertainty in the eniittance is \ 2 
times the fractional uncertainty m the calibration This amounts to about 3% for 
the horizontal plane and 21"* fo* the vertical, which is insignificant compared to the 
effects of statistical errors in the beam size measurements. 

5.4.10 Es t imat ion of Uncer ta in t i e s 

knowledge (if the normally -distributed errors in the measured beam sizes can come 
only from statistical information gleaned from actual beam-size measurements. In 
addition, it is reasonable to assume that the resolution with which the beam-size can 
be measured is a lower limit on the uncertainly in any beam size measurement 

In orrtPT to assess the uncertainty in the beam-sizes. I first fit the data usine 
an assumed uncertainty equal to the resolution h e . !J5 idin. in order to provide a 
covanance matrix for the weighted fit This is important in obtaining good fits 'n 
the data near the minima, since the unweighted lii lentil to fit the larger beam sizes 
disproportionate!? well To see why. noie that 

Ala,' I = 'la, .Ary. I o Tv l 

The equal weights lit t" n" assumes that JUc-i is the same for all points, which is 

equivalent to assuming larger uncertainties for the smaller IT,. Hence, an equal weights 

tit should be expected to fit the smaller beam-sizes poorly, as is observed. 

Having done the initial fit. I calculated the rms deviation from the hi. defined bv 
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where rr| represents the value returned by tile fit, and where N - 3 is used because 
there are 3 parameters in the fit. reducing the number of degrees of freedom I then 
used the greater of r and the resolution as the actual uncertainty in the a,, and refit 
the data. 

The errors in the 1-inatrix and the omittance can calculated using equations 
15.54) and (5.56). As mentioned above, problems arose in doing this. In particular, 
the uncertainties m the y-plane emittance were very large, even though the fits were 
good, in the sense of having small deviations of the data points from the fit. The 
problem is related to the fact that the y-plane ^-matrix is such that Z^Zt, =: Z\t, 
so that small errors in the E-matrix can translate into large errors in the omittance 
(This is not true for the x-plane. where Z'n is small compared to ZnZu-) However, 
I am convinced that the error propagation is inadequate and greatly overestimates 
the actual effect. In equation (5.561, I included the effect of off-diagonal terms in 
the covariance matrix for the ^mat r ix , even though most analyses do not use these 
terms 85 . I found that the off-diagonal terms made large differences in the computed 
uncertainties, which is highly unusual. 

To diagnose this further. I made use of a feature of emitm«es which allows the 
addition of normally-distributed random deviates to the beam-size data prior to fit 
ting. In particular. 1 used emitmess to add ensembles of normally-distributed random 
deviates to data that was known to be perfectly fit by equation 15.461 and to compute 
the --matrix and omittance for each •"tweeked" data set (I used 500 error ensembles 
with 4-ci gaussian distributions I Statistics where kept to permit computation of the 
average T matrix, the rms deviation of the I-matnx elements from 'heir averages, 
the average omittance, and the nns deviation of the omittance from the averaee If 
the first-order error-propagation is adequate, then the average- ~ matrix together with 
ilie rms deviation of the elements of the S m a l m should, when used in equations 
' -r>.-iy ) and l*j.5t) I. reproduce the emittance and its mis deviation as computed direciiy 
from the results (or each ensemble. 

For the x-plane data, the two methods agreed very well on the emiitance itself, 
and within 20lr, on the uncertainly. For the \-plane data, however, the iiriccnaiiiiy 
in the enniiance as computed via error propaeauun was wildly different from that 
computed directly from the , inil'ance for I lie ensembles. Differences of several order. 
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ui niamuiude were frequently obi aiued. even Hump It the emit tames themselves apreed 

10 iul": 
\tiilitinna! skepticism about t he erroi propagation when applied lo l he y-plane 

data roiur> from nhservmi' the effects of eliminating point.", from the fits. If tin1 

calculated emittaiu'e ]<• ui fact iuchK uncertain. then elimination of pimrly-fit points 
should reduce t lie tun CT unity anil also chauu*' t lie emit tauce Neither of these effects 
was observed In one wise half of the data was eliminated with little change either 
in the calculated ctuittance or the uncenajnn computed via error propagation. 

[ believe that the reason lor this failure m the error propagation is the- fact that 
the elements of the i; matrix are not independeiiT. beitiE physically constrained by 
l he enutuiire to have a certain relationship. Hence, m the Mutile-Carlo error analyse 
i to be described presrnth :)ie addition of error." causes .'ill of the ^-matrix elements 
to chance in a constrained way. keepitit the emittance approximately unchanged. In 
the error propagation an ah sis. however, the elements of t he £-matrix are assumed to 
be independent, uhteh causes over-esumatuui of the effect of an error in one element 
of the v. mains h\ n-nonnj; necessary < or related errors in the other elements. While I 
haw n<M attempted limber order error an ah Ms or pursued this- problem beyond what 
is Mated here, it i> ilrar that the Mmile Carlo method is the mure reliable method. 
since :' is. ir. effect accurate lo all ordert, 

Uavd mi thesi' '".iiichjMini.s. ihc anahs\* proceeded b\ first domt the initial fit 
and ioir.nu-:i:<; the rins deviation. :, as described above To appK the Mume Carlo 
jm*t]:nd ji-r ;)>e >-:TOT anali W>. I thru computed the einittance and its uncertainty 
from -taie.r.'. no UK' sets of •} .T norm ally-diMribu led errors added tu the u.- or ~ 
data \alue-. \\i\\, the sicma of the normal distribution heme given by the larcer of i 
and rhe resojuiioi; This procedure 1-. performed automatically by emitmeas. 

5.-1.11 Exper imenta l Resul ts 

Figure-. '. .'vp and '• '.\ 1 rdiow ihe horizontal and vertical beam-sizes as a function of 
the Fiicncih of Ql. for f O.lKv Also shown are the fits 10 the data, as compiled 
b.\ emitmeat i wit h no errors added to i he data). The data for the horizontal plane 
is (pine well matched by the (its. with the results fur the collapsed scans being the 
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Figure 5.30: Horizontal Beam-Size versus Q4 Strength, for f = 0.08 . (Points are 
experimental data, lines are fits.) 
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Figure 6.31 Vertical Beam-Size versus Q4 Strength, for f = 0.08 . (Points are exper
imental data, lines are fits I 
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smoothest. The difTcreiu beam-size measures. ^ and r. appear to agree reasonably 
well for Ihe horizontal plane. Similar observations hold for the vertical plane, although 
ihe data a|ipears to be noiser because the range of variation of the beam size is smaller 
The vertical r data is considerably noisier than the venirai u.' data, a pauern which 
holds in general (though not for the data in Figure 5.301. 

The reader may wonder why the vertical beam size should decrease as Ihe strength 
of the horizontally focusing quadrupole is increased. The reason is thai the beam is 
vertically converging when it exits the alpha-magnet. With Q4 turned off. there is a 
beam-waist in the vertical plane before the beam reaches the screen. As the strength 
of Q4 is increased, the vertical defocusmg causes the vertical waist to move toward 
the screen, resulting in smaller beam-sizes at the screen. 

Figures I..32 and 5.33 show the measured emittance as a function of the momentum 
spread, f. For each of the x and y planes, there is a set of four graphs. Each Figure 
shows the omittance as deduced from u.- and T beam-sizes for the central slice through 
Ihe beam and for the collapsed scan. One sees thai there is good genera, acr.-eincin 
between the emitiances as deduced from the four different measures, with a i ieai 
trend toward smaller omittances at smaller momentum spreads. (In some rases. oni> 
three data points appear, because the beam size daia was too noisy to lit i 

5.4.12 Comparison of Experiments and Simulations 

The mathematical basis for ihe emittance measurements, given in equations I5-4L>I 
through (5.50]. assumes a mono-energetic beam. I'nlil now, I have not dealt wiih ihe 
question of the validity of the method in the presence of significant momentum spread 
in ihe beam. At issue here is the effeci of chromatic aberrations in ihe quadrupole 
that is varied. 

The MASK data I shall use for all simulations in the remainder of this section 
is for E p , = i5MV.ni and J = lOA'cnr. which is close lo the experimental condi
tions of E,,j =t T5MV m (determined from the position of the momentum peak 1 and 
J = 5A/cm'. Since the emittance is a weak function of J at low current densities (see 
Chapter 21. the difference between 5 and 10 A/cnr is negligible. 

As a preliminary illustration of the importance of chromatic aberrations in the 
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experiments. Figure 5.34 shows an e l e g a n t simulation of the RMS geometric emit 

tance in the x and y planes as a function of position along the beanihne, where 1 

have used the same optics as was used for the measurements I with Q4 set at 90 n r ' i . 

The momenta of the simulation particles was pre-filtered in order to show the effect 

only of those particles that would actually exit the alpha-macnet. for f = 0.08 . In 

addition, the data point at the center of the alpha-magnet is not shown, since the >; 

omittance at this point is greatly inflated due to the dispersion. As discussed earlier 

in this chapter, one sees that chromatic aberrations have a dramatic effect on the 

omittance as ihe beam travels along the beamline. 

Next. I show the effect of thai variation of Q4 has on the omittance at the chopper 

screen (again, this is for f - COS). Specifically. Figure 5.35 shows the omittance for 

horizontal and vertical planes as a function of Q4. with Q5 set to zero, and in addition 

shows the emittance for Q4 set to 90 m ~ : while Q5 varies. The emittances in these 

graphs are computed directly from the coordinates of the simulation particles after 

tracking through th° beamline with e l e g a n t . Since the emittance is not constant as 

the quadrupoles are varied, it i> a vaiid question whether obtaining the emittance by 

measurinc the beam• size as a function of quadrupole strength is applicable. 

To answer this question. 1 have run e l e g a n t for a series of alpha-magnet <hi 

positions corresponding to those used in the experiment, e l e g a n t tracked simulated 

electron hunches for a series of values of Q4 tor Qo). dumpine the transport matrix 

and the collapsed beam sizes iboth «.- and : l to disk for subsequent analysis with 

emitmeas . 

Finn re "i.;tb '-how- the predicted variation of horizontal beam size ,*• as a function of 

Q 3 for f 0. (iv. alone with the experiment a] data io which the simjlations correspond 

(These beam sizes are for the collapsed scans. I One sees that in general the simulation 

and experiment aeree very poorly, with substantial agreement occurring only for «.•, 

versus Q-l 

The differences are particularly dramatic for the vertical plane. In ihe experi

ments, the vertical beam-size went though a cleat minimum as Q4 was varied in the 

simulation, however, the beam-size does not go through a minimum in either case 

Tins ma> well be related to the uncertainty in the alpha-magnet opncs for the ver

tical plane As dismissed in Chapter 'I. the effect of field errors m tli*1 alpha-niaenet 
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i> much greater Jor flic npiics m ihe vertical plant- than for the horizontal plane, and 
hence the correspondence f.<>ru-i'<'it simulation and experiment may b'1 expected to be 
worse for ihe vertical plane than for the horizontal plane. More work is needed to 
ascertain whether the known field errors m the alpha-magnet are sufficient to account 
for the observed discrepancy. 

This does not mean, however, that the emnianee measurements for either plane 
are invalid, since the emniance measurement depends onh on the matrix from the 
beginning of the first varied element 10 the point of observation. Assuming (hit 
the errors in the alpha-magnet are only significant for the first-order matrix (an 
assumption 1 have not proved!, the emittance would be unchanged, though the Z-
niatnx would be altered. This would change the variation of beam-size with either Q4 
as well, without changing the emiuance that would be deduced from that variation. 

Figures S.37 and .'j.as show the emittance measurements for the collapsed scans 
(previously shown in Figures 5.32 through 5.33) along with simulation results obtained 
from elegant, rfgun. and MASK. As in ihe earber Figures, the boxes represent 
the experimental measurements. The sobd line- are the emittance as inferred from 
simulated measurements, using rigun-generated initial particle distributions tracked 
by elegant, then analysed by emitmess (On some of the graphs, the solid line 
is missing because ihe beam-size did not go through a minimum, an- ;he fitting 
tailed.' The dotted lines are the upper and lower limit of the emittance in these 
simulations, indicating the variation of the emi'tance due to changing chromatic 
aberrations. Similarly, ihe dashed hues are the upper and lower limit of the emittance 
when MASK-generated initial particle distributions were used. 

From Figure 537. one sees that use of * as a beam-size measure is problematic. 
despite the appeal of the measure because of its robustness. I now refer specifically to 
simulation results, and the discrepancy between the emittanc? deduced from u; and 
upper and lower bounds on the RMS emittance computed by expbeit averaging over 
the coordinates of the simulation panicles. By contrast, in Figure 5,38 one sees that 
the emnuncc deduced from the RMS beam-size is generally quite close to the range 
through which the emittance actually varies in the simulation. 

One would expect that as the momentum fraction was decreased, the inferred 
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Figure 5.37: Emiltance from u.' vs. Quadrupole Strength, as a Function of Half-
Momentum Spread, f, from Simulations and Experiment. (See text for explanation I 
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Figure 5.3S: Emittance from r vs. Quadrupole Strength, as a Function of Half-
Mumemum Spread, f, from Simulations and Experiment. (See text for explanation.) 
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omittance would approach the boundaries set by the variation of the explicitly cum 
puted omittance. From the Figures, one sees that this is not always true, even when -
is used as the beam-size measure The reason is that, even for comparatively low me 
mem urn spreads (as low a;- ~2 .3A in the simulations), there is still some dependence 
of the emittiince on quadrupole strength. This is apparently sufficient to "throw off" 
the fits and make the emiuance appear u> be something different from what it actu 
ally is. 1 am confident thai these results are not spurious, since omitmaas has been 
tested thoroughly using zero-momentum-spread simulation beams: in tests, the emit 
tance for such a beam proved recoverable to the very high accuracy (limited by the 
fact thai the data delivered to emitmeas was only good to single-precision accurac; ) 
Note that the effects of momentum spread on the the emittance measurements are 
qunc unlike the effects of noise, in that the latter do not cause systematic variations. 

5.4.13 Possible Sources of Discrepancies 

While there is some agreement between the simulations and the experimental results. 
the measurements on average give emittances that are 50^. higher than the Simula 
lions predict. Possible sources of error in the emittance results stem from possible 
uncertainty in the position of the quadrupoles and in the calibration of the quad
rupole strength (as a function of driving current 1. Simulations with elegant of the 
effect of errors in quadrupole strengths and positions show that these are relatively 
minor issues: 

I. Men ion of Q4 by - b nun produces les> than : 5 ? ! variation in the inferred 
emit tance for cither plane 

'J. Motion of Q.i by r ft mm produces less than ~ 10 % variation in the inferred 
omittance for either plane 

3. - 1U l" strength errors m Ql produces less than ~ 10 T( variation in theinferred 
eminance for either plane. 

4. = ID '~ .strength error? in Qo produces less than - 13 ^ variation in the 
inferred omittance for the x plane, and less than - 8^ vanaiion for the inferred 
emittance for the y plane. 
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The effects of such errors are less than indicated by these results, since the posi-
lions are known to within a few mm and since the strength calibration is good to at 
least x 5 ^ . (Recall, however, that the quadrupole calibration was adjusted by 87c as 
a resuit of beam-optics tests, as discussed in a previous section of this chapter.) 

In Chapter 2, I discussed the strong effect that non-linear fields in the gun have 
on the beam emittance. Ir is possible that if the cathode is no! properly positioned, 
the cftaracter of these fields could be changed, thus leading to discrepancies between 
simulation and experiment. In particular, the non-linear fields would be expected to 
increase rapidly as the cathode is pulled bach inlo the ceramic annulus- This issue 
requires further investigation. 

Another possible explanation for the discrepancies, and one that I consider likely, 
is the excitation of other structure modes in the gun. leading to beating of the fields in 
the cells. Such beating (occurring at 50 MHz) has been observed in actual operation. 
In addition, the beam sizes for the measurements are from averages over hundreds of 
bunches, so that the variation in current and bunch momentum during the RF pulse 
will effect the measured beam-sizes. That is. the phosphor responds to all electrons 
that reach it. and during any RF pulse this includes electrons from bunches emitted 
over several hundred nano-seconds (just how long depends on the experimental con
ditions, in particular the selling of the alpha-scraper I. Both of these effects would 
increase the measured emittance through variation of the beam momentum (which 
would lead to different focusing in the quadruples and alpha-magnet i and through 
vanaiioti of the RF focusing in the gun. I have not attempted to quantify these 
effects. 

While the experiments disagree with the simulations, "bottom-line" is that the 
emittance. in the presence of chromatic aberrations and other errors, has been found 
ti> be less than 12 i- • mm - mrad in the !.„rizontal plane, and less than 3.0 ir • mm • mrad 
fur the vertical plane Depending on the momentum filtration employed, substantial-
ly smaller enuttances can be obtained. The geometric mean of these upper bounds i_-
about 6.5- mm mrad. corresponding to a normalized emittance of 32 r • m tc - <im 
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5.5 Bunch Length Measurement 

In Chapter 4,1 discussed the principle of magnetic compression, and made predictions 
of how effective the compression was expected to be. In particular. I predicted that 
bunch lengths of order 1 ps should be possible, with corresponding peak currents 
of several hundred amperes, depending on the current drawn from the gun. The 
SSRL preinjector consists of the GTL (described in an earlier section), followed by 
three SLAC-type bnear accelerator sections and the linac-to-booster (LTB) transport 
line. The LTB features several bending magnets, the first of which (Bl) is followed 
by an insertable phosphor screen ("the Bl screen"), allowing measurement of the 
momentum spread at the end of the linac with resolution as good as 0.02 fi.. depending 
on the adjustment of the quadrupoles between linac sections 1 and 2. (This resolution 
was determined empirically from the minimum beam-size achieved at the Bl screen.! 

For the amount of RF power (2.6 M\V) that was available for the gun as of this 
writing, the current reaching GT1 is limited to about 800 mA. with the momentum 
peak occurring at about 4 m,c. This corresponds to E p ! 5: flOMY/m and hence an 
effective cathode area of about 5 mm' , from which I infer that the current density is 
about 20 A cm'. Comparison with results of Chapter 4 would lead onr to conclude 
that peal currents of about 200 A should be possible. However, the results of Chapter 
4 were for E p : = 75.MY m. which results in a higher-momentum beam l ppeai< • 6 I 
that is easier to compress than the lower momentum beams obtained when the gun 
is heavily beam-loaded. 

Routine operation of the SSRL preinjector involves operating the gun at full RF 
power and with GT1 currents of 600-800 mA. About 2 3 of this current is allowed out 
of the alpha-mati.net. and the full momentum spread at the end of ;he linac is typically 
less than 0.2 'V The momentum of the beam at ihe end of the linac is typically 
200 iu r t . tin-jiii: Al' • 0 .Im,!' This suggests that the bunch compression is workinc 
quite well, even for the initially low momeiuum beam from the fully beam -loaded 
gun. lcnonne. the contribution of initial momentum spread and assuminc .? - 1 for 
the imiia] li-'am. I estimate the bunch length as 7 ps. This clearly over estimates 
the bunch lent'th. since n is known thai the beam has significant initial momentum 
spread. I have nor ariornpted to perforin detailed simulations to investigate this 
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particular < ase (tin her 

5.5.] Principle of Bunch-Length Measurements 

It? iittier to get cxpcimrnial verification of the bunch compression. 1 have made some 
bum h lengih measurements by employing the third accelerator section phased sn that 
ihi- (Tiiter of the bunch receives no acceleration. Since the beam reaching the third 
seciion is already highly relativistic (^ 150m rri. one can approximate the effect of 
the third section by 

Ap = Ap3sinl(M. (5.SO) 

where Ap. is the momentum change thai would be imparted to a relanvistic electron 
passinc through section ;) at the accelerating; crest, and rp is the momentum chance 
imparted to a particle at phase c (relative to the null). (This is very similar to the 
equations of the first section of Chapter 4 for acceleration of an already relativistic 
particle, except that in Chapter 4. 1 referenced the phase to the RF crest.I 

If the phase-length of the bunch is cc\ centered ahout o = 0. then the resultant 
momentum spread for an initially mono-energetic beam is 

I 'P = "J.lp3SiiiicLi 'J! (5 .Si) 

If the beam is not initially mono-energetic, the analysis is more complicated, and 
»»: depend on the detailed initial phase-space distribution of the bunch However, if 
momentum spread imparted to the beam is large compared to the initial momentum 
spread, such effects can be ignored. By measuring i*p as a function of - i p 3 . one can 
verify ilia; the initial momentum spread is lor is not) inconsequential by verifying 
thai tkp depends lor does not depend! linearly on Ap 3 . 

Because of this issue, for the experiments I have done and will report on here. 1 
first phased sections 1 and 2 to obiain the minimum final momentum spread before 
varying Ap.i As seen in Chapter 4. this does not achieve the minimum bunch length, 
thouch it will produce a very short bunch. The bunch length also depends strongly 
mi the alpha-magnet gradient, and hence it is necessary to select a gradient that is 
matched to the aniicipated gun longitu^.tal phase-space. 
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ll is convenient to rewrite equation 15.81) in terms of fraction momentum spread 
by dividing by the central momentum. p 0 : 

i*p Ap-i 
— = 2-^s in(e i>/2) . (5.82) 
Po Po 

Apj is varied, of course, by varying the RF power level in section 3. This is quantified 
(see Chapter 4) as 

Apj = 20.4 v

/ P 3 (M\V). (5.83) 

where P.i is the RF power to section .'!. 

5.5.2 Practical Considerations 

While the principle of the measurement is simple, its execution is less so on the SSR1. 
premjecior. due to a number of factors: 

1. At the time of this writing, there are still problems with pulse-io-pulse jitter 
in the RF power level, which can cause the beam on the Bl screen 10 jitwr by 
more than the width produced by the momentum spread. This problem was 
circumvented by using the LeCroy 9450 oscilloscope to grab frames from the 
TV camera, each of which contains the image produced by a single beam pulse. 

2. There is no way to determine the RF phase of the individual sections, or .o 
ensure that the phases are held constant during the experiment Long.term 
drifts in the modulator HV can cause drifts in the individual RF power output 
levels and phases of the individual klystrons. The only solution to this at present 
is to do each measurement as quickly as possible. 

3. The RF phases are referenced to the phase of the second section, as discussed 
earlier in this chapter. Hence, optimization for the best alpha-magnet gradient 
to compress a given beam from the gun would involve rephasing the RF for the 
gun and sections 1 and 3. which can be very time-consuming. Ideally, a single 
control would be available to simultaneously vary the RF of all three sections 
relative to the gun. (The reason there must be any RF re-phasing at all is 
that changing the alpha-magnet gradient varies the path-length, and hence the 
time-of-flight, between the gun and linac.) 
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4. The phase shifirr (or section \\ has a significant phasr-dependem insertion loss. 
so thai phasing the section to the phase null can be difficult. To verify ihat 
the section is phased at the null, one must vary the powr into the section and 
verify that the central beam momentum is _ changed. If the section is not at 
a null, the phase must he varied until the null is found- Unfortunately, upon 
changing the phase, the insertion loss changes, which can cause the beam lo 
jump in momentum, requiring the experimenter to vary Bl in order to find the 
bean again. In addition, the phase shifter shows significant hysteresis, further 
complicating the optimization. 

Time permitting, cue would vary the gradient and rephase the accelerator sec-
lions, and measure the hunch-length as a function of gradient. There was insufficient 
experimental lime to do this (the experiments took place during the commissioning of 
the 3 Gcv Booster, which required dedicated operation of the linac for injection into 
the hoosten. The results I will report on here thus do not represent the optimi2fd 
compression of the bunch, but only the best that I achieved in the few experiments 
that were conducted. 

5.5.3 Exper imenta l Resul t s 

Ficure .T..19 shows the experimental data for the most optimum conditions achieved. 
Y\om\\ here is the franionaJ momentum spread versus _ip3 p„, where p 3 is again 
the maximum available momentum gain from Section \\. ,is deduced from RK power 
measurements. The three sets of d?,ia are for three different positions of the alpha -
scraper. >o that different fractions of the beam are let through for each set. as indicated 
l>\ the value of Q printed with the data. The Figure also gives the bunch-lengths 
deduced from the data, using the His shown with the data points. The momentum 
spreads plotted here are FAVHM values, which, because of the shape of the momentum 
distribution &\ the end of the linac. contains, more than 90^ of the beam. 

The peak-current, defined as 
u£- < 5 S 4 » 

i> a measure commonly employed for rating the suitability of a beam to applications 
r'.qutnuc luph-lirittli'tiess. From the data Riven in tiie Figure, one sees that the highest 
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Figure 5.39: Data lor Bunch-Length Measurements for Various Momentum Fracti 
Allowed Through the Alpha-Magnei 
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measured peak current i< '> - 3 A. The current to GTl m this case was 395 mA. 
which corresponds io ISO pC per bunch. Hence, in order to obtain this high peak-
current, it was necessary to allow only 12^ of the beam through the alpha magnet, 
corresponding to an initial momentum spread of ~3 'H (i.e., f ~ U.03I. 

The peak currents for the other two data sets are about ]0 A. which is a value that 
wai- reproduced in several oihcr measurements as well. While these peak-currents. 
even the 2S A. are significantly less than the predicted optimum performance of 
I he system, it is dear thai too little work has been done to date to conclude that 
the predictions are inaccurate, It is hoped lhaj others will pursue this work with 
additional experiment!.. 

5.5-4 Comparison with Simulations 

The peak momentum of the bunch from the pun. as measured with the aipha-magnei 
scraper, was 4.4 m rc. which implies E p ; ^ 65MV m. Beam-loss simulations using 
elegant and a M ASKgeneraied inJiiaJ particle distribution predict Soft transmission 
from the Run to GTl. imply me; that i lie current out of the gun was 4t>4 in A. Since the 
effective cathode area for E p : = 65MY m is 4.7 mm :. the current density is inferred to 
be about 10 A cnr Hence, simulations of the bunch compression for comparison with 
experiment should use MASK-generated data for E p; = (>$MV.m and J = 10A cur. 

In order io ascertain how dose the experimental results are to what could have 
been achieved, and aisp to see how sensitive the bunch-length is to the alpha-mac.net 
gradient. I have used elegant to compute the bunch length and other parameters 
at the end of the first section for a series of alpha-masnet gradients, using the ;ust-
nientioned MASK data. Figure 5.40 shows the results for a momentum fraction of 
0 03. The alpha-magnet gradient for the data shown in Figure 5.39 was 189 G,cm. 
The conclusion is that the compression is roughly consistent with simulation* for 
f- 0.03. One sees from the Figure ihat the bunch length is quite sensitive to the 
gradient, and in particular that a 5^ increase in the gradient from 190 G 'cm would 
have decreaseo •' bunch length by a factor of about 2. 
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Figure 5.40. elegtuit/MASK-Sitnulated Beam Parameters After First Linac Section 
vs Alpha-Magnet Gradient for f=0.03. (E p 2 = 65MV/m. J = 10 A/cm 5). 
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As the reader has no doubt noticed. I have made extensive use of computers in t lu 

research reported on in this thesis. I wrote much of the software that 1 used while 

at SSRL. and, since it lias not been described in any pubbcations. I am adding ihis 

appendix to acquaint the reader with some of this software. Much of it is of very 

generaJ application, and (his appendix wili act as partial documentation. In the 

course of my descriptions. I will also comment on several issues pertinent to the use 

of computers in physics and to the siate of the programs used by the accelerator 

physics community, 

Part of my philosophy in doing research is that it is better lo spend time writing 

a program that does a task than to do that task manually (using a hand-calculator. 

say), since the program will then be available to immediately solve the problem the 

next time. Though writing the program may take more time than solving the orig

inal problem, in the long run one gains in productivity through repeated use of the 

program. Because my goal in creating programs is to produce a tool for future use. I 

a t tempt to make each program solve a much more general form of my particular prob

lem. In addition. 1 try 10 make the program as convenient and flexible as possible, to 

minimize the need for changes. 

Some physicists have disdain for programming, an a t t i ' ude I do not share. Pro-

gramminc i.1- no different from solving differential equations, both being tools for 

solving problems. It would be as silly to look down on solving differential equations 

as it is to look down on proeraminiim Computer programs differ from analytic ap

proaches in that they are more eisily misused and more easily used by those with 

little understanding, i.e.. they are more easily used or misused by those who don't 

understand physics. This is not. however, an indictment of computer methods, but 

of those who abuse them. 

One of the worst aspects of many of ihe programs used by accelerator physicists 

today is the user-interface. Many programs still require the user to type in rows of 

numbers, often in R ' del format, and still spit out row after row of numbers in tables 

spanning pages of fp.i-fold paper. These programs make little use of the computer 's 

ability io talk to th° user on his terms and to present the results in a way that aids 

the physicist's understanding. The user is left on his own to produce graphical or 

alternative representations? of the results-. 
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There are. of coune . many programs thai serve the physicist's needs much more 

sausiaciorih For the most p a n . these programs make use of a rusinm-designed 

user interface, so that the data from one program must be "post-processed" (e.p . 

plotted) with the aid of an auxiliary program written just for the physics program 

ITS question (or for some small group of programs). Examples of such codes are the 

standard version of MASK (which does ail graphics internally and writes all other data 

m a single output file! and the POISSON group programs (which share a common, 

though incomplete, graphics program T E K P L O T . along with common pre-processors 

and some program-specific post-processors). 

1 consider this duplication of effort to be wasteful and to unnecessarily complicate 

the use of programs- In response to this problem, I have created three standard

ized data formats that are suitable for use in almost ail applications. The simplest 

format—called mpl format after one of the primary programs that uses the format — 

is used by a large group of inter-communicating programs called the mpl Scientific 

Toolkit. The other two formats, the dpp and column formats, are self.describing data 

formats that are used to store and manipulate data, selected elements of which can 

then be written to mpl data sets for use with the Toolkit 

Physicists should not disdain to be involved in the design of the user interfaces 

for the programs they will use. for it is the requirements of doing physics that should 

dictate the design of the user inu-nace. A program with an inflexible, inconvenient 

user mtt face forces the physicist to deai with tedious mat ters rather than the physics 

of the s i t u a t i o n : writing such a program is bad physics as well as bad computer 

science. I believe that the ideas described in this appendix, and the programs thai 

implement them, represent a significant step toward a more universal user interface 

for scientific programs. 

ni>l and aoe formats and the principle programs that use them are described in 

more detail in a following sections. For now, I will describe each briefly, mpl format 

is esser uly a series of (x. y) pairs, with optional u n c t a i n t i e s , and hence is not 

appropriate for storing aU types of data. For a great many applications, however, this 

is not a serious limitation, and the simplicity of the format mal.es it a good choice. 

The nion sophisticated format, dpp format, is used for the output from many 

simulation programs. It consists of a header that gives the names and units of the 
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quantities in I he lilt. together with the names and units of "auxiliary quantities". 

After the header, there follows a series uf "tables."', each consisting of values for the 

auxiliary quantities and an arbitrary number of ruws of data, with each column of the 

table containing values for one of Ihe named quantities. (For example, the quantities 

might be phase-space coordinates (x, x ' . y, y ' ) . with the auxiliary quantities beii.g the 

time and z coordinate.) A sophisticated post-processing program, dpp, is available to 

access and manipulate the data in dpp format files (which are not human-readable), 

allowing the user to select the data of interest, create new quantities by defining them 

in terms of existing quantities, and much more, dpp can create human-readable tables 

and. in its most common application, mpl data sets for use with the mpl Toolkit. 

column format is intermediate between mpl and dpp formats. Like mpl format, it 

is human-readable, but like dpp format, it has a self-describing data structure that 

supports any number of data elements in a table. The programs column and s h e e t 

(a spread-sheet program) are available to manipulate data in column format and to 

create mpl data sets of selected sub-sets of the data in a column data set. column 

format has the disadvantage that it is cumbersome and inefficient for very large data 

sets, which are best stored in dpp format. 

At this time, the programs that make use of these formats are available oni\ on 

SSRL"s VAX 8510 computer. I anticipate making the first release of the mpl Toolkit. 

dpp. and other of my programs (such us r f g u n and e l e g a n t ) in the near future 

http://mal.es
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A.l The mpl Scientific Toolkit 

The mpl Scientific Toolkit is » croup of programs, writ ten II! the C" proerammmt 

l.inuuaw 91 sharinc a common data hit format The Toolkit is a powerful aid to 

a scientist's use of computers, alleviating much of the tedium associated with the 

analysis and interpretation of data. While I developed the Toolkit in the course 

of the research reported on m this thesis, the programs are of much more general 

application 

Each of the programs in the Toolkit was developed in response to a specific need 

in niv s e a r c h . However, my philosophy in implementing each program was to try 

10 Generalize my particular problem, then to write a program to deal with this more 

general problem. White this involves more effort a\ the outset . 1 have found that it 

produced great productivity benefits m the long run. since the Toulkii is now suffi

ciently rompiete thai a great many tasks ran he performed using some combination 

of programs from the Toolkit. 

In order to enhance the productivity of the Toolkit, the programs not only use 

mpi formal (described below i for their input data, hui they also create new data sets 

m the ^ame formal. « hen it if at all meamncful to do M. Hence, one can perform a 

sequence of operations on one's data l.y invoking a sequence of Toolkit programs. 

An alternative to the Toolkit concept would be a single, integrated program that 

incorporate; all of the functions of the individual Toolkit programs I believe such a 

\v-ieni t- unwise, in that it locks l he user into the capabilities that are put into the 

procr.un ':.;. :he programmer. With the Toolkit concept, the user can readily write his 

own programs to augment the Toolkit as needed, without any change in the way he 

use. the number programs. In addition, individual Toulkii programs can be improved 

or replaced, and new Tonlkii programs can he added, without altering other p a n s of 

ih.- Toolkit or recompiling and redistributing a massive new version of ihe complete 

unle I'n,a;i\. the user h m>t forced to abandon the system command environment. 

so he i> \vi- nee to interleave Toolkit program call, with calls to system programs, as 

ins need- dictate 

Die use: interface for the program; is command line based, rather than menu-

baM-.i u r q u r n b a >rd. That is .wnh some exceptions among older or more complicated 
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programs, the programs m the Toolkit are executed by typing; the program name 

followed b\ a list of command-line options. This makes the programs more amenable 

to use in batch-files and allows argument substitution through the command language. 

It also caters to the experienced user and his productivity, at the expense of making 

things sliphrly harder on the novice. 

An mpl data set is an ordinary text file, such as might be created using a text 

editor. The lines of the file are read and processed one at a time, and no line may 

be longer than 1024 characters. Th» first four lines are descriptive text (as opposed 

to numeric data) . The first line should be the name of the abscissa (or "x" variable), 

while the second line should be the name of the ordinate (or "y" variable). The third 

and fourth lines will be placed at the bottom and top of the plot, respectively, when 

the daia set is plotted with mpl or dp i . 

The fifth line contains the number of data points in the de.ta set. It should be 

equal to or larger than the number actually in the data set. A warning will appear 

if this number is different from the actual number of points. The program tixcount 

is available to count the points for you and pin the right number on the fifth line of 

the data file. 

Subsequent lines each contain one data point, which consists of two through four 

numbers, The first two values are x and y, respectively. If there are three values. 

the third is interpreted as the uncertainty (or sigma) for the y value. If there are 

four values, the third is interpreted as the x uncertainty, and the fourth as the y 

uncertainty. The number of values that are taken from each bne is established by the 

number of values given for the first data point. The data set ends when the file ends, 

or when the number of points specified has been reached, whichever comes first. 

The format of the data is very free- Any non-numeric ascii characier (i.e.. any 

character other than a digit, a plus or minus sign, or a period) can be used as a 

separaior between data elements on a single line. Spaces and tabs are preferred, but 

solely for aesthetic reasons. Any line beginning with an exclamation point is treated 

as a comment, and ignored. 

What follows are short descriptions of the programs in the mpl toolkit at this 

t ime. A few of these programs are for very specific applications, though most are of 

gen' "il application. Some are quite simple, a few are downright Irivial. while others 
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are very sophisticated. What really matters is that the are all useful, easy to use, 
and interlinked by the common data format. 

This list does not constitute a user's manual for these programs. Rather, the pro
grams are intended to be self-documenting, since each program will respond with help 
information if n is run improperly. Hence, the user may obtain help for any program 
simply b> running the program without any command-line input. The general form 
of '-he "usage message'' that each program responds with is 

usage: program.name required.argument1 required_argument2 . . . 
[optional.argmnent.lJ [optipnal_argument_2] . . . 
{choicel . l I choicel-2 1 . . , } 
{choice2.1 I choice2.2 1 . . . } 
[{optional .choicel . l I opt ional .choicel .2 1 . . . } ] 
Uoptional_choice2.1 I optional_choice2.2 1 . . . } ] . 

In words: required arguments (e.g.. the name of the input data set) are listed without 
delimiters. Optional arguments (usually a program-control "switch", or an optional 
output filename), are delimited by square brackets. Sets of arguments that ihe user 
must choose one and only one of are grouped by curly braces and separated by 
vertical bars. Optional sets of arguments that the user may choose one tand only 
one- of are grouped by curly braces inside square brackets. An example of a usaee 
message is civen below. 

Options, or "switches", are of the general form 

keyword [=value1[ .value2. . . ] ] , 

with several alternative forms recognized (you may use / instead of -. and : or , 
instead ol = •. Any keyword may be abbreviated when enter on the command line, so 
loi.c as enough characters are supplied to may the keyword uniquely identifiable. If 
the vaiue listed in the usage message has single quotes around it. then the value must 
be typed bit-rally u.e.. as in -average=rms); you should not type the single quotes 
yourself in running the program. Such values may. like the keywords, be abbreviated. 
In roiurast. a value bsted in double quotes represents a string that may need tu 
he enclosed double quotes (if. for example, it contains spaces, as in - t i t l e * ' 'x vs 
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y' '). Illustrations of the calling syntax appear below. Note that dpp and the other 
programs described in this appendix employ the same command-line interface. 

In what follows, the phrase "data set" refers to data stored in an mpl format file, 
which consists of a set of data points ( x n , y j w i , n optional uncertainties aVm and ffK.. 
Unless otherwise stated, each program writes its results as a new data set in a file of 
the user's choice. 

add: Adds (or subtracts) two data sets, with error propagation. Normally, the or-
dinales are added assuming that the abscissae match. Optionally, the abscissa 
can be added. There is also an option to match the abscissae before adding the 
ordinates, or vice-versa. 

average: Performs averages of either column of data in a set of data sets, creating a 
new data set with the ordinates given by the averages, and the abscissae given 
either by the user or by incrementing a counter. 

column: Extracts data from generic tables, such as might be output by any number of 
programs, and creates data sets. Hence, a program that prints rows of quantities 
in many columns can be interfaced to the Toolkit via column. (A better way to 
accomplish this is to modify the program to write its data in either mpl or dpp 
format.) Also, column extracts data column-form at files into mpl-format files. 

combine: Combines any number of data sets into a new data set. sort'ng the data 
sets h\ the first abscissa value in each set. 

conpair: Performs the cliscretued convolution of a pair of data sets. 

conap: Convolves a data set with a square aperture. 

denv : Take;, the derivative of a ri v ^ei. -....i; 

tdV\ F I ' X ^ I -Tlxn.m) — =; . (i.l) 
\ OX I j = x Xn-rr. ~ *n-m 

wii'Tc x„ -• ' x n . m - x„_ m i 1 and where iv, is specified by the user. Strictly, the 
points should be equispaced (if not. use in-. 1 i. 
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dpi Simple plotting program for a single mpl formal dala set. See mpl fur a more 
sophisticated program 

e l l i p se : Generates an mplformat data set containing (x, yl points on an ellipse, 
given the Twiss parameters and the emittance. 

f i l t e r : Performs digital filtering of a data set by doing an FFT, applying the filter, 
then doing an inverse FFT. Supports low-pass and high pass filters with linear 
roll-off. as well as Parzen windowing;61 • of the data. 

fizcDunt: Fixes the point rount of data sets, fixcount will attempt to simply 
overwrite the rusting point count, if the fifth line of the data set has a sufficient 
number of characters to allow this without over-running onto the next line stored 
in the file E.g.. if the fifth line contains ' ' K r e t u r n > " and the actual point 
count is 100. fixcount will have to re-write the entire file to make room for 
the two zeroes. If. however, the fifth line had contained ' '1 <return>' ' . 
fixcount would over write two of the trailing spaces with zeroes. This is not a 
trivial concern for data sets with thousands of points, and hence it is a good 
idea to put trailing spares on the fifth line of each data set. 

1i: Performs the FFT of a data set. producing a new data set with the magni
tude vs the frequcnn Also does optional Parzen windowing t'.l and provides 
ouipm of real and imaginary components. Will work in enher single or dou 
ble precision, and will optionally pad or truncate your data lo achieve 2" data 
pom.s 'necessary for the FFTl. 

Iwhui Computes the full-width at half-maximum, with optional smoothing. 

g r i t . Fits a eaussian to a daia set. finding the sigma. mean, baseline, and height, 

with the option of generating a new data set containing the fit evaluated at a 
*cne> uf points 

ggor. Generates a data set from evaluation of a caussian ai equispared points. 

!-.::-. Makes histograms and cumulative distributions of one or more data sets, with 

optionally weighting o! the histogrammed variable by the other variable. 
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integ: Computes the integral ol a data set using the trapizoid rule with error prop
agation, creating a new data set with the integral as a function of the abscissa. 

m t e r p : Does polynomial interpolation on a dala set. using whatever order of poly
nomial the user requests, with options for creating a new data set with inter
polated values at equispared points and for transforming one variable of a data 
set via interpolation on the first data set. 

1st: Does error-weighted leasi-squares polynomial fits to any order . Options for 
fitting only even or odd polynomials, or for fitting only specified powers. Also 
provides difference data sets and data sets from evaluation of fitted polynomials. 

mpl: \ersatile plotting program for multiple data sets. ADows zooming, point plot
ting, symbol plotting, and much morr. Supports many common graphic output 
devices through use of SSRL's GHOST package. Has Greek and scientific char
acter sets, with subscripting, superscripting. and in-line control of character at
tributes. The following '-escape sequences" are recognized in character strings 
(these veil] be illustrated belowl 

1. Sg. Sr : switch to Greek or Roman characters. 

2. Sa. Sb. Sn: go to Above 'superscript I. Below (subscript I. or Normal script. 

3. Ss. Se: Start and End Special I mathematical) symbols. 

-1. Si. id: increase ( • I.f.i or Decrease t 1.51 character size. 

5 St. Sf: go to Taller or Falter letters nhese are inverses of each other) 

G. :>u. Sv: displace text vertically I'pward or downward I respectively) bv 

one-half character-heighi. 

7. Sh: back-space one-half character width. 

(mpl-format data sets and these character sequences are also recognized bv niv 
drau program, which was used to create all but a few of the graphs in this 
thesis, mpl is actually called as a subroutine in draw.. 

•«-*•: Dues pair-wise multiplication u>r division: of the ordinate-, ioi abscissae, or 
boiln uf tw-o data M-is. witli error propagaiiijii. If the daia sets are of unequal 
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iencih. the program will opiionai!) 1 r> nt line up the abscissae before multiph 

nit 

murge. Mcrees i wo data sets, HI tlu* seiiM' of takinc the ab-.ci.ssae ami ordinal es of the 

iit'w data set troni the abscissae hiul ordinaies of two ol her data sets*, a;- spenfied 

In the user i 1 he si ranee spellinii ij. to avoid confusion with the VAX VMS 

MLKi.it uiillT> i 

params: Compute* many parameters of a series of data sets, including position'.. 

heights wild sharpnesses of peaks, positions and values of minima and maxima. 

averages, and medians 

p e a k f i n d : Finds peaks in a data set. with optional snioothine and a user-defined 

ih roho i J 

q s o r t : Sort" a data set into ascending ior descendniR order i by ihe abscissa, sub 

sornnc h\ the ordinate, with optional elimination of duplicate points. 

r e s c o l e -\reliably the most powerful program in the toolkit. Performs very ver 

satiic transformations of a data set. including normalization, centemig. scaling 

and oft>cit;nc. taking the logarithm, and more. Data set* may be sparsed. 

windowed. re-or'i.Tt'd. and tlie abscissae and ordinates may he swapped. Prop 

,OJ.r;..t o* error- - at. be performed if Mumas are cm-n :n iin- Jaia set r e s c a l o 

wiL' aisi- accept user-defined transformations, specified as equations it his was 

done b> incorporating nn programming language calculator rpr. n.to r e s c a l e . 

lust as it was incorporated into dpp i. 

rndger. C.enerates random number pairs, with caussian and uniform distributions 

supported The random number neneraior uses a random shuttling routine with 

two linear cuncruential generators t>I 

smooth Smooths a data set b\ multi-pass averaging over adjacent points. 

se t log F'eriorm- set louu on two data sets. For example, s a t l o g will find all tlie 

daia points m one data set bin not the other, or all the data ponns in boili 

:u>* wrr.swx A rc.w/'f TATIOSM msrES AKD TECII\IQI:ES 

sets ' s e r specified tolerances are accepled lo determine when two points are 

"the same" 

s t a t s : Does statistical analyses of a data-set. computing various moments, widths. 

and cumulative distribution parameters. Also gives the minimum, maximum, 

and spread. 

t o t a l : Creates a new data sei with 

1 - 1 

zerofmd: Finds locations of zeros in a data set. with interpolation between points. 

Next. ] present a simple example session makinp use of some programs in the ropl 

Toolkit. In particular, this is the sequence 1 used to create the data for the comparison 

of linear and non-linear field terms in Chapter 2. Recall ihat I compared E t(z) (the 

on-axis, longitudinal field) with 

T l l l ) = « U = - k ' l ^ I . (1.3) 
* • ' F i 

*-p2 

where R* = 0.3 cm. The starting point is a data set containing (z,,E».,) with z 

m meters, as previously extracted from a STPERFISIJ-generated output file (which 

could be done using column!. Lines preceded by exclamation points are comments 

Lines in italic type are output from a program, while those in type-writer type are 

typed by the user: 

! The initial data set is z_ez.sfish. Normalize it to a peak value of 1 and convert 

! the abscissae from cm to m. The names of the data columns are also changed. 

! using a subscript escape sequence to obtain E l l 0 r m . Note the use of the 

! ampersand as a command-line continuation character: 

% r e s c a l e z . e z . s f i s h z _ e z . o u t - n o r m a l i z e - x . d i v i s o r ^ l O O t 

$ - y _ l a b e l = "E$bnorrn5n" - i _ l a b e l = "z (m)'* 

! Find out how io use the deriv program: 

% d e r i v 

http://ab-.ci.ssae
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una *n dent input Jilt out put jilt -wttn-al-numbtr -T.^iyma-vtilut 

1 Take its derivative, using a derivative interval of 2 points: 

$ d e n v z-.ez.out z . d e z l . o u t - i n t e r v a l = 2 

' Take the second derivative as well. Abbreviate the command somewhat: 

$ d e n v z . d e z l . o u t z_dez2 .ou t - i n t = 2 

' Compute k 2 E , . where V = 2TT?\ and A = 0.105m. 

' The y-axjs label is changed to " k 2 E n o m , ( l / n r ) " . 

$ r e s c a l e 2 . e z . o u t z J t 2 _ e z . o u t - y . t r a n s f o r m * " ) ' K2 •" ft 

- r p n _ e x p r e s s i o n = " 2 p i • 0 .105 / sq r s t o k2" ft 

-y_lobel="K$a2$n EJbnormS ( l / m $ a 2 $ n ) " 

.' Add d;E, and I r E , 

S add z . d e z 2 . o u t z_k2_ez.out sum.out 

I multiply by R* S, with abbreviation of command-line options 

$ r e s c a l e sum.out t l _ n o n l i n . out -y_t="y C "" ft 

-rpn_ex=" 003 sq r 6 / s t o C" ft 

-y_ labe l="T$b l$n" ft 

' An alternative form of this command, that is quicker 

$ r e s c a l o sum.out t l j i o n l i n . o u t - y _ m u l t i p l i e r = l . l 2 5 e - 6 ft 

-y_ labe l="T$bl$n" 

'. Compare E, and T, by graphing on a VTlOO-series terminal (GHOST device 3). 

' using different intensities for the two data sets. 

$ mpl t l j i o n l i n . out , z _ e z . o u t - m u l t i p e n 
1 Repeat, but expand around the end of cell 1 (z = 0.026 m) . with auto-scaling of 

' the venical extent of the plot. 

J mpl t l _ » o n i i n . out , z _ e z . o u t - m u l t i p e n - s c a l e = 0 . 0 2 4 , . 0 2 8 , 0 , 0 

Sptnal noi€ to FORTRAN users: VAX FORTRAN (and perhaps other implemen

tations as welli uses, by default, the FORTRAN-camage-control record structure for 

output files 0 uses stream files, which by definition have no record structure. The 

VAX C library i> supposed to provide translation between the ditTerent record formats 

in an invisible way. but does not do so properly for FORTRAN-carriage-rontrol files. 

Hence, if you wish to Reiterate mpl data sets from FORTRAN programs, you should 
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open the output file using the following syntax: 

o p e n ( u n i t = u n i t _ n u m b e r , name=fl lename, s t a t u s = ' n e w ' , 

ca r r : i agecont roJ .= 'none ' , r e c o r d t y p e = ' s t r e a m . c r ' ) 
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A.2 The awe Self-Describing Data Format 

I created awe format from the realization that most output from scientific programs 

can he organized into tables. The columns of a table contain quantities having the 

same name and units, while each row contains quantities that are grouped together. 

Fur example, the columns might he z, E , , E r , and B*. so that a row would contain 

the latter 'hree quantities as a function of the first, awe format consists of a header 

that eives the names and units of the columns, plus additional information (names 

and units of "auxiliary quantities'") that pertains to all the data in the table, After 

the table-format is defined for a particular file, any number of tables in that formal 

may follow, distinguished by a counter and (optionally) by the values of the auxiliary 

quanune*. There are no internal limitations on the number of rows, columns, or tables 

that may be present in the data file; this is limited only by the memory capacity of 

the machine. 

The program awe (for Dump Post-Processor) provides a universal user-interface 

to any program that creates awe-format output files. By using the unformatted repre

sentation of numbers, awe-format escapes the problem that many programs fall prey 

to. namely, the necessity of having to print fewer and fewer significant figures as more 

ami in mi are added to the table, with the attendant problems whenever any numerical 

quantity exceeds the allowed format width. In addition, unformatted output is much 

faster and more efficient in terms of data storage, an important consideration for for 

programs I like MASK and e l e g a n t ) that dump very large amounts of data. This 

has the disadvantage that awe-format files are not human-readable, as common text 

format output is. Hence, among other things, awe provides the user wilh the means 

to create readable, text files in very flexible ways, e <e permits the user to creale 

his own text files with tables of just the data he is interested in. aee also produces 

mpl-format files containing data of the user's choice; this is the most common use of 

awe. .since it is by this route that graphical output can be obtained, awe performs a 

variety of data manipulations, such as selecting subsets of a data set. calculating new 

quantities using user-supplied equations, and taking averages, to name a few. 

For example, as discussed in Chapter 2. MASK dumps the quantities [r.z.Jr.3!.\.; 

for any macro-electron that crosses certain user-defined z planes. If one wishes to plot 
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t vs. ~) for any other pair of quantities) the program awe will create an mpl-format 

file from MASK's awe-format output . This same mpl-format file can be used to cre

ate histograms, graphs, as input to statistical analysis programs, and so forth, using 

programs from the mpl Toolkit. 

awe also allows one to define new quantities that are functions of the quantities 

Stored in a awe-format file. Hence, if one was more interested in the phase than the 

time-of-exit. this could be defined in terms of t. New quantities (calculated from 

equations given by the user) are on an equal footing with ihe quantities stored in the 

file. Hence, the physicist does not need to pore over computer printouts, calculator m 

hand, in order to put a program's output into the form he needs, nor is it necessary 

to write a new program to perform this task, awe supports a full range of scientific 

functions (from simple arithmetic operations to integer-order Bessel functions and 

complete elliptic integral*), and will also accept user-defined functions stored in a 

function library. 

I have implemented awe-format output for MASK, r fg u n . PARMELA. SUPER-

FISH. PO1SS0N. e l e g a n t , emi tmeas . and s e r r o r s , among other programs. Using 

awe-format for MASK also allows direct use of MASK output in my tracking code 

e l e g a n t and several other codf-s. Since r fgun and my version of PARMELA fsee 

chapter 3) both use awe format as well, it is possible to write post-processing proce

dure? and programs that work equally well with data from any of these programs. 

The iottowing is the usage message printed by ihe current version (December 1990 i 

of awe, using the same syntax conventions as was used for ihe mpl programs in the 

last section: 

u s a g e : aoe d a t a . f i l e { o u t p u t _ f l i e I o u t p u t f i l e . r o o t } 

[-dumps=duinp_numbers , . . . ] [ - s e p a r a t e . d u m p s ] [ -ve rbose ] 

[ - s amp le_ in t e rva l=number ] [-average.over„dump[°-{rms I sum}]] 

[ - l o g . f i l e = f l l e n a m e ] [ - f o n n a t * " C - s t y l e format s t r i n g " ] 

£ - d e f m e _ q u a n t i t y = q u a n t i t y . n a m e , q u a n t i t y _ u n i t , " r p n - e x p r e s s i o n " ] 

[ - f l i t e r = q u a n _ t o _ f l i t e r , l o _ l i m i t , u p . l i m i t , p a i r _ o r _ s e q _ n u m b e r s _ t o _ f i l t e r ] 

[ - s o r t = q u a n . t o . s o r t . b y , n u m b e r _ t o . k e e p [ , ' ' d e s c e n d i n g ' ' ] ] 

[ - r p n _ e x . p r e s s i o n c " r p n - e x p r e s s i o n - t o - e x e c u t e - f i r s t " ] 

[ - r p n . d e f n s . f i l e = f i l e n a m e ] 
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{ - f i r s t = q u a n t i t y _ n a m e [ = a l i a s ] , . . -

- s e c o n d = q u a n t i t y _ n a m e [ = a l i a s ] . . . . 

I - s e q u e n c e [ = a u x i l i a r y _ n a m e [ = a l i a s ] ] 

- q u a n t i t y = q u a n t i t y _ n a m e [ = a l i a s ] . . . . 

I - c o n t o u r _ g n d = m i n l ,maxl ,min2.niax2 , n l , n 2 [ , ' c o m b i n e ' ] [ , ' s imp le ' ] 

[ -n_contours=number] - f i r s t e q u a u t j t y . n a m e 

~second*quai ; t i ty_name - q u a n t i t y * q u a n t : . v y _ n a m e [ , . . , ] 

I - t a b l e s f i l e n a m e . q u a n t i t y . n a m e [ . q u a n t i t y . n a r o e , . . . ] 

I - l i s t , q u a n t i t i e s 

} 

Description of non-self-explanatory arguments: 

• { o u t p u t f i i o I o u t p u t f i l e _ r o o t } : The name of an output file to be created, 

or a partial output filename from which output filenames will be constructed. 

• [-dumps=dumpjiuinbftrs , . . . ] [ - s epa ra t e -dumps ] [ - v e r b o s e ] : Allows spec

ification of the "dumps" (or tables) from the file that are to be used, whether 

these dumps should be output lo separate files, and whether informational mes

sages will be printed for each dump. 

• [ - s a m p l e a n t e r v a l ^ D u m b e r ] : Specifies sparsing of the data, so that only every 

number-th data paint is used 

• -f i r s t = q u a n t i ty-name [ = a l i a s ] - second=quant i ty_name [ = a l i a s ] : Specifier 

output of pairs of data f u> the first and second columns of mpl-fonnat files 1. 

The filename for each pair will be constructed from the o u t p u t f i l e _ r o o t and 

the names of the quantities (or their aliases, if any > 

• - s e q u e n c e [ = a u x i l i & r y _ n a m e [ = a l i a s ] ] - q u a n t i t y = q u a n t i t y j i a m e [ : = a l i a s ] 

Specifies output 10 mpl format files of data as a function of an auxiliary variable 

or ' he dump "time" counter i which is a mandatory auxiliary quantity, and a 

left over from the early days uf awe I. The filename for each pair will be con-

p r u n e d from tli<' o u t p u t f i l e _ r o o t and the names of the quantities (or tln-ir 

alia>es. if anv >. 
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• - c o n t o u r _grid=minl ,inaxl ,min2,max2 , n l , n 2 [ , ' c o m b i n e ' ] [ , ' s i m p l e ' ] : 

Specifies that the user wishes to create data suitable for input to the c o n t o u r 

program for contour plotiing. computation of path integrals, etc. The - f i r s t 

and - s e c o n d arguments give the names of the independent variables (call them 

(x l , x21) of the contour map. with the - q u a n t i t y arguments giving the names 

of any number of dependent variables (for separate output ) . The items for use 

with the - c o n t o u r - g r i d keyword are the exleni of the conlour map in the xl 

and x2. and the number of grid points in each dimension. The 'combine" and 

'simple' options specify the type of data interpretation, li 'combine' is given, 

then data from all dumps is combined before processing; otherwise, dumps are 

processed separately. If 'simple" is given, then the program assumes that ( x l , 

x2) pairs lie on the grid specified by the arguments, which reduces the processing 

to simply putting each data point in array location of the closest grid point to 

any given Ix l , x2) pair. If 'simple' is not given, then the program interpolate in 

two dimensions to find the value of the dependent variables at each grid point, 

which is a much more time-con.-iming process, but necessary for processing 

data from programs that use irregular meshes (like SVPERFISH). This latter 

procedure is not entirely reliable. 

• - t a b l e 1 1 ! i i e n a m e , quan t i ty -name [, q u a n t i t y j iame. . . ] : Specifies creation 

of a text table in the named file, in column formal (which is human-readable). 

As a simple example of the use of awe. suppose that one has just run e l e g a n t 

with a variable quadrupoie streneth in order to do a simulated emit lance measure 

mem <>?e Chapter 6). The beam-size and quadrupole strength, along with many 

other parameters, arc stored in the "final parameters" output file, which ] will refer 

to as emi tmeas . f in. m the example. I also show the use of mpl lo plot the data: 

! Kxuact the horizontal RMS beam-size (called "Sx" by e l e g a n t ) vs the quadrupoie 

' strength (called "Q4 K l ' " ) : 

$ awe e m i t m e a s . f i n em - f i r s t : " Q 4 [ K l ] = K 1 " - second="Sx" 

/.'/' <•{". titd < mrKl-Sroui 

' Plot this data using symbol ".?>. with points connected by lines: 
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$ mpl emjcl.sx . out -p lo t_code=0 , 28 - connec t 
1 Extract the omittance for both planes as a function of Q4 strength, e l e g a n t 

' ;:M'S " e \ " and "ey" for the omittances m the .\ and y planes, respectively 

$ awe e ra i tmeas . f i n em - f i r s t : " 0 4 [ K l ] = K 1 " , " 0 4 [ K l ] " - s e c o n d ^ ' e x " . " e y " 

jih ,'juvcd: rm_A'J_tr.i'ti/ 

jilt opmtd. (T7.\J\J.ty out 

! r ioi the omittances for both planes, using diflerent symbol: 

$ mpl amjt l .ex . o u t , emJcl.ey . out -p lo t_code=0 ,28 , 1 , 2 9 - c o n n e c t 

' Extract the geometric mean of the omittances vs. Q-t strength-

$ a«e e m i t m e a s f m em - f i r s t : " Q 4 [ K l ] " - second=eg £ 

-de f in f t=eg ,m- rod . "ex ey * s q r t " 

j nru quantity mi.* defined 

<g \m-riid'. a • p * sqrt 

jilt opened: nn.K 1,eg.out 

! Plot ihis along with x and y omittances, changing plotter pens between data seis. 

S mpl emjtl.e'/., out -mul t i_pen 

! Make a table containing the quadrupole strength, horizontal beta function, and 

' the element:, of the horizontal transport matrix. R. along with 1 - d e t f R l : 

t awe e n u t m e a s f m & 

-do f2ne=ode tR , " " , " 3 R l l R22 • R12 R2l - - - " &. 

- c c f i n e = b e t a x , m , " S x 2 pou ex / " & 

- t a b l e = h o r i z . t a b , Q 4 [ K l ] , S x , R l l ,R12 ,R21 , R22 , be t ax .ode tR 

J mi: tiuajifi(it}> trtrt dtfirwd 

odttH '••• i nn RCC - RI-J RJI • - -

/'* tar irn,. Si C pou ti 

The file e m i t m e a s . f i n contains 46 quantities as a function of ilie quadrupole 

strength, tnchidmi; beam-sizes, emittances. transport-matrix elements, and more. 1 

have n to the reader ID imagine how unwieldy ji would be to have lhe.se quantities 

pruned to a text file- in the fashion typical of physics programs. With awe. the user 

^elects just the data he is interested in. and manipulates it into the desired form 

with a minimum of effort. This would be powerful enough as the interface to a single 

physics program i e l e g a n t , say), but it is all the more powerful in providing a uniform 
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interface tu iminy different programs, as well as an interface bc1w<.eri different ptiysics 

programs l e g . , between MASK and e l e g a n t , or e l e g a n t and ernitmeas). 

,\\>ie that since awe format is self-describing, upgrades to e l e g a n t that result in 

more data being sent to the "final parameters" file ior any other file) will not change 

the user interface, beyond making more data available to the user via awe. (In fact, 

the final parameters file contain* a variable number of quantifies, depending on how 

many quan t / i e s the user chooses to vary in his e l e g a n t simulation.) This applies 

to the interface between programs as well, since a program that accepts awe-format 

input obtains its data by "asking for it" by name. For example. th.* program emitmeas 

I see Chapter 5) finds the data for the R-matrix and beam-o'.^^s by finding quantities 

with the appropriate names (the same names used in the examples above). A set of 

subroutines is available for use in any program that needs 10 utilize data stored in 

awe format. 

I will not give a detailed description (i.e.. at the byte level) of aoe format here 

beyond what has been given above, since the format is going to undergo modifications 

in the near future to further improve its functionality. The upcoming changes will 

allow further expansions of the format without invalidating data files stored in a 

previous version of the format, by the addition of a format version number. This will 

be done before any release of the program is made, to forestall problems with multiple 

versions that use different formats. Also, the format will be expanded to include text 

descriptions for each variable, format-specifiers for each variable (to specify how the 

data should be printed when ascii output is requested!, and text descriptions of each 

individual table in a hie (in addition to the existing text description of the tile as a 

whole), in addition to other changes 

This issue of changing formats should not be confused with the issue of whether 

awe can accept data tables other than those it is current working with. There is no 

limitation (except at the hardware level) on the creation of new data tables in the 

existing awe format. Any new application can describe a new data-table in the format 

awe currently accepts . The upcoming changes in awe format refer to improvements 

in the way programs can describe their data to awe or to other programs that call 

Ihe awe subroutine library lo read awe forma! files. 
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I v r ,is,,,l lli>- I ' l inir svii,tn,[ i i i iot is is te t i l lv ill tills .scrlion In p a l t i n i l i i r . x ' a n d y ' a r c 
.lo|i>-* i-'J.iliv,' l,» I he , ,-i , tr , i) l raje( to iv , while if,' |i.-- ):JM) a n ' v, -Inn l ies (normalizi-il t o 
.!< I 

I | ilaii,m--1.1,1 a i , , l : t ,T . ' i . ' l ie Inn ti l l e n t r y 1,1 t lie nu l l ! hand ve r tu r s l i iml i l lie i , " ' 
y/\ -.|,'r-»(alTOU'H 

.1,1-1 liidnr | , I . H I , , I I S .i «(,. .1 71 . ami .1.711. , , - | , la i , - (he word "sl i i | ies" liy " v e l o n t i e s " . 

I q n a l i i m .1 Ii7 -liould liavt- a linlills sil'ti 111 frntit (il tile s<)iinre runt s ign. 

Ill .• . | i iali ,„, .1.7(1 l , - p l . i , e . | , In , , ' , / , | ' . 

Ill ,'<|iiai :( .*: ' . ' l ie s e i o m l e n t r y ill t h e rif-lit l iaml vector shou ld l ie Q ' i / Q ' , a n d t h e 
loiirtl trv sliuuld he CJV'i'j 

In lalile .I..,, (lie following matrix e lement sliodld lie (lianKed to (lie values ^iveti: 
l',i..j ^ -:UYi 
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I ' I I I I = 1.113 1(1' 
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I 'u.u = - i . •.:»»• 10- ' 
! ' .„.,, = -1,11.', 
1'j.i.,:, _ H.KHH in 1 

! ! „ . „ = - : I . | ! > - I - ID1 

In 1'alile ;1.7, the lollowinf; mutrix i-lenients should he channcd to the values |>iven: 
I ' w i = -0.979 10-' 
VMH - :Mi«l I"" ' 
Cl in = - 1 101 
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I'a.ijj = -li.lllK 
\',.m = IM'.h l i r ' 
I ' H H = ii.r,-22 
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